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ABSTRACT

Marathon U.S. Realties has requested a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers
to fill a 134 acre site for the development of an industrial/commercial
business center, and to develop two nearby sites (totaling 90 acres) as
seasonal wetlands. This is in conjunction with a requested subdivision of the
134 acres into 65 lots, under the California Subdivision Map Act with Hayward
as Lead Agency.

The proposed industrial/oommercial business center site Is located mostly in
the City of Hayward, bordered on the north by the existing Beckman Canal, on
the east by the Southern Pacific Railroad embankment, and on the south by the
Sulphur Creek levee, and on the west by lands of the East Bay Regional Park
District and Oro Loma Sanitary District.

A Draft EIS/EIR for the proposed Marathon Tract 5167 development was prepared
in October 1985 by TRS Consultants Incorporated. A large number of critical
responses were subsequently received during the public review period. As a
result, it was judged by the lead agencies that considerable additional
environmental analysis was required, particularly in the area of mitigation
for loss of wetlands on the project site. This Supplemental ES/EIR, prepared ,'-
by Earth Metrics Incorporated, integrates material judged to be acceptable in
the old report with the results of extensive additional work subsequently
carried out under the direction of the lead agencies.
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1. SUNNARY

1.1 PURPOR f AND EED FOR THE POPOSED ACTION

The proposed project is an industrial/oomercial development on 134 acres in
the City of Hayward and the enhancement of two nearby wetland parcels as
mitigation for wetland losses on the 134 acre site. The project sponsor and
permit applicant is Marathon U.S. Realties, Incorporated. The enhancement
parcels are owned by the Hayward Area Recreation and Parks District (HARD),
which has entered Into an agreement with the project sponsor for wetland
enhancement on its properties.

Each permit application has an applicant's purpose and need and a public

purpose and need. In most cases, when an EIS is required and the applicant is
not a governmental body or agency, the applicant is a member of the private
sector engaged in providing goods or services for profit. In the case of the

proposed Marathon development, the applicant's purpose is to receive requested v
permits to subdivide all or a portion of the 134 acres, to build the necessary
infrastructure, and to sell the parcels to industrial builders for profit. In
addition, the applicant proposes to replace wetlands lost on the project site
by improvement of the two HARD parcels or by dedication and/or enhancement of
other parcels identified as mitigation alternatives in this report.

The potential public benefits associated with the proposed development are:
1) additional industrial/commercial development which would create employment
for local residents and 2) the maintenance, or possibly the enhancement, of
wetland habitat values in the project area.

1.2 ALTERNATIES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

The following alternatives are discussed in detail in this Supplemental
E/KEI:

Alternative 1. Prolect as Proposed by Applicant. Marathon U.S. Realties,
Inc. (Marathon) is proposing development of a 134 acre site for industrial/
commercial business uses and enhancement of two nearby sites as seasonal
wetlands to mitigate the loss of wetlands on site. The proposed site plan is
shown in Figure 3.2-3. The proposed enhancement plan is shown in Figure 3.2-4.

Alternative 2. Proposed Project With Alternative Mitigation. Under
Alternative 2, no enhancement actions would be undertaken on HARD parcels A
and B for mitigation of wetland losses on the project site. Instead,
approximately 90 acres of wetlands would be provided for mitigation through
purchase and dedication (to a public agency) of existing wetlands under
private ownership, or through active enhancement (and purchase, where the site
is currently privately owned) of nonwetland or low value wetland areas.

2a. OFF SITE UHANCEMENT/RESTORATION. The following sites have been
identified by the applicant as potential sites for mitigation through creation
of new seasonal wetlands in areas of little present habitat value:

2al. Flood Control/Pacific FM site.

2aii. PACCAR Peterbilt Company site.

1-0
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Site 2ai comprises a total of 161.51 acres in Hayward between, and to the
south of, the HARD A and B parcels. Ownership of 116.04 acres is held by the
Alameda County Flood Control and Vater Conservation District (ACFCVCD) and
45.47 acres by Pacific FH Incorporated. Site 2aii comprises 3 4. 3 6 acres in
the City of Newark. The site is also an elevated (approximately ten feet HSL)
former landfill area. As the site is currently privately owned, purchase and
dedication by the project applicant would be required prior to wetland
restoration. The proposed wetland restoration actions on sites 2ai and 2aii
involve capping and venting of the old landfill areas followed by development
of extensive shallow seasonal ponding areas for wildlife and waterfowl use.

2b. OFF SITE PURCHASE AND DEDICATION ONLY. The sites listed below have been
identified as potential mitigation sites through simple purchase and
dedication of acreage equivalent to that of wetlands lost on the project site.
No, or minimal, habitat restoration actions are proposed because the presence
of existing wetland habitat values on the sites is recognized.

2bi. Oliver Brothers property near State Route 92. (Oliver Salt Pond)

2bii. Oliver Brothers property north of Alameda Creek. (Oliver Hay Farm)

2biii. Patterson Ranch Lands parcels A, B, C and D.

Site 2bi comprises a total of 188 acres in Hayward and is presently dominated
by shallow salt ponds. Site 2bii, comprising 130 acres in Hayward, is a diked
historic bayland currently used for hay production. The Patterson Ranch Lands
parcels (site 2biii), comprising a total of 600 acres in Fremont, are also
diked historic baylands and are presently used for grazing and open space.
Possible enhancement actions proposed for mitigation areas within sites 2bi,
2bii, and 2biii include breaching of marginal inboard levees and/or pumping in
of water from local sources to promote seasonal freshwater inundation.

2c. PAYMENT IN LIEU TO A LAND BANK AGENCY. Under this alternative the
project applicant would not acquire or improve off site mitigation areas but
would provide funds directly to an open space land bank agency. The selected
agency could then proceed with purchase and/or restoration of wetlands
elsewhere in the south bay area. The payment in lieu alternative is likely to
be feasible only if the land bank agency is able to identify an acceptable
site prior to final approval of the proposed project. The applicant has
identified three agencies potentially capable of facilitating a payment in
lieu program: the Peninsula Open Space Trust, the Trust for Public Land and
the East Bay Regional Parks District.

Alternative 3. RDeduced Scale Development. Under alternative 3, the extent of
site development would be limited to allow preservation of a portion of
valuable wetlands on the project site. The proposed levee along the western
margin of the site would not be built. Off site mitigation strategies would
be the same as outlined in alternative 2 except that the required acreage of
mitigation land (or in lieu fee) would be reduced commensurate with reduced on
site wetland losses.

3a. DEVELOPMENT LIMITED TO 104 ACRES. Approximately 104 acres would be
developed leaving 30 acres west of the western part of the loop road as
undeveloped wetlands.
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3b. DEYSLOPMT LIMITED TO 74 AC3R. 0nly 74 aores would be developed as
industrial busness park leavig appromtly 60 acres of seaonal wetland as
open space. Of this open apace approximately 40 acres would lie along the
western margin of the property and a 20 acre area at the north end of the site
near Bokman Channel would also remain undeveloped.

Alternative 4. Aeauisition of the Site by a PublicnAen. Under this
alternative the applicant would sell the property, *as Is,* to a public agency
at a fair market value. The Trust for Public Land has Indlcated potential
interest In the purchase of the property for a mitigation land bank. The site
would remain undeveloped. Enhancement might be provided by a public agency or
it could be developed as a park or for recreation use depending on which
agency purchased the ate.

Alternative 5. No Ation. Under this alternative the industrial/ommercial
development and enhancement of the HARD parcels would not be undertaken. The
site and mitigation parcels would remain in their current state for the
foreseeable future.

1.3 "HAOR UYIROMENTAL CONE3OUNCES AND MITIGATION MASUR

The following discussion presents a summary of major environmental Impacts
associated with the proposal and alternatives, followed by recommended
mitigation measures. Significant impacts which cannot be mitigated are
discussed in Section 5.

LilLOE

Alternatis._l.. Project implementation would result in a shift in land use on
site from vacant, low intensity agriculture to Industrial and co merclal,
which is consistent with the City of Hayward General Policies Plan and the
Zoning Ordinanoe. The proposed land use appears compatible with existing
Industrial land uses south and east of the site. Approval of this project is
not expected to result in cumulative development and pressure on other parcels
in the study area, since they are already planned and zoned for similar
development.

The proposal would also modify the existing characteristics of both the HARD
parcels. The plan proposes modifying these parcels through regrading their
edges, providing drainage ditches, and discharging water to enhance them for
wetland habitats. While these activities would change the biological
charaoteristics of the parcels, their land uses would not be affected as they
would both remain as undeveloped marsh areas.

Atrnativet2. The utilization of any of sites 2ai, 2aii, 2bii and 2biii (A,
B or C) as alternative wetland mitigation sates would be consistent with
present General Plans and soning. The designated open space use of these
sltes would remain the same. Vetland use of the site would preclude any
present agricultural use such an grazing.

Alizenatir.. Land use impacts of reduced density development on the project
site would be similar to that of the proposed project (Alternative 1) though
intensity of new industrial land use on the sate would be reduced.
Approximately 1O4 acres would be developed in Alternative 3a and 74 acres in
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Ii
Alternative 3b. Such development would be consistent with the Hayward General
Plans and the present zoning designation.

AternatLves q and 5. The No Action and Acquisition by a Public Agency
Alternatives would result in a continuation of the status quo for both Tract
5167 and the nitigation parcels; therefore, no mitigation measures are
necesaary.

VEIETATION AND WILDLIFE

i3tIM&iv 1. Alternative 1 would result in placement of fill material and
construction grading over the entire 134 acre site. Approximately 90 acres of
Category 2 seasonal wetlands subject to jurisdiction of the Corps of Engineers
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and 44 acres of upland vegetation
would be lost. Development of the site with proposed Business Park use would
result in significant adverse Impacts to migratory waterbirds and waterfowl
through loss of a valuable seasonal wetland habitat area used for feeding,
resting and nesting for numerous species. Development of the project site
without mitigation would contribute to the cumulative loss of seasonal salt
marsh habitat both locally (loss representing one percent of all wetland
types, but 20 percent of all seasonal salt marshes in Hayward's shoreline) and
regionally (development of the site would contribute to the loss of
approximately two percent of the 4 ,155 acres of known privately owned seasonal
wetland habitat in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties).

A biological assessment prepared in May, 1 987 by the Corps of Engineers has
concluded (based on a review of existing information including that provided
by Harvey and Stanley along with Howard Shellhammer) that the proposed
Marathon Industrial Park would not directly affect the endangered salt marsh
harvest mouse. The Corps has prepared a biological assessment with a
determinatlen of no direct effect on the ouse, which will be provided to the
USFVS in accordance with the Endangered Species Act. It is the stated
position of CDFG that since the species is known to be present on the adjacent
EBRPD property in a marsh continuous with that of the project site, the mouse
Is likely to be present on the project site. The Corps points out that the
USFVS believes that maintenance of even 'marginal' habitat areas are important
to the recovery of the salt marsh harvest mouse and must be considered.

Alternative 1 includes offsite wetland enhancement as mitigation for project
site wetland losses. This mitigation measure would involve the enhancement of
seasonal wetland habitat values on the two HARD Parcels neighboring Sulphur
Creek by allowing them to remain wetter longer via water management. HARD
Parcels 'Aw and 'BO currently support seasonal wetland habitat similar to the
project site. In terms of wildlife habitat, the HARD parcels have the highest
existing value of the candidate mitigation sites, but differ from the project
site; both parcels are at a slightly lower elevation, have monotypic saltmarsh
habitat characteristics, and provide habitat primarily for shorebirds.

Enhancement of these individual parcels would provide smaller acreage than the
project site with lower habitat diversity. In addition, the existing wetland
value of the HARD parcels will be lost by altering the water regime of these
sites. Mitigation of this type would, therefore, result in a net habitat
loss. Also the HARD parcels provide potentially suitable habitat for the
endangered salt marsh harvest mouse, and if the mouse was present, enhancement
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of the habitat on these mitigation parcels could adversely affect the habitat
for the endangered species by increasing the duration of inundation.

1M1natLe. Alternative 2 considers three mitigation options; (2a)
enhancement or restoration of wetland mitigation parcel, (2b) purchase and
dedication of existing wetland parcels or (2) payment in lieu (for
unspecified mitigation land) to a public land bank agency.

Alternative 2al and 2aii. Utilizing one, or a combination of the Alameda
County Flood Control District/Pacific FM parcel and the PACCAR/Peterbilt
parcel, the mitigation plan would create new seasonal wetlands on top of
historic garbage dumps. The plan would involve first capping the existing
elevation with an impermeable material, creating borders to hold water on the
top, planting appropriate vegetation, and possibly pumping water in the winter
months to increase the inundation. The habitat analysis Indicates that the
two landfill sites have a limited potential for developing values (via
management) similar to the project site. This result was due to the inherent
artificial natue of being perched (elevated) on top of a capped landfill area,
therefore significantly reducing their interrelated value in association with
adjacent areas (e.g., association with surface and ground waters, ability to
trap sediments is lost or quite low). Furthermore, the technology required to
convert a landfill to a capped, functional wetland is, as yet, unproven. The
landfill sites' value for mitigation is questionable because of their
inherently artificial nature, requirement for intensive management and
elevational and edaphic differences. The Alameda County Flood Control
District indicated in December, 1986 that these parcels are not available to
Marathon for mitigation purposes.

ALTERNATIVE 2bi. Under this alternative, the Oliver Salt property would be
purchased by Marathon and dedicated to a public resource agency. Marathon is
also currently developing a mitigation plan for agency review that involves
reintroducing tidal action to the property. They are also exploring the
potential of raising the bottom elevation of the salt ponds to the point where
seasonal habitat values, like that which exist on the proposed project site,
could develop. The Oliver Salt property was formerly subject to tidal action
and presently provides high value intertidal shallow bottom habitat with
isolated patches of upland vegetation on dike tops. This mitigation
alternative could provide sufficient replacement acreage for project wetland
losses, but would displace high value existing habitat on the Oliver Salt
property for seasonal wetland created with the implemented mitigation. The
Oliver Salt property would require minimal management once fill material was
placed and graded or that the area was opened to intertidal flows. Use of
this parcel for wetland mitigation would result in a net loss of seasonal
habitat.

ALTERNATIVE 2bii. The mitigation measure here would be for Marathon to
acquire and dedicate the Oliver Hay Farm property to a public resource agency,
cease the agricultural operations on the property, and allow it to revert to a
seasonal wetland. The Oliver Hay Farm property was historically an intertidal
area which was diked for agricultural use. A portion of the site supports a
diked saltuarab, and presently, the property is under cultivation but has
potential as seasonal wetland under proper management. This property could
provide similar acreage as the project site losses in replacement for wetland
mitigation losses and would be appropriate for in-kind mitigation N
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requirements. The Oliver Bay Farm property has been rated low for existing
wildlife habitat values but has a potential for high wildlife habitat values
If restored. The Oliver Hay Farm has an existing duck club operation,
complete with pumps, a drainage system, and tide gates in place. For
mitigation purposes the existing system could be expanded and the hydrologic
regime modified. This property would require minimal management once the
desired seasonal wetland habitat conditions became established. Successful
achievement of Category 2 habitat conditions is largely dependent on cessation
of farming and grazing operations, allowing for wetlands hydrology conditions
to occur, and removing the potential for the sites to be developed as
industrial, commercial or residential properties.

Alternative 2biii. This mitigation plan would involve the acquisition by
Marathon and dedication to a resource agency, of a portion of the Patterson
Ranch holdings in Fremont and allowing the agricultural lands to revert back
to a seasonal wetland condition. The Patterson parcels once supported
seasonal wetland habitat but are presently under cultivation with low wildlife
habitat value. These parcels have high habitat potential as a seasonal
wetland under proper management. It is expected that restoration of these
parcels would require minimal management once the desired seasonal wetland
habitat conditions become established. The successful achievement of Category
2 habitat conditions depend on the discontinuance of farming and grazing
operations. The Patterson parcels could be used to satisfy in kind mitigation
requirements. In addition, this ranch has an existing drainage system that
could readily be used for seasonal wetland conversion purposes. Use of the
Patterson parcels as replacement Category 2 seasonal wetland habitat
mitigation to provide "no net loss of habitat' would provide a greater
increase in habitat values than the present agricultural use.

Alternative 2c. Under this alternative the project applicant would not
acquire or improve off site mitigation areas but would provide funds directly
to an open space land bank agency. The selected agency could then proceed
with purchase and/or restoration of wetlands elsewhere in the south bay area.
It is well known that there is little mitigation land in the area which is
available for purchase at a reasonable price. Therefore, the payment in lieu
alternative is likely to be biologically feasible only if the land bank agency
is able to identify an acceptable site prior to final approval of the proposed
project. Until an appropriate mitigation site is selected by one of the
agencies capable of facilitating a payment in lieu program, it cannot be
demonstrated that "no net loss of habitat' can be successfully accomplished.

AterpbartJ.3. Under Alternative 3, the extent of site development would be
limited to allow preservation of a portion of valuable wetlands on the project
site. Alternative 3a proposes site development of 104 acres with 30 acres to
remain as wetland. Alternative 3b proposes a 74 acre site development with 60
remaining wetland acres. The proposed levee along the western margin of the
site would be moved inland to the edge of the developed lots in Alternative
3a. Off site mitigation strategies would be the same as outlined in
Alternative 2 except that the required acreage of mitigation land would be
reduced commensurate with reduced on site wetland losses.

Alterivel__4. Alternative 4 considers acquisition of the site by a public
agency. Under this alternative the applicant would sell the property, 'as
is,' to a public agency at a fair market value and that the site would remain
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undeveloped wetlands. The Trust for Public Land has indicated potential
interest in the purchase of the property for a mitigation land bank.
Bahancement might be provided ky a public agency or It could be developed as a
part or for recreation use depending on which agency purchased the ate.
Mitigation parcels would not be enhanced under this alternative and would
remain in their existing condition.

A ative S. Under Alternative 5 the Industrial/oomerolal development and
enhancement of the HAND parcels would not be undertaken. The seasonal
wetlands of the sate and mitigation parcels would remain in their current
state.

Based on the results of the functional value assessment of the project site
and aitigation parcels, the following recommendations are made. If agency
mitigation requirements are to Insure that no net habitat loss is achieved,
then the Oliver Bay Farm, and Patterson Ranch Parcels PAN, *B', NCR and ND% or
similar type sites should be pursued for mtigatlon to offset the loss of the
proposed project. If in contrast to stated policy it is determined by
resource agencies that It is in the Opubll Interests to acquire more
Intertidal habitat via mitigation for the loss of seasonal wetland habitat
then the Oliver Salt Property or similar sites should be considered.
Mitigation parcels requiring potentially long term or continual Intensive
management or maintenance due to highly artificial conditions should be
avoided. These include the former landfill sites, Alternative 2ai (Flood
Control/Pacific FH parcel) and Alternative 2aii (PACCA/Peterbilt parcel).
(See Table 4.2-2 for in-kind and no net loss of habitat determinations for
each mitigation parcel.)

TOPOGRAPHY. SOILS. GEOLOGY AND §EISMICITY

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3a and 3b. The high expansion characteristics of
the near surface Soils on the project site are anticipated to be the
controlling factor in the final determination of design criteria for project
structures. The high expansion properties of soils throughout the project
site create a significant potential hazard to structures and can be mitigated
by avoiding the placement of shallow footings directly in the expansive soils.
Special engineering measures would be required during development.

The placement of compacted fill on the project alto would require proper
engineering techniques. Slabs on grade, If not properly reinforced, could
experience settling and/or cracking and if not properly supported could settle
away from the building Itself.

The geologic setting poses seismic hazards to the proposed project; however,
the hazards are similar to those In selsmically active areas throughout
California. The primary potentlal seismlc hazard to the proposed development
is ground shaking. There is a high probability that the project area would
experience severe ground shaking during the design life of the project
structures. Shaking may result in differential settlement causing extensive
damage to bulldlngs, parking areas, roadways and utilities. Ground shaking
hazards can be mitigated by proper sate selotion, and proper design of
earthwork and foundations.
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Lateral spreading Is a typo of earthquake induced ground failure involving the
lateral movements of near horizontal alluvial materials toward an exposed
face, usually the banks of a strean channel. There is a potential for lateral
spreading to occur along Sulphur Creek on the project site. Proper
engineering design can mitigate this potential hazard.

AlternatLves q and 5. Existing surface soils and topography would remain
unchanged Into the foreseeable future on the proposed site and proposed and
alternative wetland mitigation sites. Since these alternatives do not include
development of the site, seismic damage due to liquefaction, spreading and
ompaction will be minimized in the No Project Alternative and the acquisition
of the project ate by a public agency. Alternatives 4 and 5 are esentially
no action alternatives; therefore, they do not require mitigation.

HYDOR O AID WATR QUALITY

Alterntives 1. 2a. 2b. and 2c

SURFACE DRAINAGE. Construction on the site under the full scale development
alternatives (1 and 2) would result in increased impervious surface coverage
for roofs, sidewalks, and parking area. This increased runoff is expected to
increase erosion of exposed soils over the site and along the banks of
existing drainage channels; mitigation measures will be required to ensure
such Impacts remain at insignificant levels. Existing drainage patterns would
be modified by the construction and operation of an underground drainage
system. Storm water would be collected by a gravity system on a lot-by-lot
basis and fed under Sulphur Creek to the lift station for the development
south of Sulphur Creek. This lift station is sized to handle the maximum
flows from the proposed development. From the lift station, the runoff could
be pumped over the levee on the south side of Sulphur Creek into the creek
channel or to nearby wetland enhanoement parcels.

Implementation of the proposed drainage system would have the effect of
reducing the existing water supply to valuable seasonal wetland areas on the
BRPD property to the west at the project site. It is recomended that a
hydrological study be undertaken and appropriate mitigation measures be
implemented to ensure that the magnitude and duration of surface drainage from
Tract 5167 to the EDRPD property is maintained.

Enhancement of off site wetland mitigation areas under Alternatives 1 and 2a
would result in modifications of surface drainage patterns on these ates.
HAD parcels A and B would be graded, followed by development of shallow
seasonal ponding area. Any alteration of surface drainage would require
approvals by the ACFCVCD, for utilization of the lift station, and by the
RWQCB and for diversion and discharge of storm water runoff. The ACFCVCD has
taken the position that the lift station should not be used for pumping of
water to mitigation parcels. Wetland enhancement on the Flood Control/Pacific
FM (2al) and Paocar (2al) parcels would involve capping the surface and
margin of old landfill areas and subsequent development of elevated seasonal
ponding areas on the overlying material. The primary Impact of these actions
would be the redirection, via pumping, of nearby surface waters onto the sites
for promotion of seasonal inundation.
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WATER QUALITY. Potential water quality impacts associated with this
development nclude: eraon/siltation during oonstruction, increase in
temperatures, and storm water pollutants such as oil, grease, and heavy mtals
from parking lots, roadways, and Impervious surfaces. The potential for
erosion and subsequent sedimentation during site preparation would be affected
by factors such as the timing and phasing of construotion, the degree of
vegetation removal, and the effectiveness of erosion control measures. The
project'a proposed storm water collection system would drain some of the
runoff from new roadways and paved areas into Sulphur Creek and into San
Francisco Bay and is not expected to significantly increase the quantity of
urban runoff pollutants in San Francisco Bay.

Significant negative impacts could result if the proposed enhancement action
on the landfill sites fall to contain or isolate sanitary refuse. Pumping of
water onto the sites increases the risk of infiltration of water into refuse
layers and subsequent generation of leachate, particularly for Alternatives
2ai and 2aii where water is to be retained directly on top of landfill areas.
The effect could be severe following large failure of the proposed impermeable
liner (constructed either of clay or synthetic materials). Detailed
hydrogeological and engineering studies are recommended to develop a sound
design plan that will satisfy the regulatory and monitoring requirements of
the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

GROUNDWATER. Temporary dowatering measures would result in a localized
drawdown of the upper groundwater table. Upper groundwater levels would
stabilize after construction. The upper groundwater in the project vicinity
contains notable levels of organic halides. Diversion or discharge of
construction dewatering liquids to surface waters or mitigation parcels may
introduce or exacerbate existing water quality problems. Further tests should
be conducted to determine the existing quality of the groundwater table before
extraction. Waste discharge requirements issued by the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) for discharge of dewatering liquid may be necessary to
assure proteotion of surface waters. Potential problems on the project ate
related to the existing shallow groundwater condition can be mitigated to
insignificant levels by appropriate mitigation measures for placement of fill
on the project site.

FLOODING. The proposed project would raise the existing site elevation to a
minimum curb height of seven feet MSL. The existing outboard levee in the
area, on the EBRPD property west of the project site, was not constructed to
standards necessary for protection of an industrial development and has failed
in the past. The levees would require engineering approval from the Alameda
County Flood Control and Water Conservation District (ACFCWCD). A Corps
permit for the levee may be required and, at this time, engineering
considerations may be reviewed and commented upon by the Corps of Engineers.

Under Alternative 1, overbank tidal flooding on HARD B would still occur as no
Improvements are proposed for the levee on the parcel' s western edge.
Construction of a levee on the western edge of the Flood Control/Pacific FM
site (2ai) would eliminate overbank tidal flooding on the site.

Alternatives 3a and 3b

Under the reduced density alternatives, a levee would be constructed which is
different from that in the proposed plan. A dike would be constructed on the
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western margin of each reduced density site plan. In addition, the site would
be protected from flooding in the same way using construction related measures
as under the proposed plan. Impacts related to surface drainage, water
quality and groundwater would be similar to those for Alternatives 1 and 2
though reduced In an mount commensurate with the reduction in development
Intensity.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Under the no development alternatives, existing surface
water drainage characteristics would remain unchanged into the foreseeable
future on the project site and wetland enhancement parcels. No significant
changes to current water quality characteristics would occur unless under
Alternative 4, a public agency acquiring the project site implemented changes
such as elimination of cattle grazing in the alte area. No changes in
existing groundwater characteristics would occur and current flooding
conditions would remain unchanged.

TRAFFIC/CIRCULATION

Alternatives 1 , 2a. 2b and 2c. The proposed project is estimated to generate
an additional 8,710 average weekday trips (AWT) on the current road system,
for a worst case analysis in which there is a trip generation rate of .65
trips per acre. With or without the proposed project, the level of service
would be reduced at all intcrections in the site vicinity except the
intersection of W. Winton Avenue/Corsair Boulevard. The level of service at
this intersection would remain the same without the project but would be
slightly reduced with the project.

Ramp volumes on Interstate 880/West Winton Avenue interchange are estimated to
increase by eight percent during the P.M. peak hour due to Marathon traffic.
Since most of these ramps are currently operating under forced flow
conditions, there would be no perceptible effect on operational character-
istics; the effects would be evidenced by an extension of the area of
congestion and its duration. The increases on the more critical eastbound
ramps will be six percent; referring to Table 4.5-1, the service level at the
intersection of the ramps with Clawiter Road will not exceed LOS D.
Mitigation measures include various improvements on Clawiter Road, West Winton
Road, Hesperian Boulevard and Baumberg Avenue among others.

Alternatives 3a and 3b. These alternatives would generate an additional 6,760
AiV and 4,736 AWT respectively, to the street system. Due to the reductions

the intersections than under Alternative I.

Alternative 4 and 5. Both these alternatives would result in a continuation
of existing conditions. It is important to note that the level of service
would be reduced even without the proposed project due to current traffic
conditions, general growth in the area, and other currently planned projects.

AIR IIALITfl 
'

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3a. and 3b. As an increment, the Industrial Park
will not have an adverse Impact on local or regional air quality, and will not
result in violations of State or Federal air quality standards. Construction
related activities have the potential to emit dust (particulates) which may
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become airborne. Air quality mitigation measures include dust mitigation
measures to reduce partioulates released into the air during construction
activities.

Soe emissions of toxic air contaminants may be expected from industry that
vill locate in this development, and the Oro Lama Sanitary District sewage
treatment plant may subject the occupants of the development to occasional
odors. Mitigation measures recommended to reduce nuisance odor impacts from
the Oro Loma Sanitary District may involve planned or necessary improvements
for which the developer may need to contribute a portion if such improvements L

are outside the constraints of normal operating procedures.

The fill material for the site is also a potential source of air contaminants.
* Soil contaminated with volatile contaminants such as petroleum products or

industrial solvents may produce unacceptable concentrations of air
contaminants in buildings built upon it. Soil with high concentrations ofE radium may similarly produce high concentrations of radon in buildings.
Evaluation of fill material for radon and methane could reduce potential
indoor air contaminants. It is recommended that any wetland enhancement
development on an area underlain by sanitary refuse should include a system
for collection and controlled release of methane gas.

Alternatives 4 and 5. These alternatives are essentially no action alter-
natives; therefore, they do not require mitigation.

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3a and 3b. Noise impacts associated with the
proposed Industrial Park will be produced by construction activity and
vehicular noise (particularly trucks). Mitigation measures to minimize noise

I impacts include proper muffling of construction vehicles and equipment, and
restriction of construction and activity time to minimize disturbance to
nearby residents. Acoustic recommendations for site planning are alsoU intended to minimize noise to sensitive receptors.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Since alternatives 4 and 5 are essentially no project
alternatives, no mitigation measures are required.

PUBLIC SERVICES

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3a ad 3b. Potential impacts to public services
would occur in terms of police services necessary to investigate project
related vandalism, burglaries and intrusions of off road vehicles on adjacent
East Bay Regional Park District property. Proper environmental design could
reduce oocurrance of vandalism and burglary. Assistance can be provided by
the City of Hayward's Crime Prevention Office. Recommendations include the
provision of adequate lighting, burglar alarms and fencing along the property

S line between the project site and East Bay Regional Park District.
Significant impacts in terms of fire protection services, water supply, sever
capacity and storm drainage would not occur.

I Alternatives 4 and 5. These alternatives are essentially no action
alternatives; therefore, they do not require mitigation.I'
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SOCIOICOIIOMIC ,,

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. and 2c. The proposed full scale project is estimated
to result in approximately 4,040 employees. Based on ABAG projections,
approximately 85 percent of additional jobs created in Census Tract 4371 in
Hayward will be located in the proposed industrial park.

Alternatives 1, 2a, 2b, and 2c would have a beneficial fiscal Impact to the
City of Hayward; therefore, no mitigation measures are proposed. Alternatives
2a, 2b, and 2c would result in slightly different fiscal scenarios for the
developer but revenues and operating costs in relationship to the City of
Hayward would remain as in Alternative 1. Under these alternatives, the
developer would enhance selected parcels, or purchase and dedicate wetlands or
make a payment in lieu to a public land bank agency. The costs involved in
the mitigation process may differ according to the selected alternative.

Alternatives 3a and 3b. These alternatives are reduced scale proposals that
would result in fewer employees than the proposed project due to a lesser
number of acres being developed. Alternative 3a would result in a total of
3,136 employees and Alternative 3b in a total of 2,231 employees. The
County's labor supply should be adequate to fill these jobs, and no
significant impact on the local housing supply is expected. No mitigation
measures are proposed.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Under Alternatives 4 and 5 (purchased by a public
agency and no action), the site would remain undeveloped. There would be no
employment opportunities created and no change in the local labor market or
housing demand. These alternatives would not assist in reducing the City's or
County' s unemployment rates. No mitigation measures are necessary.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2bii. 2biii. 2o. 3a and 3b. No impacts are expected for
any of these alternatives because archaeological and/or historic resources are
not expected on the project site or alternative wetland sites. Though 2biii
is in a sensitive archaeological area, soil disturbances that could impact
resources are not proposed.

U Alternative 2bi. Alternative 2b proposes mitigation through purchase and
dedication of property owned by Oliver Brothers. Structures which exist at
the Oliver Brothers Salt Company, just south of the San Hateo Bridge (on
mitigation site 2bi), were identified in the transportation corridor study as
historically significant.

Because of the significance of the Oliver Brothers Salt Company in the history
of the Sast Bay, the following mitigative measures are suggested. Before
wetland mitigation begins on the site, it is suggested that the location of

S all structures, trolley tracks, and affected levee systems be thoroughly
mapped and recorded. Extensive photographs of the area should be taken to
record for posterity all aspects of the Salt Company as they now exist.
Should mitigation require the draining of the salt -,onds in the area of the
Salt Company, It is suggested that these areas be given special attention as
they my contain historic artifacts relating to the production of salt in the
area. Special attention should be paid to ascertaining the eligibility of the
site for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
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I Alternatives 4 and 5. These alternatives are essentially no project alter-
natives and, therefore, do not require mitigation measures.

I i1 .4 SIGNIFICANT EFCTS THAT CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Significant effects of the development alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 and 3)
I that cannot be avoided include the projects contribution to the cumulative

traffic impacts in the general area. Under cumulative buildout some
intersections in the project area would operate at LOS F even with mitigation.
The proposed project would contribute to the traffic congestion at these

I intersections that would operate at less than acceptable levels even without
development of the Marathon project.

I Implementation of a mitigation measure to compensate for on site wetlands
losses through a strategy invoking enhancement of former landfill sites (i.e.,
Alternatives 2ai and 2aii) raise serious questions with regard to the
retention of water on top of landfill areas, the generation of additional
leachate and consequent water quality concerns. Detailed hydrogeological and
engineering studies are recommended to satisfy requirements of the Regional
Water Quality Control Board and ensure that significant impacts do not occur.

Without an acceptable off site wetlands mitigation plan, loss of seasonal
wetlands of the project site would be a significant unavoidable adverse
impact. Areas off site have been identified (see Section 4.2, Vegetation and
Wildlife) that could provide sufficient off site acreage of in kind habitat to
compensate for wetland impacts. (See Table 4.2-2 for in-kind values of
mitigation parcels.)
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2. PURPOSE (F AND NEED FOR ACTION

2.1 PUROS Of AND NEED FOR THE PROJECT

The proposed project is an industrial/oommercial development on 1341 acres in
the City of Hayward and the enhancement of two nearby wetland parcels as
mitigation for wetland losses on the 131 acre site. The project sponsor and
permit applicant is Marathon U.S. Realties, Incorporated. The enhancement
parcels are omned by the Hayward Area Recreation and Parks District (HARD),
which has entered into an agreement with the project sponsor for wetland
enhancement on Its properties.

Each permit application has an applicant's purpose and need and a public
purpose and need. In most cases, when an HIS is required and the applicant is
not a governmental body or agency, the applicant is a member of the private
sector engaged in providing goods or services for profit. In the case of the
proposed Marathon development, the applicant's purpose is to receive requested
permits to subdivide all or a portion of the 134 acres, to build the necessary
infrastructure, and to sell the parcels to industrial builders for profit. In
addition, the applicant proposes to replace wetlands lost on the project site
by mprovement of the two HARD parcels or by dedication and/or enhancement of
other parcels identified as mitigation alternatives in this report.

The potential public benefits associated with the proposed development are:
1) additional industrial/comercial development which would create employment
for local residents and 2) the maintenance, or possibly the enhancement, of
wetland habitat values in the project area.

2.2 PURPOSE Of AND NEED FOR AN 311/313

The Supplemental Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement
(EIR/EIS) has been prepared to meet both the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CBQA). Compliance with
NEPA is required due to the Federal permitting activity of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. The applicants have applied for a Corps permit pursuant
to Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act (RHA) of 1899 (33 USC Section 403)
and Section 401 of the Clean Water Act (CVA) (33 USC Section 134) which
pertains to the discharge of dredged of fill material into waters of the
United States. The Corps has required the preparation of an NIS based upon
its determination that the proposed project would have significant effects on
the environment.

The City of Hayward has determined that an Ei would be required for the
project on the basis of an Initial Study prepared for this site and adjacent
Tract 4975 in 1962, which indicated potential significant effects of
development on the proposed site. -4

A Draft 3I/2li for the proposed Marathon Tract 5167 development was prepared
in October 1965 by TR3 Consultants Incorporated. A large number of critical
responses were subsequently received during the public review period (Appendix
B). As a result, it was judged by the lead agencies that considerable
additional environmental analysis was required, particularly in the area of
mitigation for loss of wetlands on the project alt. This Supplemental
ZIS/EIR, prepared by Earth Ktrics Incorporated, integrates material judged to v.
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I
be acceptable in the previous document with results of extensive additional
work subsequently carried out under the direction of the lead agencies. As
part of this additional work, a number of new off site areas have been
identified as potential sites for mitigation of wetland losses. These sites
are included in the report as alternatives to the proposed project. An
additional reduced density development alternative has also been incorporatedMinto the Supplemental EIS/EIR.

It was noted in comments on the initial Draft EIS/EIR that the document lacked
a detailed analysis of the interrelationships between the Tract 5167 project
and the proposed development of the State Route 61 Transportation Corridor
adjacent to the project site. As in 1985, when the first EIS/EIR was
prepared, the future development of the Corridor remains uncertain.
Therefore, the lead agencies have directed that potential related impacts of
the Corridor be discussed only briefly and in a general sense in the
Supplemental EIS/EIR.

i This document will be circulated through the State Clearinghouse to all
permitting and review agencies for review and comment. In accordance with
NEPA and CEQA requirements, this document is available to the general public

S for review and ooment during the public oomment period.

2.3 REGULATORY AND PERIgT REQUIREMENTS

S This section contains a brief discussion of the purpose, mandates, and
activities of local, regional, State and Federal agencies as they relate to
the proposed project. The following agencies are included:

Federal Agencies
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Coast Guard

State Agencies
California Department of Fish and Game
State Lands Commission
Public Utilities Commission
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
State Historic Preservation Office

Regional Agencies
San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
Association of Bay Area Governments
East Bay Regional Parks District
Bay Area Air Quality Management District

Local Agencies
City of Hayward
Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency
Hayward Area Recreation and Park District
Alameda County
Alameda County Flood Cont .ol District
Alameda County Local Agency Formation Commission
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I
I FEDERAL AGENCIES

U.S. Army Coros of Engineers (Corps). The Corps of Engineers, a branch of theI U.S. Army, exercises final permit authority over the proposed project under
the Federal River and Harbor Act of 1899, the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1972 as amended (the Clean Water Act, 1977), and related statutes
described below. Corps permit regulations (33 CFR 320-329) require an
evaluation of the extent to which a proposed permit activity is in the public
interest. This is the most important criterion applied in the decision to
issue a permit. For any permit application, the Corps must consider all

I applicable official State, regional, or local land use plans and/or policies
as reflecting local factors of the public interest (33 CFR 320.4[j][2]); thus,
the Corps will request review of permit applications in the study area by

S local governments. In addition, the Corps is required by permit regulations
to coordinate and consult with certain Federal and State agencies (33 CFR
320.4) so that permit decisions will reflect factors of both national and
statewide public interest. The following pertinent regulations will be
considered by the Corps prior to issuance of a permit for the project.

CLEAN WATER ACT. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1971 (FWPCA),
amended as the Clean Water Act in 1977, was enacted to restore and maintain
the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation's waters. The
FWPCA established a number of goals, requirements, prohibitions, and programs

S to achieve that purpose and addressed the problems of water pollution by using
many different approaches. Section 404 of the Act establishes a permit
program, administered by the Crops, to regulate the discharge of dredged and
fill material into the *waters of the United States.' Jurisdiction overI 'waters of the United States" extends to the high tide line of tidal waters,
plus "adjacent" or *neighboring' wetlands. Applications for a Section 404
permit are evaluated according to 404(b)(1) guidelines set forth by the

S Environmental Protection Agency which give specific requirements for the use
of disposal sites for dredged or fill materials. These regulatory guidelines
(40 CFR Part 230) prohibit *the discharge of dredged or fill material if there
is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less
adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does not
have other adverse environmental consequences.'

S The proposed action includes structural fill for foundations and flood
protection in wetlands which are considered to be within the jurisdiction of
the Corps of Engineers (see Figure 2.3-1); therefore, a 404 permit will be

S required. Approximately 90 acres of wetlands under jurisdiction of the Corps
will be subject to fill under the proposed actions. Marathon was Involved In
a land trade with the local sanitation district in an exchange that resulted
in a transfer of 12 acres of wetland to the sanitation district. The 12 acre

S area received by Marathon has been surveyed by Dr. Terry Huffman, Wetland
Regulatory Scientist and subconsultant to Earth Metrics, who has classified
this 12 acres as uplands that would not be subject to Corps jurisdiction.

j The 404(b)(1) guidelines require that for nonwater dependent activities, the
applicant must demonstrate that there are no practicable alternatives to the
proposed fill activity (EPA 40 CFR 230.12[a][3J). To meet this requirement, a
report has been prepared by Hills-Carneghi-Bantovich, Incorporated, a real
estate consulting firm with experience in Alameda County, which examines the
availability of alternative sites. A summary of the report is contained in
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Appendix C; the complete report is on file with the City of Hayward and the
San Francisco District Corps of Engineers. Corps staff has reviewed the
determination made by Dr. Huffman and concurs.

The San Francisoo District has determined that the alternative site analysis,
as furnished by the applicant, meets the requirements of 40 CFR 230.10(a)(3)
In that there are no practicable alternatives to the proposed fill (see Insert
Appendix D). The Corps determination is based on the assumptions provided by
Marathon regarding the market area. These assumptions are as follows:

8An industrial market area is defined as that geographical area within
which industrial parks compete for the same prospective buyers and tenants.
From the point of view of industrial firms, the market is that area within
which the firm will search for an acceptable building site or leasable
space. The subject project's market area is defined as the Oakland Airport
area south through Union City.

In support of the above definition, Marathon has stated that 90 percent of the
real estate activity in a given community involves firms relocating or
expanding within the community, and it is relatively infrequent that a firm
moves 30 miles away from the same urban area.

RIVER AND HARBOR ACT OF 1899. Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899
prohibits the unauthorized obstruction or alteration of any navigable waters
of the United States. The construction of any structure in or over any
navigable water, excavation or deposit of material in such waters, and various
types of work performed in such waters, including fill and stream channeliza-
tion, are examples of activities requiring a Corps permit.

Navigable waters include all places covered by the ebb and flow of the tide to
the mean high water mark in its unobstructed natural state. In San Francisco
Bay, *navigable waters" include those areas which were historically part of
the San Francisco Bay, including marshlands as of 1950, but are hydrologically
separated from the Bay because of diking. A portion of the 134 acre site is
within the Corps Section 10 jurisdiction (see Figure 2.3-2); therefore, a
Section 10 permit is required.

FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION ACT. This Act requires the Corps to consult
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service,
and California Department of Fish and Game during preparation of an
environmental study prior to issuance of a Department of the Army permit.
Formal consultation with these agencies will occur through their review of the
Corps Public Notice and this Supplemental HIR/ZIS. The Corps of Engineers
regulatory program requires the District Engineer to give full consideration
to the views of these agencies in evaluating a permit application. All three
agencies have expressed concerns regarding the impacts of the proposed
development co fish and wildlife resources. Section 4.2 of this report
addresses those concerns.

ZNDANOERDZ SPECIES ACT. This act was passed in 1973 to provide protection for
animal and plant species that are currently in danger of extinction
(sendangered') and those that say become so in the foreseeable future
('threatened'). Section 7 of this Act requires Federal agencies to ensure
that their actions do not have adverse impacts on the continued existence of
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threatened or endangered species or an the designated areas (critical
habitats) that are important in conserving those species. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FVS) maintains current lists of species which have been
designated as threatened or endangered.

The INS has notified the Corps (letter dated June 26, 1984, Appendix A) that
one listed endangered species, the salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodon-
t=Ys raY.ventris), may be present in the site area. The Vegetation and
ildlife Section (4.2) of the EIR/EIS describes the potential impacts of the

project on this and other species. As required by Section 7(c) of the Act,
the Corps has prepared a biological assessment of potential endangered species
impacts. The Corps has concluded in this assessment that the habitat
available cc Tract 5167 remains In a condition unlikely to support the
endangered salt marsh harvest mouse and that the proposed development on Tract
5167 is not likely to affect the endangered mouse. See Appendix P for the
Biological Assessment.

NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT OF 1966, AS AMENDED, AND EXECUTIVE ORDER
11593. This act established the National Register of Historic Places and
required the Corps of Engineers to consider the impacts of proposed activities
on properties included in the National Register. Executive Order 11593
requires the Corps, when considering issuance of a permit, to identify in
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office any property
potentially affected by the proposed action which is eligible for listing in
the National Register. No properties listed or proposed for listing in the
National Register, or any other known cultural resources, are located within
or adjacent to the project site.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988, FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT (MAY 24, 1977). In order to
reduce the risk to human safety, health, welfare, and property associated with
floods and in order to preserve the natural and beneficial values served by
floodplains, Federal agencies are directed by this Order to evaluate the
potential effects of actions (including the granting of permits) taken in
floodplains. This Supplemental EIR/EIS evaluates these effects, including the
effects of other practicable alternatives as required by the Order.

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1972. Section 307(c) of this Act, as amended,
prohibits the Corps of Engineers frou issuing a Department of the Army permit
in a coastal zone unless the permit applicant has furnished certification that
the proposed activity complies with and will be conducted in a manner that is
consistent with the approved Coastal Zone Management Program (in this case,
the Bay Conservation and Development Commission [BCDC] Bay Plan). The Coastal
Zone Management Act requires any proposed activity requiring a Federal permit
to be consistent with the State's program (Bay Plan) if it directly affects
land or water uses with the coastal zone.

Priority uses for specific shoreline areas are indicated on Bay Plan maps.
Bay Plan Map 5, San Leandro, Hayward, does not designate the project site for
a priority use; therefore, the proposed development does not appear to be in
conflict with the Bay Plan. As noted below under Regional Agencies (BCDC),
the Tract 5167 is not within BCDC jurisdiction; however, certain of the
identified wetland mitigation parcels will be within the agency's
jurisdiction. Therefore, in the event that any development actions are to be
implemented on these sites, the BCDC must make a final determination of
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conformance with the Bay Plan and BCDC policies pertaining to protection of
diked historic baylands.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11990, PROTECTION OF WETLAND (KAY 24, 19W?). This Order
reiterates the need to preserve and protect wetlands as a national policy;
however, It does not apply to the issuance of Corps permits for activities byi private parties In wetlands on non-Federal property and is, therefore, not
applicable to the proposed project.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (EWS). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is
responsible for the Federal interest in conservation, enhancement, and
protection of fish and wildlife habitat and resources. Under the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (16 USC 661-666c), any Federal agency proposing to
modify or control any body of water must first consult with FWS; thus, this
Act provides the basic authority under which IFWS reviews Corps permit
applications. However, the FVS is a nonregulatory agency with no permit
granting authority. The service has promulgated specific policies for
preserving, protecting and enhancing the fish and wildlife resources of the
San Francisco Bay. The primary concern of the Fish and Wildlife Service with
regard to the proposed project is the potential Impacts of the proposedU development on wetlands and associated fish and wildlife resources. The
stated position of the service is that a development permit should not be
issued because the project represents a nonwater dependent fill in a

S biologically productive wetland (see Appendices A and B).

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA is responsible for the
administration of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (PL 92-500) and its
Amendments (FWPCA). (See the Clean Water Act above.) In general, EPA
evaluates all Corps permit applications to determine the possible Impacts on
water quality, air quality, toxic substances, and radiation.

S The EPA has reviewed the project proposal in accordance with the regulations
40 CFR 230 promulgated pursuant to Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act,Uand has taken the position that the project does not meet the guidelines for
discharge of dredged or fill material (see Appendices A and B).

U.S. Coast Guard. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCO) has permitting authority over
Sbridges spanning the navigable waters of the United States. The proposed

project would include a bridge over Sulphur Creek, which is considered a minor
waterway which is *navigable In law, but does not actually support navigation,E other than logs, rowboats, canoes, and small motorboats.' Formal permits are
no longer required for bridges constructed over minor waterways since the
Commandant of the USCOG has given his advance approval to the location and
plans of such bridges (33 CFR 115.70). The clearance provided for high water
stages (the 100 year flood) is considered adequate to meet the reasonable
needs of navigation. The USCOG requires that bridge plans and flood clearance
information be submitted for their files.

STATE AGENCIES

I State Denartment of Fish and Game (DIU). The California Department of Fish
and Game, a division of the State Resources Agency, is charged with protecting
and conserving the State's fish and wildlife resources Including their
supporting habitats and ecosystems. The DFG implements the January 9, 1 987
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policies for wetland resource protection as stated In the recently added
Chapter 2, of Part 3, Section 660, Title 14 of the California Administrative
Code, regarding the role o DVG in the 'restoration, protection, preservation,
enhancement and expansion of wetland habitat in California.9 The criteria is
described for adequate compensation of wetlands losses for those projects for
which It can be demonstrated that there in *no feasible, less environmentally
damaging alternative location or design for the type of project being
considered within a wetland.' The test for adequate compensation *is that the
project or action does not result in either a net decrease in the wetland
acreage nor a net decrease in the wetland habitat values, which existed prior
to project implementation.'

Regulations of the DFG are In the Fish and Oame Code (DFG, 1975 and 1976).I DFG has regulatory authority over harvest of fish and gase and the taking of
wildlife. It also issues stream alteration agreements for any activity which
will alter the natural state of any river, stream, or lake.

I Although the DMG does not issue permits for development projects directly, its
advice is part of the permit application and decision making processes of the
Corps of Engineers, the final permitting agency. Its contributory role in the

I Corps of Engineers permit processes is established by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act, the Wetlands Resources Policies for Resource
Protection and Corps regulations.

S pRegarding the proposed project, DMG is concerned about wetland and habitat
losses as expressed in their response to Public Notice and comment on the
Initial Draft EIS/EIR (see Appendices A and B). A stream alteration agreementi would be needed for construction of a bridge over Sulphur Creek.

State Lands Commission. The State Lands Commission issues permits, leases andI licenses for the use of State and privately owned lands subject to a public
trust easement for commerce, navigation and fishing. The Commission considers
the public trust, resources in trust, and compensation and mitigation measures
when issuing permits. Much of the land in and around San Francisco Bay has
been granted by the State to local government, while other segments are
privately held. Certain granted and private (nongranted) lands subject to
regular tidal inundation are subject to the public trust (similar to a public
easement) which restricts their use to commerce, navigation and fishery
purposes. For the granted lands, the State has relinquished control of their
land use and can revoke a grant only by legislative action and some violationI of the public trust.

Tract 5167 "is not subject to the public trust easement and the State Lands
Commission has no objection to the fill on 134 acres nor to the construction
on the site. Work on mitigation parcels would not require a lease permit
provided that the land retains wetland status (see Appendix A).

I Public Utilitiea Commission. In general, the Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) has authority over any project which my affect the operation of a
public utility. In the use of the proposed Tract 5167 development, the agencyI will have prmit/decision authority over any change, Improvement or alteration
of any railroad/highway crossings in the area or any new such construction
(3cotion 1201 et seq., Chapter 6, Division 1, California Public Utilities
Code; PUC General Orders 76, 72, 75, 88 and 118). The Commission has
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expressed general concern over Increased vehicular and train traffic in the
project area (see Appendix B).

California Reaional Water Oualitv Control Board. The California Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RVQCB) for the San Francisco Bay Area reviews
activities that affect water quality in the Bay and its tributaries. WaterE quality standards for individual projects are established by the RWQCB as pert
of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
procedure. The RVQCB has indicated that they cannot recommend action on a
water quality certification until water quality concerns are addressed in theE Supplemental EXS/EIR (see Appendix B). They have also noted concern over the
cumulative loss of wetlands habitat due to developments of this type.

State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) * The SHPO functions as the State
component to carry out the National Historic Preservation Act and to ensure
that the historic aspects of projects are In compliance with the California
Environental Quality Act. The SHPO reviews private projects and Corps permit
applications for protection and preservation of historic resources. The
agency reviews sites for eligibility for the National Register.

REGIONAL W!=CIES

Bay Conservation and Develoment Commission. The San Francisco Bay Conser-
vation and Development Commission (BCDC), created by the McAteer-Petris Act in
1965, exercises planning, permit and enforcement responsibilities over San
Francisco Bay waters and shoreline. Charged with promoting both development
and conservation, BCDC has authored the San Francisco Bay Plan to identify and
resolve water and land use conflicts. The project site is not within BCDC
jurisdiction and hence does not require a development permit. However, permit
approval may be required for any wetland enhancement actions implemented in
off site areas.

The mitigation sites that would likely fall under BCDC jurisdiction include
HARD B, Flood Control/Pacific FM and Oliver West (see Section 3 for site
descriptions). The following criteria and guidelines apply to development on
diked historic baylands of San Francisco Bay (BCDC, 1962).

* To the maximum feasible extent, development should be restricted to the
dry portions of sites containing year-round, weedy vegetation. Fill
should be permitted only if there is no practicable alternative and the
fill is the minimum necessary. Filling should avoid areas that (1)
have, or can feasibly be enhanced to have, high wildlife values; or (2)
can be opened to tidal action.0

- 'Development should not present a hazard to persons or property due to
flooding, potential liquefaction, or strong ground motion during
earthquakes."

Mitigation to 'fully offset lost or adversely affected wildlife values w

should be provided in every development where filling or excavating of
diked baylands or other similar unavoidable impact would occur as a
result ct the proposed action. Protection of adjacent wildlife,
buffering, and the establishment of permanent mitigation areas must be
provided through the mitigation plan. No further mitigation should be
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3I required for cyclical or repeated losses of habitat value due to
maintenance of the project.

- tigation should be either through acquisition, restoration, preser-vation and dedication of nonwetlands that can feasibly be restored to
provide wetland values or through acquisition of suitable diked baylands

or other wetlands which vll result in wimproved management practices
enhancing the habitat value of the area.'

Enhancement projects should be planned in consultation with the
appropriate Mosquito Abatement District and the Department of Fish and
Game and all work should meet the mosquito control standards.

- The extent of public rights in the lands should be identified and
resolved by the State Lands Commission prior to any project approval,
improvement, or public purchase.

- Public access should be provided for along the perimeter of the
baylands, except in areas where wildlife values would be adversely
affected by human or animal intrusion.

S- Acquisltion of the diked baylands by private or public land conservation
organizations should be considered as an alternative to development.
First priority for acquisition should be given to scarce and valuable
habitat such as fresh water marshes, rare and endangered species
habitat, and sites adjacent to or near existing protected wildlifehabitat and open space.

The BCDC specific policy for diked baylands currently in agricultural use
states that these lands should be *maintained as long as feasible' since the

S current use is compatible with the preservation of their habitat value.
However, agricultural uses on the baylands should be limited to *farm related
activities or development that has no significant adverse effect on
agricultural use of the site.' 'Extensions of urban services should not be
permitted'. The general policies for diked historic baylands should be upheld
where agricultural use is determined to be no longer feasible.

S Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG). ABAG has responsibility for
regional planning and A-95 review in the nine county San Francisco Bay Area.
The Regional Plan and Environmental Management Plan are its major policyI documents. The proposed project is not in conflict with ABAG's regional goals
and strategies.

However, the following critical area policies which recommend preserving lands
with valuable resources are pertinent to the proposal. Such lands include:

- land areas associated with fish and wildlife having key roles in a
regional scale ecosystem;

- habitats of rare or endangered fish and wildlife that contribute to
diversity of species; and

- land containing vegetative resources that are elements of an ecological

zone of recognized importance or uniqueness.
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Water quality policies recommend establishing programs for surface water
runoff which emphasize low cost measures, such as the use of wetlands to

1 reduce pollutant loads.

Other policies pertinent to the proposal include:

- Wetlands are important for water quality protection among other
ecological benefits and should be preserved and enhanced: new wetlands
should be created for urban runoff control as appropriate and feasible.

- Implement wetland treatment systems for polluted waters, where
appropriate and economically justified.

- Consider wetland enhancement or creation projects as alternative
mitigation measures offsetting negative environmental impacts of
development projects.

ABAG recommends that all efforts be made on the proposed site and mitigation
parcels to ensure that there is no net loss of wetland acreage, and that using
wetlands for surface water runoff control should be considered, where
appropriate.

East Bay Regional Parks District. The East Bay Regional Parks District
(EBRPD) owns and maintains both developed and undeveloped parkland in the East
Bay Region. The EBRPD owns the lands adjacent to and west of the proposed
development site. This area is fenced and maintained as an undeveloped

* seasonal salt marsh.

The District expressed concern about potential water quality impacts of site
development, particularly on adjacent EBRPD property (see Appendices A and B).
Under the current proposal, a levee would be built which would separate the
two sites.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District. The Bay Area Air Quality Management
District monitors concentrations of pollutants in the San Francisco Bay Region
and is responsible for development of the Bay Area Air Quality Plan to meet

~ the 1977 Clean Air Act.

The 1982 Bay Area Air Quality Plan addresses air quality standards set by theE Federal government to protect public health and sets forth an approximate time
schedule for adopting and implementing the control programs necessary to
attain the Federal air quality standards for ozone and carbon monoxide by the
1967 deadline specified by the Clean Air Act. The Plan's control measures
include: motor vehicle inspection and maintenance, stationary source
controls, transportation controls, and administrative programs. The major
source of air pollutants with the proposed project is site generated traffic.

S LOCAL AGENCIES

~ City of Hayward. Approximately 102 acres of the proposed development are
within the City of Hayward and 32 are in unincorporated Alameda County. The
portion of the site within the shoreline planning area of the City is
designated for industrial uses according to the City of Hayward General
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II
U Policies Plan 1990. The site is also zoned for industrial uses according to

Hayward's zoning ordinance. The proposed development is consistent with the
City's General Plan and zoning ordinance for the site. The City of Hayward

i l permitting authority extends to approving the applicant's subdivision map. As
part of the sap approval process the City mat consider whether the
subdivision is likely to cause substantial environmental damage or

i substantially and unavoidably injure fish or wildlife in their habitat
(Government Code Section 66474).

Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency. The Hayward Area Shoreline Planning
Agency (HASPA) was formed in 1971 to prepare plans and programs for Hayward's
eight miles of San Francisco Bay frontage. HASPA was established under the
provisions of an intergovernmental joint exercise of powers agreement andU Includes the East Bay Regional Park District, Hayward Area Recreation and Park
District, City of Hayward, Hayward Unified School District and San Lorenzo
Unified School District. Between 1971 and 1973 HASPA produced a shoreline map
to indicate its conservation and development programs. The plan map
designates the proposed site for urban/industrial uses. The proposal is
consistent with HASPA's plan and land use designation of the site as they
currently exist; however, the HASPA board is reprioritizing their planning
criteria and developing guidelines specifically for wetland management within
their program area (M. Storm, personal communication, 1987).

S Hayward Area Recreation and Park District. The Hayward Area Recreation and
Park District (HARD) owns the two proposed mitigation parcels A and B. HARD
has entered into an agreement with Marathon U.S. Realties which would allow
Marathon to improve the two parcels as mitigation for potential adverse
impacts as a result of the proposed project. HARD desires to have Marathon
construct the improvements on parcels A and B for the following reasons: (1)
to enhance the natural environment; (2) to create a greater diversity of

S marine and wildlife habitat; (3) to enhance and protect existing plant and
animal species, and other fragile resources; (4) to maintain healthy
populations of all possible plant and animal species; and (5) to preserve,
protect, and create an open space reserve for the benefit of the public and
for its use and enjoyment. HARD does not have internal funds available for
construction of the improvements and is, therefore, willing to grant Marathon

the option to construct the improvements at Marathon's sole cost and expense.

~ Alameda County. The 32 acres of the site within unincorporated Alameda County
are designated for industrial use according to the County's General Plan. The
site area is also zoned for light industrial use (W1). The County's H1 zone
allows manufacturing, processing, assembling, research, wholesale, storage or
utility use (when conducted in an enclosed building). The proposed
development would contain light manufacturing uses consistent with the
County's General Plan and Zoning Ordinance.

Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District. The District isU responsible for review of storm water drainage plans and operation of drainage
facilities in the County. The proposed project would require a permit from
the District to discharge storm drainage into the lift station currently under
construction south of the site at Tract 1975. The District will ultimately be
responsible for maintenance of the storm drainage ysteSm for the site. The
ACFCVCD is the owner of a portion of an area in Hayward identified as a
potential wetland mitigation site in this report (see Section 3, Alternative
2). In a letter dated December 18, 1986 (see Appendix 0), the agency has
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I
* advised the applicant that the ACFCWCD land is not available for the proposed

mitigation use.

Alameda County Local Atency Formation Commission (LAFCO). Alameda County
I LAFCO is responsible for determining City boundaries and local City spheres of
influence and for planning for the rational expansion of necessary public

I services and facilities in unincorporated areas. The northeast corner of the
site is in unincorporated Alameda County.

The proposed development requires approval from LAFCO for annexation of theN northern portion of the site to the City of Hayward and removal of the entire
site from East Bay Municipal Utility District and Oro Loma Sanitary District.
The portion of the site within Alameda County is also outside of Hayward's

S sphere of influence. LAFCO will review the annexation request to determine
its consistency with annexation goals and rules. If approved by LAFCO, the
site would be wholly within the City of Hayward and would be provided sewer
and water service by the City.

2

I
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U
S 3. ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

3.1 DEFINITION OF PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES

Corps regulations on EIS preparation state that an in depth evaluation will
normally be limited to those reasonable alternatives which are both
practicable and are:

I. Within the capability of the applicant and the jurisdiction of the
Corps.

II. Within the capability of the applicant but outside the jurisdiction
of the Corps.

III. Reasonable and foreseeable but outside the capability of the
applicant and within the jurisdiction of the Corps.

IV. Reasonable and foreseeable but outside the capability of the
applicant and outside the jurisdiction of the Corps.

In examining alternatives for nonwater dependent activities, the Corps must
presume that practicable alternatives that do not involve special aquatic
sites (including wetlands) are available, unless it is clearly demonstrated
otherwise. Reasonable alternatives include those that are practicable or
feasible from the technical and economic standpoint and using common sense,
rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applicant. There is,
however, no need to disregard the applicant's purposes or needs and the common
sense realities of a given situation in the development of alternatives (CEQ
FR Vol. 46, No. 55, Monday, March 23, 1981, *2a, page 10827 and FR Vol. 48,
No. 146, Thursday, July 28, 1983, page 34267).

The term practicable as used in the legislation is defined as "available and
capable of being done after taking into consideration costs, existing
technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes."

In order to determine the practicability of an alternative, it is important to
have a defined project purpose. The purpose of the proposed development
project is to provide a master planned, rail served, industrial park for a
mixture of tenants in accordance with the highest and best use of the subject
property. The highest and best use in real estate terms is that use that will
provide the greatest net return to the land over a given foreseeable period of
time. The defined utrade' or "competitionw area of the development includes
the Oakland Airport area south through Union City. The development will
provide finished sites at a cost competitive in the market area, currently
within the range of $5.00 to $6.50 per square foot.

This section describes several practicable alternatives to the proposal which
would generally meet the applicant's project purpose, though not all would
maximize the profitability or result in the highest and best use of the
property. These include:

Alternative 1. Project as proposed by applicant (134 acres),including off
site wetland mitigation.

3
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Alternative 2. Project as proposed by applicant with wetland mitigation at
alternative off site areas.

2a. Active enhancement/restoration of off site wetiend
habitat.

2b. Purchase and dedication of existing or easily restored
wetlands.

2c. No off site mitigation; payment in lieu to a land bank
fund.

Alternative 3. Reduced scale development (excluding a portion of on site
wetlands from development).

3a. Development limited to 104 acres.
3b. Development limited to 74 acres.

Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 involve development on all, or a portion of, the on
site wetlands. Alternatives which would not affect the wetlands on site are
the following:

Alternative 4. Acquisition of the site by a public agency.

Alternative 5. No action.

Other alternatives were considered but were deemed impracticable. These
included:

-Development on uplands only.

- Development on alternative nonaquatic sites.

These two alternatives were deemed impracticable for reasons described below.

Development on Uplands Only. Under this alternative, only the areas
identified as uplands (i.e., areas not within the Corps 404 jurisdiction or
approximately 44 acres would be developed. This alternative would reduce the
project by 77 percent in acreage, number of businesses to locate on site, the
square footage of buildings, and the number of employees and would preclude
accommodation of rail service on the site. The road system would have to be
built along the eastern edge of the property to avoid intruding into the
wetland areas. Since the upland area along the eastern edge is relatively
narrow (approximately 20 to 30 feet), it would be extremely difficult to leave
the wetlands unaffected. Therefore, a Corps 404 permit would likely be
required to build the roadway.

The applicant has indicated that a reduction of the scale of the project by
77 percent (90 nondevelopable acres) would not be economically feasible
because of the costs (incurred and fixed) associated with construction of the
bridge over Sulphur Creek in relation to project size and because of the site
configuration. Resulting lots at the north end of the property would be
difficult to service and market.

Development on Alternative Nona uatic Sites. An alternative site analysis was
completed by Mills-Carneghi Bautovich, Inc. and is on file with the City of
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U
Hayward and the Corps. The summary section of the report is included as
Appendix C of this EIR/EIS.

The report examined whether or not other practicable nonaquatic alternative
sites were available. The criteria for practicable alternatives fall within
three categories: a) the project purposes, (b) physical characteristics and
logistics as defined by the proposed development requirements, and
(c) availability.

The subject market area includes the industrial districts of Union City,
Hayward, San Leandro and the Oakland Airport area, and the unincorporated
community of San Lorenzo. The study of 15 "relevant" sites concluded that no
available practicable or suitable alternative sites exist within the defined
market area for the subject development based on the criteria.

The San Francisco District of the Army Corps of Engineers has determined that,
based in part on the assumptions about market area provided in the alternative
site analysis; there are no practicable alternatives to the proposed fill (see
Appendix D). These assumptions are as follows:

"An industrial market area is defined as that geographical area within
which industrial parks compete for the same prospective buyers and tenants.
From the point of view of industrial firms, the market area is that area
within which the firm will search for an acceptable building site or
leasable space. The subject project's market area is defined as the
Oakland Airport area south through Union City."

5 3.2 ALTERNATIVES

The following Alternatives are discussed in detail in this supplemental
NEIR/EIS:

Alternative 1. Project as Proposed by Applicant. Marathon U.S. Realties,
Inc. (Marathon) is proposing development of a 134-acre site for industrial/
commercial business uses and enhancement of two nearby sites as seasonal
wetlands to mitigate the loss of wetlands on site. The regional and local
settings of the project site are shown in Figures 3.2-1 and 3.2-2. The
proposed site plan is shown in Figure 3.2-3.

The site would be subdivided into 65 lots ranging in size from 1.1 to 5.4
acres. Lots could be grouped or purchased separately by industrial firms
contractors or builders. Marathon would provide all infrastructure necessary
to serve the 134 acres within the rights of way. Individual lot owners would
be responsible for the infrastructure improvements on their lots. The
development would provide sites for builders at $5.00 to $6.50 per square foot.

To provide flood protection on site, approximately 34,000 cubic yards of fill
would be placed along the western site border to create a levee connecting to
the Bockman and Sulphur Creek levees. The 134 acre site would also require
98,000 cubic yards (cy) of fill for the roadway, and regrading of 200,000 cy
on site to bring the lots to finished grade.

Land uses expected at the site would be industrial and commercial oriented
toward rail service. It is anticipated that the industrial activities would
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include warehouse/distribution, light manufacturing, and potentially research
and development (R&D) companies. The trend in industrial buildings in this
area has been toward more R&D companies and this trend may be reflected in the
proposed development as well. However, the development may reflect demand for
sore traditional light manufacturing and distributing space for which there is
ocurrently a lower vacancy rate than for R&D space. Commercial users would
include businesses which support the industrial users and serve employees and
the general public.

The City of Hayward would provide sewer, water, police, and fire protection
service for the site. The Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District would maintain the storm drainage system of the development.

Enhancement of mitigation parcels HARD A and B (shown in Figure 3.2-2) are
also included as part of the proposal (see Appendix H for detailed descrip-
tion). Ten foot wide channels would be dug to a bottom elevation of 0.0 feet.
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) in parcel A, to drain the interior of
the parcel. A 30 foot wide ditch would route stormwater from the northeastern
corner of the site to the south end and then to the outlet at the northwestern
corner of parcel A. Three islands would be built and covered with sand and
fine gravel. An inlet structure at the northeast corner of parcel A, opening
into Sulphur Creek, would be controlled by a screwgate and flashboards. Water
would flow into parcel A for a short period each day, during the higher high
tide, and flow out when the tide drops below 3.0 feet NGVD. The margin of the
old landfill lying between the HARD parcels would be covered with new fill and
graded to a slope of 10:1.

Parcel B would be maintained as an open water area through the summer. This
would require excavation of about 15 acres to an elevation of 0.0 feet NGVD.
One island of about 0.4 acres would be built in the ponded area. A 48 inch
culvert with slide flapgate would be located at the upper end of the ditch
which connects parcels A and B. It would remain open most of the time, but
could be used to control drainage in either parcel without affecting the
other. A 48 inch box culvert with dropbox flashboards and flapgate would be
located at the northeast corner of parcel B. The outlet would drain into
Sulphur Creek.

Alternative 2. Proosed Prolect With Alternative Mitination. Under
Alternative 2, no enhancement actions would be undertaken on HARD parcels A
and B for mitigation of wetland losses on the project site. Instead,
approximately 90 acres of wetlands would be provided for mitigation through
purchase and dedication (to a public agency) of existing wetlands under
private ownership, or through active enhancement (and purchase# where the site
is currently privately owned) of nonwetland or low value wetland areas.
Entities potentially capable of taking over ownership and management of newly
acquired mitigation areas include HARD, the Peninsula Open Space Trust, the
Trust for Public Lands and the East Bay Regional Parks District. The
applicant has proposed that any maintenance costs associated with mitigation
areas be paid through augmentation of property taxes through a maintenance
asseament district and established within the proposed Marathon subdivision. .
Identification of an appropriate management agency and determination of
acquisition and maintenance costs will be undertaken once a preferred
mitigation site(s) has been selected which is acceptable to the applicant as
well as the City of Hayward and Corps of Engineers.
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2a. OPP SITE ENHANCEMENT/RESTORATION. The following sites have been
identified by the applicant as potential sites for mitigation through creation
of new seasonal wetlands in areas of little present habitat value:

2ai. Flood Control/Pacifio FM site.

2aii. PACCAR Peterbilt Company site.

Site 2ai comprises a total of 161.51 acres in Hayward between, and to the
south of, the HARD A and B parcels (see Figure 3.2-4). Ownership of 116.04
acres is held by the Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District (ACFCWCD) and 45.47 acres by Pacific FM Incorporated. The site
overlies an old sanitary landfill area and exhibits elevations in the area of
8 to 15 feet above mean sea level (MSL). The ACFCWCD parcel is presently used
for silt disposal and storage of flood control materials. The Pacific FM
parcel is currently unused open space and is the proposed location for several
radio transmitter towers.

Prior to utilization of site 2ai for wetland mitigation, the applicant would
acquire the required acreage and dedicate it to a designated public agency.
The Pacific FM parcel could be purchased, possibly with retention of an
easement for construction of radio towers. The applicant has proposed that
ACFCWCD land be acquired through an exchange with the City of Hayward for
similar land immediately to the south. However, the ACFCWCD has recently
taken the position that the Flood Control parcel is not available for the
proposed mitigation use (Appendix G).

Site 2aii comprises 34.36 acres in the City of Newark (see Figure 3.2-5). The
site is also an elevated (approximately ten feet MSL) former landfill area.
The site is largely undeveloped open space and has most recently been used for
vehicle road testing. As the site is currently privately owned, purchase and
dedication by the project applicant would be required prior to wetland
restoration.

The proposed wetland restoration actions on sites 2ai and 2aii involve capping
and venting of the old landfill areas followed by development of extensive
shallow seasonal ponding areas for wildlife and waterfowl use. Extended
winter wetland ponding would be insured through pumping of freshwater from
nearby surface waters. Sufficient new wetlands would be created on one or a
combination of both sites to replace, on a one to one basis, the lost wetlands
on the Tract 5167 project site. The mitigation plan preferred by the
applicant involves utilization of 94 acres of the Flood Control/Pacific FM
site (see Figure 3.2-6) and is described in detail in Appendix I.

2b. OFF SITE PURCHASE AND DEDICATION ONLY. The sites listed below have been
identified as potential mitigation sites through simple purchase and
dedication of acreage equivalent to that of wetlands lost on the project site.
No, or minimal, habitat restoration actions are proposed because the presence
of existing wetland habitat values on the sites is recognized.

2bi. Oliver Brothers property near State Route 92. (Oliver Salt Pond)

2bii. Oliver Brothers property north of Alameda Creek. (Oliver Hay Farm)

-3-8
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2biii. Patterson Ranch Lands parcels A, B, C and D.

The mitigation site locations are shown in Figures 3.2-4, 3.2-7 and 3.2-8.
Site 2bi comprises a total of 188 acres in Hayward and is presently dominated
by shallow salt ponds. Site 2bii, comprising 130 acres in Hayward, is a diked
historic bayland currently used for hay production. The Patterson Ranch Lands
parcels (site 2biii), comprising a total of 600 acres in Fremont, are also
diked historic baylands and are presently used for grazing and open space.
Possible enhancement actions proposed for mitigation areas within sites 2bi,
2bil, and 2biii include breaching of marginal inboard levees and/or pumping in
of water from local sources to promote seasonal freshwater inundation.

2c. PAYMENT IN LIEU TO A LAND BANK AGENCY. Under this alternative the
project applicant would not acquire or improve off site mitigation areas but
would provide funds directly to an open space land bank agency. The selected
agency could then proceed with purchase and/or restoration of wetlands
elsewhere in the south bay area. It is well known that there is little
mitigation land in the area which is available for purchase at a reasonable
price. Therefore, the payment in lieu alternative is likely to be feasible
only if the land bank agency is able to identify an acceptable site prior to
final approval of the proposed project. The applicant has proposed that an
appropriate in lieu fee for the project would be in the area of $500,000 based
on the preliminary cost estimate for the proposed enhancement of the HARD
parcels and on payments made for other projects (see Caltrans payment below).
However, it is recognized that other factors, such as the market value of any
purchased property, may ultimately determine the in lieu fee.

The applicant has identified three agencies potentially capable of
facilitating a payment in lieu program: the Peninsula Open Space Trust, the
Trust for Public Land and the East Bay Regional Parks District.

The Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST) is a private nonprofit agency dedicated
to purchasing and preserving open space lands. At this time the agency is
interested in purchasing a number of sites in San Mateo and Santa Clara
Counties (Francisco, 1987).

The Trust for Public Land (TPL) is a national nonprofit land conservation
organization. One of TPL's efforts in coordination with the Coastal
Conservancy is to establish a land bank that would secure lands primarily for >
mitigative purposes in four regions around the San Francisco Bay (i.e., Contra
Costa County, Alameda County, Marin County, and the Monterey Peninsula). At
this time, no wetland mitigation sites are available in the land bank In the
south and east bay (Jacques, 1986).

The East Bay Regional Parks District (EBRPD) also facilitates off site
mitigation projects. For example, the California Department of Transportation
(CALTRANS) was required to provide mitigation on lands north of the San Mateo
Bridge. CALTRANS paid EBRPD $550,000 and the District created 200 acres of
marshland.

Alternative 3. Reduced Scale Development. Under alternative 3, the extent of
site development would be limited to allow preservation of a portion of
valuable wetlands on the project site. Alternative 3a proposes 104 acres for
development at a business park, 30 acres would remain in wetland. Under this
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alternative the proposed levee along the western margin of the site would be
moved inland to the edge of the developed lots. Alternative 3b proposes
development of 74 acres for the business park with 60 acres remaining on site
wetlands.

Off site mitigation strategies would be the same as outlined in alternative 2
except that the required acreage of mitigation land (or in lieu fee) would be
reduced commensurate with reduced on site wetland losses.

3a. DEVELOPMENT LIMITED TO 104 ACRES. A preliminary site plan for
alternative 3a is shown in Figure 3.2-9. Approximately 104 acres would be
developed leaving 30 acres west of the western part of the loop road as
undeveloped wetlands.

3b. DEVELOPMENT LIMITED TO 74 ACRES. The alternative 3b preliminary site
plan is shown in Figure 3.2-10. Only 74 acres would be developed as
industrial business park leaving approximately 60 acres of open space. Of
this open space approximately 40 acres would lie along the western margin of
the property preserving existing wetlands in that area. A 20 acre area at the
north end of the site near Bockman Channel would also remain undeveloped.
This area, which is presently an upland area (relative to the rest of the
site) would be excavated to the same level as existing on site wetlands. This
would reduce the requirement for imported fill for the project and would
insure the presence of a full 60 acres of seasonal wetlands on the site
following development.

Alternative 4. Acquisition of the Site by a Public Agency. Under this
alternative the applicant would sell the property, "as is," to a public agency
at a fair market value. The Trust for Public Land has indicated potential
interest in the purchase of the property for a mitigation land bank (Jacques,
1986). No other agencies have expressed interest in purchasing the site. It
is assumed, for purposes of environmental analysis in this EIR/EIS, that the
site would remain undeveloped wetlands. However, enhancement might be
provided by a public agency or it could be developed as a park or for
recreation use depending on which agency purchased the site.

The two mitigation parcels would not be enhanced u:.der this alternative and
would likely remain in their existing condition for the foreseeable future. I.
This alternative would not require a Corps or City permit. It would not meet
the applicant's purpose.

Alternative 5. No Action. Under this alternative the industrial/commercial

development and enhancement of the HARD parcels would not be undertaken. The
site and mitigation parcels would remain in their current state for the
foreseeable future. This alternative would not meet the applicant's purpose
but its inclusion in the Supplemental EIS/EIR is required under both NEPA and
CEQA Guidelines.

3.A
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4. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES,. AND RECOMENDOD

MITIGATIONS

4.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Land Use

PROJECT SITE. The Tract 5167 project site is currently undeveloped grassland
and marshland and is used by an adjacent property owner for occasional cattle
grazing. The site is bordered on the east by the Southern Pacific Railroad
(SPRR), on the south by Sulphur Creek, on the west by the proposed Alameda
County Industrial Transportation Corridor alignment, and on the north by the
Bockman Canal.

The site is surrounded by various activities and uses. The Hayward Air
Terminal and support activities are located east of the site, just east of the
SPRR. The area south of the site includes developed industrial parks and
business centers (see Figure 4.1-1) and west of the site is undeveloped

marshland. The western area is designated as the Hayward Shoreline Recreation
Area and extends from the proposed Alameda County Industrial Transportation
Corridor alignment to the San Francisco Bay. This area is planned for park

and recreational uses including bicycling, hiking, and a possible educational
study center. North of the site is the Bockuan Canal and some vacant land,
with industrial uses at the west end of Grand Avenue in San Lorenzo. An area
northwest of the site is used by the Oro Loa Wastewater Treatment Plant for
settling ponds. The nearest residential and recreational uses are located
east of the SPRR and include the Skywest Golf Club and detached single family
homes.

MITIGATION SITES. HARD parcels A and B (Alternative 1) and the Flood Control/
Pacific FM site (Alternative 2ai) are located immediately to the southwest of
the project site beyond Sulphur Creek. The HARD parcels, comprising a total
of 94 acres, are presently undeveloped wetlands and unused open space. The
more elevated Flood Control/Pacific FM site (161 acres) is a former sanitary
landfill area. The portion of the site owned by the Alameda County Flood
Control and Water Conservation District (ACFCWCD) is presently used for silt
disposal and storage of flood control materials. The parcel owned by Pacific
FM Incorporated is the proposed location for several radio transmitter towers.

The PACCAR site, owned by the Peterbuilt Trucking Company, (Alternative 2ai),
comprises 34 acres in Newark. The site is a former sanitary landfill which
has recently been used for vehicle road testing.

The Oliver Brothers property located near State Route 92 in Hayward
(Alternative 2bi) comprises 188 acres of wetlands used as ponds for salt
production. The 130 acre Oliver Brothers site north of Alameda Creek in

Hayward (2bI) is used for hay production and contains a small farm residence.

A total of 870 acres of land owned by Patterson Properties in the City of
Freamont are identified in Alternative 2bill. Presently this land is

undeveloped and used for grazing and open space.
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General Plans and Zoning

PROJECT SITE. The Tract 5167 site is designated for industrial uses according
to Hayward's General Plan (see Figure 4.1-1). Approximately 32 acres of the
northern portion of the site are within unincorporated Alameda County. This
area is also designated for industrial uses according to the County's General
Plan. Development of the project site would require annexation by the City of
Hayward of presently unincorporated land.

The project site is located in an Industrial (I) zoning district (Allen,
1986). The northern portion of the site within unincorporated Alameda County
is also zoned for industrial uses. Surrounding project area zoning is
Industrial (I) to the north and south, Airport Terminal Industrial Park (AT-IP)
to the southeast, Floodplain (FP) to the west, and Airport Terminal Recreation
(AT-R) to the east.

According to the Zoning Ordinance, the purpose of an Industrial District is to
provide for and encourage the development of industrial uses in areas suitable
for same, and to promote a desirable and attractive working environment with a
minimum of detriment to surrounding properties.

The following uses are permitted primary uses in an Industrial District.

- Manufacturing, repair, maintenance, preparation, compounding,
processing, packaging, treating, fabricating or assembling when not
specified as a conditional use.

- Wholesale establishments, warehousing and bulk storage.

- Copying or reproduction or newspaper printing facility.

- Laboratory.

- Vocational school.

- Radio and television studio.

- Administrative, business, finance, or professional office or clinic
located in a building in a planned industrial park of 25 acres or more
in area.

The City of Hayward has a total of 3,416 acres zoned for light and medium
industry. Within the general area shown on Figure 4.1-1, there are
approximately 1,700 acres of industrially zoned land. Of this, approximately
1,360 are currently developed and another 110 acres are currently being
developed and/or have development permits pending City review and approval
(excluding the proposed Tract 5167). This leaves a total of 230 undeveloped
acres of industrially zoned land in the area including the 134 acre proposed
Tract 5167

In the General Policies Plan (City of Hayward, 1985) a proposed transportation
corridor, State Route 61, is identified for the area which borders the western
side of the project site. State Route 61 would serve as a commuter and
comercial route, relieving congestion on State Route 880 in Alameda County.

4.1-3
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A CALTRANS Draft Route Concept Resart was prepared in 1985 and is on file at
the City of Hayward Planning Department.

MITIGATION SITES. Both of the proposed HARD mitigation parcels and the Flood
Control/Pacific FM site (2ai) are designated as Marsh/Fresh Water Habitat and
Parks and Recreation in Hayward's General Plan (1985). All these parcels are
located in a Floodplain Zoning District.

Mitigation site 2aii, the Peterbuilt Truck Company property, is undesignated
in the Newark General Plan (City of Newark, 1984) and is located in an A
Agriculture Zoning District (Cashmark, 1986).

Mitigation site 2bi, the Oliver Brothers west site near State Route 92, is
designated as Parks and Recreation and Saltwater Evaporation Ponds in the
Hayward General Plan except for Parcel 461-85-20 which is designated for
industrial uses.

All the Oliver west parcels are located in Floodplain and Industrial Zoning
Districts (Allin, 1986). The Oliver Brothers east site (2bii) is designated
as Marsh and Fresh Water Habitat in the Hayward General Plan and is zoned as a
Floodplain District.

Patterson Ranch parcels (2biii), A, B and C are designated as open space in
the Fremont General Plan (City of Fremont, 1983). Parcel D is designated as
Low Density Residential. All four parcels are located in an Agriculture
Zoning District (Fegley, 1986).

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

lternative1. Project implementation would result in a shift in land use on
site from vacant, low intensity agriculture to industrial and commercial,
which is consistent with the City of Hayward General Policies Plan and the
Zoning Ordinance. The proposed land use appears compatible with existing
industrial land uses south and east of the site. The railroad tracks and the
transportation corridor will serve as buffers between the site and adjacent
recreational land uses. No conflict is expected with operations at the
Hayward Air Terminal. Unincorporated portions of the project site would be
annexed to the City of Hayward under the applicant's current plans. Approval
of this project is not expected to result in cumulative development pressure
on other parcels in the study area, since they are already planned and zoned
for similar development (City of Hayward, 1985).

The proposal would also modify the existing characteristics of both the HARD
parcels. The plan proposes modifying these parcels through regrading their
edges, providing drainage ditches, and discharging water. The intent is to
improve the surface water flows through both parcels and enhance them as
wetland habitats. While these activities would change the biological
characteristics of the parcels, their land uses would not be affected as they
would both remain as undeveloped marsh areas.

AlternatLive 2. The utilization of any of sites 2ai, 2aii, 2bii and 2biii (A,
B or C) as alternative wetland mitigation sites would be consistent with
present General Plans and zoning. The designated open space use of these
sites would remain the same. The only effect of use of the sites for wetland
mitigation would be to preclude any present agricultural use such as grazing.
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Should the Oliver Brothers west site (2bi) be chosen for wetland mitigation,
it may be necessary to change the General Plan and zoning designation of one
of its constituent parcels (481-85-20) from Industrial to Open Space use.
However, the subject parcel is relatively small (7.7 acres) and lies in an
upland portion of the Oliver Brothers 2bi holdings and, therefore, may not be
needed for wetland dedication.

Dedication of Parcel D of the Patterson holdings as a wetland would require
altering the present Low Density Residential designation in the Fremont
General Plan. However, the proposed wetland use is consistent with the
present Agricultural zoning designation (Fegley, 1986).

No direct impacts would occur as a result of payment in lieu to a public land
bank agency for wetland mitigation (Alternative 20). Impacts would only occur
if the money is ultimately used for purchase of land with General Plan and
zoning designations which are at variance with open space wetland uses.

Alternative 3. Land use impacts of reduced density development on the project
site would be similar to that of the proposed project (Alternative 1) though
intensity of new industrial land use on the-site would be reduced. Approx-
imately 104 acres would be developed in Alternative 3a and 74 acres in
Alternative 3b. Such development would be consistent with the Hayward General
Plans and the present zoning designation.

Alternatives 4 and 5. The No Action and Acquisition by a Public Agency
Alternatives would result in a continuation of the status quo for both Tract
5167 and the mitigation parcels. However, as the site represents a large
proportion of the total undeveloped industrially zoned land in the area, no
development could result in increased development pressure on remaining
undeveloped sites.

MITIGATION MEASURES. No mitigation measures are proposed as no significant
impacts would occur.
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_4.2 VMETATION AD WILDLIFE

Much of the biological information in this section of the Environmental Impact
Statement is summarized fro, a report prepared by Huffman and Associates
(Wetland Regulatory Consultants) titled wFunctional Value Assessment of Areas
Selected for Mitigating Wetland Habitat Losses Resulting from the Proposed
Marathon Buisness Park Development*, dated February, 1987. The entire report
can be referenced in Appendix J. Portions of this report concerning
endangered species have been taken from the Section 7 biological assessment
prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The primary objectives of the
Huffman report are to:

- provide a detailed description of existing conditions on the project
site and all candidate mitigation sites;

- perform a qualitative evaluation of the present functional habitat
values of the proposed project site;

- compare these values to the present and potential habitat values of
various proposed candidates mitigation site alternatives; and

- utilize the comparisons to assess which of the proposed sites will best
satisfy the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) policy of no net loss
of Resource Category 2 seasonal wetlands.

No attempt is made by this study to determine exact habitat acreage exchange/
replacement requirements. Habitat value is determined on the basis of site
functional value similarity and potential for similarity as compared to that
of the proposed Marathon Business Park site.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON SOUTH SAN FRACISCO BAY WETLANDS. The San Francisco
Bay is the largest estuarine ecosystem in California. The Bay ecosystem
supports a very diverse and productive biota. Prior to the mid-nineteenth
century there were an estimated 734 square kilometers of tidal marshlands
around the Bay. Only 152 square kilometers of tidal marsh remain today, most %.o
of which have been extensively and adversely modified (USFWS, 1984).

Tidal Saltuarshes. The tidal marshes of today are fragments of the original
marshes. Some are narrow strips along outboard dikes. Only 21 percent of the
Bay's original tidal marshland still exists, and approximately 32 percent of
that is now diked. Many have been back-filled so that various types of marsh
vegetation have been eliminated. Others have dikes at their upper limits and
these upper marsh zones have been reduced to narrow strips bordering the
dikes. Shallow, strip-like marshes typicall.y lack secondary tide channel
networks, thus reducing their value for many birds (USFWS, 198i4).

Many marshes around South San Francisco Bay have undergone vegetational
changes as a result of land subsidence and increased tidal submergence. Land
subsidence of up to ton feet, caused by groundwater pumping, has occurred
from Palo Alto to Alviso over the last one hundred years. Many marshes have
changed from predominantly pickleweed to cordgrass as a result.

14.2-1
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Outflows of major sewage treatment plants, like the San Jose/Santa Clara Water
Treatment Plant near Alviso, have changed the plant and animal communities of
the marshes in South San Francisco Bay. The input of Nfreshwater' from these
treatment plants has shifted the salt balance in portions of the Bay from a
salt to a brackish condition. The marshes along that outflow have changed
from diverse salt marshes to brackish water marshes dominated by alkali
bulrush, a species of low value to many salt marsh animals, including the salt
marsh harvest mouse and the California clapper rail, both state and federally
listed (endangered) species (USYWS, 1985).

The proposed project site is located adjacent to the eastern periphery of the
historic Alviso saltmarshes, as mapped by Nichols and Wright (1971). At one
time, the Alviso marshes constituted one CE the three largest tidal marsh
systems of San Francisco Bay (the other two are the Napa and Suisun Marshes).
Ranging from seven miles to a quarter mile in width, the eastern San Francisco
Bay marshes formed a corridor beginning with Alviso Marsh at the south end,
and extending northward to Richmond.

The only large marshes left in this area are scattered from Dumbarton Point to
the headquarters of the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge in Newark,
along Mowry Slough, in the triangular marsh near Alviso (near the Palo Alto
Nature Center), and on Greco Island. Although other marshes can be found in
South San Francisco Bay, most are narrow, interrupted strips along sloughs and
bayside dikes, or highly saline, diked-off marshes with areas of sparse
pickleweed (USFWS, 1985).

Seasonal Wetlands. Historically, the San Francisco Bay area contained vast
freshwater and tidal wetlands. These wetlands were significantly reduced in
size when they were reclaimed for salt production, agriculture and urban
development and when freshwater inflow was reduced. Depressions in areas
behind dikes, caused either by the remnants of old sloughs or from
differential settlement, collect rainwater and runoff during the winter rainy
season in sufficient quantity to support wetland vegetation. This vegetation
ranges from freshwater to salt tolerant plants, depending on the soil
characteristics. These areas are frequently dry during the summer months.
Because of their location and ephemeral character they are called seasonal
wetlands.

According to the California Department of Fish and Game and the USFWS, diked
seasonal wetlands in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties are in extremely short
supply. (Much of this type of habitat which is privately owned has been
removed or is currently proposed for residential, commercial or industrial
development.) This habitat type has become so scarce in the project area that
it is now considered unique. The USFWS estimates that approximately 4,155
acres of privately owned seasonal wetlands in the form of diked salt marsh,
duck clubs, inactive salt ponds, and seasonal ponds characterized by combined
wetlands, transitional and upland vegetation remain In Alameda and Santa Clara
Counties. However, the only other seasonal wetlands of the particular
vegetative characteristics as the proposed project site in the East Bay
include the 'Site 00 Proposed New Fremont Airport site in Fremont, and the
Ponderosa Homes Property in the Union City sphere of influence, both proposed
for development and a duck club in Fremont.
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Freshwater seasonal wetlands and surrounding grasslands provide waterfowl
nesting habitat which is not available in the surrounding areas, such as tidal
Zones. Seasonal wetlands are also an important refuge for waterfowl and
shorebirds when storm or high tides inundate tidal mudflats and marshes and
prohibit their use by these species. They are valuable as buffer areas
between existing development and Bay marshes, salt ponds and open water
(USFVSl 1985).

Migratory waterfowl (e.g., ducks and geese) and shorebirds (e.g., sandpipers
and plovers) frequently move between tidal marshes and adjacent seasonal
wetlands; together, these wetlands provide critical habitat for shorebirds
migrating along the Pacific Flyway to and from their breeding grounds in the
north.

Seasonal wetlands are now under greater pressure from development around San
Francisco Bay than are tidal wetlands. The demand by wildlife for seasonal
wetlands is significant, if not critical, as seasonal wetland habitat is
valuable to the wildlife utilizing these areas for foraging and resting when
high tides cover the mud and sand flats on the Bay.

ASSESSMENT METHOD. As part of the decision process to select an appropriate
assessment method or methods a scoping meeting was held with representatives
from the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (COE), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and USFWS. Each
agency representative expressed a desire to support the USFWS policy of no net
loss of Category 2 seasonal wetland habitat. Only the CDFG and USFWS have
officially established policies and implementation guidelines (see Appendix J).
Exceptions to this policy are made when it is determined to be in the public
interest to accept a lesser standard.

The Adamus assessment technique was selected for this analysis. The Adamus
approach uses the USFWS wetland classification scheme (Cowardin et al. 1979)
which is highly sensitive to differences among wetland sites. Unlike the
USFWS Habitat Evaluation (HEP) and the COE's Habitat Evaluaution System (HES)
which provide for qualitative wildlife habitat value assessment, the Adamus
method is more comprehensive in that it incorporates all of the wetland
functions presently recognized as being significant. However, the Adamus
technique does not provide a detailed qualitative habitat evaluation system
that is species specific (e.g., the site offers high or low habitat value for
the salt marsh harvest mouse). For this reason it was determined that no
attempt could be made to estimate the amount of mitigation habitat acreage
necessary to support species of agency or public concern. By using the Adamus
technique, habitat value was assessed in terms of site functional value
similarity, dissimilarity, and potential for similarity (if habitat values
could be developed (via management) according to the Category 2 seasonal
wetland values of the proposed Marathon Business Park site.

Following the above described meeting, an availability assessment was made of
the sites listed above with the exception of the Sonoma Land Company site. It
was determined that the following seven sites could be potentially purchased.
Site wf" and "g* were added based on recommendations provided by the City of
Hayward as a result of discussion with the project applicant. A
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Location of the following mitigation sites can be found in Section 3,

(Alternatives Including the Proposed Action) Figures 3.2-4 through 3.2-9.

- HARD Parcel *A".

- HARD Parcel OB".

- Oliver Hay Farm (Oliver East B - West of Southern Pacific R.R.).

- Oliver Salt Property (Oliver West).

- Patterson Ranch Parcels A, B, C & D.

- Alameda Regional Flood Control District/Pacific FM.

- PACCAR Landfill site.

Adamus Assessment of Existing and p tential Functional Values. Each site,
including the proposed project development area, was visited in August 1986.
A fixed wing aerial survey was also made in August 1 986. After these
reconnaissance efforts, habitat maps for each site were prepared and
ground-truthed during December 1986 and January/February, 1987. An analysis
of the proposed project site and seven alternative sites was conducted using
the wetland functional assessment techniques developed by Adamus (1983).
Observations (qualitative data) made during the field reconnaissance were
converted into preliminary statements regarding each site's values for the
following wetland functions: (1) Ground water recharge and discharge;
(2) Flood storage and desynchronization; (3) Shoreline anchoring and dissipa-
tion of erosion process; (4) Sediment trapping; (5) Nutrient retention and
removal; (6) Food chain support; (7) Habitat for fisheries; (8) Habitat for
wildlife; (9) Active recreation; (10) Passive recreation and heritage value.

The Adamus analysis consisted of following a procedure which provides an
estimate of the likelihood that a single wetland is of high, moderate or low
value for each of the functions listed above. Two steps are followed during
this procedure. The assessment procedure was used to determine what potential
future values might result if the sites were managed to encourage Category 2
seasonal wetland development. These values were determined based on the
general mitigation management plans provided to the City of Hayward by the
project applicant. Appendix J provides an expanded discussion of these steps
and the assumptions used in the habitat assessment.

THE PROPOSED PROJECT SITE

Y2.geaetation. The proposed project site is situated on a 134 acre parcel
located within the city limits of Hayward, California. Elevation on the site
ranges from 2 to 10 feet MSL. The site is seasonally inundated and supports
three habitat types; diked saltmarsh, upland pasture and upland dike surfaces
(Figure 4.2-1).

DIKED SALTMARSH. Approximately 90 acres of the site are diked saltmarsh
(Table 4.2-1) (seasonal wetlands) as determined by both a COE jurisdictional
determination, an independent study by Harvey and Stanley (1984) and confirmed
by this analysis.
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Seasonal wetlands occur primarily at elevations below 4.5 feet MSL. Several
small ponds are present on the sate during a typical winter season (Figure
4.4-1). The period of inundation varies significantly on an annual basis.
Ponding is present on the site from two to seven months annually, depending on
rainfall regime (TRS Consultants, 1985). A study of the project site (TRS
Consultants and Shapiro and Associates, 1985) concluded that most habitats
were inundated only during a portion of the year. Vegetative cover in these
lower seasonally inundated areas is approximately 60 percent (40 percent
pickleweed (Salicornia virainica, S. eurovaea), 20 percent brass buttons
(Cotula coronopifolia)) with 40 percent bare ground. In slightly higher areas
rabbitfoot grass (Polypogon monsyellensis) and mediterranean barley (Hordeum
eniculatum) occur with pickleweed.

UPLAND PASTURE. Upland pasture occurs on approximately 41 acres of the site
(Table 4.2-1), primarily at elevations above 4.5 feet MSL. Typical perennial
and annual grassland species dominate this type.

TABLE 4.2-1. HABITAT ACREAGES FOR THE PROJECT SITE AND CANDIDATE MITIGATION
SITES

SITE HABITAT TYPES ACREAGE

Project Site Upland Dike I
Upland Pasture 11
Diked Sal tmarsh/Grass 90

HARD "A" Diked Saltmarsh 42
Upland Dike <1

HARD OB" Diked Saltmarsh 52
Upland Dike <1

Alameda Flood Ruderal Upland Vegetation
Control District/ on Fill Material 154
Pacific FM Upland Dike 1

Diked Saltmarsh/Grass 6

Oliver Salt Abandoned Salt Pond 130
Upland Dike 13
Diked Saltmarsh 0.5

Oliver Hay Farm Agricultural 100

Managed Duck club 30

Patterson Ranch Agricultural 600

PACCAR Ruderal Upland Vegetation
on Fill Material 32

Diked Saltmarsh 6
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UPLAND DIKE SURFACES. A network of dikes traverses the site. Upper dike
surfaces are generally above 5 feet MSL. Diked surfaces are typically densely
vegetated with annual grass species, thistles, sustards, and other ruderal
species that provide cover throughout the year and refuge from flood waters
during winter storm periods.

Wildlife. There are three primary wildlife habitats on the project site:
seasonal wetlands, upland pasture, and upland dike surfaces (Figure 4.2-1).
Seasonal wetlands provide a transitional habitat between daily inundated tidal
wetlands and upland habitat. Upland pasture supports numerous small mammals,
reptiles species, and song birds. Upland dike surfaces are typically densely
vegetated and provide cover and refuge during flood periods.

DIKED SALTMARSH (SEASONAL WETLANDS). Seasonal wetlands on the project site
provide resting, feeding and breeding areas for a wide variety of migratory
and resident bird species. During the winter season avian use is particularly
heavy. High tide oensusing was conducted from March through May in 1 982 (TRS
Consultants, 1985). Flocks of over 2,000 dowitchers, 400 black bellied "
plover, and approximately 3,000 other shorebirds of various species were
observed on a single day in April of 1982 (TRS Consultants, 1985). Data
collected indicated regular use of the site by black-necked stilt, willet,
yellowlegs, great egret, and American avocet, although their numbers were
generally less than 100 per observation. Primary duck species using the site
during March to Hay 1982 were: pintail (7,200) and cinnamon teal (>100).
Observations of bird use from January to May 1983 reflected a similar pattern
of high use by a variety of shorebirds and dabbling ducks. Shorebird counts,
including dowitcher, willet, yellowlegs, black-bellied plover, killdeer,
black-necked stilt, and American avocet, were greater than 4,000. Duck
species observed included pintail (>300), shoveler (7,100), and cinnamon teal
(7,300). Selected observations in winter 1984 revealed high use by pintail, V
shoveler, cinnamon teal, egret and heron. Two pair of cinnamon teal were
observed nesting on the upland dike area near the railroad tracks north of
Sulphur Creek (TRS Consultants, 1985). Longbilled curlews, willets, plovers'
dunlin, western gull, forster's fern and yellowlegs are also frequent users.
A number of raptor species including the red-tailed hawk, American kestrel,
Northern harrier, black-shouldered kite, short-eared owl, burrowing owl and
barn owl were observed foraging on the site in 1983 (TRS Consultants, 1985)
and in 1986.

UPLAND PASTURE. Upland areas have been heavily grazed by livestock over a
period of years, resulting in trampling, soil compaction, proliferation of
weedy species, and absence of vegetative cover essential to many small
mammals. Harvey and Stanley (1984) listed the beechey ground squirrel, black-
tailed hare, pocket gopher, field vole and field mouse as common mammals using
upland portions of the site. The gopher snake and western fence lizard were
also observed in upland areas. Common bird species observed on upland sites
included the western meadowlark, savannah sparrow, rock dove, horned lark and
water pipit.

UPLAND DIKE SURFACES. Upland dike surfaces are valuable as refuge areas for
various small mammals, and as resting areas for avian fauna.

'.
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Rare and Endanered Species. The habitat of endangered, threatened and rare
species takes on special significance because of federal and California state
laws enacted to protect these species and their habitats. These laws include
the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1 973 with 1 978 Amendments, the
California Endangered Species Act of 1970, and the California Native Plant
Protection Act of 1977.

During preliminary biological consultation, the California Department of Fish
and Game (CDFG) was contacted for information from its Natural Diversity Data
Base (CNDDB), a file of all recorded sitings of rare and endangered species in
the State of Cali'ornia. The Data Base information from the San Leandro and
Hayward U.S.G.S. Quadrangle maps did not report previous observation of any
listed or candidate State or Federal endangered species cf plants or animals.

The Point Reyes bird's beak (Cordylanthus maritimus sap. valustrus) and
Jepson's pea (Lathyrus Jeosonii sap. JeDsonii) are on the California Native
Plant Society list for sensitive plant species of salt marshes. The
transition zone between typical wetland and upland communities is the habitat
where the two plant species are often found, and they require frequent
inundation by tidal or brackish water for proper growth and reproduction.
Based on the plant associations found at the Marathon site, it appears that
the site could provide suitable habitat for the bird's beak which generally
occurs in transitional peripheral halophyte zones subject only to extreme
tidal action (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1987). Neither species was
observed during field surveys conducted during 1985 and 1986 by numerous
biological investigators, including two experienced biologic surveyors from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on April 24, 1986. See Appendix P for
details of this investigation.

The burrowing owl is animal species of concern to the State of California due
to declining numbers statewide. Burrowing owls have been observed on the site
by both TRS Consultants and Earth Metrics in the last couple of years.

Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act the USFWS notified the Corps in a
letter dated June 26, 1984, that one listed endangered species, the salt marsh
harvest mouse (ReithrodontovsM raviventris sp. raviventris) may be present in
the project area. The salt marsh harvest mouse is designated on both state
and federal lists as being endangered. In 1985 Howard Shellhammer, a
recognized species expert, indicated to Earth Metrics that habitat
requirements for the salt marsh harvest mouse include a dense, persistent
cover of vegetation of at least 60 percent pickleweed (30 to 50 cm in height
during the summer), but of moderate species diversity (including species such
as fat hen, alkali heath or saltgrass) (Shellhammer, 1985). In a 1987 letter
to USFWS, Shellhamer indicated that diked marshe, in the South Bay are much
more important as salt marsh harvest marsh habitat than previously believed
and indicated mice may be high in numbers in such areas as part of the East -,

Bay Regional Park District's marsh development area Just north of the San
Mateo Bridge (Shellhamer, 1987).

Salt marsh havest mice are critically dependent upon dense vegetative cover
with a preference toward pickleweed (Salicornia app.). They are seldom found
in Oordgrass (Sprtina app.) for alkali bulrush (ScirDus app.). In addition,
saltgrass (R sRicata) and brass buttons (Cotula ooronopifolia)
provide very poor habitat for salt marsh harvest mice; they are low growing, fie.
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I lack stratification and provide poor cover. In marshes with an upper sone of
peripheral halophytes, nice use the vegetation to escape high tides. In me
instances, nice may spend considerable time in the upper transitional some of
dense vegetation. The availability of the transitional halophyte zone is
significant to the presence of the souse since the vegetation would provide
cover during high tides. Marsh areas without such cover would not be

I conducive for mouse populations, as the ouse would be subject to predation
and drowning.

Historical studies have demonstrated that the population of the sali marshIharvest mouse diminished in conjunction with salt marsh habitat losses
resulting from urbanization and development around San Francisco Day. It is
documented that about 80 percent of the historic intertidal marshland has beenI eliminated by diking, draining and filling. Loss of marsh habitat has been
greatest in south San Francisco Bay in Santa Clara County. Nany remaining
marshes are too small and too widely separated to support viable populations
of the mouse. As a direct result of marshland losses, the salt marsh harvest
mouse population is listed as endangered with extinction and has been so
identified by the Department of the Interior (October 13, 1970).

* "Historically, diking and filling typically occurred out to the bayward edge
of marshes, eliminating vast expanses of higher elevation marsh and leaving
only a narrow band of low marsh along outboard levees. The salt marsh harvestE mouse, being a creature of the mid to upper pickleweed (kjj92rna yirgii)
marsh zone, cannot survive the rigors of daily tidal inundation at lower
elevations dominated by cord grass (UJ_1.na foliosa) (Fisler, 1965).
Although salt marsh harvest mice are uniquely adapted to a tidal enviroment,
they must escape the seasonally extreme high tides of June, July, December and
January. The fact that the highest tides in the Bay occur in the Alviso
district (a mean tidal range of 7.2 feet) (Fisler, 1965), and that the

S southern end of the bay supports the largest and centrally most important area
for the southern subspecies (in current and historical times), unfortunately
coincides with the fact that south San Francisco Bay has also undergone the
most extensive habitat loss within the range of.R. r. ra. gent1. Because of
the habitat loss, even lesser tides now post a serious threat to the salt
marsh harvest mouse survival in many tidal marshes. (Meyer, 1963)

S With the declining trend in the habitat of the endangered mouse in tidal
marshes, more importance has been assigned to nontidal diked marshes for the
long term survival of the mouse. While the absence of tidal Influence is a

S radical departure from the accustomed tidal conditions, the documented
existence of mouse populations in these nontidal areas Indicates their habitat
value (Meyer, 1983). While the importance of such nontidal areas to the salt
marsh harvest mouse has been noted, the location of such nontidal sarshes in
association with nearby tidal areas indicates the significance of remaining
habitat, both tidal and nontidal.

S In the species account for the salt marsh harvest mouse provided by the Fish
and Wildlife Service biological opinion, 1-1-82--1120, dated January 12,
1983, the following is stated: *The amaller and more Isolated the area to! which the species population is confined, the greater the probability that the
species will be extirpated from that area. Especially (emphasised) when
related to the salt marsh harvest souse populations which are in small numbers
and not able to disperse and colonize new or adjacent habitat.
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Othe rmining bay mahda within t"e raWg of j. L* mhzM.
a391'eaimately Go P=ree wre tl am 40 perst we at id diked marsh"s
(Jess ad Stakes. at &I. 1foIfO 9). £1Al rmnaia satidal diked marsh"s we
als mall imdividual pereale partitimad IV dikes inor bay-oeinmroial, malt
peas and wam animistrial eampi ese. Nbere habitat eOmaticas are marginal
for the Samared mouse, mrtalitY rate. we "l (umym* 1903). Bue"
eondition heiotea the potential thet to the survival or the apeolies in the
restrioted areas where "ha my beeseawly found. It is also stated In the
,.S. Iris OWd ,illir Serviee'a 199e lopmic (Mayer, 103) that N1.atidal
liked amase are Importat to survival of the mourn.'

Certa mntidal diked habitats wre sinbjected to two lad we practices sot
sared bw tidal mwahe - the Mosquito abatement prectiee or disaing

marhlams., mad the flood onatrol practie Wt diverting stormater rumotf Into
liked retention poalm. The "aisng practie alimisates habitat values of the
swa for the nilt sab harvest mouse daring the period of time ned to
restere the vegetative covers if site seaditioms wre sot otherwise altered.
If so peripheral hiu eLevatiom retqiai we available, stoawmater diversions
result in the imeaidatiom of the as throoteaiag the mouse with drowning.
Imacsts to the smuj we 0WobvilY severe md have V0noubtedly ext irpated many
suhpopulatias throughut the 2a" Area (Mayer, 1903).

Diked soatidal habitats insit mdr a wide array at environmental conditions,
some 00-fteive to the amuvse, oters met. Same motidel habitats support no or
Galy Ited vegetative groth in do sot provide saitable habitat. Data
reew. -ag f rem saveral trappiag efforts mfter 1990 indicate that the
previously considered ussaitable habitat is being usmed by the emlangered
moue. Bef ore 1 00, weft meat idal weil mmd habitat has been rout inely
Gaerue4 as Onargissl' habitat for the salt marsh harvest moume. Men,
bameVer, the degraded omditios of almost all remaining tidal habitat is
osssidered, survival at the salt mwab harvest smue is highly dependent on
maintaining even 'marginal' areas. The 103 opinion oosludes that there is
very little primne haitat left in the rage at the salt sab harvest mouse,
including marshes being administered hp Federal,* State and local agencies.
Thus, maintaining all kenw salt mwab harvest mouse populatios even those
residing in 'marginai' habitats, Is Importat in the effort to attain recovery
of the species. With proper mamsuet, may arena of 'marginal' habitat have
the potential to be greatly Improved for the mouse in terms of habitat
quantity amd quality (U.S. Army Corps of bgiaeers, 107).

The present status of the salt marsh harvest mouse as indicated In the draft
~w..flesis declining. The estimated member totals a few thousand at

their peak during the smar. Their distribution aromad the Day is limited to
small, lsumot populatioss, often in marginal habitat and almost always in
marsh@* looking an upper edge ct vqtom.

M33 hrel '*. IUD Parcel 0&0 covers 42 &cram immediately south of Sulphur
Cre a" th rject site in the City of layward (Figures 3.2-4 mld 4.2-1).
Site elevatice ranges from two to three feet within the liked area. The sIte
is drained hr a ditch st the earth amd which flows to the RAID 3 parcel. The
westerly ile is bounded br a 12 foot levee formed from the landfill owned by
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Me Amo" County Flood Control District. The entire site is classifled as
diked saltmor habitat (Table 4.2-1). Fickweed stands form the dominant
oeeel as the site. Parcel *AD provides valuable seasonal wetland habitat for
ohm Iis smh as the dSwitaer and yellowlegs, and ducks such as cinnamon
teal. Owimg March 1063, 33 species were observed on the site (TMl/Shapiro
Consultaats, 105). BARD parcel 0A provides habitat potentially suitable for
the endared salt mars harvest mouse.

RaID Part-al6. HARD Parcel 0 (52 acres) Is located southwest of the
project site, Imediately adjacent to San Francisco Bay (Figures 3.2-4 and
4.2-1). Prior to diking (early 190's) the slte was covered by natural salt
ponds, separated from the Day by beaches. Picklweed marsh was also present
On the site at that time. The property was diked in the early 1900's and used
for omercial salt production. Cattle were observed grazing the property In
December, 196.

The site Is generally level, with elevations ranging from one to three feet
BSL. The alte is entirely diked saltuarsh (Table 4.2-1), the majority covered

by pleklaeeed with patches of bare ground in low areas (Figure 4 .2-1).
Pondifg was present on the southeastern portion of the site in December, 1966
despite the relatively low mount of precipitation received during the winter
of that year. Numerous shorebird species and over 1,000 ducks were observed
using seasonal ponds on the site in March, 194 (Phillips Villims and
Associates, I 19, see Appendix H). HARD parcel *DO provides habitat
potentially suitable for the endangered salt marsh harvest mouse.

Alaeda County Flood Control District/Pacific FM Property. The 161 acre site
(Alameda Flood Control District - 116; Pacific FM-45) is located on the
Hayward landfill In the City of Hayward (Figure 4.2-1). The site was diked
prior to 1950. In the 1950's portions of the area were used to disposeU household waste. In subsequent years, the Oakland Scavenger Company utilized
the entire area as a landfill. Fill activity continued until the aid 1970's.

Vegetation on the lte is largely composed of ruderal, upland species. Small
areas of diked saltmarsh grass are located in the southern portion of the
property (Table 4 .2-1). The majority of the site is weedy pasture land with
diked saltmarab occurring in the low-lying southeastern portion of the site.
An abundance of ground squirrels were observed on the site during field
reconnaissance. Several Northern harriers, a red-tailed hawk and six ducks
(two pintail, four mallards) were also sighted.

Oliver Salt Pronertv. Total acrea&e for the northern and southern sites Is
14 acres. Both sites are abandoned salt ponds with a network of dikes
separating then. Soils on the majority of the site are hypersaline and
therefore do not support vegetation. Three habitat types are found on the
Oliver Salt Property (Figure 4.2-2). Abandoned salt pond occurs on
approximately 90 percent of the property (130 acres). Upland dike habitat
occurs an approximately nine percent of the property (13 acres). A narrow
band of piokleeed (diked mltaarsh) that occurs along the length of one of
the dikes (Figure 4.2-2) covers less than one percent of the total acreage 0.5
acres (Table 4.2-1).

Patter=n Rnab Parcels A. B. C. D. The Patterson Ranch contains four
potential mitigation parcels. Parcels A, B, and C are situated adjacent to
one another, encompassing approximately 600 acres (Figure 4.2-3). Parcel D,
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3 located north of the drainage channel covers approximately 125 acres. All
four atos are presently under cultivation but have the potential to support
seasonal wetland habitat. Riparian vegetation borders a flood control channel
that forms the northern border at parcels B and C and a drainage ohannl
drains both parcels. Elevation on the parcels range from 5 to 10 feet MSL.

Oliver Hay Firm Property. The Oliver Hay Farm property (130 acres) is located
in the vicinity of the City of Hayward (Figures 3.2-7 and 4.2-4). The parcel
is generally level, with elevation ranging from four to five feet MSL.
Approximately 100 acres of the property is presently cultivated (Figure
4.2-4). The remaining 30 acres is operated as a duck club. The duck club is
flooded annually by pumping water from Alameda Creek via a drainage system.

PACCGj/Peterbuilt Site. The PACCAR Noise test ate (38.7 acres) is located at
the terminus of Howry Avenue in the City of Fremont (Figures 3.2-5 and 4.2-5).
The site is generally level, sloping down on the western perimeter. A
sanitary landfill was operated at this site in the 1960's. Elevation on the
site ranges from 2 to 10 feet MSL. Fill activities were terminated in 1964
(Harding Lawson Associates, 1976). The noise test facility consists of an
asphalt roadway with turning circles.

Vegetation on the site is primarily weedy (Ruderal Vegetation on Upland Fill
(Figure 4.2-5). Annual grasses, and dense stands of wild mustard (Br~olea
jM.) form the dominant plant cover. Scattered patches of alkali heath also
occur on the property. Two drainage ponds are located below the test track.
Both are seasonally inundated (both hold water in February of 1987). Dense
pickleweed vegetation (Diked saltmarsh habitat; Table 4.2-1) occurs along the
margins of both ponds, forming potential habitat for the Salt Marsh Harvest
House.

]DIV ROMMENTAL CONSE;UENi

ALTERNATIVE 1: PROPOSED SITE AND HARD a AND !&" &TIOATION PARCELS

Project Site Develoament Impacts. Alternative 1 (full scale development of
the proposed Business Park) would result in placement of fill material and
construction grading over the entire 134 acre site. Approximately 90 acres of
seasonal wetlands would be lost. Vetland portions of the site have the
following values: high wildlife habitat value; high flood storage value;
water quality enhancement; aesthetic value; and educational value. Approxim-
ately 44 acres of upland vegetation would be lost. Although upland vegetation
Is not a unique resource, when situated adjacent to seasonal wetland, upland
areas serve as important buffers to urban areas and can be used as areas of
refuge by waterfowl and shorebirds during flood episodes. Development of the
site with proposed Business Park use would result In significant adverse
impacts to mlgratory waterbirds and waterfowl through loss of a valuable
habitat area used for feeding, resting and nesting for numerous species. Use
of the Sate as refugla for watorbirds and shorebirds during high tides and
periods of high waves in the bay would be lessened, as would possible nesting
by certain species of waterfowl. On sate construction noise, human
oncroaohmoat and hydrologic impacts associated with development of the
proposed project would dogrado surrounding wildlife habitat.
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i Cumulative Vetland Lomas

CITY OF HAYWARD. Development of the project sAto without mitigation would
contribute to the cumulativa loss of seasonal salt marsh habitat. The DRPD
property, the Irathon site, and the two HARD parcels represent one of the
largest contiguous areas (approximately 380 acres) of seasonal salt marsh
remaining in the southeast Bay. The impact would be a loss of approximately
24 percent o the total remaining seasonal salt marshes in that part of the
shoreline (TRS, 1965).

UhIOAL. Without mitigation, development o the site with industrial uses as
proposed would contribute to the loss of the type o seasonal wetland in
Alameda and Santa Clara Counties characterized by the proposed project site,
'Site 0' In Fremont and Ponderosa Homes Property in Union City. Development
of the sate would contribute to the loss of approximately two percent of the
4,155 acres of known privately owned seasonal wetland habitat in Alameda and
Santa Clara Counties. Virtually every privately owned seasonal salt marsh
habitat in the Fremont and Newark vicinity is proposed for development (P.
Kelly, DIG, personnal communication, 1984). Three major development proposals
would eliminate approximately 550 acres of seasonal salt marsh habitat in this
area. When considering that approximately 80 percent of the original
intertidal marshland which existed around San Francisco Bay has been lost
since 1850, those cumulative losses would be significant on a national,
regional, and local basis.

Functiol Value As*ment. Alternative 1 includes offtite wetland
enhancement as mitigation for wetland losses. This mitigation measure would
Involve the enhancement of seasonal wetland habitat values on the two HARD
Parcels neighboring Sulphur Creek by allowing them to remain wetter longer via
water management (See Appendix H for Mitigation Plan). HARD Parcels 'A' and
*B currently support seasonal vetland habitat similar to the project site.
These parcels were formerly tidal/intertidal areas which were diked from tidal
action in the early 1 900's. In the functional value assesmont, the HARD
parcels rated High in flood storage capacity (as did the project site) and
Moderate in sediment trapping, nutrient retention and removal, food chain
support, and wildlife habitat (as compared to High for the projot site). In
terms of wildlife habitat, the HARD parcels have the highest existing value of
the candidate sates, but differ from the project site; both parcels are at a
slightly lower elevation, have monotypic saltmarab habitat characteristics,
and provide habitat primarily for shorebirds. In-kind habitat values and
functional values for the project site and candidate mitigation sites are
discussed In Table 4 .2-2.

Ihaneement o these Individual parcels would provide maller acreage than the
project sate with lower habitat diversity. In addition, the existing wetland
value o the HAND parcels will be lost by altering the water regime of these
sates. The wo HARD Parcels, given their eisting near comparability
(Appendix J, Tables 5 through 1ft) with the project site, would require little
Increase (via land management) In habitat value to achieve similar value
statue. Nitigation o this type would, therefore, result in a not habitat
lose.

re a-d 3da--red S__neci--. Development o the project would eliminate
burrowlng owl habitat, a specles o concern to CDUO. More Importantly though
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TABLE i.2-2. XI-KIND HABITAT VALUE AiD FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PROJECT SITE AND CANDIDATE
MITIGATION SITES

SATISFY
EXISTING POTENTIAL IN-KIND

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL NO NET POST
CURRENT 1011 - SIOU1- LOSS OF EXIIACEPNT

SITE HABITAT TYPES ACREAGE HABITAT STATUS FICANCE FICANCI HABITAT MANAGE)T

Project Site Upland Dike 1 - Formerly a tidal/ High I/A N/A l/A
Upland Pasture 4 1 Intertidal area
Diked Salt- (diked from tidal
marsh/Grass 90 action In the

early 1900m).
- Currently supports
&soal wetland
habitat.

HamD Diked Saltmarsh 42 - Formerly a tidal/ Moderate High No None
Parcel A Upland Dike (1 Intertidal area required

(diked from tidal
action In the
early 1900s).

- Currently supports
seasonal wetland
habitat similar
to project site.

- Vould provide
maller soreage
(than project site)
with lower habitat
diversity.

HAID Diked Saltaarsh 52 - Formerly a tidal/ Noderate High no None
Parcel B Upland Dike (1 ltertidal area required

(diked from tidal
action In the
early 19008).

- Currently supports
seasonal wetland
habitat similar
to project site.

- Vould provide

maller arege
(than projeot sit*)
with lower habitat
diversity.
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TABLE 41.2-2 (CONTINUED). IN-KIND HABITAT VALUE AND FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PROJECT SITE AND
CANDIDATE MITIGATION SITES

SATISFY
EXISTING POTENTIAL IN-KIND

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL NO NET POST
CURRENT SIGNI- SIGNI- LOSS OF ENHANCEMENT

STE HABITAT TYPES ACREAGE HABITAT STATUS mACE FICANCE HABITAT MANAGEMENT

ACCD/ Ruderal Upland 1 5 - Formerly a tidal/ Unranked Moderate Unknown Continuous
Pao. F.M. vegetation on intertidal area. management

Fill Material - Entire site is a and main-
Upland Dike 1 landfill. tenance
Diked salt- 6 - Elevation is 5-10 needed.
marsh/Grass feet higher than

project site;
primarily weedy
upland vegetation.

- Single similarity
is acreage; In
order to provide
mitigation, land-
fill would have to
be converted to
seasonal wetland.

Oliver Salt Abandoned 130 - Formerly tidal High Unranked No Once fill
Salt Pond area. (W)/ is placed 5L

Upland Dike 13 - Presently provides High (b) and graded,
Diked Saltmarob 0.5 high value inter- minimal

tidal shallow hot- management
tam habitat with would be
isolated patcbeh required.
of upland vegetation
on dike tops.

- Sufficient acreage,
but displacement of
high value habitat
(for seasonal wet-
land mitigation)
would be Inappro-
priate.

Patterson Agricultural 100 - Formerly a e- LOW High Yes Minimal
hamo Riparian gO sonal wetland, management
(Parcels - Presently otaltl- required.
A,3,CD) voted; has Good

habitat potential
as Seasoal wet-
land under proper
emagement.

- 5udtoie t gee_
to mitigate for
project Impacts;
lower potentlal
habltat diversity.
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TABLE 4.2-2 (CONTINUE). IN-XIND HABITAT VALUE AND FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PROJECT SITE AND
CANDIDATE MITIGATION SITES

SATISFY
EXISTING POTENTIAL 3-KIND

FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL Y0) NET POST
CURRENT 51GHZ- SIGNI- LOSS CF ENHANCUMENT

S1I HABITAT TYPES ACREAGE HABITAT STATUS FICANCE FICANCE HABITAT MANAGEMENT

Oliver Agricultural 635 - Formerly an Low Low Ye3 Minimal
Hay Farm managed 90 intertidal area, management

Duck Club - Most of the site required.
is presently
cultivated.

- A portion of the
site is diked
aaltmarab *

- Oliver Bay Farmto
Vest (presently
cultivated) bas
potential as
seasoal wetland
under proper
management.

- Similar acreage
to project site.

PACCAR/ Ruderal Upland 32 - Formerly a tidal Unranked Moderate Unknown Continuous
Peterbilt vegetation on ares. (a) management
Site fill Material - Presently a land- and main-

Diked Satarab 6 fill site (eleva- tenance
tion averages 10 needed.
feet M30.

- Low habitat value;
In order to provide
suitable mitigation
landfill Would noed
to be converted to
seasonal wetland.

(a) Unraked intertidal mitigation plan. Unranked because the site was found after field
assesomeant and baseline date snalysis to consist af a habitat type totally different from the
seasonal wetland habitat type ar the proposed project site (e.g., intetidal aaltpood; capped
isaif ill). Value omparison would be like. comparing apples and oranges.

Wb Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation using fill material.

Scerce: Koffman Technologies, 107. --
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with regard to the malt arb harvest mouse, as indicated in the May, 1967
biologic survey by the Corps of Ztgineers (Appendix P), the Corps has
concluded (based on a review at existing information including that provided
by Harvey and Stanley along with Howard Shollihamer) that the proposed
Marathon Industrial Park would not directly affect the endangered salt marsh
harvest mouse. The Corps has prepared a biological assessment with a
determination of no adverse effect on the mouse, which will be provided to the
USFrS in accordance with the Endangered Species Act. The Corps has pointed
out in the biological assesment that "the proposed Marathon development will
not directly affect the salt mrsh harvest mouse population. None presently
are imown to occupy the proposed development site. Although trapping of the
site was Dot determined necessary as indicated by Dr. Sbellhammer in his
January, 1966 letter, the view of the U.S. Fish and Vildlfe Service that
maintenance of even 'marginal habitat areas is important to the recovery of
the species must be considered.'

HARD parcels *A' and 'B' provide potentially suitable habitat for the

endangered salt marsh harvest souse. If the mouse was present, eniancement of
the habitat on these parcels as proposed in Alternative 1, could In fact

adversely affect the habitat with regard to its suitability for the endangered

species by increasing the duration of inundation.

ALTERNATIVE 2. THE 120POSED P1OJICT WI ALTNAZTIV T UITIGAT1ON. Biologic
impacts associated with the proposed project are discussed under alternative
1. Alternative 2 considers three mitigation options; (2a) enhancement or
restoration of wetland mitigation parcels, (2b) purobase and dedication of
existing vetland parcels or (20) payment in lieu (for unspecified mitigation
land) to a public lnd bank agency. These alternatives are discussed in

detail in Section 3, Alternatives including the proposed project. Parcels
Identified under Alternative 2a (for enhancement) are:

- 2al: Alonae County Flood Control District/Pacific FNI parcel;

- 2aii: PACCARIPeterbilt parcel (34 acres);

Parcels identified for Alternative 2b (purchase and dedication) include:

- 2bi: Ollver Brothers property near State Route 92 (Oliver Salt Pond)

(188 acres);
- 2bii: Oliver Brothers property north at Alameda Creek (Oliver Bay Farm)

(130 acres);
- Zbi i: Patterson Ranch Lands, parcels A, B, C and D (600 acres).

AL~flIATXffl 2 a~l. al: Utilizing one, or a combination of these
properties. the mittioe plan would *reate now seasonal wetlanda on top of A
historic garbage dump. The plan would involve first capping the existing
elevation with an Impermeable material, creating borders to bold water on the
top, planting appropriate veagetation, and possibly pumping water In the winter 7-%

amths to Laoroase the Inundation (see Appendix I for the ltigation Plan).

ftbosqueet to mreful ealutlon, the landfill sites (Alameda Flood Control/ J%.

Pacific FM, a PACCAR) wore not ranked with the project and other candidates.
As prewlomly eplained (Appendix 3, Section 2, Methods). It Is assumed (in
the ime method) that ateo are of the ame habitat type for the sake of a .

memalogul opmearlsn. The landfill sites occur largely at significantly
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If
higher elevations, have foreign parent material and surface soils, and ,4

therefore constitute an entirely different potential habitat.

The analysis indicates that the two landfill sites have a limited potential
for developing values (via management) of a less than equally similar level.
This result was due to the inherent artificial nature of being perched
(elevated) on top of a capped landfill area, therefore significantly reducing
their interrelated value In association with adjacent areas (e.g., association

with surface and ground waters, ability to trap sediments is lost or quite
low). Furthermore, the technology required to convert a landfill to a capped,
functional wetland is, as yet, unproven. The landfill sites' value for
mitigation is questionable because of their inherently artificial nature,
requirement for intensive management and elevational and edaphic differences.

The Alameda County Flood Control District indicated in December, 1986 (referN

to Appendix G) in no uncertain terms that these parcels are not available to
Marathon for mitigation purposes.

ALTEJNATIVE. Zbi: Under this alternative, the Oliver Salt Property would be
purchased by Marathon and dedicated to a public resource agency. Marathon is
also currently developing a mitigation plan for agency review that involves
reintroducing tidal action to the property. They are also exploring the
potential of raising the bottom elevation of the salt ponds to the point where
seasonal habitat values, like that which exists on the proposed project site, V.

could develop.

The Oliver Salt property was formerly subject to tidal action and presently .4

provides high value intertidal shallow bottom habitat with isolated patches of
upland vegetation on dike tops. In the functional value assessment, the P"

Oliver Salt property, like the project site, rated high in flood storage
capacity, sediment trapping, nutrient retention and removal, food chain %
support, and wildlife habitat. With respect to the other values assessed, the Yli
Oliver Salt Property had equal or higher values than the project site. These
differences relate primarily to the Oliver Salt site's geographic proximity to "NN
the Bay. In addition, the Oliver Salt Property, regardless of the resulting 'AS

similarity rating, has existing fishery and wildlife habitat values of a
different kind.

This mitigation alternative could provide sufficient replacement acreage for
project wetland losses, but would displace high value existing habitat on the
Oliver Salt Property for seasonal wetland created with the implemented
mitigation. The Oliver Salt property would require minimal management once
fill loterial was placed and graded or that the area was opened to intertidal
flows. Use of this parcel for wetland mitigation would result in a net loss
of seasonal habitat.

ALMTMAIVE Zbii: The mitigation measure here would be for Marathon to
acquire and dedicate the Oliver Hay Farm property to a public resource agency,
cease the agricultural operations on the property, and allow it to revert to a

seasonal wetland.

The Oliver Hay Farm property was historically an intertidal area which was
diked for agricultural use. A portion of the site supports a diked saltmarsh.
Presently, the property Is under cultivation but has potential as seasonal
wetland under proper management. This property could also provide similar
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acreage as the project site losses in replacement for wetland mitigation
losses. The Oliver Hay Farm property has been rated low for existing wildlife
habitat values but has a potential for high wildlife habitat values if
restored. This parcel would be appropriate for in-kind mitigation require-
ments. The Oliver Hay Farm has an existing duck club operation, complete with
pumps, a drainage system, and tide gates in place. For mitigation purposes
the existing system could be expanded and the hydrologic regime modified.
This property would require minimal management once the desired seasonal
wetland habitat conditions became established. Successful aohieivement of
Category 2 habitat conditions is largely dependent on cessation of farming and
grazing operations, allowing for wetlands hydrology conditions to occur, and
removing the potential for the sites to be developed as industrial, commercial
or residential properties.

ALTERNATIVE 2biii: This mitigation plan would involve the acquisition by
Marathon and dedication to a resource agency, of a portion of the Patterson
Ranch holdings in Fremont and allowing the agricultural lands to revert back
to a seasonal wetland condition.

The Patterson parcels once supported seasonal wetland habitat but are
presently under cultivation with low wildlife habitat value. These parcels
have high habitat potential as a seasonal wetland under proper management. It
is expected that restoration of these parcels would require minimal management
once the desired seasonal wetland habitat conditions become established. As
discussed in the Oliver Hay Farm mitigation scenario above, the successful
schievement of Category 2 habitat conditions depend on the discontinuance of
farming and grazing operations. The Patterson parcels could be used to
satisfy in-kind mitigation requirements. In addition, this ranch has an
existing drainage system that could readily be used for seasonal wetland
eonversaon purposes. Use of the Patterson parcels as replacement Category 2
Seasonal wetland habitat mitigation to provide "no net loss of habitat* would
provide a greater increase in habitat values than the present agricultural use.

MAImTVI 2c PA T IN-LEU TO A LAND BANK AGENCY. Under this alternative
the project applicant would not acquire or improve off site mitigation areas
but would provide funds directly to an open space land bank agency. The
selected agency could then proceed with purchase and/or restoration of
etlaad elsewhere In the south bay area. It is well known that there is

little mtigation land in the ares which is available for purchase at a
reaoenble price. Therefore, the payment in lieu alternative is likely to be
bielogLeally feasible only if the land bank agency is able to identify an
eeeVUtble site prior to final approval of the proposed project. Until an
.#.eprlat mitigation site is selected by one of the agencies capable of
failitatiag a psyment In lieu program, It cannot be demonstrated that 'no net
ls of bubitatO can be successfully accomplished.

aLin rD, 1. I ,rU S Ee D LOPMENT. Under Alternative 3, the extent of
site dowi.opnmt wuld be limited to allow preservation of a portion of
'Mumme etlead es the project site. Alternative 3a proposes site
owegnmm art104 aeres with 30 acres to remain as wetland. Alternative 3b
wasm a f* we ate developmemt with 60 remaining wetland acres. The
proopsed l i soo eq the -eters mrgin of the site would be moved inland to

~ of we developed lots is Alternative 3a. Off site mitigation
eo e se th same as outlined in Alternative 2 except that the
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required acreage at mtiation land (or la lieu fee) would be reduced
ocnenurate with reduoed on site wetlead losses. As discussed in Alterntive
Iv construction noise Impacts sad human Latrualo oould degrade existing
wildlLfe habitat a site and in the ate vLclaity.

ALZIhflU.A. Alternative 4 considers acquisition of the site by a public
agency. Under this alternative the applicant would sell the property, Oas Late
to a public agency at a fair market value. The Trust for Public Land has
Indicated potential Interest in the purchase at the property for a mitigation
land bank (Jacques, 1906). go other agencies have eopressed interest in
purchasing the site. It is asmed, for purposes at oavirioental amlysis In
this EIIR/ZIS, that the site would remain undeveloped wetlands. Nmever,
enhancement night be provided by a public agency or It could be developed as a
part or for recreation use depending on which aWy purchased the site.

The two mitigation parcels would not be enanced under this alternative and
would likely remain In their existing condition for the foreseeable future.
This alternative would not require a Corps or City permit. It would not meet
the applicant's purpose.

AMBNATI.Y S. Under Alternative 5 the industrial/ocm rcial development and
enhancement of the HAND parcels would not be undertaken. The alto and
mitigation parcels would remain In their current state for the foreseeable
future. This alternative would not meet the applicant's purpose but its
inclusion in the Supplemental 1IS/ZI3 is required under both =PA nd CUA
Guidelines.

Mitigation for lose of resources is a requirement umder the Federal Fiat ww
Wildlife Coordination Act, the Corps of la ers Policies on Vetlands, am
the California State Vetland Policy. There is an documented conosefs on
Implementation of the mitigation guidelines; bowever, te resource agencies
generally agree to the following priorities for mitLgetion:

1. On site mitigation with no not lo at habitat value.

2. Off site mitigation If on ait mitigation is aot feasible.

In-kind replacement of habitat Is preferred over out-of-kind, although butt
are acceptable providing there is no net lose of babitat value. Careful
analysis of the habitats and the proposed elhanoemeat activities is mseoaoary
to arrive at a satisfactory solution to the compensation requiremeets.

A preferred mitigation alternative has not beean ideatifled at this time.
Table 4.2-2 discusses satisfaction of Ln-kind ltLgtlon requirmmts wiLt r&
not loan of habitat. In addition, post enanement management requlrments
are pre&ented for each mitigation site.

Based on the results of the Adams analysis the following recomendations are
made:

-If agency mitigation requirement& are to inaure that no Nt habitat loss
Is achieved, then the Oliver Nay Farm, and Patterson Ranch Parcels 80.

4, ,, '
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ea. *C ad 0D or similar type siteoshould be pursued for *ltlstoc
to ofset Whe Los o the propsed projeot. Oliver Salt sad the BURD
pareels, A a-S I rail to atisfy the Loa-kind habitat requirements for
aittpatim (see Table 4.2-2).

U to L setrat to stated policy It in determined by resource aencies
that It isa in the *mpulico LatereetO to "equire more intertidal habitat
via mltlptica for the loss or seasonal wetland habitat then the Oliver
Salt Propety or simlar steoshould be coosidered.

- mupatioa imroels requiring potestially lon term or oontirnal
isieasive maeoommeat. or minmtenance due to highly artificial conditios
sould be avoided. These Isoluds the former landf ill site", Alternative

2&1 (Flood Control/1aftlic NW parcel) and Alterative 2&11 (FACCAR/
Peterbi It parcel).
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-' TPOGAPI * SILS inoar AMD 83INICITI

The folowing seotion discusses topograpy, soils, eolog and seimic factors
associated With the Trat 5167 project site. A brief discussion of off site
&es proposed for active wetland embanoemento and therefore potentially
subject to Impact, In also Included. fheo discussion of the project aito has
bee largely sumrized from the *Soils Investigations 162-Acre Marathon
Development Site* report prepared by Blrding-Lawson Associates (1961) which Is
included as Appendix K. The discussion below Is general In nature and is not
istended to provide formal foundation recomendations for buildings that will
be oonstruoted on site. Site specific soll Investigations should be performed
to develop foundation recommendations for each building vhen applying for
Individual building permits.

NIOUAL. Most of the surface layer of soils In the shoreline area of Hayward
Isa made up ofr grey, saline, silty clays. When drained these soils usually
* Lblt strongly acidic conditions and subsidence. The aold condition occurs
only In those areas that contain hig levels of sulfide in the subsoil.
Several places along the fayvard shoreline have been used for sanitary land
fills. These areas are not considered suitable for development and the soils
used to cover these fills ao varied and allow.

The priwm oils series in the shoreline area of Hayvard have the following
obaracteristio: hig olay content, high moisture content throughout much of
the year, poow subsoil permeability, said or saline topsoil conditions, and
hig srink-well potential.

LOCAL. Tho Trat 5167 project slte alopes gently downward toward the north
e t west with suface olvations ranging from approximately three to seven

feet above me" sea level (L)S). The southern half of the slte Is bordered by
Sulphur Croft, a chamomle" flood control canal approximately ten feet wide
and five feet deep. The top of the dike ranges from about two to five feat
above adjacent ground levels.

The miells o the sIte rngep from soft, compressible clays to firm alluvial
deposits. The firs clayey alluvial soils consist of blooene and late

eI stoese alluvial deposits and they coatain soe terlayered sand and
gravel below the water table. In the morthwest portion oa the property, soft
to medim stiff, epressible clayey soils =ist. The upper as* to two feet
are deisatood -i form, a firm crust; the entire thickness of the"e soft soils
varies frem sis to seven feet deep. These soft moils are KolooeN estuarine

Near'ly all of the olayey soils on the rest of the site are expnsive and have
a hig rink well poteetial. The o-face clay layer is highly expansive end
It eateuds to depths of at Least four ftet. INo large gIavel or deep sandy
depo"Ite or evidemoo of umerlylug sanitary refuse were found on the proposed
developmet site.
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Soils on the proposed BARD vetland enhancement parcels and on the alternative
sites proposed for active wotland enhancement (Sites 2a1 and 2all) show many
of the awe characteristics an the project ate. However, there Is evidence
of underlying sanitary refuse an or Immediately adjacent to all these sates
(sm Appendices !, I and L). Eviroumental Impacts such as water quality
contamination could occur as a result of disturbance of landfill materials due
to enhancement efforts (see Section 4.4, Hydrology and Vater Quality).

Geoloay and Seismicity

The project site and wtland mitigation sites are located In the seimically
active San Francisco Bay region. The nearest known major active faults to the
sate are the Hayward, Calaveras and San Andreas Faults. The Hayward and
Calaveras fault zones lie approximately three and 13 miles vest of the project
site, respectively; the San Andreas fault soN lies approximately 15 miles
west of the a to (U30S, 1971). Sah of these faults has produced major
earthquakes in kistoric time. Naximim credible earthquake magnitudes (the
maximum earthquake magnitude that is reasonably capable of occurrin under
existing known geologic conditions) are T.5 for the Hayward and Calaveras
faults and 8.25 for the San Andreas fault on the Richter scale (rensfelder,
1974).

An active fault is defined by the State Nining and Geology board as a fault '
along which surface displacement has occurred within Holocene time (the last
11,000 years). A potentially active fault Is defined as a fault which abovs
evidence of surface displacement during Quaternary time (the last two to three
million years). Under the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones Act, the State
Geologist Is required to delineate appropriately wide special studies soNeS to
encompass all potentially and recently active fault traces domed sufficiently
active and well defined (fault trace clearly detectable) as to constitute a
potential hasard to structures from surface faulting or fault creep. There
are no known active or potentially active faults that traverse the project
sate. Consequently, there are no special studiles soNe dentified on the sate.

Boils eni Tonoamy r

ALTUUATI13 1, 2s, 2b, 2e, 3a AND 3b. The hig expansion characteristics of
the nar surface solls on the project site are anticipated to be the
cmtrolling factor In the final determination of design criteria for project
structures. The SA expansion properties of ils throughout the project
ste ceate a significant poteetial basard to structures. Shallow fcotings
for the structure should not be placed directly in the expansive soils.
Special agineering measures would be required during development. In
providing for the support for foundatlos and pavements, consideration should
be gives to ineluding deepened perimeter footings, and placing a layer of
select fill (censisting of sonexpealve, granular materials) under slab-on-
grade fnoa*e ad poseibly under pavements. Because of the low resistance
values at these materials, relatively thick pavement sections will be
required. 11tive solls can be stockpiled for later use in non- structural
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cwill require rills of as amb ma three feet doep near the northwetern
owner of the property. ?be dikes ale" Slphur Creek will be mised ame or
t fo ret, to elovatlms of five to eiot feet iove oeas See level (NIL). It
abeen previously o i e ted that grading to those elevations would require

at least 350,000 ouite yard'o fill. Petestiai ereoe impets asmelatd
with projest grading are diseumeed in Seeti.. 4.4, Nydroisgy and Vter
Quality,

1e. fill i placed upon md (.preeble elayey soils), the water in the
voids to the mud Is subjeeted to •dditleoma prosure and tods to be equeesod
out. If the till Is applied slowly sad Is not too heavy, the water wold
*sope through teo voids -- the olid particles would be forced oloer
together mtIl they could merry the weight at the rill. This pocess, called
oaoolidatios, allows the md to gain streeth from the gradual pushing
together of the grains. The degee of .inpremeioa. and the amoumt air
subsidence, dopes" on the follmlu fseters:

- variations In the depth and weLo t of the overlying fill, resulting In
part from improper till plaeemmet;

" the a of the fill whisk dlotates the mut of consolidation Whic h ba
already occurred;

- the ooeprosibility of the till Itself; or

- the oompressibility of the bey md which is In turn related to its
depth, which is **ldea ainiform.

The plaoement of oompoeted fill am the project site would require proper
enieering teehiques. Slabs m grae if set properly rmiafsterd, oeuld
experience settling ad /or wtashing and I set properly supported oeould mettle
away free the building Itself.

Te soils report in AppoMix 9 indimetes that ground mettlemat Is eetinetod
at approxLmtely ome to two im e of esetio for roa feet of soft mail
after plaement of approximately three foot of fill. At this rote,
oomolidatioa sould be eelete within six mooths of fill plaoemet. The
sells we firm in the ares propseed for the aer pmp statim, storm drain
lift stations, and the Sulphur Creet eeing.

Aar exoevsatie eateadiag balm the water tamle will sod to be deowtered.
This is partioularly true for the pmp a lift statoss sad possibly will be
moeeeary for me at the utilitloe. Than faetltes sould be designed to
resist hydrostate uplift. Seepego Leto esevatios throgh the aslyey soils
would o0ou at relatively slow rote. Is the s" amd gravelly eils,
relatively lage seepage quatities me be eampeted. Shoring systems for
esoevations estending below the water tabls should be designed to control
seepage.-

Potetial lapacts associated with disturbaso. of refuse as a result of wetland
eanoemet asttLoa on off *Ite are" (HARD A and 3, Sites 2a1 and Zal) are
disouseed in Section 4.2, Vegetatlon sad Vldlife, and Seotion 4.4, RydrolW
and ater Quality.
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inLiinii 4 LIS. bisating ser.. golls and toporaphy would reinai
doeamed Laoe fueaeeable, future as the proposed alt. ad propsed and
"ltorn"t"v wetlami mitigation atto.

ULIATIV* I# Zn. 2b, 20, 39 MI 3b. The geologlc setting poses seismic
humarda to the proposed projeet; however, the hazards are similar to thoe In
salmiolaly ative are"s throowut Calif orna. The primary potential saimic
barnard to the proposed development is groud shaking. Thrs.a high
prebability that the puojoet aree would ezperieace severe ground shaking
during the design life of the project structures. Shaking nay result in
ditferestial settlmemt causing exteave emage to buildings. parking areas,
readwy, and utilities. The intenaity of ground shaking at the project aite
weuld depend em a ommbiatlos of the type of fault, the distas"e to the
earthquake epicenter, the magnitude at the earthquake, the types of materials
between the fault amd the site, and the properties and thickness of the
foundation noterials at the project sito. Ground shaking haznards can be
mitigated hr proper alto selection, and proper design of earthwork and
foundations.

L~Ussetiom Is a process by which wsar saturated, ochosioaless (clay free)
miell lose strength ad bece liquid during earthquake induced ground

shaking. The severity of liquefaction depends upon groundwater depth, soil
typoe relative density of solls, costfining pressure, and the Intensity ad
duration at gromd saking. The sande encountered In two of the teat borings
em Trest 5167 (one am the southern edge at Sulphur Creek and one on the
morthwesters corner of the property) appear to be susceptible to liquefaction.
ftwover, the thiobmess of the clayey soil overburden Is expected to limit any
surf as expression and effects of liquefaction on surface structures. The
risk of sell densitloatico or lurching during earthquake shaking is considered
remote (see Appendix 9).

Lateral spreading Is a type of earthquake Induced ground failure Involving the
laterl movements of mar borisomtal alluvial materials toward an exposed
fiee usually the Maks of a stream channel. The magnitude and "verity of
lateral spreading Is directly associated with the height of the exposed bank,
the nature ad caracter of the foundation soils near the channel bank, and
te magitde me duration at ground shaking. There is a potential for
lateral spreading to occur along Sulphur Creek on the Project site. Proper
Onieering design an mitigate this potential baser".

The petestil for differential compaction and settlement, which normally occur
is lees., unconsolidated sady soils during ground sMaking, Is considered to
be generally low em the site. The potential for ground rupture (which usually
eeeurs along lines of previous faulting) Is law since no known active or
potetially ative faults are Identifiled on the project site.

The predieted 100 and 500 year runup heights for a tsunami (seimic sea wave)
are 4.4 and 6.1 feet above DSL, respectively, In the Immediate project
viiity (5.S. Army Magineer Waterways Rxperlment Station, 1 g75). The project
site (at the planned final grade elevation of 5.5 feet) would not be subject
to inAmdtiem kW a 100 year tsunami, but is below the predicted 500 year
tsunai runup height.



&mmz4m MW S. ae whomaAtermUvea do st 15.1.4. ftO.l.met at
Mth , o selm. e es to l ate, spro am emptle. will be

mimiised is the Ub PrJoet Altemsmtive -n the mquiastie of the project
aste IV a pelle Ie.

ALTATIVU 1, 2a, 2b# 2s, 34 W 3b. AlthO tho soft mil and s1mbO
activity we mt expooted to be serious problems, the folwlft mitigating
amou r e -- W to limit potetial saerm offsets& am the project
alto ad a the wetland mitiptog ato where applicable. Alternatives 4 and
S awe esseantially so action alternatives, therefore, they do not require
mitigation.

- During site preparation, the upper fes Inches of soll oontaining
vegetation should be stripped trom all ares to be graded.

- In soft soil areas care should be taken during oonstruotion to not
disturb the crust.

- In all fill areas, the upper six Inche of soil should be soarified,
moisture conditioned to three to six percent above optimu moisture, and
compacted to at least 90 percent relative compaction.

- Approved fill (possessing a plasticity Index less than 15 and liquid
limit less than 40) should be plaoed In layers eight Inche or less in
loose thickness, moisture conditioned, and compacted to at least 90
percent relative compaction.

- here the expansive clayey soils are determined appropriate for fill by
a qualified soils engineor, they should be conditioned to three to six
percent above optimum before being compacted.

- All out and fill slopes should be no steeper than 2:1 (two horizontal to
one vertical).

- Fill slopes should be compacted or overbuilt and out back to expose firm
compacted soil.

- The surfaces in all graded areas should be sloped to drain away from the
tops of the slopes to minimize erosion (see Section 4.4, ydrology).

- Sine, the Sulphur Creek bridge site is proposed on stiff olayey soils, a
relatively lighweigbt bridge should be sufficiently supported on shallow
spread footings bottomed on natural soils. Deeper foundations such as
drilled or driven piles may be required if the bridge is relatively
heavy.

- Subsurface drains should be provided at any slopes located in seepage
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&It. qelifo 1 soil Ivestitions sold be perfaomed to develop
toenetes aeeamemdettios for seek bullding.

Ma alsto grading sould be observed bw a qualified so11& engineer and
laboet ry t*As should be performed to cheok material quality and
Oemetlom.

- A1 td mlo rcmemdatioms for mil preparation, building foundations
sad pavemts as" in Appendix I or in subsequent engineering site
imvetigtions, should be Incorporated into final project designs.

A Any ehanoeeent otios on off site areas should be carried out so a
not to disturb existing refuse deposits or increase landfill leaohato
eneratiom (see section .4, Rdrology).

Gecl~ Oad Ael"Oltr

B huilding design should comply with miemic requirements of the ourrent

Uniform Building Code.

- Foundation support and retaining walls should be designed to resist the
effects of ground shaking.

LmA rigid structures should be considered rather than tall, flexible
structures (which tend to way and torque under the seismic conditions
present at the alto), to limit the resonance set up between struotures
and fill deposits, and to reduce the potential hazards from liquefaction.

Utility lines should be dosigned to provide sufficient flexibility to
withstand the ground notion lnduoed by earthquakes. Utility piping and
oondults should be designed to accommodate differential settlement
between pile supported structures and adjacent nonsupported paved and
landscaped areas.

Additional specific engineering recommendations an proposed by the
geoteohnioal engineers should be incorporated into the final designs of
the proposed development.
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Iscluded below is a discusaioa of mtting, impacts and mitigation measures
pertaining to the Tract 516T proJect alto as vell a the four off sito areas
where wetland emanoement ootions are proposed (possibly resulting in
hydrology and water quality impacts). Hach of the data and Information used
in this setion were taken fom a report prepared In June, 196M by Philip
Villiams and Associates entitled 9larob Restoration Design for Two Paroels in
the Hayward Shoreline* (see Appendix H). Other sources of information are
Incorporated by reference.

AM=CID INvIROMENT

SUiRACE DRAINAGE. The Tract 5167 proJeot site lies ,000 feet east of San
Francisco Bay between Bookman Canal on the north and Sulphur Creek on the
south (see Figure 4.4-1). The mite is flat and drains primarily from east to
west. The property Ls divided by a number of dikes and ditohs which redirect
the flow either toward Bookman Canal to the north or Sulphur Creek to the
south. In the northeast orner of the property Is a rectangular 13-aore
parcel bordered by a drainage ditch to the south and west, and railroad tracks
to the east; all drainage in this parcel Is routed through the ditches to
DBooman Canal. Just to the south of this parcel, a low lying area, about 25
acres in area and varying from three to five feet National Geodetic Vertical
Datum (NOVD), drains south and west to drainage ditches behind low dikes.
These ditches consolidate near the center of the tract and drain southwest on
to the East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD) property near Sulphur Creek.

The southeast corner of the property drains westward to a large ditch and
dike. The ditch is almost level, with less than a 0.5 foot change in
elevation over its 1,800 foot length. Although the ditch is high at both
ends, when it is overfilled it drains to the north and empties into the major
collection ditch Just described near the center of the property.

The southwest portion of the property drains generally to the south into a
large ditch which parallels Sulphur Creek. This in turn empties onto the
EBRPD property. Given the flat gradient of the land and poor condition of the
ditches, it is apparent that msuch of the runoff ultimately leaves the property
by evaporation rather than drainage.

So runoff from the site currently enters Sulphur Creek due to its levees which
range In height from two to five feet above the surface of the site. The
channel of the Creek lies three to eight feet below the top of the dikes,
which are approximately ten feet high. The creek bank consists of stiff clay
and erosion occurs in insignificant amounts.

Sulphur creek carries runoff from the area east of the site including the
Skywest Golf Course, Hayward Municipal Airport, and residential development.
Flows In the creek .e typically low velocity except during storm events. The
Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District (ACFCWCD) has
identified the following ultimate flows for Sulphur Creek based on maximum
development potential within the creek's drainage basin:

I q.4l-1
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- 15 e peak flow: 706 subie ftet per asoond.

- 100 yea peak flow: 1,070 cuble foot per Seond.

moth Boekma Camal and Sulphur Creek are deasned to "atain the 100 year
flood (Johnos., 10g).

VATI QUALT. In 19F4 AUCVCD instituted a surface water quality sampling
progrm In mjor channels in the project alto area. Am esatimate of mpeated
water quality was derived from smples taken from the mjor obasels,
including Sulphur Creek, at points near the channel outfalls to the Day, but
upstream from tidal action. The mineral quality of all waters tested
generally satisfied U.S. Public laith drinking water standards. The waters
were classifled as gvery bardO (Narathon Industrial Development Tract 4W5
rll, 1962). The ACFCVCD has no more recent data on water quality in Sulphur

Creek (Baker, 196).

Currently, any surface runoff fro, the proposed development site will have
oharacteristics similar to those of agrioultural runoff: hlgh nutrient
levels, high suspended solids, and high ooliform counts (AM, 1982).

GROUNDVATBI. The San Leandro cone underlies the general area of the project
site, and the proposed mitigation parcels, and contains water bearing strata
at various depths and locations. Aquifers in the San Leandro and San Lorenzo
cone can be divided into two zones. The upper aquifer zone to a depth of 4O0
feet contains water bearing deposits derived from San Leandro and San Lorenzo
Creeks. The three confined aquifers in this zone are equivalent to the
Newark, Centerville, and Fremont aquifers under the Miles cone to the south.
The aquifers consist of discontinuous beds of sand and gravel which extend
westward under San Francisco Bay and are capped by confining clay layers. The
lower aquifer zone, which occurs below a depth of 400 feet, contains
considerably more water bearing deposits than the upper zone. A nearby test
well (353/3W/24 J-1-Alameda County) regularly sampled by the County between
1931 and 1978 indicates that the lower aquifer water quality is good and has
improved during this sampling period (Nonser, 1986).

Recharge of the higher aquifer occurs through permeable beds in the local
streams, mainly San Leandro and San Lorenzo Creeks. Recharge of the lower
aquifers is by leakage and subsurface inflow. No evidence of leachate leakage
from Old Bayshore landfills has been found in the lower aquifer (Honser,
1986).

The Newark aquifer does not appear to be a single continuous layer, but rather
several interfingering sand and gravel lenses separated by thin clay beds five
to ten feet thick. These lenses may be hydraulically connected near the upper
reaches of the San Leandro and San Lorenzo alluvial cones. Lower on the cones
the lenses are most likely separate hydraulic units. The yields of wells
tapping the Newark aquifer are typically 20 to 100 gallons per minute (gpm).

Groundwater In the Newark aquifer moves toward San Francisco Bay and is
believed to be replenished principally by the infiltration of streamflow in
the upper part of the alluvial cones and by leakage through the confining clay
bed. Provision was made for recharge from the concrete lined channel portion
of San Lorenzo Creek.



emils mt e weieet ste we preimiamatly uniform clay deposits d o
e4 ppwU* taatIai srn lor-m tiltratlom. The altO hs oe muo and
Vowel Astrbe betm e , say epsal t but those do not provie
otetatal w wm e to me elpor aefr am to the olay. The mortwest
eie at I als m etai s Gott WiS oowrim as a sil to seven foot deep
law 4f eaeeare bo clay. These soils we mot very permeable, so vater
pro elaUto a aim; free groundater is located near the surface. Oround-
intow was found to be 1.5 feot belo the pomad srfaoe La the northwest
portion of Uh site and 6.5 feet in the southeast orner of the alt.. The
overell avere"epth of grommuwter ma two to four feet (see Appendix K).

The ACKM bas recor s of wlls in the Iayward end San Leandro areas,
altbmshb not all the wells In the area my be an file. (ACFCCD, 1985). The
recoards h that since 1 900, 78 wells have bee oonstructed for various uses
Is the area. The are covered for this table Is the land west of the Southern
Polfie t ilroad tracks, south of the rstudillo Canal, and north of the Vest
Jiesoa Highway (see Table 4.4-1). Further detailed information is an file
with the U.S. Army Corps of ENgineers.

Oyirographo for wells producing from the Newark aquifer show virtually no
obange La water levels over a 30 year period. Hydrographs for wells tapping
the lower aquifers Indicate that water levels have been gradually rising in
the last 20 years.

Groundwater in the San Leandro and San Lorenzo alluvial cones is used mainly
for Industrial water supply and for irrigation purposes. The chemical quality
of the groundwater is good for most uses and is of a calcium bicarbonate to
calcium-aodium bicarbonate type. Saltwater intrusion is a problem only in
localized portions of the Newark aquifer.

Vith the exception of several private wells in the Mt. Eden area and several
manufacturing/industrial wells, the City no longer uses well water for
domestic water supplies; It now uses the Betch Btchy system. Therefore, the
groundwater aquifers are considered primarily as potential sources of City
water in the event of an emergency.

FLOODING. The City of Hayward participates In the National Flood Insurance
Program and enforces the Federal Flood Disaster Protection Act. That Act
requires that non-residential structures must have their lowest floor
elevation above the base flood elevation or be floodproofed to or above that
level. Flood protection can be accomplished through levee channels, pumps,
membrace waterproofing of floors and perimeter walls, and/or raising
buildings. If flood protection is accomplished with levees, FEMA requires the
levees to be three feet higher than their estimated highest tide. The
estimated 100-year highest tide set by FEMA at the proposed site is seven feet
mean sea level (MSL).

Wetland Enhancement Sites

SURFACE DRAINAGE. Alternative 1 includes a plan for wetland enhancement on
two off site parcels (A and B) owned by the Hayward Area Recreation District
(HARD) Tract 5167. These parcels are located south and west of the Tract 5167
project site (see Figure 4.4-1). Both parcels are below tidal levels between
65 and 90 percent of the time. They are protected from tidal flows by a levee
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TABLE 4.4-1. WELL INVENTORY

USES

Tear
Built Unk. Hun. Ind. Dot. Irr. Ab./Des. Liv.

1900-1940 0 2 1 3 1 13 0

1940-1960 0 0 2 9 2 1 0

1960 + 2 0 1 0 3 0 0

Unknown
Date 5 0 1 13 1 15 3

Total 7 2 5 25 7 29 3

Total Recorded Wells = 78

Unk. = unknown Irr. = irrigation
Hun. = municipal Ab./Des. = abandoned or destroyed
Ind. = industrial Liv. = used to water livestock
Dom. = domestic

Source: Alameda County/Bay Plain Groundwater Study
Well Inventory Report, 14 January 1985

along the western edge of parcel B and by the levee along the property south
bank of Sulphur Creek.

Surface water and groundwater enter the HARD parcels from several sources.
Surface runoff enters parcel A from a ditch on the north side of Winton Avenue
at the southern tip of the parcel, and a ditch at the east side of the parcel.
Runoff entering parcel A comes from leachate from the adjacent garbage dump,
the wrecking yards, and an undetermined area along Winton Avenue.

HARD parcels A and B are connected by a ditch Just south of the levee on the
south side of Sulphur Creek. Surface water enters both parcels A and B from
the Alameda County Flood Control District property located between the two
parcels. Tidal waters also enter parcel B during extreme high tides, wbo the
western levee is overtopped by waves.

Two alternative areas for active wetland enhanoment are Identified in
alternative 2&i, the Flood Control/Pacific F.M. site (2a1) oomprising 'b'
acres in Hayward between HARD A and HARD B and the Peterbilt a te ocopriar
34 acres In Newark (2aii) (see Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2 and Appond~co. .. I.

and L).
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The lood Control parcel an site 2ai Is presently being used by the Alameda
County Flood Control District for silt disposal. The southeastern portion of
the property is elevated resulting from the previous use of this site as a
portion of n old munioipal refuse dump. Surface drainage oan the southern
portion of the parcel flown into a flood control channel at the Southern
boundary. Ruoff from the northern portion of the property flows towards
Sulfur Creek and Is Intercepted by the ditch between HARD parcels A and B and
on the Inbound side of the Sulphur Creek levee. The 15 acre parcel owned by
Ptiflo Y.N. drains to the flood control parcel and to HARD parcel B. Tidal
waters may enter the site 2&i parcels occasionally during extreme high tides,
When the western border levee is overtopped by waves.

Alternative 2aii (the PACCAR/Peterbilt site consists of 35 acres located at
the foot of Mowry Landing near Mowry Slough In Newark. This site is generally
flat with surfaoe water runoff draining into Mowry Slough to the west. The
site is not subject to tidal action. A sanitary land fill was operated at
this site in the 1 90s. Elevations range from two to ten feet. Fill
activities were terminated in 1964 (Harding Lawson Associates, 1976). Test
drilling by Harding Lawson (1976) revealed strong organic odors resulting from
methane leakage at boring sites.

WATER QUALITY. A water quality survey (see Appendix H) was performed by Phil
Williams and Associates in 1 984 on HARD A and HARD B because of the following
concerns:

1) leachate from the landfill (now inactive) on the Flood Control/Pacific

F.M. site between the two HARD parcels.

2) oil from wrecking yards to the east of HARD B.

3) animal wastes from livestock grazing on adjacent properties.

Samples were taken at ten locations around the two HARD parcels and were
analyzed for pH, specific conductance, total organic carbon (TOC), total
organic halides (TOX), lead, arsenic, cadmius, chromium, copper, mercury, and
zinc. The values for pH, specific oonductance, and TOC indicate that the
samples are brackish, contain high concentrations of dissolved organic matter,
and are not contaminated with strong acids. None of the heavy metal
concentrations were high enough to cause concern. The total organic halide
concentrations were slightly elevated, possibly indicating contamination by
pollutants such as DDT and PCB. Further testing would be required to confirm
the presence of such contaminants.

Since the water quality samples were taken, the pump station for Marathon
Phase I has been completed and now handles the drainage from the wrecking
yards. Therefore, the water quality on HARD parcels A and B is probably

slightly better than previously reported.

Alternative mitigation enhancement sites 2ai and 2aii are primarily of concern
as sources of water contaminants to surrounding low lying areas as they are
underlain with municipal refuse (Fulton, 1986; Burger, 1986) (see Section 11.41,
Soils and Topography). Ponding has been identified on site 2aii in February
of 1967 (Huffman, 1987). Additionally, some ponding has been observed in
depressions of Site 2ai in December 1986 (Huffman, 1967). No water quality
data is ourrently available for these sites.
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The project site and the wetland enhancement sites are located within Zone A-1
of the National Flood Insurance progrm established by the Federal hergency
Management Agency (FENA). Lands In this category are subject to deep flooding
during the 100-year higher high tide, the tide with a one percent chance of
occurrence In any given year (FEMI, National Flood Insurance Program, 1981).

The eastern portion of the Flood Control parcel (part of site 2al) is found in
FEMA Zone C, which is an area of minimal flooding. This area is elevated
above the Zone A-1 level due to a history of deposition of sanitary refuse and
flood control materials.

GROUNDWATER. See 'Project Site* for groundwater discussion related to the
wetland enhancement sites.

FLOODING. See 8ProJect Site* for discussion of flooding as it relates to

wetland enhancement sites.

VIRONMENTAL CONSEQUDICES

Alterntives 1. 2a. 2b. and 2c

SURFACE DRAINAGE. Construction on the Tract 5167 site under the full scale
development alternatives (1 and 2) would result in increased impervious
surface coverage for roofs, sidewalks, and parking area. At about 40 to 50
percent coverage by Impervious surfaces for such development, Alternatives 1
and 2 would result in 54-67 acres of Impervious surface. After development,
the increase in impervious surface area would decrease the amount of
percolation and time of concentration, thereby producing more runoff from less
intense storms. This increased runoff is expected to increase erosion of
exposed soils over the site and along the banks of existing drainage channels.
This is particularly of concern during construction phases where large amounts
of ol may be exposed; mitigation measures will be required to insure such
impacts remain at insignificant levels. Increased runoff from the project
site in Dot expected to have a significant downstream effect on the carrying

capacity of Sulphur Creek as the channel has been designed to handle drainage
flows from maximum development in the watershed, which includes the project
site (Johnson, 1984).

Existing drainage patterns on Tract 5167 would be modified by the construction
and operation of an underground drainage system. Storm water would be
collected by a gravity system on a lot-by-lot basis in 15' to 48' pipes, then
drained to approximately the central north/south axis of the project site to a
point between lots 1 and 2 of the full scale development plan. From there it
would be fed under Sulphur Creek to the lift station for the development south
or Sulphur Creek (Marathon's Phase 1). This lift station is sized to handle
the maximm flows from the proposed development as well as those from the
Phase I development of the Tract 975. From the lift station, the runoff
could be pumped over the levee on the south side of Sulphur Creek into the
creek channel or to nearby wetland enchancement parcels (see observation
below).

Potential users of the site would have to apply for a use permit from the City
of Hayward. Any waste discharge other than surface water would be discharged
into the sewer system rather than the storm drainage system and would be
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subject to applicable permits from agencies amob a the Regional Vater Quality
Coatrol Board. Thereforet it Is assmed that drainage generated from the site
would be limited to storm runoff and landscape watering associated with open
space area of the site.

Implementation of the prepared drainage qstem would have the effect of
reducing the existing water supply to valuable seasonal wetland areas on the
UlS) property to the west of the project site. It is recommended that a
hydrological study be undertaken and appropriate mitigation measures be
implemented to ensure that the magnitude and duration of surface drainage from
Tract 5167 to the ORPD property is maintained.

Enhancom ent of off site wetland mitigation areas under ltornatives 1 and 2a
would result in modifications of surface drainage patterns on these sites.
BARD parcels A and B would be graded, followed by development of shallow
seasonal ponding areas (see Appendix H). Surface flow on and between the
parcels would be augmented by pumping (via the Tract 4975 lift station) of
water from Tract 5167 and 4975 runoff or from Sulphur Creek. Such action
would require approvals by the ACFCWCD, for utilization of the lift station,
and by the RWQCB, for diversion and discharge of storm water runoff. The
ACVCWCD has taken the position that the lift station should not be used for
puping of water to mitigation parcels (see Appendix 0).

Wetland enhancement on the Flood Control/Pacific FN (2ai) and Paooar (2aii)
parcels would involve capping the surface and margin of old landfill areas and
subsequent development of elevated seasonal ponding areas on the overlying
material (see Appendix I for detailed description of plan for site 2a). The
primary impact of these actions would be the redirection, via puping, of
nearby surface waters onto the sites for promotion of seasonal inundation
(currently minimal). It is recoemended that once a source of water is
identified, appropriate mitigation measures be implemented to ensure that
sufficient water will remain year round in the source stroam to ensure
maintenance of downstream wetland habitat values.

WATER QUALITY. The creation of impervious surfaces on the Tract 5167 project
site such as roads, parking lots, and roof tops that accompany development
would create new *source areas* for direct storm water runoff. This runoff
would pick up pollutants generated on site. Potential water quality impacta
associated with this development include: erosion/siltation during
construction, increase in temperatures, and stormwater pollutants such as oil,
grease, and heavy metals from parking lots, roadways, and impervious surfaces.
Elimination of the cattle from the site could reduce total oolifor bacteria

in Sulphur Creek.

During site preparation when sols are exposed, sediment could enter surface
and stor runoff. The potential for erosion and subsequent sedimentation
during site preparation would be affected by factors such as the timing and
phasing of construction, the degree of vegetation removal, and the effective-
ness of erosion control masures. Sediment would largely be restricted to the
site vicinity due to the very shallow slope of the property.

Table 4 .4-2 shows the pollutant levels in storm water runoff from light
Industrial development, as defined by monitoring in the 1976-1977 rainy season
in Santa Clara County. Water quality from runoff for the uses proposed on the

N 4.4-9
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I poW.J.et site would be estimated kW these figures. In @emoral, runoff frm
10t inutrial development Isat " er quality than that from camercial,
hev lnadutral, or madlim to bla density residential developmet and Is 
rst imilar to rmoff from low density residential neighborhoods (AM,
1g8). Tress element oonoentrations in urban runof (lead, sinc, eta.) are
generally lU (less than one aS/l) while hydrocarbons (oil, grease) average 10I g/l (AR , 1 e82).

TABLE 4 .4-2. POLLUTANT LEIUVE n STORK vTn 330r Fnom LIoHT INDUSTRIAL
I DSVILOPMtlT

I UT AVIRAG COICENTRATIONPOLLUTANT (89/1)

Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)(5) 38.1

i Suspended Sol ids 72.0

Volatile Suspended Solids 21.0

R Total Nitrogen 3.1

Total Pbospborus 0.4

Source: The Use of Wetlands for Water Pollution Control, nABG, 1962.

I The change from grazing/open space to industrial development on the site would
mean a change from agricultural runoff to urban runoff characteristics. Thus,U higher concentrations of oil/grease and metals and lover concentrations of
nutrients, coliform bacteria and suspended solids would be expected In the
runoff after development is completed on the site.

I The project's proposed storm water collection system would drain some of the
runoff from new roadways and paved areas into Sulphur Creek and Into San
Francisco Bay. In addition, natural water treatment provided Ir existing

* wetlands on the site would be reduoed in proportion to the acreage of lost
wetlands. These factors would tend to increase the level of urban pollutants
In the Bay. Hoever, due to the size of the proposed development and theU characteristics of light industrial runoff, none of these alternatives (1, 2a,
2b# and 20) is expected to significantly increase the quantity of urban runoff
pollutants in San Francisco Bay.

DIn terms of water quality, there are several potential benefits of the
proposed alternative wetland enhancement actions In off site areas. Creation
of now wetlands on HARD A and B (Alternative 1), Flood Control/Paoific FM

S (2ai) and Paocar (2a1i) would provide a local Increase In natural treatment of
water through trapping of sediments and uptake of nutrients. Bowever,
technical analysis performed by Huffman and Associates has indicated that theI two landfill sites (2ai and 2aii) have a limited potential for sediment
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tU4001" or u~eval ef' stm ma Oe to the Ishereat artificial1 mature at
fe4 eLwvated votld site, o top ot a Gapped landfil. All at the proposed
atiems Invelve smalUM 1 mWUIl arma, either moderlyifg or lying adjacent
to the siteep ad the subeeqsatk development of ocetrolled ao slte dralnage.
haf aftiemse It propely Implemented, would reduce existing landfill seepage
prolm mad provide a source of water for dilution and flunsig at ay
reinainim seepases.

310drifiant angative Impacts Gould result It proposed enhancement actions fail
to contain or isolate sanitary refuse areas. Pumping of water onto the sites
Increases the risk at I fltratica of water Into refuse layers and subsequent
generatiom of leakate, particularly for Alternatives 2@1 mad 2.11 where water
15 to be retained directly on top of landfill ares. The effect could be
severe following large failure of the proposed Impermeable liner (oonstructod
either at clay or iathetic materials). Possible causes of sach a failure
Include seimic events, unequal settling of underlying fill, and degeneration
of liner materials. Detailed hydrogeolagLoal and engineering studies will
have to be performed to develop a sound design plan that will satisfy the
regulatory and monitoring requirements of the Regional ater Quality Control
Board (see Mtigation INasures).

Oll0MEDNATl. During construction on the Trat 5167 project alto, dewatering
(elialnation of groundwater) would be necessary to control groundwater seepage
and to ensure stabilized final grades. These temporary dewatering measures
would result in a localized drwdown of the upper groundwater table. Upper
groundwater levels would stabilize after construction. The dewatering
measures would not affect lower groundwater tables. As stated in the
discussion of affected groundwater snvronent, the upper groundwater in the
projeot vloinity contains notable levels of organic halides (also ee Appendix
H). Diversion or discharge of construction dewatering liquids to surface
waters or mitigation parcels say introduce or exacerbate existing water
quality problems. Further tests should be conducted to determine the existing
quality of the groundwater table before extraction. Veate discharge
requirements Issued by the Regional ater Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for
discharge of dewatering liquid my be necessary to assure protection of
surface waters. If the dewatered liquid is found to be unaooeptable for
direct dischargoe, treatment prior to discharge or disposal to a legal disposal
site may be necessary. A Report of Vasto Discharge must be ftiled with the
RVQCB at least 120 days prior to any discharge.

Following full scale or reduced scale development on the project alto, much at
the existing ground surface would be replaced with Impervious surfaces, thus
reducing recharge of the near surface groundwater an the site; however, this
would have an insignificant effect on the Newark aquifer. Storm water that
would normally Infiltrate into the soils would be diverted off the site. The
placement at three to five feet of struotural fill on site, to bring the alte
to finished grade, would allow upper groundwater flows to move more frely
than the natural clay soils.

Potential problems an the project alto related to the existing shallow
groundwater condition are listed below. Placement of fill on site and
implemetation of appropriate attigatlon mseasurea can reduoe such Impacts to
Insignificant levels.
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I I. CupOlloatloms In the Installation of underground utilities, storage
tanks, pipelines and other subsurface structures, and subsequent

i.deter oration of such objects;

2. Compioations In landscaping due to fungal growth, root rot, and other
ple t diseass;

I 3. Differential settlement of buildings with inadequate foundations;

4. Building damage from alternating welling and shrinking of soils as the
water table rises and declines;

5. Severe earthquake damage to buildings due to liquefaction and
amplification of seismic waves in water saturated sediments;

6. Contamination of groundwater from surface oontaminants due to the lack3 of natural filtering provided by a thick unsaturated zone; and

7. Increased storm runoff, sediment transport, and erosion in areas where
a shallow water table prevents the percolation of significant amounts
of storm runoff into the ground (Webster, 1973).

Proposed enhanoement actions on HARD A and B (Alternative 1), Flood Control/
Pacific FM (2a.) and Paooar sites (2aii) would have minor Impacts on local
shallow groundwater levels. Groundwater levels would likely increase on the
BARD parcels due to augmentation of surface drainage on site. Levels are

I likely to decrease on the landfill sites following deployment of the proposed
liperseable surface liner. As stated in the discussion of water quality
Impacts, the primary consideration of the design of the accepted enhancement
plan would be to insure that oontaminated groundwater or leachate, is Isolated
from surface drainage, both during and after construction.

FLOODING. Development on the Tract 5167 site would require flood protection
easures. The proposed project would raise the existing site elevation to a

nininum curb height of seven feet MBL. The existing outboard levee in the
area, on the *BRPD property west of the project site, was not constructed to

S standards necessary for protection of an Industrial development and has failed
in the past (Lindenneyer, 1966). Therefore, a new levee system must be
constructed. New levees on the north bank of Sulphur Creek and along the
western site boundary of the project site would be constructed to elevation
.10.0 feet MBL. The levees would require engineering approval from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the Alameda County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District (ACFCVCD). It is expected that the project's excessI surface water runoff which is not diverted to the proposed local enhancement
mitigation parcels would be discharged into Sulfur Creek.

I Under Alternative 1, overbank tidal flooding on HARD B would still occur an no
improvements are proposed for the levee on the parcel's western edge.
Construction of a levee on the western edge of the Flood Control/Pacific FIM
site (2a) would eliinate overbank tidal flooding on the site.

! Aternatives 3a and 3b. Under the reduced density alternatives, a levee would
be constructed which Is different from that in the proposed plan. A marginal
dike would be constructed on the western margin of each reduced density plan
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(see Figures 3.2-9 and 3.2-10). Otherwiset the site would be protected from
flooding In the ame way as under the proposed plan.

Alternative 3a would have 42-52 acres and Alternative 3b would have 30-37
acres of impervious surfaces. Impacts related to surface drainage water
quality and groundwater would be as those identified for Alternatives 1 and 2
though reduced in mount oimensurate with the reduction in development
intensity.

Alternatives 4 and 5

SURFACE DRAINAGE. Under no development alternatives, existing surface water
drainage characteristics would remain unchanged into the foreseeable future on
the project site, and on the four proposed alternative wetland enhancement
parcels.

WATER QUALITY. No significant changes to current water quality
characteristics would occur unless under Alternative 4, a public agency
acquiring the project site implemented changes such as elimination of cattle
grazing In the site area. In this event, levels of suspended solids and
colifor in the runoff would decrease. Kitigation parcels A and B and
alternative sites 2ai and 2aii would remain in their current undeveloped
states. Leaching from old landfills would continue at present rates on these
off site areas.

GROUNDWATER. No changes in existing groundwater characteristics would occur.

FLOODING. Current conditions would remain unchanged.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Surface Drainage. The following mitigation measures are recommended to reduce
the drainage and runoff impacts of the proposed full scale and reduced scale
developments.

- A hydrologic study should be completed to determine the runoff generated
from the project site as a result of development.

- A storm drainage system should be designed that conforms to the extent
possible with overall natural drainage patterns of the site. The system
should insure that the existing magnitude and duration of runoff to the
adjacent EBRPD parcel is maintained. For the reduced density
alternatives, maintenance of natural drainage to undeveloped on site
open space areas should also be insured.

- A hydrologic study should be implemented to determine surface drainage
patterns in the area of the proposed mitigation parcels. The detailed
enhancement plan should be subsequently designed to insure that the
magnitude and duration of natural drainage on any adjacent wetland
parcels is maintained.

- Standard erosion control measures should be implemented on the project
site to retain sediment on site during the construction period. An
erosion control plan should be prepared and implemented in coordination
with the RVQCB.
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On sate storm drains and catch basins should be nintained to insure
proper functioning.

Water__RM=. The following mitigation measures are recommended to minimize
the impacts of the proposed Tract 5167 development on surface water and ground
water quality.

- Runoff from the project site should be conducted through one or more
retention basins which could be used to prevent spilled materials from
reaching off site watercourses, flood control channels and mitigation
parcels.

- A regular roadway cleaning program should be implemented to clean on
site roadways and parking areas of litter, gasoline and oil spills.

- A regular street sweeping program should be implemented on all project
roadways to reduce urban runoff contaminants.

- Trash disposal facilities should be provided in public areas.

- Utilize grease and sediment traps to prevent urban pollutants and
sediment from leaving the site. During construction phase, utilize
sediment control methods to prevent sediment from impacting drainage
lines and facilities.

- All businesses in the proposed development that manufacture or use
hazardous materials, as defined by the City of Hayward Fire Code and/or
Title 22 of the California Administrative Code, should be required to
adhere to the following condition:

* The City Fire Department should be advised of the type and quantity
of materials stored or used and notified of significant changes in
the types and/or amount of hazardous materials within 24 hours of the
change(s).

* A plan for safe storage and handling of these materials should be
submitted to the City Fire Department and the County of Alameda for
approval.

* All spills should be reported in the manner prescribed by the Fire
Department and the County of Alameda.

The proposed project includes the discharge of storm runoff into wetlands on
Parcels A and B (Alternative 1) and the Flood Control/Pacific FM site
(Alternative 2ai). This aspect of the design is in itself a mitigating
measure, for the natural treatment capabilities of wetlands have been
extensively documented (ABAO, 1982). Wetlands natural water treatment
capability is related to four principal features of these habitats:

- dispersion of surface water over a large area through intricate
channelisation of flows;

- use and transformation of elements by mioro-organisms;
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- physical entrapment through absorption in the surface soils and organic

debris; and

- uptake and metabolim of pollutants by plants.

The following measures are recommended to minimize water quality impacts in
off site areas due to implementation of the proposed wetland enhancement
actions:

- A hydrogeological study, including surface and subsurface water testing,
should be undertaken to determine the following:

0 The extent of sanitary refuse underlying or adjacent to HARD A and B
and sites 2ai and 2aii.

I The subsurface drainage conditions at each mitigation site and the
existing levels of groundwater contamination.

* The existing quality of surface water to be used for pumping on to
each proposed mitigation parcel.

- Once a preferred mitigation site is identified, a detailed design plan
should be developed by a qualified engineer in coordination with the
RWQCB and other agencies such as the Solid Waste Management Board. The
plan must satisfy the requirements for Closure and Post-closure
maintenance of landfills under Title 23 of the California Administrative
Code. The plan must include, but not be limited to the following
considerations:

Effective long term isolation of refuse materials from the surface
water drainage system.

* Collection and discharge (venting) of methane gas generated in
underlying refuse.

• Conarol of elevation of ponded water in the artificial wetland area.

• Regular surface and groundwater quality monitoring.

9 A contingency plan for protection of on site and downstream wetlands
following failure of the landfill liner system.

Groundwater. The following mitigation measures are recommended to reduce
impacts on the project site associated with groundwater supplies:

- The proposed project buildings should not be designed with subsurface
foundations, such as basements or underground garages.

- Construction design of underground utilities should take into account
the saturated ground and high water table that can cause rapid
deterioration of materials.

4.41-15
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-A detailed pootohnical Investigation and report shuld be performed to
provide emineering recommendations prior to final design of the fill
program and project structures. Test borings, seismic refraction, and
laboratory analysis should be conducted to determine the engineering
properties of eisting fill ad bay sud, such as thickness, depth,
compressibility, water saturation and presence of other underlying soil
layers or sand or peat lenses.

- Final engineering plans should be reviewed by a soils engineer prior to
construction to ensure the stability of the final design.

- Due to the high potential for instability of fill on bay suds and 'a

saturated soils the following considerations should be followed during
fill operations to ensure proper placement:

I preconsolidation of fill areas with surcharge fill; ..
* construction of a base blanket;

9 avoid excessive rates of fill placement;

a proper design of slopes at edges of fill areas to avoid heaving.

Flooding. The following mitigation measures are recommended to reduce impacts
due to flooding:

- Enlarge and improve levees along Sulphur Creek (proposed).

- Construct levee along west side of project site, capable of resisting
wave action from the vest in case URPD parcel in flooded during 100
year tidal event or collapse of its protecting dike (proposed).

- Structures must hava the lowest floor elevation above the base flood
elevation (seven feet ISL) or be floodproofed in accordance with
standards of the National Flood Insurance Program.

444
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I.S TIAFIC MID LAfICOLATION

This section sumarizes the traffic study prepared by John J. Forristal which
is Included In Appendix N of this Supplemental EIS/EIR. The appended report
upvercdes an earlier report (October 1964) prepared for the initial (1985)

1IS/RiI.

AfI D.T U i INIC . The major street system and average daily traffic
volumes are shown on Figure 41.5-1 and 4 .5-2.

Regional Acoes. Regional access in the general project area is provided by
Interstate 880 (the Niltz Freeway) and by State Route 92 along West Jackson
Street and the San Mateo Bridge. The Nimitz Freeway provides service
northerly to the San Leandro and Oakland areas and to San Francisco via the
Bay Bridge. For traffic oriented to the north, there are interahanges at West
Winton Avenue, A Street, and Hesperian Boulevard. To the south, the Nimitz
Freeway extends through Union City and Fremont to San Jose. South oriented e
trips are served by interchanges at West Winton Avenue and at Jackson Street.

State Route 92 runs in a general northeasterly direction, ending in downtown
Hayward at a junction with Mission Boulevard. To the west, the San Mateo '

Bridge provides service to the San Francisco Peninsula and to the Cities of
San Francisco and San Jose via U.S. Highway 101.

Ibior Street System. Primary access to the site is proposed from West Winton
Avenue via Cabot Boulevard which currently services the Marathon Tract 4975
development immediately south of Tract 5167. Through the Cabot Boulevard
intersection, Mest Winton Avenue has a four lane roadway section plus a median
turn lane. This four lane section extends a short distance west of Cabot
Boulevard, then narrows to two lanes with minimal shoulders and ends at
Shoreline Park approximately one mile to the west. West Winton Avenue also
extends easterly to Clawiter Road, Hesperian Boulevard, Stonewall
Avenue/Southland Place, Southland Drive, Interstate 880, and to State Route 92
on the periphery of downtown Hayward.

The major north/south streets in the area are Cabot Boulevard, Clawiter
Road/Industrial Boulevard and Hesperian Boulevard. Cabot Boulevard extends
south of West Winton Avenue to Depot Road. Clawiter Road has a T intersection
with West Winton Avenue, approximately one mile east of Cabot Boulevard.
Clawiter Road runs southerly to an intersection with Industrial Boulevard a
short distance north of Depot Road. The main roadway alignment then curves to
the southeast as Industrial Boulevard to and through an interchange with West
Jackson Street and continues to Industrial Parkway in the south part of
Hayward. Cluiiter Road continues south of Industrial Boulevard to an
interchagne with West Jackson Street. Hesperian Boulevard is a major
arterial, extending northerly through Hayward, San Lorenzo and San Leandro to
East 14th Street and southerly to Union City. In the vicinity of West Winton
Avenue, It has a six lane section with a raised median island. On street
parking Is prohibited along much of its length, and access is limited on those
portions where frontage roads are provided.

The intersections of Vest Winton Avenue-Hesperian Boulevard and Depot Road-
Clawiter Road are currently operating at Level of Service (LOS) E. All other
intersections are at Level D or better including Interstate 880 and State
Route 92 reamps (see Table 4.5-1, oolumn 1).
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Liar~we 1 2m a nd e *The proposed project and Alternatives 2a., 2b
ad g er sm estimated to gemerate 6,710 average weekday trips (Ar!) to the
strrs red or"te. This mesmes a Oworst cas analyass with a trip
gameratiem rate of 65 tripe per acre. In the P.M. peak hour, the project
would gWatate 950 tripe (11 percent at the ANT). The inbound/out bound
trafe split would be 250/700.

Us. impacts cm Intersection operations under full development of the Marathon
Project awe listed In the second column of Table 4.5-1. The range of Impacts
are greatest am those Vest Vinton Avenue intersections nearest the proj ect,
diminishing In proportion to distance way trom the site. The Intersection of
Vest Vintoe Aveue/Nesperian Boulevard will drop from LOS 9 to LOS F. Since
so Intersection an accommodate traffic volumes above Its theoretical
capacity, the Implication here is the extent and duration of congestion will
be increased beyond that already experienced. At the Depot Road/Clawiter Road
intersection, the level would remain at LOS 3. All other intersections will
be at LCD D or better.

Asmp volumes an Interstate 860/Vest Vinton Avenue interchange are estimated to
Increase by eight percent during the P.M. peak hour due to Marathon traffic.
Sin mest at these rap@ are currently operating under forced flow
onditioas, the effet would be an extension of the area of congestion and its

duration. At the State Route 92/Clawiter load interchange, increases are
estiated at 22 percent em the westbound ramps, but total volumes will be
approximately 1,000 vehicles per hour, which is below theoretical ramp
capacity. The increases on the more critical eastbound ramps will be six
percet; referring to Table 4 .5-1, the service level at the intersection of
the ramp. with Ciawiter load will not exceed LOS D. The most congestive
factor at this interchange is the serge of eastbound on-ramp traffic with
froeway tra.fic; the Marathon addition to this movemient is minimal.

In assessing traffic impacts, potential trips fram other undeveloped parcels
were also considered. There are approximately 263 undeveloped acres in the
area north of State Route 92, between the wetlands and Hesperian Boulevard.
Daily and P.M. peak hour trips were estimated for these vacant areas and
distributed In accordance with the trip generation assumptions made for the
Marathon Project. The cumulative volume of these trips together with the
Marathon Project tripe are listed in column 3 of Table 4 .5-1.* For most
Intersections, there Is a drop of onm or two service level designations. In
the Imediate Marathon area, the intersections of Vest Vinton Avenue with
Rosperian Boulevard ad with Cluuiter Road, and of Claviter Road with Depot A
Dead, will fall to LCD F. Seat of Nesperian Boulevard, the Intersections of
Viaton Avenue with Southland Place/Stonewall Avenue and with Southland Drive
will also be at LOB F. According to the Cominunity and Iconaic Development
Departamt# Vest Vinton Avenue is already a major source of dissatisfaction
with *ayward for Industrial firms In the northwestern portion of the
imiustrial area. Traffic, in general, has repeatedly been cited as the main
disadvantage of doing business in Bayward (Sternberg, 1067).

The cumulative traffic Impacts from the proposed Shorelands project, South of
State loute 92, also were considered in this analysis. The resultant
laterseotion volain/capacity ratios and levels of service from all sources are
listed in the fourth column of Table 4 .5-1. Virtually all Intersections would
be operating at Level I or P under the seemed full development condition.



TOBLE 4.5-1. P.M. PEAK HOUR VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIOS AND LEVELS OF SERVICE

INTERSECTION EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING
+eMARATHON +MARATHON e44&RATHON .M&RtATHON

+OTHER* +OTHER +OTHER
+SHORELANDS WITH lCD-

IFICATIONS

1. W. Winton Ave.- 0.141-A 0.61-Bf 0.78-C"O 0.78-C-
Cabot Blvd.

2. W. Winton Ave.- 0.35-A 0.56-A 0.7'1-c 0.74-C-
Corsair Blvd.

3. W. Winton Ave.- 0.73-C 0.85-D 1.041-F 1.08-F 0.93-E
Clawiter Rd.

41. W. Winton Ave.- 1.05-E 1.15-F 1.31-F 1-35-F 1.01-F
Hesperian Blvd.

5. W. Winton Ave.- 0.76-C 0.80-D 0.941-E 0.96-E-
Southland P1.1
Stonewall Ave.

6. W. Winton Ave.- 0.88-D 0.89-D 0.9T-E 0.98-E-
Southland Dr.

7. Depot Rd.- 0.91-E 0.941-E 1.50-F 1.59-F 0.92-E
Clawiter Rd.

8. Depot Rd.- 0.73-C 0.711-C 0.86-D 0.88-D -

Industrial Blvd.

9. Depot Rd.- 0.79-C 0.80-D 0.86-D 0.86-D -

Hesperian Blvd.

10. SR 92 WB Ramps/ 0.78-C 0.80-D 0.89-D 1.01-F -

Breakwater Ave./
Clawiter Rd.

11. SR 92 EB Ramps/ 0.711-C 0.77-C 0.85-D 1.541-F -

Eden Ldg- Rd./
Clawiter Rd.

12. SR 92 WB Ramps/ 0.76-C 0.77-C 0.97-E 0.98-E -
Cryor St./
Industrial Blvd.

(CONTINUED)
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TABLE 4i.5-1 (CONTINUED). P.M. PEAK HOUR VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIOS AND LEVELS OF
SERV ICE

INTERSECTION EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING EXISTING
+MARATHON +MARATHON .MARATHON +MARATHON

+OTHERV +OTHER +OTHER
.SHORELANDS WITH IIDD-

IFICATIONS

13. SR 92 WE Ramps/ 0.58-A 0.60-B 0.72-C 1.27-F-
Sleepy Hollow/
Industrial Blvd.

14l. Industrial Blvd.- 0.74I-c 0.76-C 0.96-E 1.58-F 0.69-B
Bauumberg Ave.

15. Industrial Blvd.- 0.841-D 0.88-D 1.02-F 1.77-F
Hesperian Blvd.

16. Union City Blvd.- 0.415-A 0.418-A 0.7J4-C 1.03-F
Whipple Ave.

*- 0ther" assumes full development of all vacant lands North of SR 92
excez~t Marathon.

- Assumes Cabot Boulevard realigned to intersect W. Winton Ave. opposite
Bruzzoni. (Note: this change has been implemented.)

Source: Forrestal (1986).

Future operations at the intersections of West Winton Avenue/Clawiter Road,
West Winton Avenue/Hesperian Boulevard, Depot Road/Clawiter Road and the
Industrial Boulevard/Clawiter Road intersections could be improved with
implementation of the mitigation measures recommended in the traffic analysis,
as shown in the last column in Table 4.5-1.

Assuming ncr change in train traffic, the impacts Of increased vehicular
traffic on railroad operations would be minimal, but vehicular traffic backupsU
would be increased substantially during peak hours by train movements over the
grade crossings. The effects of these periodic stoppages would be felt
primarily at the downstream intersections (to the east for westbound traffic),
where the surges in traffic flow would impose excessive demands for one or two

signal phases. Available records do not show any significant accident
experience which could be further aggravated by increased traffic. In the *
past, the California Public Utilities Commission has expressed concern over
the potential increase in train traffic if the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe
Railroads merged into one operation, but this proposal has recently been

turned down.
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Alternatives a and b3. Alternative 3a proposes industrial/ooeroial
development on only 1O acres of the project alto and would generate an
additional 61,T60 ADT to the street sstm. Alternative 3b, vhich proposes
development at T acres$ would ipenrato 4,736 ADT. As a result, the projected
levels at service would be slightly bettor at most intersections, relative to
conditions under Alternative 1.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Both these alternatives would result in no action or a
continuation of existing conditions Into the future. The level of service at
most intersections would be reduced even without the proposed project due to
current traffic conditions, general growth in the area, and other currently
planned projects.

RS ECOEDBD MITIGATIONS

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2g. a. and 3b. Mitigation measures proposed to
mitigate traffic impacts which are applicable to all the alternatives
involving development of the project site Include:

- The City of Hayward should consider the following mitigations. (The
fifth column of Table 4.5-1 shows the service levels which could be
achieved.)

0 The addition of a third eastbound lane on Vest Vinton Avenue from
east of Hesperian Boulevard and a separate right turn lane on the
northbound approach of Besperian Boulevard.

0 Conversion of the existing through lane on the northbound Clawiter
Road approach to an optional right turn through lane. This would
require removal of the right turn abannelization island and
relocation of the signal.

9 Planning for ultimate four lane sections for Clawiter and Depot Road.
Intersection operations could be improved by an interim widening to
provide turning lanes on one or more approaches. The addition of
right and left turn lanes and an extra through lane on the eastbound
Depot Road approach, and a separate right turn lane on the northbound
Clawiter Road approach would be most effective for reducing traffic
congestion at this intorsection.

- Industrial property owners should consider:

2 The formation of an assessment district by the property owners in the
industrial area for implementation of roadway improvements in the
site area (this is currently in process).

• Encouraging oar and van pooling and transit ridership.

• 'Flex-time' operations which could minimize peak hour traffic volumes
associated with the project. Flex-time operations spread arrival and
departure times over more extended periods to reduce ooncentrated
traffic surges.
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* Encouraging oar and van pooling and transit ridership.

" 'Flex-tim operations which oould minimise peak hour traffic volumes
associated with the project. Flex-time operations spread arrival and
departure tine over more extended periods to reduce concentrated
trattic surges.: U
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4A AIR QUALMT

The air quality study presented in the 1985 DKIR prepared by TRS Consultants
has been superseded by work performed by Earth Metrics.

RTXCI IMIONNUT. The climate of Hayward In the vicinity of the project
site is dominated by the nearby San Francisco Day. eather is typically cool
and windy moh of the year. Late night and early morning low clouds
frequently occur during the summer months, while the afternoons are normally
clear. Vinter skies are cloudy during the passage of low pressure storms. As
in the rest of the Bay Area, the rainfall is highly seasonal with most of the
rain received in the October to April period. Tery little rain is received in
the uier months from June to September.

The prevailing wind direction in Hayward is from the northwest during most of
the year. Northwesterly winds occur over 70 percent of the time during the
months from Hay through August. However, from November through January, north-
westerly winds generally occur only about 25 percent of the time. South-
easterly winds are normally dominant in December and January, occurring
approximately 40 percent of the time during the daytime hours (BAAPCD, 1970).

Prevailing northwesterly winds generally limit the sumertime high temper-
atures to the upper 20 degrees Celsius (80s Fahrenheit). Occasionally the
temperature rises into the low 30s C (100s F). The highest temperatures in
the sumer are generally associated with a strong inversion with low inversion
base height. Nights in suamer are generally cool near 10 degrees C (50
degrees F). In the winter, daytime temperatures average approximately 15I degrees C (60 degrees F), with nights cooling to just above 0 degrees C (32
degrees F). However, it is not uncomon for the temperature to dip to below 0
degrees C (32 degrees F), with occasional frosts or freezes occurring.

Air Quality Criteria. The applicable air quality criteria for the proposed
project are the State of California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) and
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The two standards are
presented in Table 4.6-1. The standards for California and the nation are
very similar, being promulgated to protect the public from various known
effects.

Attainment Status. The project area is located in the San Francisco Bay Area
Air Basin, which contains individual nonattainment areas for the air
pollutants ozone, carbon monoxide, and total suspended particulates (TSP).
Nonattainment areas are those locations which do not conform with the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The entire air basin is a nonattain-
seat area for ozone.

As a nonattainment region, the region must participate in the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) pursuant to the Clean Air Act and amendments
thereto. The ay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQW) has prepared
plans to reduce emissions in order to achieve and maintain the standards.
Transportation Control Measures (TCH) are included to reduce emissions from
motor vehicle exhaust from the baseline emission. Attainment of the standard
is expected no later than 1987, the date of extension granted to the State by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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TABLE 4.6-1. AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

I COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AND STATE
AIR OUAUITY STANDARDS

0-H To prevent eye
i-hour 0. 12 ppm Same 0.10 ppm irritation, breath-

240 ggr - 200 gig/rn ing difficulties.

aonMonoxide 90P To prevent
6hour 9 ppm Sams 1*0 asP6 carboxyherno-

10 mgwr'1 ./*3 globin levels
1-hour 35 ppm Same 20 ppm greater than 2%.

40 mg/rn' 23 mg/rn'

NIto9e Dioie TO prevent health
Annual 0.06 ppm Same - risk and improve

100 09g/rn visibility.
I-hour - - 0.25 ppm

470 gig/rn

Sulfur Dioxid To prevent
Annual 0.03 ppmn - - increase in

80 ggin respiratory
24-hour 0.14 ppm - 0.06 ppm disease, plant

365 gg/r 131 gg/in damage & odor.
3-hour - 0.5 ppm -

1-hour - -~ggm 0.25 ppm
655 jag/0 3

SuMates To improve visibility
24-hour - - 25 gig/in and prevent

health effects.

Particulate
Annual Mean 75 pgi/r' 60 gg/in 30 gigI' To Improve visibility

PM,,- and prevent
24-hour average 260 gi/r' 150 ogi/r' 50 gig/in health eftects.

Vicblity State Standard: One observation. In sufficient amount
fteducing to reduce the prevailing visibility to less than ten miles
ft 1Pcles when the relative humidity is less than 70%o.

Lead
30-day - - 1.5 4fg/n3 To prevent health
Calendar quarter 1.5 gigma Same - problems.

-0ooe SUMfid
11-hour - - 0.03 ppm To prevent odor

42 gig/rn problems. -
Vi"y Chloride
(Chloroethene) -- 0.010 ppm To prevent health
24-hour 26 gigrn problems

11hur 01 teTnpevn
11-how - - 0.5 ppmn plant damage.

PM,, a Particulate matter ten microns or lees in sie.

SOURCE: BAY AREA AIR QUALIT Y IIANAGDIEII DISTRICT,
AIR QUALITY IIANDOOK, 1985-1"66.
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Air Quality Record. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQXD)
monitors the concentration of pollutants of 24 sites within the air basin.
The BAAQND monitoring station closest to the project site is located on La
Mesa Street in the City of Hayward. This station is six miles east of the
project site and is instrumented to measure ozone only. The closest fully
instrumented monitoring station is located in the City of Fremont on Chapel
Way which is 11 miles southeast of the project site. A summary of recent
violations of air pollution standards at the Hayward and Fremont monitoring
stations is presented in Table 4.6-2.

The data in Table 4.6-2 indicate that occasional violations of the NAAQS for
ozone and total suspended particulates (TSP) have occurred in the project
vicinity during the last five years. Oxides of nonmethane hydrocarbons and
lOx are of concern as precursors of photochemical oxidants, which are dominated
by ozone. Hydrocarbons combine with N02 in the atmosphere (and in the
presence of sunlight) to form ozone and create a condition commonly known as
mog. Mobile sources (i.e., motor vehicles) account for the majority of CO,
hydrocarbon and NOx in Alameda County, while most particulate and oxides of
sulfur (SOx) pollution is caused by stationary sources.

Existing vehicle emissions were quantified by determining the amount of
emissions generated by vehicles traveling in Alameda County. The calculations
of existing and future air pollutant emissions were based on the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District's (BAAQMD) most recent vehicle emission factors
update. These emission factors were developed from the California Air
Resources Board's (CARD) emission factor program, EMFAC6D, which is based on
EPA's methodology (MOBILE2) but corrected to reflect California's stringent
emission standards, vehicle mileage, and vehicle age distributions. Table
4.6-3 presents existing vehicle emissions in tons per day. These emissions
are diluted as they mix with the surrounding air, yielding levels of
pollutants which are dependent on the degree of mixing and the amount of
pollutant emitted. These pollutant levels may then be compared with ambient
air quality standards.

AIR QUALITY CONSEQUNCES

Construction Dust

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AND 3b. Particulates may become airborne
during project related construction activities such as grading, excavating and
road widening. The mount of particulates potentially emitted is proportional
to the area of concentration. For instance, Alternatives I and 2, which
cropose the creation of wetland mitigation sites, would involve soil
redistribution on additional parcels and create particulates which may become
airborne. Alternative 3a and 3b are reduced density alternatives and would
create particulates in a lesser quantity. During any such dust creating
activities, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District would require certain
mitigation measures which are described in Table 4.6-3.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. Since Alternatives 4 and 5 are essentially no project
alternatives, construction related dust would not be of concern.

I4.6-3
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TABLE 4.6-2. VIOLATIONS OF AIR POLLUTION STANDARDS AT MONITORING STATIONS IN
THE PROJECT VICINITY, 1981-1985

DAYS EXCEEDING AIR QUALITY STANDARDS a|
POLLUTANT BAAQMD

(CURRENT STANDARDS) STATION 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Ozone Fremont 3 3 7 5 4
(12 pphm, 1 hour) F Hayward 0 0 3 3 1

Carbon Monoxide, CO Fremont 0 0 0 0 0
(9 pp. for 8 hours) F

Nitrogen Dioxide, N02 Fremont 0 0 0 0 0
(25 pphm, 1 hour) S

Sulfur Dioxide, S02 Fremont 0 0 0 0 0
(50 pphu for 1 hour or
5 pphn for 24 hours) S

Total Suspended Parti- Fremont 0 2 1 0 0
oulates, TSP (100 ug/m3
for 24 hours over 60
ug/n3 annual geometric

average) S

Source: BAAQMD, Contaminant and Weather Summary, 1981-1985.

pp.: parts per million pphm: parts per hundred million
5: State standard F: Federal standard
ug/m3: micrograms per cubic meter

4.6-4
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TABLE 4.6-3 DUST CONTROL REQUIRED MEASURES

I. During clearing, grading, earth moving or excavation:

a. Water trucks or sprinkler systems to be used in sufficient
quantities to prevent dust raised from leaving the site.

b. The entire area of disturbed soil to be wet down, sufficient to

create a crust, after each day's activities cease.

II. After clearing, grading, earth moving or excavation is completed:

a. The entire area of disturbed soil is to be treated to prevent wind

pick up of the soil. This may be accomplished by:

1. Seeding and watering until grass cover is grown.
2. Spreading soil binders.

3. Wetting the area down, sufficient to form a crust on the
surface with repeated soakings as necessary to maintain the

crust and prevent dust pick up by the wind.
4. Other methods approved in advance by the Air Pollution Control

District.

III. During Construction:

a. Water trucks or sprinkler systems to be used to keep all areas of
vehicle movement damp enough to prevent dust raised from leaving

the site.

1. As a minimum, this will include wetting down such areas in the

late morning and after work is completed for the day.
2. Increased watering frequency will be required whenever the wind

speed exceeds 15 mph.

b. All roadways, driveways, sidewalks, etc., should be paved as soon
as possible. In addition, building pads should be laid as soon as

possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.

IV. Activation of Increased Dust Control Measures:

The contract of builder shall designate a person or persons to monitor
the dust control program and t order increased watering, as necessary,
to prevent transport of dust off site. Their duties shall include
holiday and weekend periods when work may not be in progress. The name
and telephone number of such persons shall be provided to the Air

Pollution Control District.

Source: San Francisco Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 1983.

A. 
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Motor Vehicle Emissions

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, AND 2c. Table 4.6-4 summarizes air contaminant
(vehicle) emissions for Alameda County (in 1982) and the proposed project in
the year 2000. The concentrations of carbon monoxide appearing in Table 4.6-4
were modeled for the intersection of West Winton and Hesperian which is the
busiest intersection in the project vicinity. Project emissions were based on
8,720 weekday trip ends, an average speed of 25 mph, and an average trip
length of ten miles. These projections were made using a Gaussian dispersion
model, EMAC6D emission factors at 25 mph, and worst case meteorology which
consisted of a one meter per second wind and Pasquill stability class D.
Background CO levels were projected by the BAAQD (J. Roggenkamp, 1986). As
shown in Table 4.6-5, violations of neither the one or eight hour standard are
anticipated for the proposed project. Based on the California Air Resources
Board EMFAC6D emission factors, the impact on air quality from project traffic
increases is expected to be offset by the reduced emissions projected for the
fleet of vehicles in the year 2000. While traffic is expected to increase
approximately seven to eight percent in the year 2000 with the project, the

emissions of carbon monoxide from automobiles is projected to decrease by 15
to 17 percent. Thus, the overall effect is for the concentrations of
vehicular contaminants to be reduced in the future, with or without the
proposed project.

The project developer proposes to physically enhance wetland mitigation
parcels which would not be used for motorized vehicles other than construction
vehicles at the time of enhancement; thus, vehicle emission would not be of
concern on the proposed mitigation parcels. The impact on air quality, from
the traffic increases as a result of the project, is expected to be offset
based on the California Air Resources Board E4FAC6D emission factors which
project decreased emission.

ALTERNATIVES 3a AND 3b. Reductions in the scale of the proposed project will

further reduce the projected vehicle contaminant emissions and concentration.
Thus, no additional mitigations regarding vehicular emissions are required.

Statirary Emissions. There are three potentially significant stationary
sources of air contaminants: industrial toxic gas emissions, odorous
emissions from Oro Loma Sanitary District Sewage Treatment Plant, and toxic
gas emissions from nearby landfill areas.

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AND 3b. Industrial emissions of toxic gasses

may be expected from industry that might locate within this development.
Table 4.6-6 provides some estimates of the contaminant emission rates from
various industries.

The proximity of the project site to the Oro Loma Sanitary District Sewage
Treatment Plant may subject the occupants of the site to occasional odors.
The prevailing winds are out of the northwest, which places portions of the
project site directly downwind of the plant. There have been no formal
complaints about odors filed against the Oro Loma Sanitary District at the
BAAQMD, and there are companies in San Lorenzo just northeast of the sanitary
district's tract which are as close to the ponds as is much of the project
site. However, it should be noted that the portions of the project site

situated closer to the sewage treatment plant are directly downwind of the
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TABLE 4.6-4. AIR CONTAMINANT EMISSIONS INVENTORY FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY AND THE
PROPOSED PROJECT POLLUTANT EMISSIONS (TONS/DAY)

ALAMEDA COUNTY PROJECT
TOTAL EMISSIONS (a) VEHICULAR EMISSIONS (b)

POLLUTANT (1982) (2000)

Carbon Monoxide 634 1.2

Oxides of Nitrogen 78 0.1 a.

Hydrocarbons 462 0.1

Particulates 106 0.2

(a) Includes both mobile and stationary (industrial) sources.

(b) Projected daily emissions assuming pro,~ect related traffic of 8,720
weekday trip ends, an average speed of 25 mph and trip length of 10
miles, and vehicular emissions from EMFAC6D.

Source: Earth Metrics Incorporated, 1986.
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TABLE 4.6-5. PROJECTED MICROSCALE PEAK ONE AND EIGHT HOUR CARBON MONOXIDE
LEVELS FOR THE WEST WINTON-HESPERIAN INTERSECTION IN HAYWARD,
CALIFORNIA WITH AND WITHOUT THE MARATHON PROJECT (FULL SCALE
DEVELOPMENT)

SCENARIO PROJECTED CONCENTRATIONS (Ppm)
CALIFORNIA PEAK AIR QUALITY MICROSCALE (a)
STANDARD PERIOD STANDARD (50 feet) BACKGROUND (b) TOTAL

Existing 1 hour 20 4.6 7.0 11.6
(1985) 8 hour 9 2.9 5.5 8.4

Without 1 hour 20 4.0 6.4 10.4
Project 8 hour 9 2.5 5.0 7.5

With 1 hour 20 4.2 6.4 10.6
Project 8 hour 9 2.6 5.0 7.6
(2000)

(a) Using a Gaussian dispersion model and the following input parameters:
receptor located 50 feet from edge of roadway, 1 M/S windspeed, D-class
stability, and EMFAC6D emission factors.

(b) Personal communication from Ms. Roggenhamp, BAAQMD.

Source: Earth Metrics Incorporated.

4
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TABU 4.6-6. GENALIZED 31138o FACTORS Fon SILICTE) INUTR G S

Based on U.S. Standard Industrial Classification (S.I.C.) Coda Groupings

Average eisaions per Facility-b.:c ---I-1 - T14 ) -- --n
Industry Group (Sub-groups) Part TOG NOx 302 CO

Manufacturing

Food Canning (2032, 2033) 0.3 0.5 19.0 22.0 2.2
Paper Products (2643, 2647, 2649,
2653, 2654) 0.2 4.4 2.8 0.01 0.6

Printing & Publishing (2700-2771) 3.5 31.0 42.0 0.2 6.0
Inorganic Chemicals (2812, 2813,
2816, 2819) 1.6 0.6 4.9 2.6 5.9

Paints, Varnishes, etc. (2851) 0.2 20.0 0.5 0.00 0.1
Organic Chemicals (2861, 2865, 2869) 1.. 8.5 3.0 0.5 1.6
Petroleum Refining (2911) 1.4 18.0 26.0 16.0 1.3
Paving & Roofing (2951, 2952) 17.0 1.9 11.0 0.7 5.3
Plastic Products, Misc. (3079) 1.1 51.0 0.6 0.00 0.1
Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete
Products (3200-3299) 1..0 2.4 17.0 4.6 3.0

Iron & Steel Foundries (3321, 3324,
3325) 11.0 4.0 5.0 2.8 23.0

Metal Containers (3411, 3412) 0.5 90.0 5.5 0.03 0.8
Heating Equipment (3433) 0.1 2.7 0.2 0.00 0.03
Metal Work (34.'.3, 344'.'., 344'8, 344'9) 5.3 11.0 1.3 0.01 0.2
Metal Coating (3471, 3479) 0.3 13.0 0.8 0.00 0.'
Machinery, except electrical (3500-3599) 72.0 23.0 0.5 0.02 0.1
Semiconductors, etc. (3674) 0.1 32.0 0.3 0.01 0.1
Electronic Components (3679) 0.1 5.6 0.1 0.00 0.02
Instruments (3800-3873) 0.3 23.0 1.4 0.01 0.2

Other

Electric Utility plus Other Services
(4931) 17.0 12.0 410.0 78.0 32.0

Petroleum Bulk Stations & Terminals
(5171) 0.01 150.0 0.2 0.02 0.01

Dry Cleaning Plants (7216) 0.00 6.6 0.1 0.00 0.01
General Hospitals (8062) 2.9 2.3 30.0 0.2 6.0
National Security (9711) 2.8 2.5 22.0 0.01 5.5

A As compiled by the Statistical Policy Division, Office of Management
and Budget.
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prevailing northwest winds. There are no plans to improve or alter the
facility (Stanton, 1985).

Emissiaon from the Oro Loa Sanitary District may require mitigation to insure
that local concentrations are maintained at acceptable levels.

The fill material for the site is also a potential source of air contaminants.
Soil contaminated with volatile contaminants such as petroleum products or
Industrial solvents may produce unacceptable concentrations of air
contaminants in buildings built upon It. Soil with high concentrations of
radium may similarly produce high concentrations of radon in buildings.

ALTUKATIVES 1, 2ai, 2aii. These alternatives propose physical creation of
wetland mitigation sites on or near old sanitary landfills. Emission of toxic
and hazardous gases such as methane from sanitary landfills is only expected
to be a potential problem in areas underlain or immediately adjacent to refuse
deposits and at which some form of construction or soil disturbance is
proposed. These are limited to the HARD A and B sites and mitigation sites
2ai and 2aii. Construction of methane gas collection systems may be required
to control emissions at these sites.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AN) 5. Since Alternatives 4 and 5 are essentially no project
alternatves, stationary missions are not expected to pose any problems.

UCOMMENDED AIR QUALITY MITIGATION MEASURES

ALTRNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AN) 3b. The projected decreases in motor
vehicle contaminant mission rates will offset the anticipated increase in
traffic associated with this project. Thus, no additional mitigation measures
are required for reducing vehicular missions. It is suggested, however, that
prior to permitting industrial development, the City of Hayward should
consider the potential for missions of toxic air contaminants to insure that
the local concentrations can be maintained at acceptable levels.

- In the event that odors from the Oro Loma Sanitary District Sewage
Treatment Plant create a nuisance to the project site, the plant may
need to modify its operations to prevent odors from disturbing the
occupants of the site. If such improvements are outside the constraints
of normal operating procedures or planned improvements, outside funding
(I.e., Tract 5167 tenants) may need to be obtained.

- Care should be exercised in evaluating the source of all fill material
underlying building structures for potential indoor air contaminants
(i.e., methane, radon).

- Any wetland enhancement development on an area underlain by sanitary
refuse should include a system for collection and controlled release of
methane gas.

- Dust control measures recommended in Table 4.6-3 should be implemented
to reduce air quality impacts related to dust.

ALTERNATIVIS 4 AMD 5. No mitigation measures are necessary.

4.6-io
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4.7 NOISE

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Sensitive Receptors. The primary sensitive receptors in the site vicinity are
single family residences located approximately 100 feet east of the north end 9
of the Tract 5167 parcel in the San Lorenzo subdivision. Other residences in
the area are located near Winton Avenue west of Hesperian Road.

Noise Sources. The proposed project site is exposed to noise from three main
sources: the Southern Pacific Railroad on the eastern boundary, the
Metropolitan Oakland International Airport (MOIA) about five miles northwest,
and the Hayward Municipal Airport, southeast of and adjacent to the site. Of
these, the railroad is considered to be the most significant as the sound
level contours from the Oakland Airport do not extend south of San Lorenzo,
and the high level contours from the Hayward Airport do not extend west of the
railroad tracks.

The nearest roadways are West Winton Avenue and Cabot Boulevard, both south of
the site, and several local streets north of Bockman Canal that serve the
industries north of the site. The proposed Alameda County Industrial
Transportation Corridor, if approved and constructed, would run along the
western site boundary and would substantially add to the existing noise levels
at the site.

The Southern Pacific Railroad line immediately east of the site is used by 16
trains per day (two passenger trains and 14 freight trains) (Cogswell, 1984).
There are no plans for increased use of this line in the near future.

The Hayward Municipal Airport operates 24 hours per day and is used only by
general aviation aircraft. The air terminal had a volume of 225,000 annual
operations as of 1983, and the number is projected to increase to 500,000 in
the year 2005. The types of aircraft range from single seat aircraft to
corporate jets. All planes leaving the main runway make a left turn
approximately over the site. This turn is made to help minimize noise impacts

on the residences in San Lorenzo Village. At the site area the planes are
approximately 800 to 1,500 feet above the site (Mendez, 1984).

Noise Standards. The City of Hayward has adopted Land Use Compatibility
Standards for Community Noise Environments from the California Office of Noise
Control. These standards are shown in Figure 4.7-1. (The CNEL scale is a
sound level unit based on the A scale which weighs evening and nighttime noise
more heavily than daytime sound.)

Existing Sound Levels. The existing CNEL levels at the site are between 65
and 75 dB on the eastern side of the property and less than 65 dB on the
western half of the property. As shown by reference to the standards,
industrial developments are generally acceptable in areas having a Community
Noise Exposure Level (CNEL) of 70 dB or less, and conditionally acceptable in
areas with a CNEL between 70 and 75 dB.
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COMMUNITY NOISE EXPOSURE IMTERPRETATION

LAND USE CATEGORY Li. OR CNEL. d1@
55S 60 65 70 75 30 ::

__SID[NTIAL- LOW D[NSIT " "' - - NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE
RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY * * Speciied land use i satisfactory: based
SINGLE FAMILY. DUPLEX, men the assumption that any buildings
MOBILE HOMES nvvin ed are of normal conventional

.. '-...l. osttion* withoul any special noise
RESIDENTIAL - MULTI. FAMILY Insulation requieent.

TRANSIENT LODGING -
ACCEPTABL

MOTELS. HOTELS New onstructlion or development should
be undertaken only after a detailed analysis

-_ _ __.... o Rhemo reduction requir"emts is made
SCHOOLS. LIBRARIES. - .. .and needed noisu insulation features mcluded
CHURCHES. HOSPITALS. .-- ...- I the desiln. Conventional construction. but
NURSING HOMES with closed windows and fresh air snpply

systets, or air cienditioning will normally
AUDITORIUMS. CONCERT sui .// f.
HALLS. AMPHITHEATRES m m m
__aaNORMALLY UNACCEPTABLE

SPORTS ARENA. OUTDOOR U/ , U "
/  New construction or development should

SPECTATOR SPORTS generally be discouraged. If new construction
or development does proceed. a detailed analysi"

A.OS ....... of he nois reductin reqirements must be
PLAYGROUNDS. made and noded noi insulation featuresNEIGHBORHOOD PARKS Include in thedesig..

GOLF COURSES. RIDING . .
STABLES. WATER RECREATION. - CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
CEM-TRIES New construction or development should

OFFICE BUILDINGS. BUSINESS . . ' generally not be undertaken.

COMMERCIAL AND - -

PROFESSIONAL

INDUSTRIAL. MANUFACTURING ' "'" ." "
UTILITIES. AGRICULTURE

SOURCE: CITY OF HAYWARD (1977)

'IGURE 4.7-1 LAND USE COI4PATIBILITY STANDARDS VOR
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Alternative 1

CONSTRUCTION NOISE. Temporary noise impacts would occur due to construction
activity on the Tract 5167 site. Construction noise, which includes noise from ;
the operation of paving equipment, trucks and other equipment, would increase
ambient noise levels in the construction vicinity. Major sources of construc-
tion noise and the typical A-weighted sound levels at 50 feet are: dump trucks
(88), portable air compressors (81), concrete mixer (85), piledriver (101),
jackhammer (88), bulldozer (87), paver (89), pneumatic tools (85), backhoes
(85) (EPA, 1971). It should be noted that the effect of construction noise

if would be temporary and confined to relatively small areas at any one time.

PROJECT GENERATED TRAFFIC NOISE. As a result of development on the project
site, some additional traffic and noise in the area will be created. The
predicted sound level increases for full scale development (134 acres) are
summarized in Table 4.7-1 below. These sound level increments were calculated
using existing and projected traffic volume data from the traffic study (see
Section 4.5), assuming that the sound energy generated is proportional to the
volume of traffic. Thus, the calculation is in accordance with the following
relation: & dBA = 10 log V2/Vl, where A dBA is the sound level increment and
V2 and V1 are the projected and original volumes, respectively.

TABLE 4.7-1. PREDICTED SOUND LEVEL INCREASES (IN REFERENCE TO EXISTING VALUES
IN 1986)

SOUND LEVEL INCREASE, dBA
ROADWAY EXISTING PLUS WITHOUT MARATHON, WITH MARATHON,
SEGMENT MARATHON YEAR 2000 YEAR 2000

Winton Avenue, -1.5 +5 +5
Mwest of Cabot

Winton Avenue, +5 +4 +7
east of Cabot

Cabot, south of +2 +6 +6
Winton Avenue

Winton Avenue, west +1 +0.5 +1.5
of Hesperian

Winton Avenue, east +0.9 +0.5 +1
of Hesperian

Hesperian, north +0.3 -0.5 0
of Winton Avenue

Hesperian, south (0.1 +1 +O.7

of Winton Avenue

Source: Earth Metrics Incorporated, 1986.



Thus, as shown the highest sound level increase due to the project after
completion is five dBA and occurs on Vinton Avenue east of Cabot. For year
2000 traffic conditions, the highest cumulative increase with the project wlll
be seven dBA, again on Vinton Avenue east of Cabot. The project related
increase there wll be three dBA. This location is not sensitive, however, as
there are no residences along Vinton and Cabot near the project site. 6

At residential receptor locations on Vinton Avenue west of Hesperian, the
highest traffic noise increases associated with the project on completion will
be approximately one dBA as shown by Table 4.7-1. At these locations, the
highest cumulative sound level increase with the project for the year 2000
will again be one dBA, but the project related increase will be only 0.5 dBA.
This amount of increase over ambient levels is not noticeable and is not
significant.

NOIZE IMPACTS AT THE PROJECT. Based on information provided in the previous
EIS/EIR for the Tract 5167 site, along with noise contours developed for the
Hayward Airport (Hodges & Shute, 1984 and 1986) and a consideration of the
traffic projection data, the following evaluation of future noise impacts at
the site is obtained. The CNEL levels at the site will be between 65 and 75
dB on the eastern and also on the western side of the property. As noted
under affected environment', industrial developments are normally acceptable
in areas having a Community Noise Exposure Level (CNlL) of 70 dB or less, and
conditionally acceptable in areas with a CNEL between 70 and 75 dB. These
predicted levels include a general allowance for noise created by vehicle
traffic on the proposed Corridor 61, although specific information on this
route has not been available to date.

SOUND LEVEL IMPACTS AT BAYLANDS. Some sound due to vehicle traffic and other
sources at the project would be transmitted to the adjacent baylands. These
potential impacts, which are not expected to be significant with implementation
of appropriate mitigation, are discussed further in Section 4.2, Vegetation
and Wildlife.

OTHER NOISE IMPACTS. Nearby residences could be impacted by sound originating
from truck operations, depending on the type of tenancy which will occupy the
parcels at the north end of the site. Trucks typically produce a sound level
of 75 to 80 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. The sound levels diminish at the
rate of four to six dBA per doubling of distance from the source. The
specific impact on the residential receptors would depend on the volumes and
times of operation of the trucks. Similar noise impacts could also result
from the operation of mechanical equipment at the project site. These
projected noise impacts are not expected to be significant if recommended
mitigation measures are carried out.

Prelect Alternatives 2a. 2b, 2c. The sound level impacts for these
alternatives will be identical to those for Alternative 1, as these
alternatives simply involve the use of alternative off site parcels for
wetlands mitigation.

Alternatives 3a and 3b. Under the reduced development density alternatives,
the project generated traffic noise Impacts would be incrementally less than
for the full scale project. Since the reduced project alternatives will have ,P
approximately three fourths (3a) or one half (3b) the acreage of the planned
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project (Alternative 1), It is estimated that the total traffic generation
will be three fourths or one half of that for the project. Accordingly, the
predicted project generated traffic noise impacts along roadways in the site
vicinity will be one to two dBA less than those which are predicted for the
full scale project. Other potential noise impacts will be generally similar
to those for the proposed project.

Alternatives 4 and 5. No sound level impacts are expected under these no
development alternatives.

RICOMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Alternatives 1. 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a and 3b. The following mitigation measures will
reduce the temporary adverse impacts associated with construction activity:

- To minimize the noise impact of construction, all construction related
vehicles and equipment will be properly muffled.

- Construction activities at the project site will be restricted to the
weekdays and to the hours of 7 A.M. and 6 P.M. to minimize disturbance
to local residents.

- Inform the public of proposed construction timelines to minimize
potential annoyance related to construction noise. This is important
for homes located within a few hundred feet of construction activity.

In accordance with provisions of the City of Hayward Noise Element, a detailed
analysis of the reduction requirements for traffic noise affecting the site
should be made by the developer and include the needed noise insulation /
features necessary in the design of the project. Conventional construction
may utilize closed windows and fresh air ventilation systems or air
conditioning systems. Either design will normally suffice.

To mitigate potential noise impacts from trucks and equipment at the site
following project completion, the following is recommended:

- As far as possible, ensure that all truck loading bays and noisy
equipment bays are located such that they do not open to the direction
where sensitive receptors are located. In this regard, wetland areas
on, or to the east of, the site should be considered as sensitive
receptors.

- To the extent feasible, consideration should be given to limiting truck
operations near residences to the daytime hours of 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

- Require all HYAC and rooftop mechanical equipment to be acoustically

shielded in order to protect sensitive receptors.

Alternatives 4 and 5. There are no acoustical mitigation measures required.
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14.8 PUBLIC SEVICES AND UTILITIES

Affected Environment . Police protection in the project area is provided by
the City of Hayward Police Department, located at 300 West Winton Avenue, and
the East Bay Regional Park District (EBRPD) Police. The Tract 5167 site
currently demands little to no police service. Public safety budget
requirements are provided for in the City's General Fund which is supported by
tax revenues, primarily property tax and sales tax (see Appendix 0).

Environmental ConeQuences

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c 3a AND 3b. The proposed development, and all
alternatives resulting in site development, would create little additional
demand for police service. Industrial parks typically do not place much
demand on police services (Lt. Wallace, 1986). The types of calls which are
associated with industrial development include vandalism and burglary both
during construction and after project completion. It is expected that no
increase in the annual cost of delivering police service to the City of
Hayward will result from either the full scale or reduced scale alternatives.
Existing manpower and facilities are adequate to serve the project area
(see Appendix 0).

Increased traffic, resulting from development of the site, may increase off
road vehicle intrusion and illegal hunting on adjacent East Bay Regional Park
District land. This problem currently exists on park property as a result of
industrial development south of Sulphur Creek (Linderneyer, 1985). Without
mitigation, the increase in intruders on EBRPD property could be potentially
significant for EBRPD, requiring additional public safety officers to patrol
the park property (Lindenmeyer, 1986).

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. These alternatives would not result in site development
and, therefore, would not create new police service demands.

Recommended Mitisation Measures

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AND 3b. Proper lighting and burglar alarms
both during and after construction would help deter burglaries and vandalism.
Impacts to EBRPD property can be reduced by constructing fencing along the
property line between the Industrial Park and Regional Park. The City of
Hayward Police Department's Crime Prevention Office can assist the developer
with appropriate environmental design which may reduce crime impacts
associated with burglaries and vandalism.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. None are required.

Affected Environment. The nearest fire station to the proposed site is
located at 1l01 West Winton Avenue, approximately 1.2 Miles east of the site.
The station maintains a staff of 6 firefighters, 7 days per week, 24 hours per
day. Equipment at the station includes a 1,250 gallon pumper and a ladder

4.8-1
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truck. Response time to the site is about 5 minutes. The backup station
closest to the site is located near the intersection of Harder and Santa Clara
Roads.

The Fire Department has a total of six stations within the City, with 30
personnel on duty at all times. Total staff for the Department fluctuates
around 120.

Environmental Consequences

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, AND 2c. The proposed Tract 5167 development would
result in a increase in demand for fire protection and ambulance responses
from the West Winton and other nearby stations. The increased demand is not
anticipated to be significant nor would it require additional equipment or
personnel, according to the Fire Department (Baykin, 1986). The Fire Marshal
has stated that (preferred) access must be provided from West Winton Avenue to
avoid considerable delay in Fire Department response time (Franke, 1987). No
increase in the annual cost of delivering fire service to the City of Hayward
will result from the project. Existing manpower and facilities are adequate
to serve the project area. Public Safety budget requirements are provided for
in the City's General Fund which is supported by tax revenues - primarily
property tax and sales tax (Appendix 0).

ALTERNATIVE 3a AND 3b. The impacts of these alternatives would be similar to
those of the proposed action. Because of the reduced density of development,
alternatives 3a and 3b would require proportionally less service.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. No impacts.

Recommended Mitigation Measures

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AND 3b. The water system on Tract 5167 should
be sized to meet fire flow requirements. All buildings over 24,000 square
feet are required by code to have sprinkler systems. The City is reviewing a

proposed ordinance that would require all buildings over 10,000 square feet to
have a sprinkler system. If the ordinance passes, the Department believes it .'.X
will help to reduce fire damage.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. None are required. .

ROAD MAINTENANCE ,4

Affected Environment. The City of Hayward provides roadway maintenance in the
site area. Street cleaning occurs once every week or two.

Environmental ConseQuences. On a marginal cost basis, there will be no
increase, In manpower costs or equipment investment, placed upon the City of
Hayward's Street Maintenance Department as a result of the proposed project
(Appendix 0).
ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a AND 3b. The proposed on-site looped roadway

for alternative 1 would place additional demands on the City for maintenance
service; less maintenance would be required for alternatives 3a and 3b. Under
any alternative, additional maintenance requirements are not expected to be
significant.
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ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. No impacts.

Recommended Mitigation Measures. None are required.

WATER

Affected Environment. The proposed project site is entirely within the East
Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) and does not currently have water
service.

The City of Hayward serves the area just south of Sulphur Creek. The City has
a supply contract in perpetuity for water from the San Francisco Hetch Hetchy
System. The City also maintains a well field in its industrial area as an
emergency reserve. The nearest water lines are along Cabot Boulevard south of
Sulphur Creek.

The East Bay Dischargers Authority (EBDA) maintains lines immediately
northeast of the site which transport reclaimed wastewater to the Skywest Golf
Course for irrigation. The reclaimed water has been treated to a coliform
level of 23 most probable number (mpn) per 100 milliliters which complies with
the State of California standards for landscape irrigation. No reclaimed
water is currently used on site.

Environmental Consequences

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, AND 2c. The proposed site would require annexation
from the East Bay MUD to the City of Hayward. (See Section 2.3 of this
Supplemental EIR/EIS which discusses annexation requirements.)

The site would be served by a 12 inch looped system which would cross Sulphur
Creek at Cabot Boulevard and connect with the 12 inch line serving Tract 4975
development and currently terminating at Cabot Boulevard and Sulphur Creek.
With an average usage factor of 2,100 gallons per acre per day (City of
Hayward, 1984), the proposed development would require approximately 281,400
gallons of water per day. The City does not anticipate any problems with
serving the site (Gushue, 1986).

Reclaimed water from the EBDA would not be used on site. It could be used,
however, to supplement the water flows into the two mitigation parcels HARD A
and B. (See storm drainage discussion, below.)

The City of Hayward's proposed well near fire station number six will not be
affected by this project (Lindberg, 1987). The City of Hayward's water
treatment plant and water distribution system, are maintained as enterprise
funds within the City budget. The annual costs of water operations are
directly offset by fees collected from consumers. Fees are directly related
to service demands. Since the services are self funding the net cost to the

City is zero (Appendix 0).

ALTERNATIVES 3a AND 3b. These alternatives would also require annexation.
Alternative 3a would require 218,400 gallons and alternative 3b would require
155,400 gallons of water per day. No problems in meeting these levels of
service are anticipated.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. No impacts anticipated. .
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Recommended Kitilation Measures

ALL ALTERNATIVES (EXCEPT 4 AND 5). Water conservation fixtures should be
installed at the time of project construction.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. None are required.

SANITARY SEWER

Affected Environment. The site is entirely within the Oro Loma Sanitary
District. It does not currently generate sewage effluent and is not connected
to the existing Oro Loma system.

The City of Hayward serves the area south of Sulphur Creek. The City has an
18 inch sanitary sewer line beneath West Winton Avenue to which the flows from
Tract 4975 are routed (Wilson, 1966).

The City of Hayward's wastewater treatment plant is located at the west end of
Enterprise Avenue, approximately one mile south and west of the proposed site.
The plant has recently been upgraded with a new fluidized bed reactor process
which is capable of processing 13.1 million gallons per day (mgd) without
violating the federal and regional treatment standards. The average daily
flows in 1985 have been 12.1 mgd. The highest recorded peak flows occurred in
January of 1 983, when early flows reached 28 mgd. During peak months flows
generally range between 12 and 13 mgd (Higares, 1986).

The City of Hayward's waste water treatment plant and sanitary sewer system
are maintained as enterprise funds within the City budget. The annual costs
of operations are directly offset by fees collected from consumers. Fees are
directly related to service demands. Since the services are self funding the
net cost to the City is zero (Appendix 0).

Environmental Consequences

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b AND 2c. Tract 5167 sanitary sewage would flow to the
lift station constructed as a part of Tract 4975 and would be pumped into a
force main through a portion of Cabot Boulevard to a manhole and then gravity
flow thru a 15 inch pipe to a connection with the City's 18 inch gravity pipe
in West Winton Avenue. Tract 5167 would have to be withdrawn from the Oro
Loma Sanitary District (Davis, 1987).

The City's sewage treatment plant was upgraded by spring of 1985. The
completed project would constitute 2.6 percent of the plant's 13.1 mgd
operating capacity. During peak flows the plant would be operating Just under
its capacity. The City has no plans for plant expansion beyond the fluidized
beds and does not anticipate having any problems serving the proposed site
(Lundgren, 1986).

ALTERNATIVE 3a AND 3b. These reduced-scale alternatives would also require
annexation to the City of Hayward for sewer service. Alternative 3a would
generate approximately 270,400 gpd and alternative 3b would generate
approximately 19,400 gpd of effluent. These alternatives would use less of
the reserve capacity of the treatment plant (approximately 2 and 1.5 percent IZ
of the plant's operating capacity) than the proposed full scale plan.
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ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. No impact.

Recommended Mitination Measures

ALL ALTERNATIVES. None are necessary.

STORM DRAINAGE

Affected Environment. The City of Hayward and the Alameda County Flood
Control and Water Conservation District (ACFCWCD) are responsible for storm
drainage in the site area. The site does not contain improved storm drainage
lines. Sulphur Creek on the southern site boundary is part of the County
flood control system and carries runoff from the Municipal Airport and
residential areas east of the site, as well as from areas south of the site
including the Tract 4975 development.

The storm water pump station located in the northwest corner of Tract 4975,
south of Sulphur Creek has been constructed and was designed to lift storm
runoff from both Tracts 4975 and 5167 up into Sulphur Creek which drains to
the bay. A 72 inch reinforced concrete pipe has been stubbed out of the pump
station to be the connection point for the storm drainage system servicing
the proposed Tract 5167 development. The City would maintain the storm drain
lines and the Flood Control District would continue to operate and maintain
the pump station (Wilson, 1986).

Environmental Conseguences

ALTERNATIVE 1. The proposed plan would include several 15 inch to 48 inch
storm drainage lines which would be gravity-fed to the southwest part of the
site where one line would cross Sulphur Creek to the existing lift station on
the south side of the creek. The applicant has further proposed that the pump
station be retrofitted to divert water to the HARD A and HARD B wetland
mitigation sites (see Appendix H). Storm water from the Tract 5167 and 4975
sites, as well as brackish water from Sulphur Creek, are identified as
potential sources of water to maintain ponded areas on the HARD sites. The
ACFCWCD has identified several constraints to such use of the pump station and
has therefore taken an opposing position (Appendix G).

The project applicant has a optional agreement with EBDA to use reclaimed
wastewater for the HARD parcels if necessary (particularly in the low flow
months to maintain the projected water levels on both parcels). The applicant
does not propose to use reclaimed water for irrigation purposes on the
proposed Tract 5167 site.

ALTERNATIVE 2a. This alternative would involve utilization of surface runoff
to enhance alternative off site wetland mitigation areas (see Section 3,
Description of Alternatives). Utilization of Site 2ai would involve pumping
of water from the Tract 4975 lift station, as in Alternative 1 (see Appendix
I). A suitable source of water has not yet been identified for enhancement of
mitigation sate 2ail. In either case, the storm runoff system on the Tract
5167 site would remain the same as in Alternative I and no action would be
undertaken on the HARD parcels.
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ALTERNATIVES 2b AND 2c. Under these alternatives, the proposed Tract 5167
development site would be served with a drainage system as in alternative 1
but no services would be constructed for enhancement of off site wetlands.

ALTERNATIVES 3a AND 3b. The impacts of the reduced density alternatives would
be similar to those of Alternative 1, with a commensurate reduction in the
extent of the on site drainage system.

ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. None are anticipated.

Recommended Kitization Measures

ALTERNATIVES 1, 2 AND 3. Under all alternatives involving development on the
project site, a storm drainage maintenance fee, payable to the ACFCWCD, will
be required. The agency is nique in that a one-time only fee is collected to
offset annual maintenance costs. In the use of tract 5167, a one-time fee of
$150,000 has been identified as appropriate (Appendix 0). Any additional
storm drainage works which are required in order to facilitate ponding of
water on designated mitigation parcels may also require maintenance fees. The
amount required should be determined by the ACFCWCD following review of final
engineering plans for wetlands mitigation. 4
ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. None are required.
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4.9 SOCIOECONOMICS

Much of the information presented in this section of the report was obtained
from the Reiner Associates Report titled Projected Fiscal Iniact Upon Local
Jurisdictions Resultinx from arathon Hayward Industrial fark (1966) included
in Appendix 0. Association of Bay Area Government (ABAG, 1985) projections an
land use, employment, population and income were also used to supplement the
discussion in this section.

BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT SETTING. The City of Hayward has experienced rapid
industrial growth over the past 20 years. Since 1965 the number of industrial .
firms located in the City increased by nearly 300 percent (as of 1978). The
proposed site is in the industrial area west of Hesperian Boulevard and is
included in Census Tract 4371. The average annual industrial growth rate in
the area west of Hesperian Boulevard was about 63 acres per year between 1 966
and 1971, and almost 58 acres per year between 1971 and 1978. Table 4.9-1
presents land use, employment per sector, population, and income data
projections for Census Tract 4371 between 1980 and 2005, compiled by the ABAG
Regional Data Center (ABAG, 1985). Table 4.9-1 illustrates that total land
acreage in Census Tract 4371 is 12,421 acres of which only 1,100 acres will be
available for commercial and industrial development between 1980 and 2005.
Commercial and industrial acreage development was 91 acres between 190 and
1985, an average of 18 acres per year.98

There are 2,534 acres in the City limits zoned for light and medium industry
with about ten percent vacant and available in parcels ranging from 0.5 to 50

acres in size. Included in this acreage total are 29 industrial and business
parks. Typical sales prices during 1981 ranged from $130,000 to $195,000 per
acre (Chamber of Commerce, 19841).

The City's industrial base includes a wide range of wholesale trade, services,
construction, transportation and miscellaneous manufacturing industries.
There are over 300 manufacturing plants in the City. Leading classes of
products include computers, electronics, bus manufacturing, can and glass
containers, postal meters, beverages, and machine equipment. Approximately
one quarter of the industrial work force is employed in the manufacture of
electronic equipment, instruments and chemicals (Research and Development, or
R&D firms). This is comparable to Alameda County's general work force
distribution which also shows that 20 percent of the employment was in
business services (including R&D firms).

The City experienced a large and rapid population growth rate between 1960 and .
1970 of 2.8 percent per year but growth has slowed in recent years to one
percent per year between 1980 and 19841. The current population is estimated
at 99,169 (Costa, 1986) and the labor force is estimated at approximately
51,700.

The City's unemployment rate has fluctuated slightly over the past four years
from 6.7 percent in 1980 to nine percent in 1983 and to 7.3 percent for the
first half of 1981. The City's unemployment rate has been higher than that of
Alameda County as a whole over the past five years. Table 4.9-1 Illustrates
that total employment in Census Tract 1371 is expected to increase by 5,266
(23 percent) between 1985 and 1995. Types of jobs which may be found in

%,,P
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TAI. 4.9-1. 00 ImIoAL DATA TM LM USE, iLODINT M UCTOR,
POWFLAIOU MID CO DATA MW TI0US FOR C110 TRACT 4371 IN
TI CITY or HAVARD, 1960 Th1OS20 2005

CATO01 t960 196 19% 1995 2000 2005

WZlLOMq CML'
Readential Acres 268 266 266 266 266 268
Cammercial/Industrial

Acres 1,136 1,227 1,252 1,269 1.387 1,424
Streets/ ghvay Acres 335 363 371 383 400 413

MOPLOUSimT 39=2Ta

Agriculture and Nining 54 51 40 34 29 23
3Mauacturing 9,606 10,887 11,211 11,47i 13,053 13,712
Wbolemale Trade 2,502 2,829 2,855 3,240 3,491 3,682
Detail Trade 4,813 4,9" 6.49 5,522 5,869 5,901
3ervices 1,303 1,748 1,644 2,296 2,607 3,001
Other 2,763 2,517 3,0% 5,800 6,247 5,963
Total Eployment 21,041 23.100 25,382 26,366 31,2% 32,262

Total Population 7,707 7,666 8,074 7.741 7,29 7.064
Household Population 7,703 7,866 8,074 7,741 7,286 7,055
Households 2,642 2,749 2.770 2,787 2,694 2,756

INOE(in 1979 $

mean Household Income 24,020 24,700 25,500 25,7rOC 2t,800 20,100

ACRES 10 CEMIUS TRACT 4371: 12,421
AVAILABLE ACRES [POR COMRCIAL AND INDUSTI)AL DELVrCPMXT ,90-200t 1 00( 00
SOURCE: ABAG (1905)

industrial developments include mnufacturing and whoesaie related J bs and
service jobs. No retail, aricultaral or mining related jobs would be round
in an industrial development. ABG's Oftnufacturing and Vbolealre employment
category and ABAGts *other" employment category incltde many Jobs represented
in industrial parks in Hayward. Althou h ABA'& tServlcll epicyment is not
represented in traditional mnufacturing settings, such employment is being
increasingly represented in modern industrial parks such as those being
developed In Hayward. An estimated 4,757 additional jobs will be located in
Industrial developments in Census Tract 4371 in Hayward (ABG, 1985).
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Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b -An 2. The proposed full scale project in estimated
to result in approximately 4,040 employees. This estimate was derived using
the assumptioms outlined below.

In an indastrial development and employment survey conducted by the City of
Heyward for 1961, the City found that about one quarter of the work force was
W&D, with an average employment density of 62 employees per acre. ithout R&D
Industries the average density was about 13 employees per acre (Hayward
Inoustrial Commission, 1961).

Recent surveys of high tech R&D industries in the Santa Clara and San Jose
areas indicate that new R&D industries range in employment densities from 60
to 200 persons per acre. The high figure of 200 employees per acre is a
result of several recently proposed aid-rise structures (six to ten stories)
in San Jose which would be occupied by R&D users. In the pest, most R&D users
have been In one to two story structures. The mid-rise R&D structures
appearing in the San Jose market are not expected on the proposed site due to
site characteristics such as fill requirements and the nature of surrounding
comparable land uses.

The City of Hayward will likely be experiencing more R&D development in the
future than is reflected in the current 25 percent share of the industrial
market. It was, therefore, assumed for a *worst case" analysis that 35
percent of the proposed site would contain R&D type users and 65 percent would
be general light industrial users. Using the City's estimate of 13 employees
per acre for light Industrial and 62 employees per acre for R&D, the proposed
site woulo result in 2,908 R&D and 1,132 light industrial jobs, totaling 4,040
jobs. This is an average of about 30 employees per gross acre (without R&D
users the site would generate approximately 1,716 employees). The total 4,040
jobs created by this project is close to ABAG's 1965-1995 employment
projections for Census Tract 4371 which projected an increase of 4,757 jobs in
the Census Tract. eosed on ABAG projections, approximately 85 percent of
additional jobs created in Census Tract 4371 in Hayward will be located in the
proposed industrial park.

The proposed development is expected to attract the majority of its employees
from the City of Hayward and Almeda County and would help reduce unemployment
rates in these areas. Given the number of unemployed persons within the
County (56,000 In 1962, 51,700 in 1963 and an estimated 38,500 In 1964), the
County's labor force is expected to be adequate to supply the labor for this
development. In 1960, approximately 75 percent of employed Alameda County
residents worked in Alameda County. Vith the same commuting pattern, this
development would result in approximately 3,030 employees who would live
within the County and 1,010 who would commute from other counties in the Bay _"
Area to the site.

This developmemt is expected to place some demand on the local housing market
from those omuters who Lht eventually relocate closer to their jobs. Such
demnd Is not expected to be significant since not all of these omemuters
would be expected to relocate closer to their jobs at once; in other words,
the Impact will be spread out incrementally over a period of time.

4.9-3
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Alternatives 2a, 2b and 20 would result in virtually the same impacts as would
the proposed plan (Alternative 1).

Alternatives 3a and 3b. These alternatives are reduced scale proposals that
would result In fewer employees than the proposed project due to a lesser
number of acres being developed. Alternative 3a would result in 2,275 R&D
employees and 879 other industrial employees for a total of 3,136 employees.
Alternative 3b would result in 1,606 R&D employees and 625 other industrial
employees for a total of 2,231 employees. Again, the County's labor supply
should be adequate to fill these jobs, and no significant impact on the local
housing supply is expected.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Under Alternatives 4 and 5 (purchase by a public agency
and no action), the site would remain undeveloped. There would be no
employment opportunities created and no change in the local labor market or
housing demand. These alternatives would not assist in reducing the City's or
County's unemployment rates.

FISCAL SETTING. The Tract 5167 project site currently produces $20,000 in
annual revenues, based on a tax rate of 1.1511 percent (1.1457 percent in
addition to a flood assessment rate of 0.0054 percent) for Tax Code Area
25-060. At present, the property is undeveloped and requires virtually no
public services or utilities.

FISCAL CONSEQUENCES

Annual Operatina Costs for Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b, 2c. 3a and 3b

PUBLIC SAFETY. No increase in the annual cost of delivering fire and police
service to the City of Hayward will result from the Marathon project.
Existing manpower and facilities are adequate to serve the project area.
Public safety budget requirements are provided for in the City's General Fund
which is supported by tax revenues, primarily property tax and sales tax.

WATER AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT. The City of Hayward's water treatment plant,
water distribution system, sewage collection, and wastewater treatment plant
are maintained as enterprise funds within the City budget. The annual costs
of water and wastewater operations are directly offset by fees collected from
consumers. Fees are directly related to service demands. Since the services
are self funding the net cost of the City is zero.

STORM DRAINAGE. The Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District (ACFCVCD) is unique in that it collects a one time only fee to offset
the annual maintenance costs of its storm drainage system. The Marathon
project will contribute $150,000 to ACFCWCD in response to their requirement.

An additional maintenance fee may be required if a separate storm drainage
system is to be developed on an alternative mitigation parcel for the purpose
of wetland enhancement (see Section 4.8, Public Services).

STREET ISMANCE. On a marginal cost basis there will be no increase, in
manpover costs or equipment investment, placed upon the City of Hayward's
Street Maintenance Department as a result of the proposed project.
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STREET LIGHTING. Pacific Gas and Electric owns and provides power for street
lights within the City of Hayward. The proposed budget for FY 1985-86 is
$781,536. With 250 miles of City streets, the average annual street lighting
cost is $3,126 per mile. With 1.7 miles of new streets proposed in Alternative
1, the marginal increase in street lighting costs is estimated to be $5,300.
Costs for Alternatives 3a and 3b would be proportionally reduced.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESSING. Building inspection - The costs of development
processing, plus permit review and building inspection are directly offset by
fees charged for these services. The net cost to the City is zero.

OTHER ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS. Other departments within the City of Hayward
such as City administrative offices, the airport, the library, etc., and other
jurisdictions which serve the project area such as the park district and
school district, will not incur any additional operating expense as a result
of the proposed industrial park project.

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5. No additional costs would
result under these alternatives.

Capital Improvement Costs for Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b. 2c. 3a and 3b. On site

streets, water, sewer, and storm drainage will be provided by the developer
and dedicated to the City of Hayward.

Off site water and sewer facilities will not require any additional investment
to serve the proposed project. Off site storm drainage improvements will be
borne by the project sponsor. (For further discussion of capital improvement

costs, see Appendix 0.)

CaDtal Improvement Costs for Alternatives 4 and 5. No additional costs would
result under these alternatives.

Annual Revenue Production for Alternatives 1. 2a. 2b and 2c

PROPERTY TAXES, SECURED PROPERTY. Based upon recent experiences with
proximate sites, the improved land value (graded land, with street and
utilities in place) of the full scale development is estimated to be 26.3
million dollars. The value of buildings is estimated to be $12.2 million
dollars for research and development (R&D) structures (shell only) and 22.8

million dollars for warehouse space. Tenant improvements will provide an
additional 6.1 million dollars. The total value of real property subject to
property tax is 67.4 million dollars. Taking the 1985-1986 tax rate of 1.1511
percent from Tax Code Area 25-060 as ftypical" for this site, the property tax
yield, from secured property, will be $776,000 in current tax year dollars
(see Table 4.9-2).

PROPERTY TAXES, UNSECURED PROPERTY. The current value of unsecured property
within the City of Hayward is 448.3 million dollars. Current employment is
estimated to be 51,683 persons. Using the present average tax rate of 1.2764
percent for the City of Hayward, and dividing the tax revenue product by the
total of employed persons, yields an average value of $110.73 per employee.
The Marathon project's anticipated employment is 4,040 persons. Given the
average revenue from unsecured property at $110.73 per employee, the projected
annual revenue yield from this source is $4417 ,300 in current year dollars.
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TABLE 41.9-2. MARATHON HAYWARD PROJECT ANNUAL REVENUE PRODUCTION SUMMARY FOR
FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT (ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, AND 20)

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAH 6
(20% COMPLETE) (60% COMPLETE) (BUILDOUT + 1 YEAR)

(000's) (000's) (000's)

Property Taxes
Secured Property 115.2 465.6 776.0

Property Taxes

Unsecured Property 89.5 268.4 417.3

Property Transfer Tax 111.8 111.8 7.1

Business License Fee 1.2 3.5 5.9

Total 260.7 752.3 1236.6

5 These figures include revenue generated at the 1.1511 percent rate for Tax
Code Area 25-060. Taxes collected above the one percent countywide flat
rate are used to pay pre Proposition 13 general obligation bond
assessments. This rate may fluctuate from year to year. Total property
tax, for both secured and unsecured property, is estimated to be $1.0211
million under the Countywide one percent flat rate.

Source: Reimer Associates, 1986 (Appendix 0).

PROPERTY TRANSFER TAX. A portion of the project will be absorbed into the
real estate market each year until buildout occurs; following buildout, it can
be assumed that a part of the project will be resold each year. Consequently,
from first sale onward, throughout the life of the project, property transfer
taxes will be a oontinuing source of revenue to the City of Hayward. Property
transfer taxes are levied at the rate of $1.10/$1,000 of value. The total
project value of 67.1 million dollars will have yielded $711,1110 in property
transfer taxes at buildout. Assuming a five year buildout period, that annual
revenue stream from this source, until buildout is reached, is $111,828.
Following buildout, it is assumed that 10 percent of the project will be
resold annually. In current year dollars, the annual revenue stream from this

tax source beginning in the sixth year will be $7,11111.

BUSINESS LICENSE FEES. There is no specific rate for R&D uses. Where an
industry is not specifically identified in the City Business License Fee
Ordimanoe, the manufacturing business license fee applies. Business license
fees for manufaoturing firma are based upon employment levels for each firm.
Assuming ,3 R&D firms with an average employment level of 126 persons and 112
light manufacturing fires with an average employment of 27 persons, the annual
business license fee will be $5,868. (See Table 11.9-3 for a comparison of
property tax revenues and demand for services from the Marathon Hayward
project.)
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TABLE 4.9-3. MARATHON HAYWARD PROJ CT (TAX CODE AREA 25-060) DISTRIBUTION OF
PROPERTY TAX DOLLARS (ONE PERCENT FLAT RATE) AT FULL DEVELOPMENT
(ALTERNATIVES 1, 2a, 2b, and 20) COMPARED TO DEMAND FOR SERVICES

MARGINAL INCREASE
IN SERVICE DEMAND

REVENUES NOT NET BY OTHER
AGENCY PERCENT RECEIVED FEES

Alameda County 31.73 355,635.20 00.0
South County Community College 2.51 25,702.40 00.0
San Lorenzo Unified School
District 19.16 196,198.40 00.0

School Institute Pupils 0.16 1,638.40 00.0
Juvenile Hall Education 0.03 307.20 00.0
County Superintendent of
School Service 0.10 1,024.00 00.0

County Superintendent of
School Capital 0.08 819.20 00.0

School Development Center 0.10 1,024.00 00.0
School Audio Visual Capital 0.02 204.80 00.0
County Flood Control 0.21 2,150.40 00.0
Flood Zone 2 3.23 33,075.20 00.0
Bay Area Air Quality
Control District 0.21 2,150.110 00.0

Mosquito Abatement 0.11 1,133.60 00.0
AC Transit Service 1 5.21 53,350.-0 0.00
BART 0.61 6,246.40 0.00
Hayward Area Recreation
and Park District 10.01 102,502.40 00.0

East Bay Regional Parks
District 2.93 30,003.20 00.0

City of Hayward 20.56 210,531.0 5,300.00

Total 100.00 1,021,000.00 5,300.00

S Source: Reiner Associates, 1986 (Appendix 0).

Based on the revenue estimates presented above, Alternatives 1, 2a, 2b, and 2c
would have a beneficial fiscal impact to the City of Hayward. Alternatives
2a, 2b, and 2c would result in slightly different fiscal soenarios for the
developer but revenues and operating oosts in relationship to the City of
Hayward would remain as In Alternative 1. Under these alternatives, the
developer would enhance selected parcels, or purchase and dedicate wetlands or
make a payment in lieu to a public land bank agency. The costs involved in
the mitigation process may differ according to the selected alternative.
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AlternaU ve 1* and lb These alternatives are reduced scale proposals that
would result in the me types of tisoal effects as Alternative 1; however,
revenues from property and building taxes would be lower due to the smaller
gross acreage of development.

Alternatives q and 5. Under Alternatives 4 and 5 (purchase by a public agency
and no action), the sIte would remai undeveloped. The property would
continue to produce approximately $20,000 in annual revenues based on a tax
rate of 1.1511 percent for Tax Code Area 25-060. The property in an
undeveloped state would require virtually no public service or utility. The
current property taxes could actually decrease under Alternative 4 if the site
were bought by a tax exempt public agency.

MITIGATION ISASURNS. None are required except for fees required by various
public agencies for maintenance and provision of services.
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4.10 CULTURAL RESOURCES

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT. The project site is located wholly within an area
surveyed as part of *An Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Hayward-San
Leandro Transportation Corridor, Alameda County, California" (Sawyer, et al.,
1978). This report is on file with the City of Hayward. An archaeological
and historical literary search and site survey were performed in 1978 as part
of this survey effort. The entire site was covered by an archaeological
reconnaissance crew who walked transects of the site and other sites for the
proposed State Route 61 corridor. No prehistoric remains of significance were
encountered during the course of the survey and no record was found of
historic or prehistoric sites within the survey area.

In January of 1985, the Northwest Information Center at Sonoma State
University conducted an archaeological records search for the project site
(see Appendix P). The search results indicated that there were no National
Register Properties, California Inventory of Historic Resources sites or
California Historical Landmarks within or adjacent to the project area. The
site is, therefore, determined to be of low archaeological sensitivity and
further archaeological study is not recommended.

All wetland mitigation parcels proposed for active enhancement (Alternatives 1
and 2a) are located outside the transportation corridor study. Because these
parcels have been previously altered and filled, it is expected that they are
of low archaeological value. Alternative 2b proposes mitigation through
purchase and dedication of properties owned by Oliver Brothers Company in
Hayward and by Patterson Properties in Fremont. The Jefferson Properties
mitigation sites are open space bayland areas with little expected cultural or
historical value, though some archaeological sites representing remnants of
the Ohlone culture are known to occur in the general vicinity. Structureswhich exist at the Oliver Brothers Salt Company, just south of the San HateoBridge (on mitigation site 2bi), were identified in the transportation

corridor study as historically significant.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Alternatives 1. 2a, 2bii. 2biii, 2c, 3a and 3b. No impacts are expected for
any of these alternatives because archaeological and/or historic resources are
not expected on the project site or the alternative wetland mitigation sites.
Dedication of seasonal wetlands under Alternantive 2biii would not involve
soil distrubances that could impact archaeological resources were they to
exist.

Alternative 2bi. No impacts are expected for this alternative provided that
historic structures are left intact on the Oliver Brothers wetland mitigation
site. The area containing the structures is relatively small and lies in an
upland portion of the Oliver Brothers 2bi site and, therefore, should not be
needed for wetland dedication.

Alternatives 4 and 5. Under these alternatives all the sites would remain in
their current undeveloped states and no impacts would occur to unknown
archaeologic or historic resources.
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RSCOMIENDED MITIGATION IEASURES

Alternatives 1. 2a. 2bL. 2biii. 2c. 3a and 3b. In the event that
archaeological and/or historical remains are found during any project related
construction, work in the Immediate vicinity should be temporarily discontinued
and a qualified archaeologist should be notified to examine the find and
recommend appropriate action.

Alternative 2bi. Because of the significance of the Oliver Brothers Salt
Company in the history of the East Bay, the following mitigative measures are
suggested. Before wetland mitigation begins on the site, it is suggested that
the location of all structures, trolley tracks, and effected levee systems beU thoroughly mapped and recorded. Extensive photographs of the area should be
taken to record for posterity all aspects of the Salt Company as they now
exist. Should mitigation require the draining of the salt ponds in the area
of the Salt Company, it is suggested that these areas be given special
attention as they may contain historic artifacts relating to the production of
salt in the area (e.g., platforms for windmills used to power pumps, wooden
pipes, Archimedes screws, etc.). Oral histories should be taken from the
Oliver brothers and any of their longtime employees, and any others who may
have knowledge of the salt works in this area. Special attention should be
paid to ascertaining the eligibility of the site for inclusion in the National

o Register of Historic Places (Sawyer, et al., 19T8).

Alternatives 4 and 5. None are required.
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5. SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS THAT CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Significant effects of the development alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 and 3)
that cannot be avoided include the projects contribution to the cumulative
traffic impacts in the general area. Under cumulative buildout some
intersections in the project area would operate at LOS F even with mitigation.
The proposed project would contribute to the traffic congestion at these
intersections that would operate at less than acceptable levels even without
development of the Marathon project.

Implementation of a mitigation measure to compensate for on site wetlands
losses through a strategy invoking enhancement of former landfill sites (i.e.,
Alternatives 2ai and 2aii) raise serious questions with regard to the
retention of water on top of landfill areas, the generation of additional
leachate and consequent water quality concerns. Detailed hydrogeological and
engineering studies are recommended to satisfy requirements of the Regional
Water Quality Control Board and ensure that significant impacts do not occur.

Without an acceptable off site wetlands mitigation plan, loss of seasonal
wetlands of the project site would be a significant unavoidable adverse
impact. Areas off site have been identified (see Section 4.2, Vegetation and
Wildlife) that could provide sufficient off site acreage of in kind habitat to
compensate for wetland impacts. Table 4.2-2 identifies in-kind habitat values
and maintenance requirements for each of the proposed alternatives.
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6. RELATIONSHIP BENO SHORT TERM USES OF THE IVIROMMENT AND THE
MAINTENANCE AND MHANCMENT OF LONG TERM PRODUCTIVITY

The relationship between local short term uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of long term productivity is often one of the
tradeoffs of a balancing of social, economic, and environmental impacts over
time. In some cases, a relatively short term benefit may have adverse
cumulative effects, with the possibility that future generations and the
future economy my be burdened with unwarranted social and environmental
costs. The opposite situation in which long term benefits occur at the
expense of short term dislocations, is also possible. Decisions that
influence the balancing of such Impacts for this project are the
responsibilities of the City Council of Hayward and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers as part of their policy making, regulatory function, and project
directorship.

Short term costs of the development alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 or 3)
include the loss of valuable seasonal wetland habitat, traffic increases to
already congested roadways, as well as geological considerations, incremental
water quality impacts, and generation of dust and noise during construction.

Long term costs result in an increase in traffic and circ lation in the
project vicinity and on major arterials and freeway ramps alosest to the
project site. Without an acceptable off site wetlands mitigation plan, loss
of seasonal wetlands of the project site would be a significant long term
environmental cost, lands have been identified (see Section 4.2, Vegetation
and Wildlife) that could provide sufficient off site acreage of in-kind
habitat to compensate for wetland impacts.

S Enhancement of regional long term productivity would occur through the
creation of an estimated 4,040 new jobs (Alternative 1) and increased tax
revenue accrued to the City of Hayward paid as a result of the industrial park
development.
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7. I"gVRSBL.E AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMITTENTS OF RESOURCES RESULTING
FROM APPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Certain types of resource consumption are irreversible or irretrievable, once
committed to an alternative use considered in this report. Pertinent
irretrievable resources include energy and land. The use of these resources
is considered permanent; however, their permanent utilization for one of the
alternative actions does not necessarily imply that they have been used
unproductively.

]R=Y. Energy consumed during operation of an industrial park under any of
the development alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 or 3) is an irretrievablecommitment of resources. A combination of electrical energy and/or energy

derived from petroleum products are necessary for operation. Energy demand
for construction varies according to the type and magnitude underway.

JAMD. Use of the land that would be irretrievably lost under any of the

development alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 or 3) includes the current use of
the site for valuable seasonal wetland habitat. Without an acceptable off
site wetlands mitigation plan, loss of seasonal wetlands of the project site
would be a significant irretrievable resource commitment. Areas off site have
been identified (see Section 4.2, Vegetation and Wildlife) that could provide

v sufficient off site acreage of in kind habitat to compensate for wetland
impacts. 'a
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8. GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS

A project is generally considered to be growth inducing if It could foster
economic or population growth, or the construction of additional housing,
either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Included in
this are projects which would remove obstacles to population growth.
Increases In the population may further tax existing community service
facilities, so consideration must be given to this impact. The
characteristics of the proposed project which may encourage and facilitate
other activities that could significantly affect the environment, either
individually or cumulatively, also must be discussed. It must not be assumed
that growth in any area is necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little
significance to the environment. Growth is often induced through one or more
of the following actions: extending urban services into a previously unserved
area, extending a major roadway into a previously unserved area, or
establishing major new employment opportunities.

The industrial park that would be developed under any of the development
alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 or 3) would not be considered growth inducing.
The proposed development is within an area zoned and designated for industrial
use by both the City of Hayward and Alameda County. Urban services (e.g.,
sewer lines, water mains, storm drains) would need to be extended on to the
site from the previously constructed Phase I Marathon Industrial Park, and
roadway extensions onto the site over Sulphur Creek from the Phase I area
would be constructed. None of this infrastructure or roadway would be
extended through a previously unserved area, and would not be considered
growth inducing. Development of the site would result in an incremental
demand on commercial facilities which would serve the site employees (i.e.,
restaurants, delicatessens, and gas stations). This may result in some new
commercial uses in the general site area; however, a significant change is not
expected.

The development alternatives are expected to generate between 2,231 employees
(Alternative 3b) and 4,040 employees (Alternative 4). The local labor force
is expected to be sufficient to fill most employment created on site. There
may be some employees who would move into the area to be close to their
employment and thus induce housing growth. However, this number is not
expected to be a significant growth inducing factor.

8I
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9. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LIST

9.1 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Public involvement in the preparation of the EIR/EIS has been solicited by the
Q Corps of Engineers and the City of Hayward through the actions described below.

March 13, 1984 Notice of Preparation of a Draft EIR issued by
the City of Hayward inviting participation in the
scoping process.

June 7, 1984 Public Notice No. 1548E49 issued by the Corps of
Engineers for the Marathon U.S. Realties Permit
application.

June 27, 1984 Notice of Intent to prepare a Draft EIR/EIS
published in the Federal Register by the Corps to
invite participation in the scoping process.

July 18, 1984 Joint Corps of Engineers/City of Hayward public
meetings held in Hayward City Hall at 2:00 P.M.
and 7:00 P.M.

October, 1985 Draft EIR/EIS distributed for comment

9.2 DISTRIBUTION LIST

S FEDERAL

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

National Marine Fisheries Service
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
Department of Interior, Geological Survey
Department of Interior, Heritage, Conservation and Recreation Service
Department of Interior, Office of Environmental Project Review
Department of Transportation, Coast Guard Twelfth District
Environmental Protection Agency
Navy Department, Mare Island Naval Shipyard

S STATE

State Clearinghouse, for

Office of Planning and Research
Resources Agency
Department of Fish and Game
Department of Transportation, CALTRANS
Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region
Air Resources Board
Department of Boating and Waterways
Office of Historic Preservation
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I 3G 1AL AND CORM

Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District
Alameda County Health Department
Alameda County Local Agency Formation Commission
Alameda County osquito Abetement District
Alameda County Planning Department
Association of Say Area Governmeto
Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictU Bay Conservation and Development Commission
Bast Bay Disohargers Authority
last Bay Regional Parks District

S Metropolitan Oakland International Airport
Oro Lin Sanitary District
Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region

Hayward Planning Commission
I Hayward City Council

Hayward Chamber of Commerce
Hayward Metropolitan Airport
Hayward Area Recreation and Park District
Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency
Pacific Telephone, Hayward Area Office
Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Hayward Area OfficeI San Lorenzo Unified School District.

g California Waterfowl Association
Citizens for Urban Wilderness Areas
National Audubon Society - Ohlone Chapter
San Francisco Chronicle
San Lorenzo Homeowners Association
Save San Francisco Bay Association
Skywest Golf Course
Southern Pacific Transportation Company

PRIVATE PA/TIES

marathon U.S. Realties, Inc.

E COPIES ARE AVA ABLE AT T _ F-G-n7M4 :

City of Hayward Planning Department, City HallI City of Hayward Public Library
San Francisco Public Library
University of California at Berkeley Library
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, San Francisco District Library
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10. ITOF13A

Ibis report wa prepared bF Barth Netrics Incorporated, einvronental
ooasultants at Durlingeme, California. Barth Netrics has no financial
interest in the approval or disapproval at the proposed project.

IzaL3 M 1UJ= The folloming individuals from Earth Metric& prepared
the 31S/313:

C. Michael logan, President, Ph.D., Principal in Charge; Supervision of
31.3/1 preparation.

Gary 3. Deghi, M.S., Vice President, Project Manager; Manager of 315/311
preparation, ecological studies.

Lynn M. Alexander, B.A., Enviroinental Analyst; alternatives, public
services and cultural resources analysis, III31 synthesis.

Ballard V. George, N.A., Acoustical Engineer; acoustical analysis.

Se1h Haddad, B.A., Economist; socioeconomic analysis.

Dan B. MoCullar, N.A., Geologist; geological analysis.

Tam 0. Morrison, N.A., Senior Project Manager, Aquatic Biologist/Vater
Quality Analyst; alternatives, ecological analysis, hydrology/water
quality analysis, 315/313 synthesis.

Francis J. Offeruana III, P.R., Air Quality Engineer; air quality analysis.

Richard Vonarb, B. A., Environmental Planner; land use and planning analysis.

Diane Schuck, Production Manager; I3/311 production.

Caesar Jhanapin, Graphics Technician; report graphics.

The following individuals also participated in Z15/EII preparation as
subconsultants to Earth Metric&.

Terry Hufftman, Ph.D., Vetlands Regulatory Scientist, Hutffman Technologies;
Ecological Studies, wetlands mitigation.

John J. Forristal, Registered Professional Traffic Engineer, John J.
Forristal Incorporated; traffic analysis.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Lee Tong, 93 Coordinator

City of Buyvard
Ron Guuhe, IX Coordinator
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OCTOSE 1 985 IT3/1R1

TIS Consultants Incorporated
(Prime Consultant: Authors)

Jill Shapiro, Ph.D.: Principal-In-Charge
Xllen LaPorte: Projeot Manager -
Nancy Olmsted: Natural Resource Manager

Shapiro and Associates Incorporated
(Habitat Evaluation and Wetlands Analysis)

Marc Boule: Wetlands Biologist

John J. Forristal Incorporated
(Consulting Traffic Engineer: Traffic Analysis)

Harvey and Stanley Associates Incorporated
(Habitat Evaluation Assistance and Wetlands Analysis)

H. Thomas Harvey, Ph.D.: Wetland Ecologist
Ronald Duke: Wildlife Biologist

M O'C Physics Applied
(Air Quality Analysis)i Michael J. O'Connor, Ph.D.

Il
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGON 09

215 Fremont Street
San Francisco. Co. 94105

JUL 17 1984

District Engineer
San Francisco District
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Re: Public Notice No. 15483E49 7 June 1984
Marathon U. S. Realties, Inc.

Dear Sir:

This is in response to the Corps of Engineers Public Notice
referenced above, pertaining to an application to the Department-
of the Army for a permit to discharge dredged or fill material
into waters of the United States in accordance to Section 10 of
the River and Harbor Act and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

The proposed project is to develop an industrial-commercial
business center in the City of Hayward. The public notice*
states that approximately 80% of the 134-acre site are wetlands;
We have reviewed the proposed activities in accordance with the
regulations 40 CFR 230 promulgated pursuant to Section 404(b)(1)
of the Clean Water Act, and have determined that they do not
meet the guidelines for discharge of dredged or fill material at
40 CPR 230.10(a)(3). The regulations require that the discharge
of dredged or fill material into wetlands shall not be permitted
unless: 1) the activity associated with the discharge is water :.
dependent (i.e.. require access or proximity to or siting within
the wetland in order to fulfill its basic purpose), or 2) the
applicant demonstrates that there are no practicable alternatives
to the proposed discharge.

Mitigation for adverse impacts are considered only after the
above noted demonstration has been made. The public notice
states that the applicant proposes to mitigate for adverse impacts
by enhancing two nearby sites as seasonal wetlands. Based on our
site visit and our discussions with state and federal resource
agencies, we understand that the proposed mitigation sites are
already functioning as valuable seasonal wetlands. As such, the
mitigation proposal does not appear to be adequate to offset the
adverse impacts that would result from the project and thereforeI does not comply with the regulations at 40 CFR 230.10(d).

,1p '' :" . .
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Based on our review of this public notice and our determination
that the project, as proposed, does not comply with the 404(b)(1)
guidelines, we recommend that the permit be denied. We understand i
that an Environmental Impact Statement (CIS) vill be prepared
for this project. EPA will provide additional comments following
our review of the CIS which satisfactorily addresses all of the
factors identified in the 404(b)(1) guidelines at 40 CFR 230.

Questions on this matter should be directed to Ms. Lily Wong
at (415)974-8310 or FTS 454-8310.

Sincerely yours,

Frank M. Coyvngtod n
Director, WtrMnage ntD s ion

cc: CDFG - Yountville
CRWQCB - San Francisco
USFWS - Sacramento
NMFS - Tiburon
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' (V UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

215 Fremont Stvmt
San Fmncisco. Ca. 9410S M

Edward N. Lee, Jr., Colonel ISoEp7
District Engineer
San Francisco District, Corps of Engineer
211 Main Street
San Francisco, California 94105

Deer Colonel Lee:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the Notice of Intent for the project titled MARATBON DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT, REGULATORY PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 15483E49, ALAMEDA
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.

Our review is based on the Council on Environmental o

Quality (CEQ) Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). We
have the enclosed comments to offer at this time.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed
project. Please send five copies of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) th this office at the same time it
is officially filed with our Washington, D.C. office. We
also request notification of any public hearings to be held
on this project. If you have any questions, please contact
Patrick J. Cotter, Federal Activities Branch, at (415) 974-0948
or rrS 454-0948.

Sincerely yours,

Loretta Kahn Sarsamian, Chief
Federal Activities Branch

Enclosures (6 pages)

.i.
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404(b) Permit Comments

As stated in the NOI, a Section 404 permit will be required. "
EPA will review the project for compliance with Federal
Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged
or Fill Mateial (40 CFR 230), promulgated pursulnt to

c -- oT 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act. Our evaluation A
would focus on the maintenance of water quality and the
protection of wetlands, fishery and wildlife resources.
If applicable, the results of further study should indicate A-
the amount of dredging required, potential disposal sites,
types of fill material to be utilized, and quantities to
be discharged into waters and wetlands that fall under
Section 404 jurisdiction.

Please see the enclosed letter from Frank M. Covington,
dated 7/17/84, that is addressed to the District Engineer
expressing EPA's initial concerns regarding this project.

General Comments

1. The DEIS should rigorously explore and objectively evaluate
all reasonable alternatives and, for alternatives which :'
were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the
reasons for their having been eliminated (40 CFR 1502.14). 4

2. The DEIS should clearly explain the relationship between
the project's cost benefit analysis and any analyses of
unquantified environmental impacts, values, and amenities.
(40 CFR 1502.23).

Water Quality Comments

For each alternative the DEIS should:

1. Demonstrate the proposed project's consistency with
Executive Order 11988 titled 'Floodplain Management,"
dated May 24, 1977.

2. Completely describe current drainage patterns in the
project locale.

3. Assess how altering drainage patterns and characteristics
will affect drainage hydrology, surface runoff, erosion
potential, soils, vegetation, and therefore water quality
of the Say.

4. Discuss the project's conformity with state and local
water quality management plans and Federal-state water
quality standards.

5. Evaluate likely changes in the salinity of ground
water or surface water resulting from this project.
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6. Evaluate the potential for Increased toxicity in the
Bay due to either discharge to the streams or runoff
from surrounding areas.

7. Discuss the present capacity of the existing sewage
conveyance and treatment system and the potential sewage
flow increases as a result of the project. Assess the
impact of increased flows on the existing system, especially
on the system's ability to meet National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) or stato-issued permit conditions.

8. Identify appropriate mitigation measures to protect water
quality both during and after project construction.

Ground Water Comnents

For each comment the DEIS should:

1. Describe current ground water conditions in the project
locale. Assess all likely changes in ground water resulting
from this project, such as water table or chemical composition
changes, and provide appropriate mitigation measures.

2. Address primary and secondary impacts to soils, riparian
habitat and other vegetation resulting from ground water
withdrawal.I

I 3. Identify any potential impacts to surface and ground water

quality as a result of construction-related activities.
I Special attention should be given to erosion problems.

Air Quality Comments

The DEIS should provide the following information for each
alternative:

1. Based on current emissions inventory, provide worst case
ambient air quality levels for carbon monoxide, nitrogenIdioxides, ozone, and total suspended particulates.
Ambient air quality levels shouls be compared to the NAAQS
including data for the following:

a. Existing conditions,

I Conditions at the estimated time of completion (ETC),

c. Conditions from ETC until the predicted year of
attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards CNAAOS).

I



2. Discuss the likelihood of toxic sit Mnissions from the
Obigh teech firms expected to leat. In the project area
ad mitigatem pWeowe to eliaimate possible poblm.

3. Provide the following imfermtiem for all major access roads
and intersections in the project vicinity rem WC ethl
the predicted year of =AG attaimmns

a. Projected average daily traffice (AM),

b. Projected volsme to capacity ratio*,

c. An evaluation of the potential fee violation of CO
* -Net losa Ambient Air Qual ity Stamdardm (UhS) using

tochniqpne given In CEar 2!ft t~IideP in
3PA-4 50/3-71433, -Soa45 -o,-7
(Ag st * 1976). *MAW them preend ses are iAapprpr late
or where forther analysis is amesated.e miw

for r O. amxideademm*?eMSeol em

contact with the Association of May Mea Sernmnts
(AOA) regarding:

a. Wether project emissions have been considered in
formulating the Seattaiment Area Plan (MP),. and
awe consistent with emission reduction requirements
of the state Iaplementatiem Plan fSame

b. Oetber the project is consistent with the transportation
control -eewes in the SIP and the -Rgilonal
?ransportatom Plan.

- -c. Moether project-aescLatod population growth is
- consistent with the population projections in the ISAP.

Since conformity procedures (Section 176(c) of the Clean
Air Act) have been adopted by AA, the conformity finding
should be presented in the WAIS.

5.Discuss the existing mass/public transit available in the '

project area. Also, analyse potential mass/public transit
options and identify mans to encourage their ase
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$ndanred SMec le Comments

gPA recommends that teMSdsusthe projectos ispact
on State and Federally listed rare threatened and endangered
epi s and species propoee for such ILsting. The impactsa
of the project on the designated critical habitat of any
listed or candidate species should also be addressed, I.e.,
whether critical habitat would be degraded, harmed or
dSotroyed.

sagardqus Waste Comments

Ia_.. .Ye VDETS-should determine It any hasardoas wastes, as defined
to 40 CF& 261, are generated as a result of this project.
If so, the generation aid transportation, as well as the
treatment, storago or disposal of tbee wastes. are regulated
windr the temus Conservation and teery Act (OCNA).
PCMP requlations are detailed in 46 CYRS 260-267, 270-271
and 124. "0e Mrs should disease means to comply with
SCRA regulatios.

2. Nwa facilities used for treatment, storae. or disposal of
wasts must obtain a permit prior to construction. Such
facilities welid be required to comply with applicable
design standards (40 Cft 214) In order to obtain a permit.
The MIS should indicate hew this project will meet permit
requirements.

3. The MIS should indicate that In the event of a release
of a hesacdovs material into the e*wironment, including
air, water, soil, or groundwater, or e4 an oil spill to
waters of the U.S. or tributaries thereto, the responsible
party shall immediately inform the Ustional Response
Center at Sf0-424-0402, prowidiag details of the incident
ad responsive measues taken. Local U. U. Coast Guard or -

tavironmental Protection Agency offices may be notifiled
in lieu of the Ntional Nasponse Centor.

IA

'hJLhf. .1 AOLAO 1111
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ivision of Ecological Servces

MO Cottage My, Ma. 1603
Sacresente Califoruia 9W65

Jue 26, 1364

District Engineer
Corps of Engineers, San Francisco District
211 rain Street
San Francisco, Callferuia 94106

Subject: U No. 1649. Ibrathen U.S. balties, San Francisco, CA;
South Sam Frenci so by

Doer Si r:

We have revismed the public notice dstud June7. 1364 regrdiq a prispesal
Or Ibgrathn t fl~l a34-scm stefr the develgmeotV osoIndustrial-
cinercial cdentrad to develop tw nearby sites (90 acres) as seesonal
wetlends. An Fnvlroental Imact Steants. will be prered for this project.

These conafts heve bown prepared under the authorty, &Wd in accordance
withtheprovisions, of the Fish &W ildlife Coordinatien Act

(46 Stat. 401, as amended. 1f U.S.C. W6st seR.).-

The 134-acre project site cntas a mWima of 90 acres of seasonalP salursh of high wildlife value. The site provides feedin iiad resting
hebitat for Girete sheorebrds Ond waterflew a"d MGatM haitat tr
severel of these sweims Iscluding ble&.fschad stilts, killdeer, ellards
So CiMenO teal. Seasona Wtleads gush Ws eccur Go the proect site.P arem o intral part of the ovsell by wtland r%4ats Te previde
wildlife values that seat by tidal Mrshos do lot have. Itch as feedingP hbtat tr shsrbIP~ during high tides, shelter tr all wildlife during high
tides and stm, and, as mntiened above, nsting habitat for waterfowl
ad sorbi

Sssnal entlands elso previde as abundance of feod resources for eiterfewi
aMd sherobirdg W ueigretery birds an winfterig or traveling through tow
May arm. These seasonal resource supplwnt feed resorces fe n tidal
WOO"d at a tiun of P when awtltlel feed roeorces are critical toI euPPertingge r m~W*drs Vf residet wildlife. Altsg these vtlen"a my

fluctuate Is value trw ~e to per depending en r Inf $l their Volu a ver
tiemy pWlay a distinct role In lang-ten Mintene of pepulation levels of

amspecies Vf irate) birds.

IL -



The 35- and 55-acre parcels that the applicant proposes to enhance to
offset project impacts are owned by the Hayward Area Recreation District
(HARD), a public agency. It is our understanding that both parcels are
already dedicated as permanent open space. Similar to the project site, the
HARD parcels are also seasonal wetlands with high existing wildlife values. N
Improvement of habitat values on these parcels (totaling 90 acres) will not
adequately offset the direct loss of 90 acres of valuable seasonal wetland on
the project site and the indirect effects of the project on adjacent wetlands.
We also question the value of the applicant's proposal to pump storm water runoff
from the project site business center to the 35-acre HARD parcel. Stormwater
from developed areas, roads and parking are frequently high in heavy metals and
hydrocarbons which are toxic to fish and wildlife.

Both the project site and the HARD parcels may be habitat for the endangered salt
marsh harvest mouse. We recommend, therefore, that you initiate a
Section 7 endangered species consultation with our Sacrumento Endangered
Species Office by contacting Mr. Ralph Swanson at (916) 440-2791.

Because the proposed project represents a nonwater dependent fill in
biologically productive wetlands, our preliminary recommendation is that
no Corps permit be issued for the work described in the public notice.
Considering the high value of the project site to migratory birds and
other wildlife, we recommend that the Enviromental Impact Statement (EIS)
prepared for the project consider alternatives such as upland sites for
industrial development and development of only upland portions of the -
project site to avoid habitat losses associated with the project. Our
final recommendations on the project will be formulated after review of Al
the EIS.

The above views and recommendations constitute the preliminary report of
the Departmnt of the Interior on this public notice. .

If you have any questions on these comments, please contact Peggie Kohl
at (916) 484-4108

Sincerely,

/James J. NcKevitt

Field Supervisor
(for) U.S. Department of the Interior

Coordinator

cc: RD (A M). FWS, Portland, OR
Dir.. COPF. Sacrmento, CA
Ae. Ngr., COFS, Reg. 111, Yountville
UFS, Tiburon
CA Waterfowl Association
Save San Francisco
PCCF. Attn: Emily Renzel, Palo Alto
QiQC. Oakland
HARD. Hayward
SESO, Sacramento
Applicant I

2
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SVOtwest Region
30 South Fer" Street
Terminal Island, CA 90731

June 280 IM3 F/SWiL33:TGY

Lt Colonel Edward H. Lee. Jr.
District Engineer
San Francisco District
Corps of Engineer
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Colonel Lee:

We have reviewed Public Notice No. 1544 (Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc.,
6/7/84) to fill a 134-acre site for the development of an Industralcarcial
business center and to develop two nearby sites as sesonal wetlands. We have
inspected the project site and the sites proposed for mitigation. Inasmuch
as tim proposed mitiga tion sites are already functioning as valuable seasonal
wttands, we do not believ that they could be enhanced to offset the less of
90 acres of wetlands at the 134-acre project site. We weuld oppose, therefore.
a permit for this project as propsed.

We note that an Invironaental Impact Statement (EIS) will be prepred for
this project. This decmnt should evaluate the need to place the proposed
(non-water dependent) project In a wetland are. The EI5 should also develop
an adequate mitigation plan to offset any unavoidable wetland leses. The
National Marine Fisheries Service will preent further conerns dun q the
EIS scoping process and will review the draft 15 when it becmes available.

If you have further quetIens, on this matter, plase direct comments to
Mr. Thomas Yocom at: National Marine Fisheies Service. 3110 Paradise Drive.
Tiburon. CA 94820; telephone (415) SM-018.

cc: CMFI D. Lellock
FOS, J. MICKOvitt
VPA, L. Won,
IOC., S. Niciseen

.AAM~A SW *.A kA 0 IL
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"ifNeA wep, GOVERNOR OF Coulee@" ces"Of Cm4

@MN CALIFORNIA cowaft om #W sme.
II 1aon mma Ceemw,.u

m ~~agsg eelm sue Cm

NOW dd& Ta" RIEvOURCE" AGECY F LIFRNIat on~rsw fte PMaein ft, COFAmegg

of Sme Law&

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA mme

colonel Idwerd M. Loe, Jr.
Arw Corps at IRginoers
IlI Mau Street Jay 198 1984
San ranciseo CA 91605

Publi potice 154 1483o39 (Ifrethon U.S. Realties)
FLU IMacres ard create 90-acre wetlands Alsa"& County.

Deer Colonel Lee:

Mhe State agfnclos Listed below have roeiewed the subject public
notice and have provided ceoments used In writing this response.
Mw Resources Agency eonurs In these finding.

we understand that the C does not Intend to Issue a permit
tor this project until an has bon prepared and oircu-
latod tor revi ad the concerns owpressed In the public meetifn
o July 118 1;9 have bon resolved. So ooeenta received from
the Department i sah and Gem (meS) am the San Francisco may
Regional ater Qality Control Doad support such an Intention on
the Corps's par oope alsce the mUtigatlon proposed in the
Corps public notlee has been eriticised " iNlisquate by Federals

tate od local aencies and grmps*

Me ceoments t No ane attached tar yore onsideration In the
preparation at the-project's 3IAAMS. 2he min points of these
ceoments are that the proposed project would result In a permanent
reductlon in nigratory sborebLrd and waterfowl poplatlons In San
Francisco say an that the proposed 90-acre mtlt an ares to
already a gooA seasonal wetland that needs no !oditotions.

fte San Fracisco Day Relional Water Quality Control Board supports
NO's position, aid further sements that It canaot determine the
seed for water quality certification until the BIR/B and Its
spe0fie itat ion measures to offset the lee oat signilfant
wetlands is *oeleted sad circulated for review. Mhe Board Is
quite concerned, however, with the cumulative lees of this is.
portant habitat due to projects ot this type. Use o Day voters
for Wildlife habitat Is s, signifiant beneficial wa "In the Board's

9Isa Plan.

Sincerelys

' -orion F. snow, Ph.D
Assistant secretary tor Resources~~ AL& _ , - ,. , ,,, ,' ". ,.--r , doe ,...... _.j. . ,.',
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i Ranorable Gordon V. Vail Vieck DVs, JUne 29g 1364
Secretary for RrnuZures 1
1416 fth. street
Swamsento, California 95614

Attentions Dr.* Gordon r. *sow

projects Coordinator

Ia spe Ube$. !ef "As sM seome

U0 . S. corps of Zngineers, public Ntice no. 15463343 by Marathon U. 5.
Realties,* Inc. for development In Maywerd and Sa Lorsuso * Alameda County

~ar personnel have reviewed1 Cores Public Notice No. 154534 and we have the
following consents. Thbis proposal would fill about 100 acres of wetland (or
about 80%) of a 134 acre property, for industrial development, on the Xsywerd
Shoreline north of Sulphur Creek, Alemmda county.

We learned of this proposal about 3% years ago whn we net with the City of
Nayward, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Marathon and the San Francisco I

District Corps staff. At that tune this Department and the UWWUS informed
Marathon representatives that we opposed the destruction of these wetlands.*
In the fall of 1363 Marathon Presented plans to the interagency neeting at
the Corps San Francisco District off I"~ including a prosposal to fill all
wetlands on the project site. Thme reactien iran the agencies represented
Including this Deparmont was unilonim negative. Marathon is currently
developing a G5 acre parcel of adjoining upland south of Sulphur Creek.

we have found over the past four years that the Marathon property and adjoining
Basnt Say Regional Park District lands are the finest remaaning sumplee of
seasonal wetlands en the east bay shoreline (north of the San Mateo bridge).
'This land is f looded se pends wer for aot 7 seethe of the yar. It
entsins a desirable mix of vegetated and open water areas and supports a

diver"e Assemblage of wetland indisator plant secies.

Such seasonal wetlands are an integral emonent of the bay ecosystem supporting
large Milberg and many species of miqrating wterbirds. out evaluation of
this property is seasisteat with that of Varvey and Stanley Associates who
Reported to time applisant in May 193) that 'Wildlife me ts seasonally high.
We have Collected wildlife se data tor the Marathon property Since 1361
and for the anW prepersiee se 193 am will sake this inteonation available
to the peqpators od the MMAUS.

many shoebrds jt mawe between tidal and mma-tidal seasonal wetlands to
flf ll their foreyairments adether euiss sch as greater yellovlevs.
snipe, and cinam teal w"seasonal wetlands prodminately or mclusively.
we believe therefore, the less of these wetlands would result in a perment4reduction to igratory astoebmird and waterfowl Populations in San~ Francisco

may04California. For additional information on the values and status of
sasenmal wetlands on the east bay shorelinte 'refer to the lINUS letter Of
Wpil 17. 1364 addressed to all esaered agncies.



o berable swam L. van VIah 2 JAne 290IO
seretaw fer Meneree

Swing the Von loearwe have closely studied the to nearby wetland si tos

(S.alIng about 90 acres) wkicb the applicant Iprope- to enhance to
sitigate the loe or about 100 &area Of seasonal wtland described above.
Ons public lands mused by the Nayward Area Macreation Deparwent possess
lan misting seasonal watland values and somodfiations are necessary to
sastain signif icant existing wildlife ase. Out staff and those of other
agencies, for smple, regularly observed ower 1000 dabbling ducks on the
auer 0 55 acre pacel this aing.

givan the circumstances described above we believe the applicants proposal
and mitigation plan will result in significant losses of wetlands and watiand
values. Ust recommeud that the MIRMS1 consider project alternatives wkich
weuld protect wetland resources an site.* A successful developient in Frmnnt .(l
the Usim Wpings Project, Is such an mwale. in this ease wetlra poxtions
ad the property were designated for protection. Zarth was reid f ron the
wetland for enbamcaent and utilized as fill in the developed upland.

Departnent of Fish and Gme personnel are available to discuss our concerns
in move deil. To arrange a meeting, the project sponsor or applicant
should contact Paul Rielly, telephone (415) 37-6592i or Mr. Theodore V.
Usoster. bwiroanental Services Supervisor, Reion 3, Department of Irish
anM Gape. P.O. Son 47, Yountville, Califora 945", telephone (707) 944-2011.

SJack C. Parnell

Direct"r

City Of Reywerd Planning Dept.
U.S. Fish a wildlife Service# Sactmento
Kest SOY Regional Park District, Oakland

AAN
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STATE LANOS COWMSON
IMP 13TOO5$TWIT
WACAMNT. CALIPO NA 9014

June 27, 1984

File Ref.: W 23043

Narathon U.S. Realties, Inc.
595 Market Street, Suits 1330
San Francisco. CA 94105

Attn: Mr. James E. Christian

Gentlemen:

Subject: U.S.C.E. Public Notice NO.1546 E49, Dated 7 June 1964 Fill 134
Acres, and Develop 90 Acres as Seasonal Wetlands, Myward,
AlIameda County

The staff of the State Lands Commission has revissed the proposed project.
and interposes so objection to the fill em 134 acres, nor to the construction
of industrial-conercial buildings at that location.

The mitigation parcels, approximately 90 acres in total. appear to include
historic sloughs. Since the work would return that property to wetlanistatus.
the Comission Staff iconcludes that no permit on lease is needed for the

Thank you for your post cooperation. If further Information Is netded.

Please feel free to call meat telephone NO. (916) 322-7w.

HERBERT A. MARICLE
Land Agent

NM:bj

cc: U. S. ArW Co"p of
Engineers

m4tte: Ke "omrd
"esrces ftn
Otto: berie F. Sw

PrjetCoriao
Fred Sled

bcc: Dave Plumer

em U~b Ak9W1't.L. * * . ..........
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OABPG
ASSOCIATION OF BAY AREA GOVERNMENTS

Oa soae Jr.

July 
25, 

1984

Distri ct Beginer

lovulatary PMcti om Branch
U.S. faoy Connm Of aginsersI Sfts lrancliso District

21 1 Nl a ft.
"arfanceo. Ch. 94,0S

1b: --m4€ Imotirn No. , V"3249,

Pablic XlUice No. 131"9-75
Publ c Noti o Mo. ISS,0S41

Deer Wesl~ Wes

SImk Tie for tw opportunity to review these documents. The
fol lowing staff oomnts reflect general concerns expressed by
my loally elected bay Area officials as embodied in AMC's
Solloosl Plan 1960. . AMC's Inecuti e board his not taken a
posito m dseocumnts , nor an the proposed projects.

W 'os mgiomal Plan 1960 contains policies on preserving and
emmil t wetlands and marshes in the region and an
sentrolling surface run-off pollution problems. Them three
projects all aotain filling of natural or diked wtland areas.
S following policies and actions are pertinent to projects that
impact two valuable regional resource.

ritiml areas policies recomend preserving lands with valuable
resourows including:

* Land areas associated with fish and wildlife having key
roles in a regional scale ecosystem

" Mabitats of rare or endangered fish and wildlife that
oontribut to diversity of species (;

o Lands mosinJng vegetative resources that are element
of an ecological sor of recognised Importance or
uniquenss.

waor quality policies in the Mogional Plan recommend
establishing programs of surface runoff controls that emphasize
low cost wasures such as wtlands to reduce the pollutant loads
from this source.

Represoning City and County Governments of the San Francisco Bay Area



Pinal ly, ABAGOs 2vironmental Nanagement Plan an amended In 1980
and ongoing work in water quality have produced them policies
and actions an vetland enhancement and their use as urban runoff
control measures, which are pertinnt to the above three
projects:

o Wetlands are Important for water quality protection
among other ecological benmfits, and should be
preserved and enhanced: new wetlands should be created
for urban runoff control as appropriate and feasible.

o Implement tatland treatnt -systems for polluted
waters, where appropriate and econamically justified.

o Consider vetlands enhancement or creation projects as
alternative mitigation measures offsetting negative
environmental Impacts of development projects.

ased on these r9egonal concerns, AMAG staff recommnds that al l
efforts be made in these three projects to ensure that there Is
so met loss of wtland acreage. The Nayhews lAnding Association
projct, in particular, does not have adequate mitigation for
Iene of wtlands. also, the alternative of using wetlands for
varfam rnoff treatment should be considered where appropriate.

U you have any questions regarding them coments or need
inmeeato - evtlands areation or treatment criteria, please
eastact Umh Norse of our staff at (415)464-7932.

Namesely.

a t an Pamim Officer

, -. .

I' .. ' -I ' :' i : "1 ' ,' ' " , ' : i- -, '; ' ' '
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RARY ADVISORY OARD

A .dm
iowc Ae July 6, 1984
mow at 5euedwi

bvOf' Lt. Col. Andrew Perkins

I. don District Engineer, San Francisco District
" U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

&P rsoR, 211 Main Street
.F9kE San Francisco, CA 94105G0m

X8hJbw, Subject: Public Notice 15483E49 (Marathon U.S. Realties)
R Kene '
IA Dear Col. Perkins:

Le opol
RZOf.fJ Thank you for the opportunity to review the above

Nown.., Public Notice. The Association will participate in the
m. Reda scoping session for the Environmental Impact Statement
Mtsd on July 18. We would appreciate receiving a copy of the

SufnjW Draft ZIS when it is available. In addition, we have the

0" following general comnents.
-Tftr. a

hxVkI The Association does not believe that a non-water
i-a sm.dependent project should be authorized for a marsh site

at the edge of the Bay. Since the vast majority .of theRD Oo DIREORS Bay's historic marshes have already been lost, it is

ESW. important to fully consider the consequences of any further
sdm losses before any permit is issued. Of particular im-

a , portance are those ares which could be restored to tidal
.s.C action through future mitigation requirements.

Jack C chopfren
FnyF Any mitigation for the loss of marsh should consist
M Geoan of restoration so that additional wetlands are created.

A. fuluk Existing marshes are already protected, so mitigation shouldLeu J e insure that when the project is complete there is not a
OaktfKr net loss of marsh around the Bay. Such losses are not
91fk" acceptable under the mandates of the Clean Water Act

O wL".A or the National Environmental Policy Act.
MeGimw
"Y M V4 We-.request that a public hearing be held when the

-adefaflc application is finalized. Please keep us informed about
LRAU- the ptatus of the application.

"-W, C Sicerely,

L Wa*
A William E. Siri

President 10%

cc: Roger James, RWQCB
Peninsula Conservation Center
EPA Region IX



SAW MAOSCOGAY OWRATOON,0 AND SUVRWOWACWSO
IpU M &M-I 00 -
4m0 Oft~ Spam*

Sepertinnt of Water Resources
1416 Ninth streetI
Sacrfileto. CA "414

AttIM: M. C. W. Fellows

Gntlenes

Tbis to in response to YOUr reuest fe comes em Cpe e Sqogiusa
Puble Notice no. Ar i k .rl

Ibe COInJ s Ion bas issued 39C Permit No. t______ ot the

project described ia the public Notie.a

=7 "M cemission is 1. the Prcess of reviwing aPplicstion 1b.
fr a9=th at o the project described in the Publc notiean

requststhe oosnotto Issue a permit until 3WW has taken action
on the application.

04 ILap& 00 VAAMe 0

21 Cinmissiom, a Jurisdiction antdthe project described i. the
Public Notice ahas lt yet roel iia permit application frthe
proposed work. mhe Comission irequests the Crp nt to issue a

Vormit unil a a= permit ha been issued.

similar to that deacribed In tboPublic Notice TOZ r, It appears

that there Is a conflict between the project as it to described inth
Public Natice and the project as It is authorised In the WW permit.
Therefore, the Coomission requests that the Corps nt Issue a permit

for the project until this conflict has been resolved.

Thank you for this opportunity to comemnt on the Public notice.
lnoerely,

Chief of Peraits

I4
2,KA*Z



East I;O WM
Regional Park District MM4

1" SWML MAXAM 01O C~AOMM 004 "DOWo C~g UISM

July 2, IM-

Col. Edward ". Lee
U. S.o V er
2h a't~f fEnier
San Francisco, CA 94106

Subject: PN 1S494. Marathon U. S. Mealtiies, Inc., pt oed Industrial
Park In San Lorango

The OR"P has reviewed the subject Notice and concrs wi th the genersal
scope of the [IS outline therein. As a downstream property owner,, the
District requests that the Corps' [IS specifically address the issue ofpotential adverse Ipacts on water quality. A clear description ofthe proposed dral a system both for the project sit and the wetland
enhancement sites wil be needed to understand the potential for adverse
water quality Impacts. Such impacts could or1linate either as a result
of a spill of a toxic liquid In the p ropose industrial park, or as a
result of lieachate from the garbage landfill which is adjacent to the
wetland enhancement sites.

The traffic implications of the project my require the construction of
an additional access road in the transportation corridor between the project
site and the CIRPD's property in the area. The District anticipates a marsh
enhancement project on its holdings north of Sulphur Creek; this my involve
the reintroduction of tidal action there. Road construction in the trans-
portation corridor will have to be protected by a levee which is capable of
withstanding the effects of wind and tide action. If the project includes

,any road construction in the transportation corridor adjacent to EBRPD
property, such a love@ should be part of the road's design.

The District will be pleased to cooperate with the Corps of Engineers in
the preparation of this EIS. If you have any questions, please contact them undersigned on Ext. 263.
Ver truly your,

T. H. Lindenmyer cc: R. C. Trudeau
Environmental Coordinator L. Crutcher
Planning and Design H. Hornbeck

P. Koos
TL:lm R. Doyl e

HASPA
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Col.. Odvszd M. Leo, Jr.
i District Rnginoor

U.S. Arm Corps of RngineersMan Francisco District
211 main street

$an Francisoo, CA 94105 3
Attention: Regulating Functions Branch

I A: Public Notice No. 15483549

I The above mentioned notice indicates that two sites (90 acres)
will be enhanced as seasonal wetlands to mitigate for the loss 
of seasonal wetlands. The enhancement of these sites may also
enhance the production of post and vector mosquitoes. The
sites in question have required considerable expenditures of
effort to control five species of mosquitoes produced in the
recent past. We feel that the wildlife enhancement effortsI could be .designed to reduce mosquito production.

We would greatly appreciate the opportunity to provide our
point of view to those planning the wildlife enhancement
project.

ISincerely,

1 FCR:roa,

I o

I"

I C~~ommungvtweem . o gon an proepety are preo by fsoct0 . ¢ontinuous mosquio asmenot measre



COUNTY OF ALAh=A
PUDLIC WORKS AGENCY
ALAMELDA COt ?rTY MLOOD CONTIROLU

WATERt CONSERVATIONV DWR'RtICT

' ~July S. 194

Col. Edward N. Lee Jr.
District Engineer
US Am~ Corps ofsElniers
San Franci sco Dist c
211 Main Street
San Francisco. CA 94105

Attention: Regulatory Function Branch

GentleOmen:

Subject: Publ ic Noti ce No. 1543E49. dated June 7, 1964,
Marathon U.S. Realties

We have the following coments regarding the proposed project:

1. A new leve* and associated channel imrovements are required
along Sulphur Creek adjacent to the southern portion of the project.

2. * The Bockuan Canal levee my need to be reconstructed.

3. The proposed pumping stations shown on the vicinity map should
be labeled as follows:

Mthe westerly station is a storm water lift station;
Sb~ the easterly station is a sanitary lift station.

4. The storm water lift station is currently under construction
and will be operated by this District. At this time no provision "U1
has been made in the design of the plant to acconwidate pumping m
of water to the proposed mitigation sites.

Very truly yours,

SHINJI NONONO
ACTING ENGINEER-MANAGER

RMALH OHSON
RJ:ba INTER-AGENCY COORDINATION SECTION

cc: Marathan U.S. Realties
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cel. sNopt N. Le Jr,.. D0oisile SO ieor
U.O. ef Cops of niMaoeSo
8hn Pygmess, Dstitiol
III min Itee
Ma P Rneioee CA 9ba105

se publie notise No. 13*S439'9 1te 7 June 1964
Nathe U.. teltle.to8 I.

Attentlos Regulatory Ntastions Walsnh

Door Col. Leo

I reolved the FUILIC NOICR for the Marathen U.S. Iealtles, Inc.
Appileaton No. 1528)A9.

the Public Notice No. 1833169 describes the applleant's proposal
tora permit to ftill a 14-acre site fow the development or an in-*
d-steial-ammewoal business sente, and to develop two nearby ites
(a total of 90 acr) as seasnal wetlands. The atets are located
In the city of ahyard and In San Lorenzo, Alameda Couty, California.

One of the most signiftcant lon0 term Impacts In the loes of wetland
ever 80% of the vroject alto .This Is a problem whish deserves
careful ooaeldewation In view of the public eftfort through omp-e-
honalve planning and nontary cnstituent tor over a docade to pre.
serve and conserve historic marshlands along the h1yard Shoreloine.

There are Important questions to be answered about the mitigation
proposal which calls fow "enhancefent of the habitat value of two
sites owned by the Sayward Area Recreation and Park District. Another
concern s the proposed pumping and disposal of urban runoff from
the proposed business center and an adjoining 65 &are ezisting
industrial tret. Runoff would be pumped Into the 35-acre mitigation

A public hearing would provide a means for local citizens to learr
about and ooneldehese serious questions before decisions are made

ethe'jproposalr .
Voery truly yours,

Barbara G. Shockley
1890 Bookman Road
San Lorenxo, CA 94580
,.23-276-7272

cc. Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency
City of Hayward Planning Department



SAN 00NO NE"SUO DU3TRIC

June 27. 1964

Col. I(ward N. Lem* Jr., District Engimeer
U. S. ArmW Corps of Engineers
San Francisco District
Ill 11in Street
Sen Francisco, CA 94105

no: Public Notictbw. 114M4 Date: 7 June 1964
lbrathon U. S. Realties, Inc.

Attention: Regulatory Functions Branch

Deeb' Col. Lee:

Recently theNayrmrd Area Shoreline Planning Agency (NASPA) received
a COPY Of the U. S. AMW Corps of Engineier' Publi c.Notice regarding the
proposed Varathon U. S. Realties, Inc. developiment project which is planned
for the Hayward-San Lorenzo shoreline area. The proposed project came to
the attention of the San Lorenzo Unified School District since our District
is a amber of the HASPA organization.

0Our District requests that we be placed on your mailing list to re-
ceive any Environimental Impact Studies and other related reports pertain-
ingto this project. Also, we would request that we be provided with in-
foration on any public hearings or other inmtings relating to this project.
We would further requst that the response tine to commnt, on the project
be extended 30 days sloce ow District has yet to receive the formal notice
and only became aware of it through the attendance of two of our Board
wafters who were present at the last HASPA waeting held on June 26, 1984.

Thank you for your attention to and consideration of these requests.

Sincerely.

IA
Dorothy J. Partridge
PresidentDJP :ph Board of Education

cc: HASPA
Board of Education
Environmental Branch, U. S. Ariqy Corps of Engineers

0. ameurn. P~rnsiaern~.s. 3AN@ OF EDUCATION ~
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Dear Oclem1 Lee:3

Jweee a" 7A public Notice No. 15"X9, dated
arkt Sreell m FancscoCalifornia 9M.15 .request for' Permit

to fill a 131 .-scre ste for' Seehamat of an in alU-oh ercial
basIness center, et.

I* It is noted a fill anheg is to be placed over
*Xistift =A flats up to tag lothimPacific Cmpay waft Lise

trak fllan Section A-A of soo peeoz PN 1480490 cW .owa-
oern Is that peoper, soil stuies be,~C. 0Made that sh a fill

ourcharge will noreate an upward er side novement of our main
line track. Shuld such an event ocur there are certain liabil-
ities involved.

2. We are also concerned with the Booenan Creek and
Sulphur Creek connection as to possible backup of flow to ur main
line structures and proper drainage of railroad main line ebank-
sent which has several culverts between the two creeks.

3. Prior to any till entering the Southern Pacific pro,-
per , proper arements of parties Involved wil be required.

i fave any further questions, please feel free to
contact Mr. [.D. Derrt Asst. Re ional gineer an (415) 891-7459
or Mr. J. C. Dolla on t145) 891-468.

Yours truly,
J. ?. Hall

Regional igineer

LAst. Regional Ugineer

7YI
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July 7. i e4

o Lt. ;o1. kzrow . Perkins, %rW GMM" U.S. Lm~i Corps of U&Izeews

Lerft. w o l n iancsoo IA 90
C IeeGWV

in a roenta tzor to you (wuly 5) CIfsecs for wrbe. ilde4orness Areas
ezprsseod aofttrz about Culliz.a auch k1477%57). Qur atentioa has be called
to to other situatio s wvita &.4tional ILfrmations tAe Laamber Tract (1-3 .AL9)
ad be shorelize property Iam as Waratho Relties (15I N9).

I th eas ot oe @ber 2reet it sae that Title settmnt with the
tate Lads .ar.-asior is still pmndin. itowuver. we wo".3l eppreoiate a copy of

the r4.1 w -.ez Lt La oo, ;eted. Prell-Avery aiti.stica proposals sro very i L dequate
sat, a-o- ether thiabs. there sould bo nuoh more restoration of tc .o"wy ploverU
badit .We. ' feel these .ro1loas should be fully addressed in the DUS.

Likese. we - d .-.;reciate t copy of the Z&.S for the .arathon proposal.
It &;ears that this projeet likewise should hove ttter tiation Some of ot Our

zo.bers my be able to attend te Jhdy 10, 7 k wetiag at the, ieyward City
Gter. .ssentially, we ar.eu ortiL, the Wetlands Coalition position.

ITe hope you will sre wit.. our position.

Sinceoely,

.=:er P eeve, .. Sec.

I. , ", - . ,.,



CAUFORNA WATEFOL ASSOCIATION
1S62 Las Rambles, concord CA 94521 (415) 672-7525

Jwn 22, 1984

Col. 3dward N. Lee
corps or angineers
i1n "&in Street
3an Francisco CA 94105

Attn: Rlegulatory Functions kb1nch

Dear Col.- Lee,

Thes California Waterfowl Association feels that the appication (P,115118349)
by Marathon U.S. Aemlties, inc. to develop a 134I acre site containing 90 acres
of wetlands should be denied without eve going thraui the E3S procms. This.
project will destroy valuable, high use wetland habitat unnecessarily. Since
the project is not water dependent there is no feed to put in this location.

The mitigation sites that Marathon proposes to develop are already valuable,
high use seasonal wetlands. Marathon cannot appreciably enhance them. In
tact, the proposal could destroy them. Run-off water from industrial/comercial O
areas can be contaminated by oil, fuel, chemical spills, etc. to put water oft
questionable quality on a productive site doea not seem reasonable.

If the Corps goes ahead with the EIS we wo~uld like to be placed on the list
to receive a copy of the draft. Thank you.

Sincerely,

9ft

KEKE CORE

Resources Comittee

CC: Dan Chapin CWA
USFWS

MC/dic



WVA CLAA VALLEY AUIN lOOP Y. ofs.
32S3 Perk alvd.
Pale Alto, CA 94304
(419) 329-1611

June 26, 1994

Colonel Niward N. Lee, Jr.
District I" ineer
AI N: Regulatory Punctions branch
U.S. Corps of Ingineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Ret Public Notice fo. 1S403E49, 7 June 1964
Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc.

Dear Colonel Lee,

This project is another in a series where valuable and
scarce wetland, in this case approximately 90 acres of it,
is threatened with development that is not water-dependent,
and does not need to be on wetland. And, once again, In-
adequate mitigation is proposed.

The area under question provides significant habitat for
wildlife, particularly waterfowl, which would be permanently
eliminated. We feel that this type of habitat is very rare
in the Day Area, and should be protected. Available resources
for wildlife are fast dwindling in the Day Area.

The proposed mitigation does not replace the loss of any
wetland. Instead, it is just trading wetland for already
established wetland. Appropriate mitigation would involve
recreating historical wetlands, or creating new wetland habitat.
There is no way the two nearby sites can be improved to replace
the wetland values lost. Even if the mitigation was adequate,
this location is not appropriate for non-water-dependent uses.

We hope that the Corps will note the inadequacy of the
proposed mitigation, and the value of the present wetland,
and will movd to protect this wetland from development.

Sincerely,

Lynn Tennefoss
Managing Director
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160 Ashland AVue, OLISk

Se'i Lsenzo, CA SWS
to June 13d

Col. Edward N. Lee Jr.
ATT: elulatory Functions Branch
U.S. Amy Corps of Engineers
Son Francisco District
211 Otin Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Doar Sir:

I am writing in regard to Public Notice Number 15483E49, dated
June 7, 1964. This notice is an application to fill and develop a
134-acre site and develop two other sites totaling 90 acres as seasonal kh
wetlands.

First, I would like to address the fact that approximately 90 acres
of the 134-acre site are wetlands, a commodity of which very little
remains in the Bay area. Wetlands provide a valuable home to many species
of wildlife, yet each year these areas are drastically reduced. Wetlands
also serve a practical function as filters and flood control areas. They -.

help prevent erosion and reduce silt build up in the Bay. Wetlands are
not only a tangible benefit to ourselves and to wildlife, they also serve
an aesthetic need in our society. Wetlands serve thr need for open space
in our often crowded society.

Due to increased vehicle traffic during and after construction of the
site, air quality would be greatly decreased, putting even more pressure
on our already decreasing air quality. Noise levels would increase in an
area that is not currently inhabited. This, along with decreasing air
quality, may adversely affect the wildlife of the area, not only at the
site, but also in nearby areas.

Approximately 80% of the site is wetland that will be permanently lost.
In exchange for this the developer proposes to develop two nearby sites as
seasonal wetlands. How they plan to do this is not entirely clear at this
time, but part of this involves pumping runoff from the proposed site and
a nearby industrial site into part of the mitigation site. This idea is
totally unacceptable. This runoff would contain high levels of pollutants,
not only from vehicles (such as oil and gas), but industrial pollutants as
well. It may also contain trash and other debris. This not only affects
the wetland and associated animal and plant life, it also ultimately enters
the bay, adding to its increasing load of pollutants. (This does not

I"I
A



Col. Edward M. Lee Jr. 2 20 June 1984

enhance the value of this area, but greatly subtracts from it.) Finally,
an excessive amount of water pumped into this area could increase erosion
and bay sedimentation.

I don't believe that a permit should be issued for this site. Too
much valuable wetland will be lost and the disadvantages outweigh the
advantages proposed by Marathon U.S. Realities. I appreciate this
opportunity for input.

Sincerely yours, -U,

James A. Wallis
Chairman, Conservation Committee
Ohlone Audubon Society

JAW :mw

!*1
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1548 East Ave.
Hayward, CA 94541

Col.Edward M.Leejr.,District Engineer 5 July 1984
U.S.Army Corps of Engineers
San Francisco District Office
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Attn: Regulatory Functions BranchDear Sirt e ulcntc No. 15483E49
With regard to my background of involvement with ecology of the Hayward

area ~ S virnto , e: PulcntchN.1434 Aohrtp
area shoreline and vicinity, see the paragraph in my letter of this same date
written to your office public notice 15283E49 for a sumnary. Another type
of study which I carried out from 1968-72 around San Francisco Bay was that of the
relationship of solid waste disposal and bird hazard to aircraft. The two old land
fills adjacent on the south and southwest to the site of the Marathon U.S.Realties

project referenced above were then active or just closed. It is now of great interest
that lands adjacent are being: 1) proposed for development, or 2) proposed as sites
for mitigation of impacts of such development on the ecological values of remaining
wetlands.

The Marathon proposal briefly described in the 15483E49 notice is entirely within
the area designated on the October 1976 HASPA plan (in turn adopted by the City of
H Hayward, East Day Regional Park District, and County of Alameda) as "urban/industrial."
Two significant features of the HASPA Plan in this immediate area (margins of the parcel
on the south and west) are not even mentioned in the public notice, however, and are of
c onsiderable concern to me ano others interested in seeing the completion of that Plan
accomplished. These are: 1) ,on the westA, a multipurpose transportation corridor con-
necting Grant Ave.in San Lorenzo to route 92 in Hayward, with an improved bicycle trail
along the bayward side; and 2) a bicycle trail connecting-this (presumably under or
over the expressway) at Sulphur Crek and across the S.P.railroad to San Lorenzo Community
Park. The concept of the HASPA Plan was that the lands westward of the multipurpose cor-
ridor could then be restored as tidal marsh, if so desired, since the fill for the cor-
ridor would constitute a new major levee against inundation by high tides and the one
at the present "bayshore" could be breached or allowed to breach. Presumably the levee
indicated in the Marathon proposal is the same levee as that for the transportation cor-

I ridor (although it is shown with 2 right-angle jogs instead of a sweeping curve at the
north). Without such an arterial street being built, there would be no access to the
development unless via local streets now being developed from W.Winton Avenue. BothI Winton and Grant are already heavily overburdened with truck traffic seeking to get to
and from route 92, so this corridor is desperately needed. It is not desirable to have
a freeway in this area as was originally planned by CalTrans. Whether Marathon is re-
quired to contribute to the construction of the arterial road, provision for the space

I it would require should be made, and for the trails mentioned, as planning is approved.
Another aspect mentioned in the public notice indicates that "runoff (from the

developed sitepresumably] would be pumped into the 35-acre mitigation site." The use
I of diked wetlands for this purpose of temporary disposal of storm waters may be of

environmental value if suitable controls over water quality are maintained; but knowledge
is scanty with regard-to the results around San Francisco Bay. Hence I would like to

I see that issue fully addressed in the EIS/ErR. An alternative to keeping the mitigation :

area as diked wetlands (present condition) would be to open it to tide action, or the
western area (presently at the bay shore) could be so opened and the eastern one not.

Please place my name on the mailing list for reeiring public notices of develop-
sent proposals within the Corps' jurisdicit'ont h the San eeandro through Fremont area.

Sinc rely yCge

Howard L. Cogsel



15468 ast Avenue
89yard, CA 94541

5 July 1984
U.S.Army Corps of Engineers
San Francisco District# Regulatory Functions Branch
211 Main St.
San FranciscoCA 94105

Ret Public Notice No. 15283E49 Attns Col.Edward H.LeeJr.

Dear Sirst

Although time for response to the above-refeorenced public notice
has passed by a few days, I trust you will allow a few additional coments.
Most of my concerns with regard to this proposal (by the Shorelands Corpor-
ation) were expressed in a lengthy letter which I addressed to Hr.Richard
Sheridan, chairman of the Hayward Area ShoretLine flanning Agency, on 17 June.
I understand from Nr.Sheridan and staff of the Hayward Area Recreation and
Park District (one of the 5 member agencies of RASPA) that a copy of that

*ter was forwarded to you before the 1 July deadline, and furthermore
the HASPA Board has sent a letter to you essentially endorsing the

... wns hich I expressed in the letter.
At this time, therefore, I would just like to say that I have known

the conditions in the project area quite thoroughly since my arrival In
Hayward as a new ember of the faculty of Calif.State UniversityHayward, in
1964. With the cooperation f the land owner, Leslie Salt Co., I have over
the years conducted a variety of studies - mostly censuses and short-term
behavior of birds - in the area and particularly throughout the salt evapo-
rators to the west and southwest. I m an ornithologist and ecologist, taught
both these subjects and others at CSJH from 1964 to 1982, but an now retired.
I = also the author of one pooular book on birds (Water Birds of California,
1977, U.C.Press) and have another in preparation. In addition to this back-
ground as a professional biologists, I served 12 years as a director of the
East Day Regional Park District (1980-82) and was involved heavily through
them with the establishent of several parks along the San Francisco Bay
shores, including the present Hayward Regional Shoreline with Its newly cre-
ated tidal lagoons and forthcoming fresh-and brackish-sarsh project. During
my term as director of ERP I was also their representative on the EASFA oard.

In addition to the cements in my letter of 17 June to Mr.Sheridan, I
would like to add now that the proposed development (except for its northwest-
ernmost part) is within the area designated on the adopted HASPA plan for de-
velopment or"Developed with Uses hat are Comatible with Adjacent Areas and
Suited to Environmental Conditionfi." The same plan (Oct.1976) calls for re-
tention of existing freshwater habitats in the gunclub area to the east of
thi south part of the prosed development -- an area I suggest ts a possible
area where mitigation for destrudXion of seasonal wetlands values in the de-
veloped area might be accomplished. I also here re-emphasize the first point
made in my letter of 17 June, namely that the establishing of a regional trail
system from near (even at) route 92 to the new Alameda Creek lvee, along with
suitable staging area and preservation of the large tidal marshes near the Bay
shore by deeding all of this to the ERPD is a most worthwhile aspect of the
proposal from the environmental standpoint. Although same other mitigation
should be sought also, I do not believe it should be as far reaching as some
have been claiming. Howver, a full EXS/EIR report will, if properly done,
provide this balance. Please place me on the mailing list for notices of any
future projects within Corps jurisdiction along the San Leandro-Framont shore.

3crely,
'Hdw +ard WL.~ Cogsel6



Philip William & Associates 94111'tTh r~ac~r
nipwfm a yrlg Pler 33 North, The Emaradroq 6nsultants in Hydrolm Son FRandso, CA 94111

Phone: (415) 961-8363

5 July 1984

Col. Edward M. Lee, Jr.
District Engineer
Regulatory Functions Branch SPNCO-R
Department of the Army
San Francisco District, Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

RE: YOUR FILE NO. 145E49

Dear Col. Lee:

I understand from our client James Christian of Marathon U.S.
Realties, Inc. that the Hayward Area Recreation and Park District
(HARD) and the Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency (HASPA) "
have expressed concern about the source of water for Marathon's
proposed vetland enhancement project on the Hayward shoreline.
Our evaluation of water sources for a brackish marsh has included
consideration of both reclaimed wastewater and urban runoff.

The East Bay Regional Park District (ESRPD) is presently creating .
a marsh on the Rayward shoreline that will use reclaimed
wastewater. Informal conversations with" personnel of the
Regional Water Quality Control Board, the California Department
of Fish and Game, and the Department of Public Health indicated
that no further permits are likely to be granted for such a use
of reclaimed wastewater until several years of data and
experience have been gained from the EBRPD marsh. For this
reason, we have focused on the use of urban runoff.

We estimate that under conditions of full development, available
storm runoff would amount to about 20 acre-feet in a 1 in 10 dry
year, 164 acre-feet in a median year, and 341 acre-feet in a 1 in
10 wet year. A monthly salt and water balance for the parcels
indicates that in a median to dry year, inflow of bay water from
Sulphur Creek would be necesary to maintain water in channels
through the sumer, and to prevent the water from becoming
hypersaline.

Urban runoff is often contaminated with oil and grease, heavy
metals, DOD and suspended solids. Some of the oil will be
removed at a pumping station before the water enters the marsh.
We anticipate additional improvement in the quality of water as a
result of routing stormflov through the wetland. Without the
proposed wetland enhancement project, stormflow from the Marathon
site and adjacent wrecking yards would flow directly into the Bay
via Sulphur Creek.

Eniromnal Hydrolom E neeurn Hj dradk Sedhuen Hydruks Wate Re"Urcm

A'SAV R



Phfti Wllias A Associates;

Please feel free to contact me if you have additional questions
or concerns.

Very sincerely yours,

Robert Coats
Senior Associate

Bud Critzer, HARD
Jo McLellan, HASA

JilIpI , R o 1 11! 111 11 J11
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LARGiCST HOMits AliOCIATION IN TH NATION

277 PA5O UIRANOl SAN LOENZ 9A. JU55w

July 24, 1984

TO: City of Hayward Planning Dept.
22300 Foothill Boulevard
Hayward, CA 94541

FROM: Bernie Chalifoux, Administrator

San Lorenzo Village Homes Assoc.

SUBJECT: Marathon Development

Major concerns of the San Lorenzo Village Homes Association and the
residents it represents are the following:

NOISE - Property owners directly adjacent will be impacted by traffic
and manufacturing noise. Great care should be taken to be certain
that the distance between adjacent homes and the development bound-
aries is sufficient. No buildings requiring outside generators or
refrigeration compressors should be allowed in that section of the
development. All buildings in the impact area should have loading
docks and delivery entrances on the opposite side of the resident
area.

ODOR - Plants using odor and fume producing chemicals should not be
i'awed in close proximity to adjacent homeowners.

PROPERTY VALUES - Great care should be given to all issues that might
be harmful to the property value of the homes adjacent to the develop-
ment. The purchase of a home is a major investment for most people
and allowing intrusion by commercial developers that would harm
property values of individuals would be a great injustice.

The Homes Association believes that special attention to the concerns
of the individual homeowners directly adjacent to the northeasterly
boundary of the development is necessary and justified.

-w

Sincerely

Bernie Chalifok
Administratort

cc: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
.'ohapiro and Associates, Inc.



Concerns previously identified by Public Notice and Consultant for the City

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES

1. AIR QUALITY/TRAFFIC

2. WILDLIFE HABITAT/WETLANDS W

3. NOISE

4. PUBLIC SERVICES

5. MPLOYMENT

6. BUSINESS

7. LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES

8. LAND USE

!--9. CULTURAL RESOURCES

ShDIStyCUSSION

a. Based on the description of the proposed action, indicate your most important
concern. This could be important to you personally, or to your agency responsi-

* bility, or to an environtental coiponent iath which you are prso feildr.
|- The adjacent homeowners at the northeasterly boundary of the

development ....

b. Relate the context of this concern geographically. Is your concern local.
ii regional, or national? ,Local.

c. Discuss your concern's uniqueness, special characteristics, or relationship
:i to the proposed action. The HoMes Association represent# &D

supports-individual hoa2Meow r Mebbs whose .property valu al
and qalitv of life are threatened.a

d. Briefly describe, as possible, the extent of potential impact of the proposed

action on your concern. Most dttriMntal would be Property value
and negati ve impacts on individual rights t2 clean air, jgck of .
'goise and en:joyment of view nd backyard use. ,.

'OE
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S C1':'FNTS 3Y Vc!'ard Copswell on T.:7 DRAFT F:'-EIS for M!ARAThON DEVELOPiENT/ Tract 5167.

prepared Dec. 11, 1985

In General this docui.ent is a reasonably thorough one for many features related to

the proposed developent and its i-pact on the socio-economic environment -- or so it

seems to me. tPowever, that is not y area of knowledge so I cannot truly judge its com-
pleteness with respect to such things as Economic "Need" for the project, on Soils and
Seismicity, on Water Quality (especially of storm runoff). Traffic Circulation, Air Qualityv
Noise (except as it affects re personally), Streets & Utilities, etc. Therefore I hqve
noted only a few items under such headings, where the document should be made cleare to N
the reader who must make a judgment on it--such as those persons on the Board or Council P
of the pernitting acencies.

In the area of Biolonical Environmnental relationships, however, I feel more compe-
tent to judge the document, having spent 28 years in teaching and research in Ecology
and Ornithology at the College-University level as well as some 25 years of intermittent
but frequent study of birds and their habitats and use of them about San Francisco Bay.
Hence rost of the detailedfo-ents below pertain to these subject areas; but for ease

of reference to the Draft EIR-ErS, I am arranging corments in page sequence from it.

Page 8: Under alternative 1, 2a, and 2b, it is stated that under Alternative I the
overall loss of habitat value would be about 20%, and the.reader is referred

to Appendix B. Yet Appendix B shows a loss of 27% [not "about 20" in my
opinion] and this on a basis that has many faults as will be detailed below.

Page 9 (in Summary) and pp.4 5-4 6. The "Regional Context" sections are a valuable item a

to have in an EIR-EIS for a particular parcel, since it enables a judgment
to be made on the severity of loss of that portion, only, and also indicates
something of the precedent-making nature of individual parcel decisions and
their cumulative impact. This is true even though individual items in the
Regional Context listings referred to on pp.45-6 & presented in Table I might
engender considerable disagreement among persons working for wetland preser-
vation as well as among those who would destroy them for economic gain.

Page 11, Alternative 3: Is the statement that 30-35 acres of wetlands would be restored
to tidal action indeed correct? Does it not depend upon whether EBRPD makes
such a decision regarding their property just to the west?

Page 30t Alternative Sites. The tenor of the text here seems to imply that all one has
to do to demonstrate that there is no other "practicable" site available is
to show that such other locations as exist are either too expensive or outside "

the area of interest of the developer and the political jurisdiction that have
launched the project here under consideration. If that reasoning Is carried
to its logical conclusion, then no wetland area is really protected by any
requirement for an alternative sites analysis. I just do not believe that
is the intent of the USCE ruling on this matter.

Page 3, 9th line from bottom: Grand Avenue should read "Grant Avenue"I and
5th line from bottom: Skyway Golf Club should read "Skyvest Golf Course"

-unless the name has been recently changed.
Page 37s Under Alternative 1. the "regrading" , providing "drainage ditches", and "dis- .

charging water" into the HARD Parcels may be intended to improve water flows ;
and "enhance them as wetland habitats", but the next sentence includes the
conclusion that the "biological characteristics of the parcels" would be im-
proved-a statement that I believe is not justified by data presented else-
where in the 2IR-EIS.

Page 361 The last 2 lines refer, I believe, only to Alternatives 4 and 51 but it is
not clear since they are entered at the left margin (i& the sam position as

the whole section head "Eavironmntal Consequencs" on the preceding page).

Psge 40 In the central, longest paragraph statements regarding the duration and vari-a
bility of Inundation of the on-site wetlands do not agree with the values
used In Appendix I for calculalting Rabitat Values. The sumeary statements
here (p.40) are much better, with suitable stress on the wetness for up to

- - .. 7 moths (in wet years). -.
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7 ge. 41: My inpression, based upon a number of casual visits and upon examination of
several aerial photos I have taken of the area (including in 1984-85) is that
a number of larger mostly barren areas exist. These are barren because of long-
lasting inundation during 'et seasons. Perhaps there is sparse Salicornia or
other salt- to brackish-marsh vegetation in many of them. A small pond exists ,%
in the northwest corner of the largest Tz block in MARUP but is not shown.

?ages 42-43t It would be of much greater help if the dates (not just a 3-month range)
and times relative to the tide cycle were given for the bird counts listed :

as examples of wildlife use. The actual calculations (in Appendix 8) purport to.be
based on duration of use; but maxi.mum numbers of shorebirds are normally present'
only during high-tide periods while dabbling ducks are likely to stay throughout
the tide cycle unless disturbed by persons or predators moving through the area.
Certain species mentioned on these pages as "primary" are conspicuous by their
absence from the list of species selected for the Habitat Evaluation (Appendix B).

WHY??.

?age 43: Mitigation Parcel HARD B: Note the "homogeneous stand of perennial piieweed"
here. This is closer to the real situation than the "mostly badren" charac-
terization that appears so-ewhere else in the document ( ].

?ages 44-45: The section headed "City of Hayward" includes paragraphs dealing with
the functions relative to the shoreline area under study that are carried
out by HASPA (of which Hayward is only I of 5 member agencies), EBRPD, and
BCDC. The section heading should reflect the content.

Page 47: end of top paragraph--the quote or citation from Shellhammer 1984 should be
updated in light of the recent capture of the RbHMouse nearly adjacent to
the project site. It is a very rare event for any such mouse to be "observed"
during routine daytime field work, even in optimum habitat. Hence the state-
ment that none were observed is perhaps true, but should not be used to indi-
cate in any way that the species is absent. Many parts of the EBRPD lands, .
and some of the HARD parcels have pickleweed as dense as where the species
has been found in other diked-off marshes. Obviously an effort should be
made to find out (by suitable trapping at the best time of year) whether there
is a significant population of this endangered species here.

i end of paragraph on Alternative I- the same "approximately 202" statement as
commented on above; disagrees with value given in Appendix 3.

" a Whole section on Environmental Consequences - should have some real quantifica-
tion. It is very disappointing to read about proposed "enhancement" of value "-.,

of existing wetlands and have absolutely NO statement as to what species wouli ".
be favored and to what extent. There is, of course, no mention whatever of
other species for which existing conditions are better (see my coments on
Appendix I below].

Pages 48-Sl, Cumulative Wetland Losses - an admirable inclusion. Some sites listed in
the table have, however, already been shifted to other uses or are being con-
sidered for other types of futures than those given; e.g., not all the areas

" indicated for "restore tidal action" may have that happen if recomendations of
Fish & Game officials are followed. Additional parcels (seasonally wet at
least) that could have been included are the several remaining duck clubs in
the Wayward to vest Fremiont areas including Lattig & Oliver sites southeast of
the laumberg tract, two in Union City, ett.

hage 52& Paragraph Just preceding "Alternative 1 is an excellent statement of principles.. ,..
M comments on specifics of the proposed mitigation whicb follow are intended to

provide further guidance In arriving at the Ow net loss of habitat value."

* ,Alternative I - RARD parcel A - the water depth of 0-1 feet sounds good, if allowed
to be of gradually changing depth in both space and time. Islands hoever, should
include at leut one sizeable one that is prepared with a srface that dis-coourag.
vegetation and is not such' higher than the high-water mark. This will Te'attrac-
tive to shorebirds throughout the winser season whereas a vegetated Island would
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not. Low marsh-type vegetation (or possibly even grass) would be attractive
to certain species of ducks or to Stilts for nestinG, however. Maintaining
the "enhanced" value of such a system is not a well-established procedure in
brackish water areas near the bay (except for deliberately flooded duck-
shooting ponds). I doubt that the HARD staff will want to undertake manipula-
tion of the vegetation and water levels that would be necessary. If they do
not, then any enhanced shorebird use, andany enhanced waterfowl nesting wil-I
diminish with tine as the vegetation changes through natural succession or
fluctuates due to overlong flooding or drying sequences. Certain species aje
adapted to such fluctuating conditions; but those are the ones that now occypy
the Mitigation Areas in good nunbers when conditions are good for them.

With respect to the HARD parcel B, the proposed "constant level of 2 to 3
feet" of water in that area will certainly kill off the Salicornia that now
grows there and thus reduce any value the area has for the Saltmarsh Harvest
Mouse and the even nore endangered Black Rail, which is a possibility here.
Water of 2 feet and greater depth is also too deep for dabbling ducks to feed, .
although they may do some around the edges. If there was sufficient exchange
of water to provide nutrients and/or detritus for a good supply of invertebrates
to develop and avoid anaerobic conditions in the bottom mud, such deep water
night well be attractive to diving ducks and to Eared & Pied-billed grebes 6
if there were fish. However, such species-by-species "enhancements" must be
balanced against the reductions that would occur in other species -- which I
do not find adequately done anywhere in this Draft EIR-EIS. *

In general, the greatest needs to make this section ad~quate ares
1) quantitites -- both pro- and con- for the effect of each aspect of the

proposed mitigation, as well as for the existing conditions both on the tract
proposed for development and on the parcels where mitigation wouli be done.

2) some drawings or sketches of the physical layout of the proposed mitigation
elements.

Page 59# last paragraph: Skyway Golf Course should read "Skywest Golf Course".

Page 61, 3rd paragraphs ASainmy comments as above, regarding water depths proposed for
HARD parcels A & D. The brief description provided here regarding water manage-
ment still leaves me doubtful of how it would be accomplished. I also wonder
how the islands in parcel A would be maintained with a "sand or gravel" cover
rather than vegetated. Normal plant succession will cover even gravel in not
very many years if no other measures are taken.

Pages 67-8, regarding Water Quality in HARD Parcels A 4 So What chemicals are seeping
from the adjacent landfill at present, and how would the flooding of these par-
cels by runoff from the Marathon tracts improve water quality finally reaching :
the Say? The second "value" claimed, of natural marsh treatment for the run-
off, would not apply if water 2-3 feet deep is constantly maintained in parcel 3
Yet the third OvemueM "benefit"pof sealing or partial sealing of the slopes of
the old dump (it closed In 1966, by the way) is probably true if any serious
pollution is occurring from the seepage. This document leaves me in doubt.
If such sealing is needed, shouldn't the former dump operators and/or the presen.:
land owners (County, & -101?) be required to provide It or participate in it?
I do not see that the cost of doing such sealing should be credited as any part
of the mitigation for destruction of wetlands elsewhere.

Page 76, 2nd paragraphs The "Cogsell, 19864" referenced here has been explained to me as
referring to another Cogswell (not me). Kowever. the use of author-year cues
in the text of this M-11S jb3g lead a reader who wishes to check a reference
directly to an alphabetical list of author-year entries in the lEFEUCICS p.9
& folloVwin. For the Personal comunications there, no dates are given# and
most references are from agencies, with the person providing the communication
following. If this is standard procedure in ZII'0, then at least the "cue" In
the text should be altered to avoid confusion.

}.j
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a-,;e 76, 3rd paragraph: The traffic pattern on the bay-ward side of the Hayward Air

Terminal is designated as 650 ft. above mean sea level (not the 800 to 1500

feet here cited). The lowet level is to avoid conflict with overlying

approaches to runway 29 at Oakland Airport, on which the jets do fly here

at the levels cited (about 1500 feet at the Winton Ave. positi-on to 800

feet or so by the Oro Loma Sanitary District plant). The way the paragraph

now reads, the noise at all altitudes is attributed to planes from the

the Hayward Airport, which is just not true.

A??E.. X B: HABITAT EVALUATION of the Marathon --tract 5167 Site and Adjacent properties.

Zenerai Co-.-ents: As noted in the final paragraph of this appendix (page B-16)

he level of information available for wildlife usage of the various habitats involved

in the study area does not justify the "level of precision pursued in this analysis."

Yet t!,e analysis was carried out, and various tables presented in a way that the reader %
w.ho -y be unacquainted with the species used (as well as with the much larger number

of s -ies also occurring in the project area but not used) will be likely to conclude

t .at it is a truly quantitative study. There are indeed sone numbers, and these are

.crbined by sone sinple arithmetic so that a numerical answer is obtained. But the

whole procedure is based upon several assumptions that are each very SUBJECTIVE IN %
.ATURE. Without some regular study of these sites or others quite similar to them

in the general area, with actual census data and habitat usage data, the numbers appear-

ineg"such an "analysis" are really just opinions based upon general field experience of %

the persons who collaborated in the sessions that led to these numbers. I therefore V'
recommend that much more stock be placed in the validity of the final paragraph than in

all the pages that go before it. It may be pertinent to know, as I have been told just

last week at an ornithological meeting in San Francisco by representatives of the U.S.

Fish And Wildlife Service, that there are profound differences of opinion on the worth

of the full Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HE?) which some branches of that agency are
using. A staff member from the Patuxent Research Center of the USFWS in Laurel, Mary-

land, told me that most researchers there do not consider it a reliable procedure -- and
that is the procedure (HEP) indicated on page B-1 as being much more quantified than
t he one used for the analysis resulting in this appendix. A number of specifics follow:

1). The selection of Just 10 (sometimes fewer) species, each to represent a group of

species which are assumed to have similar feeding behavior & habitat requirements is the

first step. But this is a step fraught with great danger of introducing bias. In the :..

present analysis, the most glaring example is the inclusion of the Greater Scaup to repre-

sent all diving ducks, when it is a species found primarily on open bay waters in the
winter. Although it is common there (well offshore usually), it is much less likeley to

occur on the shallow waters of seasonal wetlands (or even narrow channels & lagoons) than

the still more abundant Lesser Scaup. And.at species, in my experience, is less likely

to appear on seasonal wetlands than is, e.g., the Bufflehead or the Common Goldeneye.
The Shoveler, as a representative of the dabbling ducks, is the most extreme in bill shape

and feeding habits of any in that so4jrroup of ducks, being enabled by the very wide bill
to "skin" plankton from the water much more efficiently than most members. Although the
other species included are all quite appropriate# I would have been more comfortable with
the Long-billed Dowitcher or Least Sandpiper to represent some of the smaller shorebirds.
But the basic trouble is that no 10 species can fairly represent the whole complex of
vertebrate animals that occupy a tract of land and water where 140 species occur and at
least 50 of then are regular and numerous. The ecological niches of even fairly close

relatives among this nmber of species just differ too much to make it valid.

2). All habitats wer rated for the sgevies chosen by only a 4-stp p edures 0# 1,
2or3 But these re really only ordinal naerog since none io based as any actual

at emr of animals of that species per unit area at for the whole area per unit of time.
That Is# they are subjective Judgsuts of Which habitats are better than others--ht
VITMOM STATING 8M MM ETM Yet these numbers are incorporated into composite
indices by mltiplying them by acreages of habitat and by a fraction of th year which
that habitat (in case of flooded or saturated one) is presumed to be wet during a typical %
yeart The explanation (bottom of page 5-3) of bow the ratings were applied does not

S..
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indicate any nininum level of use in any one of the 3 categories mentioned that was
:onsidered as a threshholde 9g., does the occurrenck'of one nest of a species that
is co-.-on in habitats not found in the study area constitute enough use of a habitat
in the study area to warrant a "3" if the species also rests and feeds in the area while
it is nesting there? The last lines on page B-3 introduce still other uncertainties: .
311 species analyzed had'equal resource value"[of course no endangered species, and no
superibundant -pest" species was analyzed]; and "all species used all habitats at sole
tine during their life cycle" [which words, if taken at face value, are patently untre].
.hese assumptions, it is claimed, were made "to simplify the analysis". But all they;
!o, in ny opinion, is 'Mke a scarcely quantitative start into a completely non-quantiaa-
tive operation.

3). Duration of wet and dry eriods, and corresponding "weighting" of the indices.
This is briefly described on page B-5. Only one rating was made for the "wet" season,
apparently; and one for the "dry" season. No accounting made for the peak use period
by fish-eaters when fish-bearing waters are drying up (far more advantageous to them than
the period early in the wet season when water is appearing newly in an area). Nor is
any evaluation made of uses at different times of the tide cycle attempted (which would
affect the outcome for many species of shorebirds by virtue of their preference for
feeding on the intertidal mudflats when these are available). Most of all, I feel that '

the estimates of periods of inundation and saturation (table 4, page B-9) are far too
low for all but the MARDRyArea(lso frequently called .ARU? in the report) aim, Hence
all of the values obtained, even if we consider the whole process as worthwhile, are
further biased toward lowering the habitat value of the wetlands on the WARET area
(and thus the value which would have to be mitigated) as well as the present value of
the existing seasonal wetlands on the two HARD parcels (and thus allowing a greater
"enhancement" to be claimed for the proposed mitigation effort). Above table 4 on
page B-9 it is stated that a set of aerial photographs of the area was used to develop
the listed durations of inundation and saturation. Yet table 3 (page 5-10) which lists
the photograph dates and inundation characteristics includes no mention of any photo
in the December through March period except in the severe drought years of 1976-77-78.
On January 18, 1980, the situation was very different, as photos I have would attest.
(Incidentally, two references to "Table 6" at the top of page 5-11 apparently should
be to Table 5, instead].

4). Lack of a Habitat Suitability Rating for Existing Conditions for each Species of
the selected 10. Although table 6 (page before B-14) gives such ratings for the
"post-development habitat", nowhere does there seem to be a comparable species-by-species Zq
table for existing conditions. Thus, the reader is unable to check whether calculations
that produced table 7 - the over-all habitat values under various development scenarios ,
- have any basis in even what little "reality" the original ratings applied may have held.',:

5). Even If one accepts the whole procedure(which I have criticized so negatively
above)ae being better than the mere assembly of generalized statements or tallying of
numbers of birds found on irregularly arranged casual visits to the area, the team
which used this modified REP came out with a calculated 272 reduction in the habitat
value of the whole area after the proposed development and mitigation reached comple-
tion. I believe this value is far too lenient, for the several reasons I have detailed,
and I would expect that a full quantitative study of all the habitats involved would
show at least double that reduction in over-all numbers of vertebrates found. There is d
so escaping that the project as proposed would eliminate some 90 or so acres of seasonal -N
wetland and would only alter another 90 acres of seasonal vwtland to a condition about p.

whicb there seem to be many factors yet unknown. Personally I do not object to the
embanemat of habitat values (if indeed such a ldtf3 ) an public lands by private.
eltidsm Ge 0orpotatios. ZvM instance of tPTN tIF trees where such ame 4-
sizable Ia public parks, and of the raising of no .. p vate citizens to aid in the
exameon of amy wild land or water park r refuge;, gU'ifi' refuges are comonly acquired

g. by the Federal and State governments through taxes or fees levied s bunters (private
eitisM). but in the Marathon iproposal, what has been offered does net# in W opinion "
eame etose to compensating for the loss of habitat the project would cause. Rene
the mitlation as Profed is only to be judged as ADZQUATI.
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Mr. Ron Gushue
Hayward Planning Department
22300 Foothill Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94541

Subject: DEIR/EIS - Marathon Industrial Development

Dear Ron:

. The EBRPD has reviewed the subject document and offers the following
comments.

On page 32, the alternative of the pa)nent of an in-lieu fee for a
"mitigation land bank" is discussed and the EBRPD is mentioned as an
agency which might help carry this out. That discussion should be
augmented to indicate the following. The HASPA plan may be amended
to show the EBRPD land north of Sulphur Creek remaining as a seasonbal
wetland. If this happens, the District will not own any location in
Alameda County to carry out a wetlands enhancement project for off-site
mitigation.

The discussion of impacts on vegetation and wildlife (pp. 45-46) needs
augmentation. The habitat evaluation (Appendix B) predicts a signifi-
cant adverse impact upon the habitat value of EBRPD lands westerly of
the site, however, no reason for this is given and no discussion of it
occurs in the main body of the EIR/EIS.

,- The discussion of rare andpendangered species (pp. 51-52) needs substantial
-; revision based upon a Sectfbn 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. This is needed because the Calif. Department of Fish and Game
has demonstrated the presence of a salt marsh harvest mossee population on
the project site and on the .portions of EBRPD property immediately adjacent
to the project site (the area which would be adversely affected according -,

to Appendix B).

This discussion of impacts on flooding characteristics (p. 65) needs
augmentation. The project would discharge some of Its stormiater runoff
Into Sulphur Creek, thereby potentially increasing the possibility of

I.
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overtopping the levee which protects EBRPD lands north of the creek.
Since the EBRPD has no method of draining this land, a number of
adverse impacts may follow, including the loss of salt marsh harvest
mouse habitat, wave damage to the inboard portion of the dikes surrounding i
that property, and wave damage to the proposed new dike which is supposed
to protect the project site. This discussion should also include an
evaluation of the impacts on the project of a breach of the EBRPD dike
which protects it from tidal action. This dike was not constructed to
the standards which would be appropriate to protect an industrial
development and has failed in the recent past.

The discussion of police services (p. 80) should be augmented to recognize
that the EBRPD police also serve the project area. This discussion should
specifically address increases in ORV intrusion and illegal hunting on
adjacent EBRPD lands due to increased vehicular access via the developed
project site. The EBRPD police are already responding to an increase in
this kind of activity as a result of Marathon's industrial development
south of Sulphur Creek. The construction of fencing along the property
line may reduce this kind of impact.

In Appendix B, Table 7 includes a footnote to the effect that the water
regime would not be affected on EBRPD lands. The project would have the
effect of removing about 90 acres of land from the watershed draining into
EBRPD lands, thus seriously reducing the existing water supply to the
seasonal wetlands at the Hayward Regional Shoreline.

The responses to the above comments will contain significant new information
(e.g., a Section 7 consultation). Therefore, the District urges the Corps
and the City to revise the subject document and recirculate it for additional
comment.
Very truly yours,

T. H. Lindenmeyer
Environmental Coordinator
Planning and Design

TL:lm

cc: D. E. Pesonen
J. Kent
L. Crutcher
P. Koos
N. Taylor



HAYWARD AREA SHORELINE CITI ZENS ADVISORY COMITT'EE
22300 Foothill Boulevard

Hayward, CA 94541

DEC 22 1985
""ANINO 01" Decetiber 12t 1985

Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Agency
22300 Foothill Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94541

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have reviewed Marathon industrial DevelojrI Environmental lupact
Statement and Report and have the following codmlents and concerns regarding
conditions described on the properties to be used to mitigate adverse project
effects and on properties on the project site:

The Mitigation

We find the mitigation measures on the HARD parcels A and B for the loss of
the 90 acres# or 80% of the Marathon seasonal wetlands are unacceptable. on
page 2 of the Philip Williams & Associates 'Harsh Restoration Design For Two
Parcels on the Hayward Shoreline#,' there is reference to the Palo Alto
marsh/flood basin project as a pattern for marsh inycovement. The Palo Alto
site Is a 600-acre basin which has been fraught with probems. Tide basin
flap gates/flashboard became encrusted with mussels and barnacles and would
not operate properly. vandalism is a problemi. The control and maintenance
systems have to be monitored carefully, especially during the nesting season.
The last nesting season was lost due to outerized controls which had to be
manually operated. Is this the type of system that HARD can monitor and
maintain? *~At will the cost be to HAW after the system is owuleted by
Narathon?

The 35-acr NAM parcel A Is probably too small a site for three islands
covered with sand and fine gravel. If the isla~nds are to beused for wildlife
nesting or resting, this concept should be exam~ined for Its maintenancie
potential. there Is concern for buien safety with the 30-foot-wide ditches
which would route storm water around the Islands and arowd the parcel.

On pag 7 of the Philip Viliam a Associates' 91rs Restoration Design Fmr
Of Parcel 3,' it Is stated that Parcel 5 is presently a relatively barren

basin. We disagree with this statement as we see simle vegtation-
piklweed, In prtimlar- In this parcel. it serves as a prim habitat fat
wiftering watertfwl. The rigpt states that In Marc 1965 ovr 1,000 duds
uso Parcel a.

-t % IIII & Q 1 1:1'' -- -. .- -. - . - - . . F- -
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On the last page of the Environmental Draft EIS/EIRO Dr. Howard Shellhaffer
states that after visiting the two HARD-proposed mitigation sites on May 2,
1985, there is no need to trap for salt marsh harvest mice because of the
condition of the pickleweed.

We disagree with his conclusion. Trapping should be done to determine if
there are nalt isrsh harvest mice in the HARD parcels.

We are also concerned about the proposed removal of vegetation and earth from
both HARD parcels to build ditches, islands, and cover the sides of the old
landfill (the old dump now owned by Alameda County Flood Control District).
Current California State Regulation, Sub-chapter 15, requires owners of old
landfill sites to seal and close these sites. Isn't it wrong to take valuable
marsh soil to cover the old dump? 9

On page 8 of the Philip William report, it is stated that about 62,500 yards I-'.-
of excavated material will be removed from Parcel B. Besides doing the above
*enhancement,* sore of the excavated material could be used to increase the
elevation of the Sulphur Creek dike.

Has HARD found it necessary to improve parcels A & B in the past? There are
funding sources: Proposition 19 Funds, Environmental License Fund, Endangered
Species State Income Tax Check Off Money, Coastal Conservancy, and Regional
Water Quality Control Board Funds.

We conclude that the HARD parcels are already in public ownership and
considered adequate wildlife habitats. They should not be used for mitigation
by Marathon for the loss of 90 acres of seasonal wetlands in Narathon's 134
acres. The "enhancement" proposal by Marathon is not necesaryl it is too
corilex, and too costly for HARD to operate.

The Prolect Site

We question the accuracy of the Up, Figure 7, Habitat Types, page 41, and the
Habitat Evaluation map, Figure 1, Page H-4, in Habitat Evaluation, Appendix B.

on page 41 there is no indication that a freshwater habitat exists along the
eastern boundary of the Marathon property from the culvert under the Southern
Pacific railroad tracks. Fresh water drains from the San Lorenzo Ommunity
Park and from other sources under the railroad tracks to the arathon
property, then north to a point where a fence and the waterway turn wet to a
point where the waterway flows northwest in the direction of Bockan Canal
where it to discharged. This has been a long-established fresh water way mad
habitat. early in Novemer before the rains eues, we observed ducks using
this habitati including a wintering Lapland Longi a. No indication was .ad
of this frehwater habitat on map Figure 1# page 5-4, either.
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Decirbr 2, 1985
Page 3

Also, there was no Indication on either map of the pickleweed which is lush In
s"cm. sites in the upper northeast portion of the Marathon property. For
instance, there Is a diagonal ditch through~ this section which has
pickloe.d. Th. ditch starts near the railroad tracks and sodumn Canal.
Other pickleweed sites are to be seen throughout this section of Marathon's
property listed as OWpland Grasses.0

On page 15, Figure 4, Corps Jurisdiction Section 404 map: This map shows a
dash-dot ( . . . ) line to indicate streams within 404 jurisdiction. The
stream shm~rc -the map is not corplete since there is no indication as to the
source of the water. * he stream Is the same one mentioned in the first
paragraph on this page; however, the mawp shams the strewm starting where the
water flows west. Marathon ows all of this freshwater habitat starting from
Southern Pacific's right of way, west side of the tracks, where there is an
offset In the Marathon fence.

~On page 4, Figure 2,, Alternative 1, Sanitary Lift Station Is In the wrong
lction.

On July 21, and 22, 1985% one male salt marsh harvest rame was trapped on the
boundary (fence line) between Mat Day Regional Park District and the Marathon
property north of Sulphur Creek. We reamrend that more trapping should be
done in the Marathon salt marsh.

On page 5, under Alternative 1, It is stated that the land uses expected at
the site would be industrial and coruercials oriented toward rail service.
There is no indication in the plan, as proposed by the applicant (Figure 2#
page 4), of a rail system plan to serve the 134 acres. the only rail systems
plan Is seen on a site plan dated October 16, 1961 used by Narding Lawmm
Associates, Appendix D.# 090ils Investigation.*

Presently In Marathon's develoment south of Sulphur Creek, there Is no
extension of the Southern Pacific spur track. In a commnicetion with a
Southern Pacific heprmsntativet ho4ndicated there was possibly one building
to be served by rail, but to date there was no tenat in need of rail
service. 2!he Southern Pacific representative said the Southern Pacific plan
for spur service to MrathO's 134 acres north of Sulphur Creek would be from
the present spur near West Winton throuib the present Marathon developuwit and
then across Suljima Ccoeek.

Uth this Information In mindp we question the rail-oriented service need toU
ser.e a nonater-dspmndut dwelopamt whieh Is proposed for one of the mt
waluable seasonal wetlands area In Dayward. We alsop therefore, question Its

a6~mqof the jaternaiv 3lte Aalysis (Appendix 0) that was in part
predionted upon the a&s~pIan that a viable alternative project must hav
cail awow.
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December 12, 1985
Page 4

In addressing the traffic question in connection with the proposed Marathon
Development, it is estimated that an additional 8,000, plus, weekday trips
could be added to the current road system. And even though the traffic study
suggests several measures to mitigate traffic impacts, this would result in a
decreased level of service on roadways.

Home owners in San Lorenzo adjacent to the proposed development have concerns
about noise from nachinery, loading docks, and traffic. There is also a
question of odors and fumes coming from certain types of industry. A buffer
zone should be placed between them and the developrent.

The issue of a negative irpact on the property value of homes close to this
area should be considered.

Lastly, there is a need for a critical review of monetary costs associated
with the loss of wetlands, a cost/benefit analysis for the public.

We hope we have been of service.

Vrtuly yours,

Barbara Shockley
Chairperson

llOlr/er
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Tack Joe

Public Utilities Eommission
STATE OP CALIPORNIA

December 17, 1985 lS3-l/E.Z.

Price Walker
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street - Room 121
Sacramento, CA 95?4

Dear Mr. Walker:

This is in response to the City of layward's draft Environmental
Impact Report/Statement (E.c.R./E.I.S.) covering the Marathon
Industrial Development, SCH S5110511.

Based on a reviev of the project proposal, It appears that the
Commission vill be a responsible agency. The basis for this
Is the fact that the Commission has permit/decision authority
over any change, Improvement or alteration of any existing
railroad-highway crossing and for any new railroad-highway
crossing required. In this regard, the staff would call the
City's attention to Section 1201 st seq, Chapter 6, Division I
of the California Public Utilities Code. Any work done at the
crossing (s) vill also require compliance with the Commission's
General Orders 26,72,75,8S, and 1l.

Appendix Es Traffic/circulation study contains several referencg1 )
numbers, such as on page 2, last paragraqk)esperian Boulevard " ),
and on page 10, first line, Oconsiderod . however, no explanation
or further reference Is given. If these reference numbers are to
remain In the report then they should be ezplained, removing any
confusion as to their meaning.

The staff is of the opinion that the mitigation measures given
for the traffic impacts on the street system will give only
temporary relief. This Is based on the report Indicating that
critical intersections and roadways are now at capacity nearing
the failure point. It further Implies that improvements can
only relieve this congestion temporarily. Should development
oontinue or traffic (vehicular and/or train) Increase then the
present conditions will return and become a problem. It should
be pointed out that should the merger between the Southern Pacific
Transportation Company and The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Ral-
way company which Is presently pending before the Interstate
Commerce Commission be authorized and become a reality then train
movements over this line will probably increase. SOcause of the
above, the staff recommends that the City commence't fufrepP
the eventual separation of rades beteen the ral jvj

DE -!C 191s' State 911120uwe



Price Walker
December 17, 1915
Page -2

Neans or methods of obtaining funds/capital to finance these
separations should also be commenced. Fees or assessment* for
development rights may be a means for obtaining some or all of I
these funds. We do not believe the City should look upon or
depend on the Commissionls Railroad-Highway Grade Separation
Priority List for funds solely.

Very truly yours,

DA HEW, Supervisor
Transportation Projects Section
Railroad Operations and Safety Branch I
Transportation Division

cc: Ron Gushue
City of Hayward
22300 Foothill Blvd, Room 803
Hayward, CA 94541

1
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION

BOX 36008 - 450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO. CAUFORNIA WO10s

(415) 556-6200 ~

December 18, 1985

EZR-85/1670

Colonel t~ndrew d. Perkins, Jr.
District Engineer, Sa:i Francisco District
U.S. Army Corns of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, Cal~ifornia 94105-1905

Dear Colonel Perkins:

The Depart~iant o4- the interior has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Imp~act Statenrt (EIS), Marathon Industrial
Developmnent, 'Cection 10/404 permit, Alameda County,
California. The following comments are provided for your
consideration wila preparing tne final documtent.

General Comments

viater Resources

The Final EI should indi~cate specific plans and responsibilities
for emergency action anid mitigation in the event of a release of
a aazar~ous material into either ground i;ater or surface -water.
Both cucrent and anticipated post-development water quality in
the shallow unconifined aquifer should be discussed, including the
possibility of changes resulting from reduced recharge to shallow.%I grounac water. Lxcavations for some: industrial /commercial
facilities are expected to extend below the water table; the
statement should address the .potential either for unplannedi
release of pressure from the uppermost confined aquifer(s) in the
upper --one (kescribed on page 62 or for increased infiltration of
pollutants into deeper zones through the backfill arouna
structures ;?laced in the excavations.

Fish and Wilulife R~esources

The propose-1 j-aratnon Industrial Develo?wient project involves
developrnent of a 1S4 acre site in the City of hayward, California
of whicai 90 acres are -3easonal wetlands of considerable value
t o wig.ratory shiorebiras and wateriowl. We do not beliavc

IIa tte ;)raft xLIS adequately evaluates the impact of tite



proposed action on mnigratory birds or endangered species and
that it proposes inappropriate and inadequate mitigation to
offset wetland losses. In addition, we do not believe that
the document demonstrates compliance with the 404(b)(1)
guidelines which assume that there are practicable
alternatives to the discharge of material into wetlands and
other sensitive habitats unless it is clearly shown that none
exist.

The Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) provided comments on the
Notice of Preparation for the Draft EIS (letter, dated Nay 10,
1984, to the City of Hayward) regarding the value of wildlife
resources on the project site and the inadequacy of proposed
offsite mitigation. Wetlands on the project site have been placed
in Resource Category 2 of the Service's Mitigation Policy
(Federal Register Vol. 46, No. 15, Jan. 23, 1901). The
mitigation goal under this category is to prevent any net loss
of in-kind habitat value. The Service, acting for the
Department of the Interior, also provide similar comaients to
the Corps of Lncineers during the public notice review process
(letter, dated June 26, 1984, responding to Public
Notice 154b3Z49). In addition, because the extent of wetland
loss in California is almost unparalleled when viewed from a
National perspective, the Fish and Wildlife Service's Portland
Regional Uffica has established a policy not only requiring
the replacement of habitat losses to compensate for filling
wetlanas for projects it could otherwise support, but
also directing its Field Offices in California to seek
replacement for tha acreage loss. Because the proposed 
davelominent is not water-dependent, the Service cannot support
this project.

The Service's Sacramento Zndangered Species Office (sELQ)
also provided a list of threatened and endangered and candidate
species to the Corps of 'Engineers (letter dated Aug. 27, 1984).

Specific Codnents

Page 32, Alternative 2 - Proposed Project with Alternative ritigation.
This section uiscusses the mitigation alternative of proviuing
funds to a mitigation land bank for purchase and enhance,,ent of
wetlands elsewhere in the 6an Francisco bay area. Recent
attempts to mitigate losses on privately-owned property in
the Bay area tnrougn cash paywents for establishment of a
land bank have been completely unsuccessful for the reason
stated in the Draft LIST i.e., there are no mitigation lands
available for purchase. As a result, over .;250,OU0,
representinS the loss of over 200 acres of wetlanA habitat,
currently resides idly in trust funds. Decause experience has
proven this concept oZ mitigation to be unworKable in the San
Francisco Lay area, we believe this mitigation alternative %
should be cropped froia consideration.

J -,



Page 46, Rare and Endangered Species. The implication that
the project site lies within the distributional range of soft.~~bird's-beak (Cordylanthus mollis subsp, nollis) is incorrect..

Rather, it lies within the historic range of Point Reyes bird's-"
beak (Cordylanthus maritimus subsp. palustris). This error@

suggests that any field work that may have been conducted was'
inadequate. The discussion on habitat requirements of the
bird's-beak is also in error. Point Reyes bird's-beak and
related taxa (C. m. subsp. maritimus and C. m. subsp.
mollis) typicalT do not grow in areas of frequent tidal
action; rather, tney occur in transitional, peripheral
halophyta zones, subject only to extreme tidal action. In
fact, related taxa are known to thrive in nontidal habitats (C. 'A
M. subsp. maritimus at Point Mugu and C. palmatus in the
Lentral Valley), indicating that C. inaritimus subsp.
palustris could occur on the proposei develooment anal
miti-ation sites. Thus, properly designed botanical surveys
would be necessary to determine whetner Point Reyes birc's-b-a,
may be affected by the project.

Altnough historically xnown from Palo Alto, stream
channelization and upland development eliminated the Delta tule
pea fromi the South Bay. Thus, we agree that Lathyrus jepsonii
subsp. jepsonii does not occur in the area.

The presence of the endangered salt marsh harvest oouse was
documented in 1985 (California iDepartment of Fisn and Game,
unpublisned data) on tne adjacent East Bay Regional Part:
District (i'iRPD) parcel, close to the Marathon U.S. property
line. This finding invalidates the presumption made in the "n-.
Drart EIS that the potential for occurrence of the mouse in
the project area "... is slight..." The implication that
harvest mice are absent from the project area because none
were observed during incidental field work belies the fact
that harvest mice cannot be studied without employin.
laborious live-trapping techniques. The known presence of
harvest mice on the EERPD parcel and the presence of potentially
suitable habitat on the proposed development and mitigation
sites raises the likelihood that harvest -n-ice occur within th _ -
project site. :
Even if narvest mice do not "normally" inhabit the deveoonment
site in large numbers this does not mean that tne size
would be unimportant. During periods of hign water, sucn as in
December 193i when virtually all of the EBRPD property was b

inundatea, 1,igher elevations on the project site providea the
only significant amount of escape cover available to the
harvest mouse population on the ZBRPD property. The proposed Ile

project would not only eliminate whatever resident mouse
?Opjlation that occurs on-site, but would also adversely
affect the known mouse population on adjacent lands.
Therefore, we suggest that the Final EIS discuss these potential

impacts in more Qetail and identify acceptable ,itigation.



Page 47, Environmental Consequences. T1his section of the Final
EIS should also discuss that development of the site, a's
proposed, could increase the need for the Nimitz-Doolittl§6
Transportation Corridor. If constructed, this corridor woulld
significantly increase the loss of seasonal wetlands in the East
Bay.

Page 48, Cumulative Wetland Losses - Local and Regional. The
Draft LIS states tiiat saasonal wetlanas on the project site
represent approximately 20 percent of all seasonal salt marshes
in Hayward's5 shoreline. W~e believe that the seasonal wetlands
on the project site are uniquely different from other seasonal
salt marshes within the City of Hayward. A dominant fresh water
influence on the project site has promoted greater diversity of
annu~1 and perennial wetland vegetation and, in turn, greater
diversity of wildlife than other seasonal wetlands in A'ayward.

Filling tAese unique wetlands on the project site would
represent a 100 percent loss of this wetland type from the
Hayward shoreline.

Page 49, Table 1 - Wetlands in Southeastern San Francisco Bay.
Information contained in rar.-le 1 zor several project areas is out
of date. T.he Port of Oakland currently proposes to fill 435
acres of wetlands at %1ax.Iand International Atirport. rl ne
Oliver Brothers property in Hayward is no longer under
consideration for wetland restoration. The Final _-:'1 shoulJi
update this inform~ation.

Page 52, Lecornencled ?iitigation. The proposed mitigation desisin
for Liie two kaywda irz-a Aecrzation District (H-ARf-) parcels
woulci significantly rauuce habitat values for salt marsh harvest
mice. ra-a brackish marsh objective for Parcel A, whicn
%douli presumably result in stands of alkiali bulrush, along with
t:.Ae extensive ditching ana island creation, would be generally
incompatible with harvest mice. The excavation and flooaing
proposed for parcel B would obviously destroy all harvest mouse
values on-site. Because these sites are designated as essential
to tie sur',ival and recovery of the inouse in the &&It :,iarsn~
h-arveaL .;ous4! end California Llapiar ikail , Recovery Plan, sucAn
hiabitat alti ration would li-ely jeopardize taie survival and
recovary of the species, unless the adverse effects of suc-a ONjalterations were somnehow coiriDsatad-

~e also have reservations about the value of the proposed
mitigation plan to sh.Iorebirus and wat,..rfowl. iiotl H~iR parcels
cilready receive ieavy use by maigratory shorebirds ana
waterfowl as pointed out on page 44 of the Draft LIS. te
oelieve that proposed mitigation wor4 would reduce, ratner than
increase, the existing value of these pa~rcels to migratory
birds. Increasing the depth and duration of flooding in .iARD
)arcel is would reduce over time the productivity of Zooud
resources used lay migratory waterfowl and completely
eliminate shorobiru use. introduction of lim~ited tiial action

Jto iARD parcel It% inay', as stated previously, encourage
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proliferation of alkali bulrush. Alkali bulrush has been shown
to be of limited value to water birds botn directly as a food
plant and indirectly as habitat for the growth of aquatic
invertebrates (Peterson and Peterson 1983).

Regarding nesting benefits, cover around the perimeter of both
parcels is unlikely to improve waterfowl nesting success.
Narrow vegetated corridors are heavily used as travel lanes
by predators of nesting birds.

Unvegetated islands in other San Francisco Bay wetland
restoration areas, such as the Llayward Marsh Restoration
;Area, have not proven to be of significant value to resting
or nesting shorebirds.

'rho proposed mitigation plan appears to focus more on water

quality and aesthetic issues tndn on illi habitat losses.
Aithougn wetlanas are efficient filters of water pollutants,
we do not believe that it is apropriate to design a wildlife
mitigation area to receive runoff irom the proposed industrial
park or to solve existing pollution problems that could be
controlled through other .aeans. Heavy metals and other
pollutants absorbed oy pickleweed and other aquatic
vegetation may also be biologically accumulated in
organisms higher in the foou cnain. Removal or burial of old
refuse currently exposed adjacent to the aARD parcels is
of no significant value to the wilalife of concern.

Appendix B, abitat Evaluation. We believe that tha "iHabitat
Evaluation" conducted for the proposed project significantly
underestimates the value of wetland habitat on the project site
and, therefore, overestimates the values to be gained by

enhancing the mitigation sites. mn assumption is made in the .
analysis that wetlands on the project site are of greater value
to wildlife when wet versus ory. Aerial photographs from 1976
to 1981 of the project site wetlands were used to esti-mate
duration of inundation and saturation. ;e note that 5O
percent of the photographs used to interprat the duration ot
inundation were taken during the extreme urougnt years of 1976

- 1978, whereas the high rainfall years of 1932-1983 Ar c

not considered in the analysis. As a resuit, it appears that
the estimate of the duration of inundation in an average year

is very conservative. In addition, we infer from the
assumption - inuncation is equivalent to grater wildlifevalue - that feeding was the only important use iuentified for

project site wetlands. Other iimportant values not
necessarily requiring inundation or saturation, sucn as
protzction curing storms on San Francisco t ay ana nestinc
habitat, appear to be oiscounted in the analysis.

~..%
Peterson, G.B. and R.L. Peterson. 1933. Feeding ecology of
pintails and mallards on Lower Klamath Marsnes. :iu aboldt State
University Founoation, humboldt State University, trcata, CA,

9pp.~
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Finally, the analysis evaluates the value of project site
wetlands on a year-round basis for migratory species that do
not use the site for the entire year. A basic assumption
of the Service's Habitat Evaluation Procedures (1980), which
was used in part in the Draft EIS Habitat Evaluation, is
that the value of a habitat type to an evaluation species be
rated only during the time of year the species actually uses
the habitat and for the uses (ie., feeding, nesting, etc.) that
are appropriate. To do otherwise, incorrectly portrays the
estimated value of the habitat type to the evaluation species.

Appendix G, Summary Section of Alternative Site Analysis. We
understand that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPi) has
also questioned several of the underlying assumptions used in
the practicable alternatives analysis, including the size
criterion for the alternative sites, the need for rail service,
and the geographic extent of the evaluation. The Final EIz
should address EPA's concerns as outlined in their letter of
April 23, 1985, and present an adequate alternatives analysis.

Summary Comments

Because of the value of seasonal wetlands to our Nation's
wildlife resources, it is our policy to recommend against
projects involving destruction or degradation of wetlands
unless the projects are water-dependent. We do not believe that
the proposed ,.jarathon Industrial Development falls into either
category or that it would be an acceptable project to be
constructed in wetlands. The Department, therefore, recommends
the adoption of Alternative 4 in the Final EIS, which involves
acquisition of the project site by a public agency. Alternative
5, the no action alternative, is also acceptable. We must
continue to recommend against authorization of the proposed
Marathon Industrial Development.

We preliminarily recommended against issuance of a Corps of
Engineers' permit for the Marathon Industrial Development
during the public notice review process (letter dated June 26,
1984). If our concerns cannot be satisfactorily resolved and the
Corps indicates an intent to issue the permit, the Department,
through the Fish and Wildlife Service, will consider implementing
the elevation process as outlined in our t ovember b. 1935,
Memorandum of Agreement.

Since endangered species may occur on the project and mitigation
sites, the Service has advised the Corps of the need for a
section 7 consultation. The Service's Sacramento Endangered K"
Species Office has recently recommended tnat the Corps oefer
initiation ot a Section 7 consultation until aaequate
surveys for endangered and candidate species have been

1
conducted on the project site (letter dated Decerner 6, 1985). .



Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIS for the I
Marathon Industrial Development. If you have any questions
regarding the above comments, please contact Karen Miller:
Fiah and Wildlife Service, Division of Ecological Services,
Sacramento, CA at (916)978-4613.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Envirorunental Officer

Attachments

ccs: Director, OEPR (w/orig. incoming)
Reg. Dir., FWS
Asst. Dir., GS/Reston
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.CThe Newm Agency

Memorandum

TO 1. Projects Coordinator Deceber 23, 1985

Resources Agency

2. Ron Gushue
Planning Department
City of Hayward.
22300 Foothill Blvd.- ayw.a d.A 94541

From : uanmnv r, aid m 9

SubOO: Draft ZIR for Marathon Industrial Development, City of Hayward,

Alameda County, SCH 85110511

The Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS for
the Marathon Industrial Development, and we have the following
comments.

The proposal would fill 90 acres of wetlands on a 134-acre Hayward
shoreline site. The document proceeds from the assumption that
the project "would eliminate less than 1% of the south and east
bay wetlands3 (page 9). This may be true if all salt ponds, salt
marshes, and other wetland habitat types are considered. However,
this perspective does not consider the regional scarcity and
special values of seasonal wetlands and, particularly, meadow
wetland habitat. Rather than "eliminating about It of all of
HaISard's shoreline wetlands" (page 8),°we have calculated that -

this project would eliminate 100% of the meadow wetland habitat in
the City of Hayward. This site is preferred or required by a
variety of waterbirds including, snipe, cinnamon teal, yellow-
legs, curlews, dowitchers, and black-bellied plovers. Page 42 of
the document adequately describes the thousands of shorebirds and
hundreds of waterfowl utilizing the property during the wet
season.

Small shorebirds must move daily between this site and tidal
mudflats to fulfill their feeding requirements. In addition, this
roperty may be inhabited by an endangered species, the salt marsh
arvest mouse. This conclusion is based on the discovery of this
species on adjacent Regioqal Park lands in July, 1985.

The document's assumption that seasonal wetlands are less valuable
than *wetter" wetlands is not documented. The migratory behavior
of shorebirds and waterfowl has evolved over thousands of years in
response to California's Mediterranean climate, and their presence
corresponds to our rainy season. In other words, seasonal
wetlands are generally wet when they are needed by our wintering
vaterbirds, which represent the vast majority of California's
waterbird population.

OE 3.1* Ce a
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Although the Marathon property was formerly tidal, seasonal

non-tidal wetlands formerly occurred in the vicinity including the
backwater area known as Crystal Lake. Undoubtedly, wildlife use
has shifted from the historic seasonal wetlands to the artificial
seasonal wetlands such as those involved on the subject property.

The document implies that deeper water Is *better* than shallow U
water. This is incorrect. The important values that seasonal
wetlands offer shorebirds and dabbling ducks are contingent upon
shallow waters ranging from a fraction of an inch to a few inches
in depth. Deeper waters would make such habitat unusable for the
species which currently utilize the project site.

The realization of these special values, and the crisis facing N
seasonal wetlands, has resulted in the need to insure that future
projects do not result in any further loss of either acreage orvalue of these seasonal wetlands.

We believe that the proposed mitigation on Hayward Area Recreation
and Parks District (HARD) parcels A and 8 would result in
additional adverse impacts upon a valuable wetland habitat type

Iwhich is in short supply on the east bay shoreline north of the
San Mateo Bridge. The document states (page 7, Appendix C) that
*during the 1983-84 winter, the HARD parcels were heavily used by
wintering and migrating waterbirds. As seasonal wetland habitats,
they provide both waterfowl and shorebirds with feeding and
resting sites.' On page 44 it states, "Over 1,000 shovelers were
observed using the ponded waters on HARD a during the wet season
of 1984.' In light of these significant resource values, resource
agencies have reported that both HARD parcels already function as
valuable seasonal wetlands. (Appendix A).

The HARD 'restoration' plan (page 1, Appendix C) asserts three
objectives. The first, 'to create a productive and biologically
diverse wetland that provides wildlife habitat,' is unnecessary
given the observations cited above. The second and third
objectives, for water quality enhancement and flood control, are
directed towards mitigating additional project impacts and have no
bearing on wildlife habitat losses on the project site.

We have reviewed the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (REP) in
Appendix a which claims wildlife benefits from the proposed
mitigation plan. We believe that this analysis contains a number
of critical errors. The document indicates (page 5-14) that theseasonal values were summed and weighed for the duration of
inundation resulting in art average annual habitat suitability
index. To rank the sites low during the summer months for
migratory species which summer in Canada or Alaska, is A
biologically incorrect. Of the representative species considered,
four are migratory, two are partially migratory, and four are
resident. Although small shorebirds and dabbling ducks make up
the majority of wildlife use on the project site and the HARD .

_ ..
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parcels, no members of these groups were considered. Tables 3 and
4, which Ka-ve a major influence on the results, are based on

incomplete information which emphasizes dry winters in the
1976-1978 period. No winter photos after 1978 were examined. The
information presented (page 42), *Flocks of over 2,000 dowitchersio
over 400 black-bellied plovers, and nearly 3,000 other small
shorebirds were observed in one day in April" illustrates the
significant value of the subject wetlands to these shorebirds. Ii
should also be noted that the procedures and assumptions utilized2
in the HEP are not those utilized by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.

Mitigation Alternatives 2a, 2b, and 3 have already been proven
infeasible. A number of such monetary mitigation payments,
intended to replace wetland losses, have been held for years by
regulatory agencies. The only way contribution of funds will
lessen the adverse environmental effects of this project is if
they result in the purchase and creation of new, similar seasonal
wetlands from areas that are not now wetlands.

In summary, as the state agency entrusted with the protection of
fish and wildlife resources, we have determined that this document
is incomplete and inadequate as it does not fully describe project
impacts on scarce wetland resources. This project would result in
significant adverse environmental effects which have not been
mitigated to a level of insignificance as required by CEQA. We
recommend that this project not be approved as proposed and that
the subject EIR not be certified until all adverse environmental
effects have been reduced to levels of insignificance.

If you have further questions on this project, please contact Paul
Kelly, Wildlife Biologist, P.O. Box 47, Yountvi le, CA 94599,
telephone number (415) 376-8892; or Theodore Wooster,
Environmental Services Supervisor, telephone number (707) 944-2011.

Director

V-
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BOX 7310
SAPFftANCISCO CA 9410
14 1 ; 923 44 PREC~rIVED

December 18, 1985 DEC A 8.
PLAVI4NCDerAla 880 PM 18.35

PLNING DWPT. SCH 85110511

AL 880077

Ronald Gushue
City of Hayward
22300 Foothill Boulevard, Room 803
Hayward, CA 94541

Sub3ect: Draft EIR for Marathon Industrial Development,
Tract 5167

Dear Mr. Gushue:

Caltrans has reviewed the above-referenced document and forwards
the following comments:

I. Existing freeway system in the area is experiencing delay,
congestion and accidents. The traffic generated from this
proposed project will add to the cumulative growth traffic,
thus further aggravating the existing conditions. The Alameda
Industrial Transportation Corridor proposal will provide some
needed relief and should be given serious consideration for
immediate implementation.

2. The proposed project will contribute to increasing traffic
congestion on 1-880, Route 92, and the West Winton Avenue/
1-880, Clawiter-Eden Landing/Route 92 and Industrial Boulevard/
Route 92 interchanges.

3. Appendix E, page 18, Clawiter Road: This DEIR briefly
discussed improvements at the Clawiter Road/Route 92 inter-
change which would improve the system. These are apparently
suggested as mitigation measures which would offset the adverse

impacts generated by project-generated and cumulative growth
traffic. We have several questions:

a) Will these improvements provide adequate mitigation?

b) Will these improvements be provided before the above-
noted adverse impacts occur?

C) How will these improvements be funded? Since the Marathon
project will contribute to the adverse impacts noted above,
it should contribute funds to a construction program which
would provide the necessary mitigations.

IV
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4. Appendix E, page 11, line 2: Shouldn't this be Table 1? m

5. The Clawiter-Eden Landing/Route 92 interchange is currently
operating at near capacity. This project may increase the
need to construct Route 61 southward to Route 92.

Should you have any questions regarding these comments, please

contact Peter Estacio of my staff at (415)557-2483.

Sincerely yours,

BURCH C. BACHTOLD
District Director

By

3irt J. ROTHBART

District CEQA Coordinator

IL
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December 30, 1985

Mr. Ron Gushue
CITY OF HAYWARD PLANNING DEPT.
22300 Foothill Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94541

Mr. Les Tong, Environmental Branch
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Re: Comments on Draft EIR/EIS - Marathon Industrial Development

Dear Sirs,

We have reviewed the document and wish to make the following general
and specific comments.

A. General Comments

1. The EIR does not clearly summarize the positive impacts of the

project on the human population (4,040 jobs created), the
financial affairs of the locality (a large revenue surplus), and
the traffic circulation (better service if the mitigation measures
for *A' Street and Cabot Blvd. are implemented). Also, is not the
proposed project consistent with the General Plans of the County,
City, HASPA, and HARPD?

2. The summary should be edited for'brevity, and list in table
form the various positive, negative, and mitigateable impacts of
the development as proposed. Decision-makers will need to clearly
see the tradeoffs, if any, between positive impacts for society
and mitigateable impacts for non-human "habitat units."

3. It should be emphasized that the proposal to mitigate habitat
losses off-site but in the local area is not a legal requirementbut a voluntary initiative. IN

4. The layman is confused by the HEP and needs a description of
its state-of-the-art, the lack of USFWS and CDFG guidelines or
weighting criteria, the purpose the REP is to serve in such a
document, and the lack of a better means by which to serve these

5Su 1320 WSMwW &rge Sw 14vrx ceC"US4 41 "is)~e
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purposes. Also, what is its confidence measure or statistical ;
standard deviation# i.e., at what level are results "significant'
in the EIR?

The HEP excludes the Flood Control and Pacific F.M. lands which
should clearly be included in the micro-ecosystem. Finally, the
tables and summary discussion should relate any positive or
negative impact findings to the entire *South Bay Wetlands'
ecosystem which are of such concern to certain agencies. With
respect to even this local ecosystem, are the effects significant?

5. In the HEP, the conclusion must be subjective. Does the
proposal have positive impacts on vegetation and wildlife that
offset the negative impacts, i.e., does it hurt or help anything
singularly or in the aggregate that is *significant'?

6. It should be emphasized that the proposal mitigates for the
variety of species currently utilizing the sites, rather than some
species over others. Decision-making agencies may benefit from a
discussion on the merits of this approach relative to any more
focused mitigations that others may seek.

B. Specific Comments

1. Please specify the 'wetlands' definition used and the method
of quantifying our amount. I have a Harvey-Stanley report
entitled "Wildlife and Wetlands at Lands of Marathon' dated March
13, 1984 which may be useful to you.

2. For the 'reduced project' or *no project* alternatives, please
present the lost positive or mitigateable impacts of full
development, i.e., what cost in jobs, tax base, traffic flow,
etc. does such a reduction carry?

3. The fiscal impact section should quantify revenues and Ad

expenses. There should be some reasonable calculation to support
the stated conclusion that the project would *more than pay its
way.'

4. An overlooked positive impact is that the westerly levee
serves not simply as flood protection for the project, but also
i) contributes at no cost to EBRPD an inboard levee for their
marsh restoration project, and ii) constitutes, at no cost, a
significant portion of the roadbed for the future Shoreline
Corridor (State Route 61).

5. The HEP premise, and the persentation of Table 8, should
bifurcate MARUP and MARWET to reflect Corps and City
jurisdijtions and the decisions at hand. The Corps has no
jurisd~lon on MARUP and their proper concern is the net effect of
the filling of MARWET and the enhancement on HARDE and HARDW. The
City may also feel that development on MARUP would not, of itself,
have a significant impact, and may also prefer to see MARUP
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deleted or treated seorately. So, the baseline for the BEP
should be, at least for the EIS if not for the EIR as well, the
presumption that MARUP is developed, with corresponding
adjustments for the other habitats. It appears that the proposal
has no net impact as follows:

a. Existing fU's 4,732

b. Less MARUP < 877>

3,855

c. Less 10% loss in HU's
to others if MARUP developed < 396>

d. Beginning HU's assumed 3,469

e. HU's after project is
developed as proposed 3,467

f. Difference 2 HU's

This is the more realistic portrayal of the marginal effects of
the proposed wetland fill and the wetland mitigation.

6. There appears to be some mistakes in the REP where MARUP is
called MARDRY, where 76-acre MARUP is called 86-acres, and where
the 58-acre MARWET is called 69-acres. Please check the acerages.

7. As variations on alternative 1, please analyze the effect of
a) enhancing strictly for the SMHM on both HARD properties, and b)
capping the dump line on HARDW and returning it strictly to tidal
marsh while enhancing HARDE as proposed.

8. In addition to the proposal, please add "HARDS', which is the
87-acre HARD parcel northwest of the Interpretive Center and north
of Oliver Salt lands. We wish to expand our proposal to include
construction of a tide channel, gates, and replacement of the 130'
fresh water well and pump. This additional enhancement will
increase HU's there and possibly HU's (certainly add increased
freshwater/saltwater variations) at the EBRPD marsh restoration
adjacent.

9. Project street patterns may shift. In the extreme, Cabot
Blvd. may shift west to the property line. A discussion of this
possibility will be required.

and precedents should be addressed. Rayward is seeking to

establish a Corps-approved mitigation bank utilizing the Oliver
Bros. Salt Co. lands of 188-acres, which we could underwrite in
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lieu of enhancing the HARD properties. CFG has acquired thousands
of acres in the OButte Sink = in establishing the "Graylodge z
Migratory Waterfowl Refuge" and has set precedents for non-local
area like-for-like perpetual reserves (e.g., Port Oakland's
dedication of 475 acres in Napa County's American Canyon as
mitigation for a 170 acre fill). The EIR should address our
funding a similar-ratio expansion of Graylodge. Finally USFWS,
also in the Butte Sink, has established a very large plan for the
*Butte Sink Waterfowl Habitat Preserve." The fuding of an
expansion of either of these Pacific Flyway reserves is
mitigation. Privately, we could also buy land in the Mokelumme or
Cosumnes River sinks near Gait and dedicate it (similar to Port
Oakland's approach).

In summary, the proposal has far more positive or fully mitigated
impacts than are apparent to the reader of the EIR. The marginal
effect of filling the Corps-jurisdiction lands is overstated, and is,
in fact, nil. The HEP, though controversial, is the best method
available. Finally, there are existing programs operated or endorsed
by our critics that should be considered for payment-in-lieu of local
mitigation.

Those who must make permit decisions will benefit from the document
addressing all of the above.

Sincerely,

James E. Christian
Assistant General Manager

JEC/dt



United State Regional Administrator Rgion 9
Environmental Protection 215 Fremont Street Arizona California
Agency San Francisco CA 94105 Hawaii. Nevada

Pacific Islands

January 2, 1986

Colonel Andrew M. Perkins, Jr.
District Engineer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
211 Main Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Colonel Perkins:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Impact Report
(DEIS/R) for the proposed MARATHON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT,
CITY OF HAYWARD. Our comments are provided in accordance
with EPA's responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean
Air Act and the National Environmental Policy Act. We have
the enclosed comments regarding this DEIS/R.

We have classified this DEIS/R as Category EU-2, Environ-~mentally Unsatisfactory-Insutficient Information (see the enclosed

"Summary of Rating Definitions and Follow-up Actions"). This
DEIS/R is rated EU because of: 1) the potential for significant
degradation to wetlands due to direct project impacts and
cumulative impacts, and 2) the inadequacy of the proposed
mitigation. The 2 rating is based on an inadequate analysis
of: 1) practicable alternatives, 2) endangered species, and
3) air quality.

If these issues are not adequately resolved prior to the
Final EIS/R (FEIS/R), the proposal could be a candidate for
referral to the Council on Environmental Quality. We are
available to meet with you to discuss our concerns. For further
information, please contact Ms. Roberta Blank, Federal Activities
Branch, at (415) 974-8187 or FTS 454-8187.

The classification and date of EPA's comments will be pub-
lished in the Federal Register in accordance with our public
disclosure responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air

1, F, 1 II lu l



Act. Please send three copies of the FEIS/R to this office at
the same time it is officially filed with our Washington, D.C.
office.

Je-.2ODITH E. AYRES
77 Regional Administrator

Enclosures (2)

cc: Ron Gushue, City of Hayward, Planning Department
Jennifer Joy Manson, Assistant Administrator for

External Affairs, EPA
Allan Hirsch, Oftice of Federal Activities, EPA
Paul A. Schuette, Office of Public Affairs, EPA
A. Alan Hill, Council on Environmental Quality

I..m
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DETAILED COMMENTS

Clean Water Act, Section 404

The proposed project has been reviewed for compliance with
the 404(b)(1) Guidelines at 40 CFR 230. Based on the information;
contained in the DEIS/R, the project as proposed does not comply
with the guidelines at 40 CFR 230.10, as outlined below. As
such, EPA would recommend that the permit for the proposed
project be denied.

1. Significant Degradation: 40 CFR 230.10(c)

The regulations at 40 CFR 230.10(c) require that no discharge
be permitted which will cause or contribute to significant
degradation of the waters of the United States. The degradation
or destruction of special aquatic sites, including wetlands, is
considered to be among the most severe environmental impacts
covered by the guidelines.

The project site contains seasonal wetlands which provide
important feeding, resting, refuge and nesting habitat for
resident and migratory shorebirds and waterfowl. During the
winter migration when food resources are critical to supporting
the higher number of birds, these seasonal wetlands are heavily
used. The proposed project will result in the destruction of -

90 acres of valuable seasonal wetlands.

Regionally, California has experienced a significant loss of
its wetland resources. During the past century, over 90% of
the historic wetlands have been destroyed or eliminated. The
remaining wetlands, including this site, represent a diminishing
resource. Their destruction or degradation could represent an
irreversible loss of a valuable aquatic resource. The cumulative
effect of each additional wetland parcel destroyed weighs
heavily in the determination of significant degradation.

These losses, from a project specitic standpoint, as well as
considering the cumulative effects, will result in significant
degradation of the waters of the United States.

2. Inadeouate Mitigation: 40 CFR 230.10(d) 8:

The regulations at 40 CFR 230.10(d) require that no discharge
be permitted unless appropriate and practicable steps have been
taken which will minimize potentialadverse impacts of the
discharge on the aquatic ecosystem. The applicant proposes to

compensate for the loss of these 90 acres of valuable seasonal
wetlands by the menhancement= of two parcels of existing seasonal

wetlands, the Hayward Area Recreation and Park District parcels

A and B (HARD A and B). We have a number of concerns regarding
the adequacy of this proposal, as follows:

A .'V
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a. The Habitat Evaluation conducted for this project concluded
that Alternative 1 will result in a 20% net loss of habitat
values. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and California
Department of Fish and Game have raised several concerns
regarding this evaluation, concluding that it may be an
underestimation of habitat values lost. Issues of concern
include: 1) the use of an average annual suitablity rating
for the site, 2) the use of dry years to evaluate the
extent of inundation, 3) the assumption that inundation is
the main criteria for habitat value, and 4) the lack of a
comparative evaluation from one site to another for each
specific species.

b. The DEIS/R does not fully assess the existing values of the
two mitigation parcels (HARD A and B). The proposed mitiga-
tion will result in the retention of water on site for a
significantly longer duration. This will result in a
change in habitat type. The DEIS/R does not evaluate the
effect of this change, e.g., the change in type and density
of vegetation, and the change in wildlife use. These
mitigation proposals could actually degrade rather than
improve existing habitat conditions for these parcels.

c. The mitigation parcels HARD A & B are adjacent to an aban-
doned landfill and receive leachate from the landfill.
The mitigation proposal includes increasing the duration
of inundation in HARD A & B. This proposal may affect the
flow of leachate from the landfill, and could result in I
adverse impacts to water quality.

d. The proposal to channel stormwater runoff from the business
park to the mitigation parcels could impact fish and wildlife
habitat due to contaminants contained in the runoff, such
as petrochemicals, heavy metals, pesticides, etc.

Finally, for Alternatives 2a & b, mitigation would consist of
payment of funds to a land bank. Alternatives 2a & b do not
provide adequate assurance that the impacts.resulting from the
proposed project would be minimized. Securing proper mitigation
sites and designing appropriate mitigation plans are integral
to the process of minimizing unavoidable adverse effects.
Alternatives 2a & b do not address these issues. Recent studies
have indicated that finding land available for wetland acquisition
in the south Bay Area may not be possible.

3. Practicable Alternatives: 40 CFR 230.10(a) and (a)(3)

The regulations at 40 CFR 230.10(a) require that no discharge
of dredged or fill material be permitted If there is a practi-
cable alternative to the discharge which would have less adverse
effect on the aquatic ecosystem. In addition, non-water depen-
dent projects proposed tor special aquatic sites (e.g., wetlands)

L111
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are presumed to have practicable alternatives which would not
involve discharge of fill, unless there is a clear demonstration
which rebuts this presumption. Sased on the information in the
DEIS/R (and in the Feb. '85 Alternative Site Study), we do not
believe that this presumption has been adequately rebutted.

The geographic extent of the practicabla alternatives evaluation
should be less restrictive. The target market area was described
as the corridor between the Oakland Airport and Union City. It
should not be assumed that the Hayward area is the only home
base of prospective buyers and tenants in this practicable alter-
natives analysis. The Corps generally evaluates such projects
on a Bay Area-wide basis. Other neighboring geographical areas
should also be considered.

4. Endangered Species: 40 CFR 230.10(b)(3)

The proposed project site as well as the mitigation parcels
(HARD A & B) may provide habitat for the endangered salt marsh
harvest mouse (SHHM), Reithrodontomys raviventris ssp. raviventris.
During the past year, the SM has been found on other wetland
parcels in San Francisco Bay where it was believed to be absent.
We understand that the SMHM has been found on the East Bay
Regional Park District parcel located immediately west of the
project site.

There is insufficient information in the DEIS/R to determine
the impacts of the proposed project on the SMHM. Impacts to
the SMHM from development of the project site and enhancement
of sites HARD A & B must be fully assessed. Increasing the
duration of inundation at sites A & B could have a significant
adverse effect on the SMHM.

If the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service determines that the proposed
project: 1) jeopardizes the continued existence of the SMHM,
or 2) is likely to result in the destruction or adverse modifi-
cation of a habitat which is critical for the SMHM, this deter-
mination would -lso be the basis for a finding of non-compliance
with the regulations at 40 CPR 230.10(b)(3).

Air Quality

The DEIS/R states that Federal and State standards for carbon
monoxide (CO) are probably violated in the project area, but
does not provide data on existing violations. Also, the DEIS/R
does not address the impacts of the proposed action on CO
levels. The FEIS/R must assess whether emissions associated
with the project would: 1) cause new violations of standards,
or 2) exacerbate existing violations. If violations are predicted, .
appropriate mitigation measures to avoid such violations must
be described and committed to in the FEIS/R. The following
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guidance regarding CO analysis was provided in our scoping
comments of 9/24/84, which stated that the DEIS/R should perform:

An evaluation of the potential for violation of CO National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) using techniques a
given in Carbon Monoxide Hot Spot Guidelines EPA-450/3-78-033.
-034, -035t -036, -037, -040 (August, 1978). Where these
procedures are inappropriate or where futher analysis is
warranted, use Guidelines For Air Quality Maintenance

Planning and Analysis Volume 9 (Revised): Evaluating
indirect Sources EPA-450/4-28-001 (September, 1978). In
most cases the 8-hour standard is the controlling factor.

General Comments

1. A more detailed discussion of the upgraded sewer system
should be provided, including how the upgrading would
be financed.

2. The source of fill material for the site and potential
contaminants in the fill should be addressed.

CNN,



SUI4AR OF RATING DEFINITItIS AND FOLLDC-U AncrI

Envirrmntal Impact of the Action

L--Lack of Objections
The EPA review has not idetified any potential environmental impacts requiring
substantive changes to the propsal. The review may have disclosed opportunities
for application of mitigation measures that could be accomplished with no more thum
minor changes to the propsal.

EC-Envirormantal Concerns
The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order
to fully protect the environment. Corrective measures may require changes to the
preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce the
environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead agency to reduce theseimpacts.

M)-Environmental Objectionsihe EPA review has ientified significant envirormental impacts that must be avoided

in order to provide adequate protection for the environment. Corrective measures may
require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of sane
other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new alternative).
EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.

EX-Environmentally Unsatisfactory
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient
magnitude that they are unsatisfactory tran the standpoint of public health or
welfare or envirormental quality. EPA intenas to work with the lead agency to reduce
these impacts. If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final
EIS stage, this proposal will be recomxended for referral to the CE.

Adequacy of the DrVact Statement

Category l--dequate
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the envirormental impact(s) of
the preferred alternative ano those of the alternatives reasonably available to the
project or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the
reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.

Category 2-Insufficient Information
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient intormation for EPA to fully assess
envirorental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the envirorment,
or the EPA reviewer hs identified new reasonably available alternatives that are
within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce
the environmental imacts of the action. The identified additional information, data,

analyses, or discussion should be included in the final EIS.

Category 3-Inaeute -"

eA does not beieve that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant

environmental impacts of the action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new,
reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives
analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the
potentially significant enviromaental impacts. EPA believes that the icentified
additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude that
they should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the
draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and
thus should be formally revised and made available for public canent in a supplemental
or revised draft EIS. an the basis of the potential significant impacts involved,
this proposal could be a candidate for referral to the C(D.

*Frou: EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the Review of



CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD ,
UM FRICISCO MAY UGION 4"13"
Ills1 JA OM VonH~. RIoom 1d"

January 2, 1985

File N. 2198.09(71R) :
Ronald Gushue
Planning rlparmnent
City of Hayward RECEIVED
22300 Foothill Blvd.Hay--ard, CA 94541 ;J i L

Dear Nt. Gushue: PLANNING DEPT.

Subject: lEIR for Nbrathon Industrial Developrnent, Tract 5167 -

SO- No. 85110511

We have reviewed the subject EIEIR and have several major water quali ty
concerns as discussed below.

1. The continued elimination of wetland habitat Is of great concern to
this Regional Board (Basin Plan, page 2-7). The subject IEIR notes
that there will be a 20 percent net decrease in seasonal and salt
r arsh habitat value if Tract 5167 is developed as proposed despite the Al
recommended offsite mitigation on tv existing seasonal vtlands
parcels. Vi are concerned that mitigation on existing wetlands
considered by the California Department of Fish and Game OMG) and the
US. Fish and Wildlife Services (MVE) to be very valuable now may not
be an appropriate application of the concept of offsite mitigation. %ib
are particularly concerned since the proposed final habitat value for
the project is a net reduction.

Additionally, the IZIR provides no numerical or other quantitative
means for reviewing and comparing the wetland habitat values on Tract
5167 with the existing and proposed mitigation areas (Parcels A and B).
Furthermore, the CEIR provides no reference to review of the
consultant's habitat evaluation by M or USWS nor to whether or not
the mitigation plans satisfy these agencies' concerns. The EM should
provide this infornmtloo.

2. We are hesitant to allow disturbances or changes In the existing
seasonal vatlands areas Parcels A and B), the old landfill area, or
surrounding land and water uses prior to technical study of the
resultant effects on the landfill, particularly since the boundaries of
the old landfill are not well known. The proposed increase in year-
round standing water and the drainage plans In both Parcels A and B may
lead to Increased leachate production, to erosion of landfill slopes
abutting the Parcels ad the flood control channel, and to overtopping
of dikes. Appropriate Ismdfill closure measures In accordance with
Subchapter I of tbeClIforla Weter Code nay be necessary to
al leviate problems as noted above unless further geotechnical and flood
protection studles Indicate otherwise.

. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. ,J
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3. The EIR should discuss where ground waters frcm dewatering activities
(i.e. from excavation of Parcels A and B and fron trenching for
stormwater drainage channels In these Parcels). Waste discharge
requiremnents issued by this office for discharge of dewatering liquid
may be necessary to assure protection of surface waters. If the
dewatered liquid is found to be unacceptable for direct discharge,
treatment prior to discharge or disposal to a legal disposal site may e
necessary. A Report of V\hste Discharge must be filed with this Board
at least 120 days prior to any discharge.

4. Old refuse removed from the old landfill margins must be disposed of to
a legal disposal site.

5. We concur with the recorrended installation of sediment and oil/grease
traps in the drainage system for Tract 5167 and routine sweeping in
public areas (page 68 of the CEIR). These measures should be made
conditions of the use/building permit for the project.

6. VW request that the applicant be required by the City of Ha)ward to
develop, implement and assure proper Implementation of a hazardous
materials spill contingency plan for Tract 5167 if storm runoff will be
diverted to mitigation Parcels A and B.

7. A Report of Waste Discharge for storm runoff discharge from Tract 5167
must be filed by the applicant if runoff will diverted to the
mitigation parcels and not to a municipally-owned storm drainage
system

Based on our above review, we cannot agree with the proposed mitigation
plans for wetland habitat nor can we recommend action on a water quality
certification for the proposed project until our above concerns have been
adequately addressed.

If you have any questions, please call Theresa Rumjahn at (415) 464-0379 or
Gloria Fulton at (415) 464-0903. 4

O/_.ecu t l Officer

cc: Departnent of Fish and G"n, Region III "'
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sacrauento
State Clearinghouse

0 I t



SANTA CLARA VALLEY AUDUBON SOCIETY. Inc.
2253 lbrk Blvd.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 329-1811

January 2,1986
RECEIVED

Ron Gushue £
City of Halward, Planning Dept. - 7 19&b
22300 Fothill Blvd.

Hayward, CA 94541 FLANNING DEPT.

Re: Marathon Industrial Development, Draft Enviromental Inpact Statement/Report

Dear Mr. Gushue,

The Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society finds the DEIS/EIR for Marathon
Industrial Development inadequate on the following points. We feel the document
should be revised and recirculated. Because of environmntal damage that would
result if such a project was to be approved, we urge denial.

1. Transportation Cooridor. 'This cooridor will have profound effects on wetlands
on, north and south of the project. These effects need to be described. Growth
inducing aspects of the Marathon project, which stimulate the need for such an
envirormentally damaging roadway, were not discussed. Will any net traffic
relief result if the roadway and project are built, particularly if the roadway
cannot be conpleted?

2. Alternative Analysis. Marathon's development south of Sulfur Creek was built to
be served by rail, but businesses currently there are not rail dependent. This
brings into question the need for and probability of use of rail in the proposed
project. Additionally, the alternative analysis did not consider all possible
local sites for rail-oriented services.

3. Natural Resources. The inherent value of seasonal wetlands is not recognized.
Seasonal wetlands are essential for omtletion of the life cycle of migrating
waterfowl and shorebirds. Obviously this value is highest and most essential
during the winter when the birds are here. The lack of use in summer by these
species is expected, and does not lessen the value of the habitat. The docu-
ment's estliate of wetland values does not adequately consider the biology of
the species involved, but rather penalizes the site for lowr use in summer.

4. Mitigation. In the appedix are a nmmer of letters from various resource agencies
and groups stating that "the proposed 90 acre mitigation area is already a good
seasonal wetland that needs no mitigation'. The project's mah restoration plan
does not disprove this statemnt, or show that the habitat as it currently exists
is isizoved by the mitigation design. Fsstntially the design Is umwarranted
modification, exchanging shallow wate for dep. mbfre the project Is cetified,
adequate, cptable mitigation that reles lost values needs to be provided.

S. Salt Marsh Harvest Mtmbe.Aparently, Fish a G .m-ad ruh a Wildlife
Service biologists now believe that the Marathon site provides,
habitat for Salt Marsh Sarvest Mics. Trapping studies should be
ccsnted, ad Incorprtated into the Firal IRM, int uany
a tigtion plans, and into any decision an project s~joval.
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f Page 2
January 2, 1986
Marathon DEIS/EIR

In summary, the proposed site comprises wst of the meadow wetland habitat
left in Hayward. All around the Say, this habitat type is threatened with
destruction by development. Until the EIR/EIS adequately documents the values
of the site, shows that develpment is necessary and without alternative sites,

S and provides cmaplete mitigation for lost acres and values, neither the
do]uzment nor the project should be certified or approved.

Sincerely,

Lynn TennefossSManaging Director

I cc: EPA
Corps of Engineers
US Fish & Wildlife Service
Dept. of Fish Gan*
HARD
HASPA
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L,.:.'ernt Cl,-rel, CE
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Sir I:. Jco lS ,ict"

le-nir la d E. r e

•,iz.y .:f *..%j., r.d - ,r'jg '

2_3,0 Fo)tnil1 Bculev3rd

oab,,:rd, California ).:41

Gentlemen:

On ODecember 11, 19ot, the Hayward Area Shoreline Planning A.,ency
(HASPA) considered the draft Environmental Impact Stater7ent and Report
for Regulatory Permit Application No. 15463E49 and Tentative Tract Map
t167 (Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc.) and aecided to recorinend that that
docunent be revised and recirculated in response to concerns raised by
the State Department of Fish and Game, East Bay Regional Park District
(letter dated Dec. 12, 1985, and signed by T. H. Lindenneyer),
Ur. Howard Cogswell (letter dated Dec. 11, 1985, and attached to this
correspondence), and this agency's Citizens Advisory Comnittee (letter
dated Uec. 12, 1985, and also attached).

In the discussion that led up to HASPA's recommendation, the
agency expressed concerns that the environmental document did not pre-
sent adequate information for it to judge the acceptability of the
project and, that given the scope of the deficiencies, the preparation
of a Final EIS/EIR would be premature and too lacking in coherence to
be a meaningful document.

Also, as a personal observation, the EIS/EIR needs to consistent-
ly address the interrelationship of Route 61 and the adjacent Marathon
project. Alternative alignments for the expressway will increase or
decrease the amount of land available for the industrial development
to the east or, conversely, the dimensions of the Marathon project
will determine the location of the expressway. In short, the alterna-
tives discussed should In part be determined by the alternative align-
ments for the expressway that are consistent with federal and state
standards, and the Ono project" option (or options that do not provide
for a continuation of the expresswy into So Leandro) could likewise

-0:
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CITY OF HAYWARD
Planning Department, 8th Floor
22300 Foothill Boulevard
Halward, California 94551
ATTN: Ron Gushue, Civil Egineering Senior

Dear Mr. Gushue:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement/Impact Report (DEIS/EIR) for the proposed Marathon Business
Center, Hayward, California.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is concerned about development,
and any other land use, which may jeopardize the safe and efficient use
of the Hayward Municipal Airport and the proposed new Fremont Airport.

The EIS/EIR for the proposed Marathon Business Center should:

(1) Provide a more detailed discussion of noise impacts and the
interrelationship of the proposed project with the Hayward Airport.

(2) Discuss the loss of wetlands in the context of the interrela-
tionship of the proposed project with the proposed new Fremont Airport,
and the impact of the proposed action on the total loss of wetlands of
the San Francisco Bay.

The proposed 134-acre project will destroy wetlands. Concerning wet-
lands impact of the proposed new Fremont Airport, the U.S. Fish and
Wild Life Service, and the California Deparbtent of Fish and Game,
advised FAA that, "Enhancement of existing wetlands is not an aept-
able mitigation for the loss of wetlands' ... "Any loss of wetlands
should be considered in the context of the impact on the total wetlands
of the 'San Francisco Bay.-

In order for this Region to carry out its responsibility for conduting
aeronautical studies on proposed onstruction or alterations which may
mqmct the safe and efficient use of navigable airspace, please have the
folloing statment incorporated into the final EVEIS for the proposed
Marathon Business Center, Hayward, California: '

A Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration (FAA Facm 7460-1)
must be furnished to the Federal Aviation A]ministratium for my
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permanent or terporary onstruction or alteration which exceeds
the heights specified in Part 77 of Federal Aviation Regulations.
The notice rust be submitted at least 30 days before the earlier of:
(1) the date the proposed onstruction or alteration is to begin, or
(2) the date an application for a construction permit is to be filed.
The notice should be mailed to the Airspace Branch, AMP-530, Air Traffic
Division, Western-Pacific Region, Federal Aviation Administration,
Post Office Box 92007, Worldway Postal Center, Los Angeles, CA 90009.
Forms and filing information may be obtained by telephoning the Air-
space Branch at (213) 297-1183.

A copy of Part 77 of the Federal Aviation Regulations is furnished for your
information and use in determining whether any permanent or temporary altera-
tion and/or onstruction exceeds the heights which require notice to the FAA.

~~ £incevely,

~ne R. Bullard
Y'nager, Planning, Appraisal
and Int'l. Aviation Staff

Enclosure

I
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
T',- TV VAN 4SS AVENUE. SUITE 2011
SA4 FRA 4C:SCO. CA 941026060

.January 3, 1986 RECEIVED

Ron Gushue J 6 9
City of Hayward Planning Department JAN6 198
22300 Foothill Boulevard
Hayward, California 94541 PLANNING DEPT.

SUBJECT: MARATHON I !TUSTRI.AL DEVEI.OP'ENT DRAFT ENVIRONMTAL
DOCL.IErN; BCDC INQUIRY FILE NO. AL.HY. 6801.1

Dear Mr. Gushue:

Thank you for requesting our comments on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement,.lmpact Report (DEIS/EIR) for the proposed Marathon Industrial
Development. The proposed development would fill 134 acres of diked historic
baylands, 90 acres of which are seasonal salt marsh, for the development of an
industrial/commercial business center. The project also includes the
enhancement of two seasonal wetland sites totalling 89 acres, owned by the
Hayward Area Recreation and Parks District (HARD). h'hile the Commission has
not had the opportunity to review the DEIS/EIR, the following comments are
based on the Commission's law, the McAteer-Petris Act, the policies of the
Commission's San Francisco Bay Plan, and the Commission's adopted advisory
findings and policies regarding diked historic baylands. Mitigation site B is
within the Commission's permit jurisdiction and the remainder of the project
lies in the diked historic baylands.

Alternative upland location

The staff believes that the DEIS/EIR does not contain sufficient
information to support the conclusion that there is no alternative upland
location for the proposed project. By restricting the "purpose" of the
project so narrowly, the analysis effectively excludes all alternative upland
sites. The federal Clean Water Act 230.10(a)(2) defines alternative upland
sites as those that can fulfill the "basic purpose of the proposed activity"
not as alternative sites that are precisely equivalent to the proposed site.
From the analysis in the DEIS/EIR, the staff cannot determine whether
alternative upland sites exist that would fulfill the basic purpose of the
project.

Furthermore, we see no reason why the geographic location of an
alternate location need be limited to the immediate real estate market as
defined in the DEIS/EIR. No reason has been provided by the developers as to
why their project could not be built elsewhere in the Bay Area. Therefore, in
limiting its analysis to the immediate real estate market, the DEIS/EIR
presents insufficient data to support a finding that no alternative
practicable upland location exists.

1 i' rW ,,'W w', 'W~~w'',A, W~w,'v,'wV,','V :S.



City of Hayward
January 3, 1986
Page 2

Finally, the analysis , in appendix G, page 3, adds over $1,000,000 in
development costs, already spent on the proposed site, to the cost of
alternative sites. Although we realize that pre-development cost of land
development can be substantial, we do not believe that this form of
speculative investment in advance of securing authorization to develop can be
used to help justify granting necessary permits. To do so would frustrate the
very purpose of environmental and project review, by encouraging developers to
make alternativesites economically infeasible thru incurring significant
expenses prior to analyzing the environmental impacts of a project.

Therefore, the alternative site analysis should be amended to consider
other available sites in the Bay Area that would serve the basic purposes of
the project and that are practicable in terms of cost, technical, and logistic
factors. This analysis should exclude any investment costs that have been
spent on the proposed site.

Proposed Mitigation for Alternative 1

Mitigation proposed in alternative 1 would involve the enhancement of
two wetland sites totalling 89 acres of seasonal salt marsh owned by HARD.
This mitigation would not fully offset the proposed filling and development of
1.34 acres of diked historic baylands, consisting of 89 acres of wetland and 45
acres of upland.

Seasonal salt marsh is a limited resource that is important to
maintaining many of tne beneficial uses of the Bay, principle among which are
preserving the Bay's wildlife values and its ability to neutralize
pollutants. Increasing pressures for development are threatening the Bay's
remaining wetlands. As stated in the DEIS/EIR, development projects are
presently proposed for virtually all the South Bay's wetlands. The proposed
project itself would eliminate 20 percent of Hayward's seasonal salt marsh.
Further, information in the DEIS/EIR states that the proposed mitigation areas
already possess significant wildlife values. For these reasons, we cannot
support a finding that enhancement of 89 acres of existing salt marsh that
have already been acquired and preserved could offset the complete loss of 134
acres of diked historic baylands.

The DEIS/EIR should, therefore, be amended to include an alternative
mitigation plan that would acquire, restore, preserve, and dedicate wetlands
or non-wetlands that can feasibly be restored to provide wetland values. In
order to fully offset the loss of.diked historic baylands, the area to be
acquired should be equal to, or greater in acreage than, the area to be filled
and developed.

Toxicants in Mitigation Sites

The DEIS/EIR identifies the presence of toxic pollutants on the proposed
mitigation sites due, in part, to run-off from adjacent wrecking yards and
keachate from an adjacent, closed landfill that has been improperly sealed.
The presence of toxicants on these areas compromises their suitabilitY as
mitigation sites, unless the mitigation plan includes removal of toxicants and
their input onto the site.
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City of Hayward
January 3, 1986
Page 3

The DEIR/EIR concludes that the levels of an observed class of toxicants
(total organic halides) is "appreciable" and further states that without
analysis of specific compounds "...there is no way to assess their
significance (appendix C, page 6)." The staff agrees with this analysis;
therefore, further testing and analysis of toxicants on the proposed
mitigation sites should be performed and included in the DEIS/EIR. Toxicant
testing should include priority pollutants, as recommended by the Regional
Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) and/or the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The DEIS/EIR should include analysis of the effects of
these pollutants on organisms using the sites, and the resultant effects on
the sites suitability for mitigation use. Finally, the DEIS/EIR should
consider removal of these pollutants and their inputs as a part of any
alternative using polluted mitigation sites.

Alternatives using mitigation sites A and B would route runoff from the
vroject site onto the mitigation sites. While the Commission favors the
biological processing of runoff pollutants prior to their release into the
Bay, the mitigation sites may themselves be degraded by these pollutants. The
DEIS/EIR should consider possible degradation of these sites due to runoff
pollution, effects on their viability as mitigation sites, and ways of
mitigating any pollution effects.

Proposed In-Lieu Mitigation Payments ."

Mitigation proposed for alternatives 2a and 2b involve in-lieu payment
into land bank funds. The estimated in-lieu fee of approximately $5,000 per
acre (page 32) is based on the cost of enhancing the mitigation sites as
defined in alternative 1. Since, as stated above, the enhancement of sites
that have already been acquired and preserved does not fully mitigate the
proposed loss of diked historic baylands, any in-lieu payment based only on
the costs of this enhancement plan would not constitute sufficient mitigation
for the proposed project. The in-lieu payment alternatives in the DEIS/EIR
should, therefore, be changed to reflect the cost of acquiring and preserving
areas sufficient to mitigate the proposed loss. As currently presented, we
believe these alternatives are inconsistent with the Commission's adopted
findings and policies on diked historic baylands.

Due to the present high value of wetland areas in the south and east
bay, sites suitable for acquisition for mitigation are difficult to locate and
costly to purchase. For example, the Regional Water Quality Control Board has
significant mitigation funds set aside for the purchase of wetlands which it
has, so far, been unable to spend. Thus, in-lieu mitigation my ot be
feasible unless an existing in-lieu proposal, which will fully offset the
proposed loss in diked historic baylands, can be indentified as a part of the
mitigation proposal. Any permit issued by the City of Hayward or the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers should be conditioned to require the acquisition of
mitigation lands prior to the effective date of project co encement.
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While the DEIS/EIR is correct and complete in many areas and correctly

identifies the Bay Commission's applicable laws and adopted policies, we
believe the DEIS/EIR should be revised to respond to our comments above.
Additionally, when we receive the final EIR and have the opportunity to review
the information requested by this letter, we may forward further comments to

you.

Respectful 1 _

Deputy Director

WT l t 
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cc: Calvin Fong, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
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January 4, 1986
'rom: Elsie Richey

Conservation Committee
1610 142nd Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94578

:o: Zol. Andrew 1. 7erkins Jr.
District E7ngineer
Attention: Regulatory Functions Branch RCIE

Ken Maynard and Les Tong RECEIVED

City of Hayward Planning Department JAN 7 1986
Attention: Ron Gushue "-- PLANNING DET.

Re: P.N. 15483 E 49

Ohlone's Copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Report was delivered originally to a former Conservation Com-
mittee chairperson who has since moved out of the area. Unforf ..
tunately, the Post Office does not forward this type of mail.
It was through the good offices of Mr. Gushue that I eventually
received a copy of this document, after December 1, 1985.

It has been impossible for me to complete an in-depth evaluation
of the material contained in the statement. However, I do wish to
make two main points, resulting from the brief review that I
was able to complete.

1) This document reads so as to give the inpression that there is
some compelling reason to develop this land. I quote from page 38:

"...therefore, if it were not developed, increased devel-
opuent pressure on the remaining undeveloped acres in the study area
and perhaps other undeveloped parcels within the City could result.

Is there a strong need for developing land in Hayward?

Casual observationof the industrial developments in the West Winton -
area reveal that less than 50% of the buildings already there are
occupied. It seems evident that there is no compelling need to
vide more empty buildings at the expense of the environment and th
wildlife, unless the whole project is being planned to be a loser,
such as would provide a tax loss. In this case, the IRS might be
interested in the possible perpetration of a tax fraud.

I contend that this whole attitude is false and has no place In VW
SIR - EIS, which should be an unbiased, objective document. In act-
ual fact,' there is nO cevelopment pressure being exerted.
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2) My review of the com..nts'sub.itt(d by HAS A, "written by Janice
,elfinot indicates that -.ot of the other points I would make. are
covered in t'at review

a) The proposed mitigation actuall, does not mitigate
anything. The wetlands involved are already publip
property;- the eco-systems are operating in beneficial
fabicn without ,-nhanczemcnt. -The sai2ested enhancement
would destroy more than it would improve.

Mitigation accomplishes nothlng if it is not a part of the
eco-system that is suffering the loss. Mitigation in other
parts of the 'ay cull niot szatify this criterion, nor couldIt-,e - yrcn .. f --:shies into a fund for future use. Since
there is no rat: -ation, there should be no project.
b) Serious gaps in the biological investigations need toI be filled before the assessment can be adequately eval-
uated;

1) Trapping for the harvest mouse, an endangeredIspecies, in a systematic way, in all habitat
even remotely resembly areas it is usually found
in, is necessary.
2) The extent of the salt marsh area needs to
be re-evaluated, and the freshwater marsh Frs.
Delfino "discovered" oust be observed aad in-
cluded.
It seems evident from the areas designated on
Map Figure 7 (page 41) as salt marsh that most
of the project will be on wetlands. It would
be most desirable to have another Corps deter-
m)nation
3) The resence of tal transportation e a
necessary part of the project seems to be a "red
herring". As stated in Mrs. Delfino's comments,
no rail-dependent industries have agreed to loc-
ate there, up to the present time. Availabilityof rail serviceappears not to be an integral
part of the pro ect, only a side attraction,
Since S.P. would have to extend its service even
to serve this location, there should certainly
be other sites in Hayward that are not wetlands.It was this consideration that led the Army Corps
of Ergineers to accept the alternate sites review.
I feel that this was not proper.
The Army should re-evaluate their alternate site
decision for this non-water related project.

Ohlone Audubon does not feel that this project should be located on
these wetlands. The reasons stated above portray our gineral con-
cerns. Further study of the area and of the document to enlarge and
detail this position is not possible within the dead-line. At present,
we consider the excellent evaluation made by Janice Delfino, a member
of Ohlone Audubon as well as RASPA-CAC, as a reasonable statement of
our concerns.

S~ncerely, -



BAY AREA AIR QUALITY
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
City of Hayward January 7, 1986

, Planning Department
22300 Foothill Blvd, RECEIVED
Hayward, Ca 94541

A ttention: Ron Gushue J 98Civil Engineering Senior PLANNING DEPT.

Dear Mr. Gushue:

We have reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS for the Marathon Indus-
trial Development. The proposed project would subdivide 134
acres of land into 65 industrial and commercial lots and would
convert two nearby sites, totaling about 90 acres, into seasonal
wetlands. The project requires approval from the City of Hayward
for the subdividing of land and from the U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers for filling wetlands. The project site is located West
of Southern Pacific Railroad tracks and south of the Bockman
Canal.

We have several comments on the Draft EIR/EIS and sugges-
tions for the Final EIR/EIS.

" -' 1-hour 1. Table C on page 12 of Appendix N shows potential
1-hour carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations at several intersec-
tions that would be affected by project-generated traffic. The
estimated concentrations at the intersection of Hesperian Boul-
evard and West Winton Avenue are 18.6 parts per million (ppm) in
1985, 24.5 An in 1992 for the No Project alternative, and 26.7
ppm in 1992 for the proposed alternative. Estimates for all
other intersections were 10.9 ppm oc lower. These values reflect
only the locally-generated concentrations, without adding a back-
ground concentration.

The very high concentrations predicted for Hesperian/West
Winton and the considerably lower concentrations estimated for
all the other intersections cause us to wonder about the assump-
tions of the modeling. Please provide a table of modeling inputs
in the Final rR1, including average speeds and traffic volumes
for each roadway link.

Table C also shows "trends" in $-hour carbon monoxide
concentrations due to increasing traffic and enission controls.
While the trend analysis is interesting, we recme, that S-hour
CO concentrations also be estimated using CALNI3 for the inter-
sections wnalysed In the 1-hour modeling.

The notes to Table C state that In the consultant' Jud- -

ent estimates of background CO levels could not be made reliably
for this modeling, so no background values were added to the

A -s M19 ,
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City of Hayward -2- January 7, 1986

estimates of local concentrations. Caltrans monitored neighbor-
hood scale O0 levels in 1985 in the vicinity of the project site.
Based on the Caltrans data, we recomend that the Final ZIR/EIS
use O background values of 7 ppa and 5.5 ppm for 1-hour and
8-hour averages, respectively, for 1985 and 1992.

The notes also state that the 1-hour CO estimates should
be used only to compare alternatives, not to compare with State
and national standards. We do not agree. Recognizing that
modeling provides estimates and not actual values, we believe
that CALIrNE3, the xdel used, can provide useful estimates of
future conditions. We recommend that the Final 3IR/EIS show
total 1-hour and 8-hour concentrations, i.e. locally-generated
plus background, and compare them to the State and national
standards.

The estimated locally-generated 1-hour CO concentrations
for the Project and No Project alternatives in 1992 exceed the
State standard of 20 pp. When the background concentration is
added, the total concentration exceeds the standard by an even
greater margin. We reconend that CO modeling be conducted
assuming confirmed traffic mitigation measures are in place. If
exceedances of the standard are still predicted, additional
mitigation measures would be warranted. If the impacts cannot be
mitigated to the point where exceedances are not predicted, the
Final BIR/EIS should list air quality impacts as a significant
adverse impact that cannot be avoided if the project is imple-
mented.

2. The DEIR/ZIS includes missions of existing facilities
in the project vicinity, but does not include estimates of
emissions from industries that would locate at the project site.
We recamend that the Final 3IR,/3S include estimates of sta-
tionary source emissions based on the most likely scenario for
development of the site. The enclosed table, 6Generalized
Emission Factors for Selected Industry Groups,' may be helpful.

If you have any'questions, please contact Jean Roggenkamp,
the Planner in our office. :.

Sincerely,

Hilton Feldstein
i W:ey Air Pollution Control Officer

I n.u,nlsr



GENERALIZED EM-ISSION FACTORS FOR SELECTED INDUSTRY GROUPS

Based on U.S. Standard Industrial Classification (S.I.C.) Code* Groupings

Average Emissions per Facility

Industry Group (Sub-gro s) 
(lbs/acre/day)

Part 106 10k S0'2 CO
-----........ ae-------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------

Manufacturing

Food Canning (2032,2033) .3 .5 19. 22. 2.2

Paper Products (2643.2647,2649.2653,2654) .2 4.4 2.8 .01 .6

Printing & Publishing (2700-2771) 3.5 31. 42. .2 6.0

Inorganic Chenicals (2812.2813.2816,2819) 1.6 .6 4.9 2.6 5.9

Paints, Varnishes, etc. (2851) .2 20. .5 .00 .1

Organic Chemicals (2861.2865,2869) 1.4 8.5 3.0 .5 1.6

Petroleum Refining (2911) 1.4 18. 26. 16. 1.3

Paving & Roofing (2951,2952) 17. 1.9 11. .7 5.3 '

Plastic Products, Misc. (3079) 1.1 51. .6 .00 .1

Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete Products (32M0-3299) 14. 2.4 17. 4.6 3.0

Iron & Steel Foundries (3321,3324,3325) 11. 44. 5.0 2.8 23.

Metal Containers (3411,3412) .5 90. 5.5 .03 .8 ,,7

Heating Equipment (3433) .1 2.7 .2 .00 .03

Metal Work (3443,3444,3448,3449) S.3 11. 1.3 .01 .2

Metal Coating (3471,3479) .3 13. .8 .00 .1

Mahinery, except electrical (3500-3599) 72. 23. .5 .02 .1

Semiconductors. etc. (3674) .1 32. .3 .01 .1

Electronic Caponents (3679) .1 5.6 .1 .00 .02

Instruments (38003873) .3 23. 1.4 .01 .2 10

Other
Electrfc Utility plus Other Services (4931) 17. 12. 410. 78. 32._

Petrolem Blk Stations 6 Teminals (5171) .1 ISO. .1 . .01

Dry Cleaing Plants (7216) .00 6.6 .1 .00 .01

enral Ispitals (8062) 2.9 2.3 30. .2 6.0

Ibtlonal Security (9711) 2.8 2.5 22. .01 5.5

Mis cuptled by the Statistical icy Division. Orfice of Manaisit and mIget.



SAN FRANCISCO BAY CHAPTER* SIERRA CLUB
ALAMEDA oCONTRA COSTA • MARIN - SAN FRANCISCO 6014 COLLEGE AVENUE. OAKLAND. CA 94616

BOOKSTORE (415) 658-7470 OFFICE- 1415) 653-6127 CONSERVATION (415) 653-6127 .

RECEIVED

January 6, 1985 JAN 8 1986
PLANNING DEPT.

Mr. Ron Gushue
Planning Department
City of Hayward
22300 Foothill Boulevard
Hayward, CA 94541

RE: Draft EIR/EIS on proposed Marathon Industrial/Commercial
Business Center, Tract 5167, Hayward, CA

Dear Mr. Gushue:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposal by
Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc. to develop a business industrial
park on approximately 134 acres of land in the city of Hayward,
Alameda County, California.

The San Francisco Bay Chapter of the Sierra Club represents
33,000 members in the Bay area who live in Marin, San Francisco,
Alameda, and Contra Costa counties. The Chapter is a member of
the North Bay Wetlands coalition and our comments on this project
reflect the policies of that organization as enumuerated in their
"Wetlands Resolution", dated June 1984.

Our principal concern regarding the proposed development is
that the planned uses (industrial/commercial) are not water-
dependent uses and under section 404 (b) (1) of the Clean Water
Act, such projects may not be permitted in wetlands unless no
practicable alternatives to the discharge are available. In view
of the crisis situation that exists In the Bay area with regards
to our diminishing seasonal wetland resources, we feel the
restrictive criteria used in the Mills-Carneghi Bautovich, Inc.
alternative site analysis which limited the search for an
alternative site to the industrial districts of Union City,
Nayward, San Leandro, the Oakland Airport area, and the
unincorporated community of San Lorenzo is inappropriate, and we
d o not accept the finding that there is no practicable
alternative site.

The discussion of the potential wetland loss in terms of its
p significance to the region has been severely understated. The

°I



wetlands found on Tract 5167 are of the rare variety called
meadow wetlands, a type of seasonal wetland. The meadow wetlands
found on Tract 5167 represent the only remaining in the City of
Hayward, and as such would represent a loss of 100% of this type
of wetland to the city. Therefore, the regional significance of
the proposal is much greater than stated in the DEIR/DEIS.

Trapping studies for the endangered Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse
must be performed to conclusively determine that the mouse does
not exist on the site. The reasons for not initiating a Section
7 consultation with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and the
trapping study are inadequate, as they are based on conjecture.

The mitigation proposed is not acceptable. It has been
noted by several state and federal agencies in correspondence to
the Army Corps of Engineers in response to the Public Notice for
this project that the parcels proposed for enhancement are
already functioning as suitable seasonal wetland habitat.
Therefore, the project as proposed in Alternative I as well as
the accompanying plan for mitigating the effects of that project
would result in a loss of wetlands values. Our organization is 6

committed to a policy of no net loss of wetland size and resource
value. Alternatives 2 (a) and 2 (b) as well as Alternative 3 are
also unacceptable since may involve payment in-lieu to a land .-.

bank, and this would result in net loss of wetlands as well.

This summarizes our primary concerns at this time. We hope
they will be adequately addressed in the Final Environmental
Impact Report/Statement.

Sincerely,

Dana Kokubun
Conservation Associate

...* s"]
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APPENDIX C

SUMMIARY SECTION OF 404i(B)(1) ALTERNATIVE SITE ANALYSIS
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Alternative Site Study - Marathon Industrial Park-Payward, Ca.

!. ASSIGNMENT AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

A. Assignment

This report presents an Alternative Site Study for
Phase 11 of the International Commerce Center in
Hayward, California conducted in January, 1985.
The International Commerce Center is a 182 acre
planned industrial park with rail service. The
development site for Phase 11 contains approxi-
mately 132 acres. The U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has advised the project owner, Marathon
U.S. Realties, that it believes the site contains
90 acres of wetlands. If so, it is required by
Federal law that the project owner demonstrate
that there are no practicable alternative sites
available for the proposed development before
wetland fill operations are permitted. The
purpose of this study is to demonstrate the
availability or non-availability of suitable sites
which could accommodate the subject development in
order to fulfill this requirement.

Mills-Carneghi-Bautovich, Inc. is a real estate
consulting firm which provides services in the

I areas of real estate appraisal, market and fea-
sibility analysis, urban land use economics and
public land use policy. Our qualifications to
prepare this Alternative Site Study include exten-
sive market research experience in the Bay Area
and a strong familiarity with the industrial land
market in Alameda County. The company has com-
pleted a number of appraisals, market studies andland use studies in the market area in recent

years for public and private clients.

B. Study Criteria and Methodology

1. Study Criteria

The study analyzes potential alternative
sites on the basis of several criteria
developed by the project owner and TRS
Consultants, the project EIR consultants, and
confirmed with the Army Corps of Engineers
and the Environmental Protection Agency.I

I
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Alternative Site Study - Marathon Industrial Park-Hayward, Ca.

The term practicable as used in the legis-
lation is defined as Oavailable and capable
of being done after taking into consideration
costs, existing technology and logistics in
light of overall project purposes." The cri-
teria for practicable alternative sites have
been divided into three sections: a.) a
definition of the project purposes, b.) a
property's physical characteristics and
logistics as defined by the subject site and
development requirements, and c.)
availability. These criteria are summarized
below, and discussed in detail in Chapter 1I
of this report.

a. Project Purposes

The purpose of the proposed development
roject is to provide a master planned

1ight industrial park for a mixture of
tenants in accordance with the highest
and best use of the subject property.
Tht park is to be rail served. The
defined market area of the development
includes the Oakland Airport area, the
cities of San Leandro, Hayward and Union
CIty, and the unincorporated community
of San Lorenzo. The development will
provide finished sites at cost competi-
tive in the market area, currently
within the range of S3.50 to $4.50 per
square foot.

This type of planned development should
also be the highest and best use of any
suitable alternative site.

b. Physical Characteristics and Logistics

1. Land Use Designations

The subject Is designated under
the Hayward General Plan and
zoning code for Industrial
uses. A suitable alternative
site should also be designated
for industrial uses under local
land use plans.

WC*.C INC. i m gew a~,
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2. Size

The subject is approximately
132 acres. The established
size range for alternative
sites is 100 to 150 acres.

3. Rail Service

The proposed development
requires rail service.

4. Traffic and Access

A suitable alternative must
provide equally quick access to
both north/south and east/west
freeways, as the subject
property benefits from
proximity to HW 17 and SR 92.

S. Utilities

The subject property offers
adequate sewer capacity and
adjacent utility services.
Alternatives must offer compa-
rable capacity and
rights-of-use.

6. Soils

An alternative site should have
stable underlying soils, as
does the subject property.

7. Slope

The proposed development
requires a slope of three per-
cent or less for rail served
tenants and larger industrial
buildings. An alternative site
must meet this requirement.

8. Development Costs

The property owner has been
required to construct sewer and
pump stations at a cost to
Phase 11 of the development

ULLS-CMEC"-BATOVICH. eWIxceeding $1,000,000. To the
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extent that these improvements
do not benefit another develop-
ment site, this sunken cost
adds to the cost of any alter-
native site.

c. Ownership and Availability

In the case where a suitable alternative
site is identified, it must be available
for fee simple purchase by Marathon U.S.
Realties. A comprehensive definition of
available for purchase would include a
marketable fee title free and clear of
unusual liens, encumbrances and special
assessments other than those normally'
expected for off-site improvements in
the market area. Finally, the property
must have a willing seller so that an
arm's length, fair market transaction
can occur.

2. Survey Methodology *

'The survey methodology involved contacting
the City and County Planning Departments to A
determine what areas were designated for
industrial growth. These districts were then
surveyed through extensive field work. Real
estate brokers, developers and land develop-
ment companies were interviewed to determine
the status of each potential alternative
site.

C. Industrial Land Inventory

The subject market area includes the industrial "
districts of Union City, Hayward, San Leandro and
the Oakland Airport area, and the unincorporated
community of San Lorenzo. Within this market
area, there are 9,731 acres designated for indus-
trial use by local General Plans and zoning codes.
Over 8,200 acres, or 84 percent of this land has
been developed or is committed for development
either by proposed plans or current purchase
agreements. An estimated inventory of 1,529 acres
of vacant industrial land remains in the market
area.

M MUS-CAW*GN-BALIrOnVC. INC.
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Of the total 9,731 acres of industrial land, 2,726
acres are contained in 39 industrial parks. Based
upon the market survey, 66 percent of this land Is
developed or committed for development either by
proposed plans or current puArchase agreements. An
inventory of approximately 900 acres, or 59 per-
cent of the total 1,529 vacant industrial acreage
is located in the industrial parks. Our market
research shows that the majority of this land is
for sale as finished development sites ranging in
size from one to over fifty acres. The largest
parcels which could potentially be considered as
alternative sites were evaluated on an individual
basis.

The remaining 7,005 acres of land designated for
industrial uses is located outside of established
industrial parks. A total of 6,379 acres of this
land is developed or proposed for development;
this leaves 626 acres vacant and potentially
available for development outside of existing
Industrial. parks. The study identifies the
largest parcels which might be considered as
alternative -sites for the subject and evaluates
them on the basis of the specified criteria.

D. Potential Alternative Sites

A total of 15 relevant sites were identified in
the market area both In and outside of existing
-industrial parks. These properties were selected
because they met one or more of the basic alterna-
tive site criteria. The 15 sites were located
throughout the market area and varied considerably
as to size, condition, development status and
availability.

Each of the relevant properties was investigated
and evaluated on the basis of the established
criteria.

E. Conclusions

The alternative site search was conducted on the
basis of first Identifying vacant land designatedfor industrial development. Of the 15 sites

evaluated, ten are currently designated for indus-
trial uses under local General Plans and zoning

MIUL-CARNEG-BAUTOVKc:H. t NC.
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codes. These ten properties ranged from 24 to 100
acres in size. The largest site of 100 acres is
owned by the Port of Oakland and is not available
for purchase. It is not practicable as an alter-
native site for the subject development due to the
lack of availability as well as highest and best
use considerations.

The remaining nine industrially zoned sites were
also found to be unsuitable as alternatives due to
size restrictions, existing site improvements or
location characteristics which dictate a highest
and best use other than industrial park develop-
ment. Many of these sites are not available for
purchase by Marathon.

Five of the properties studied were zoned for
residential or other nonindustrial uses. They
were included in the study because they are either
designated for industrial uses under a local
General Plan or proposed for some type industrial
development. One of the properties, approximately
1,200 acres in size, is currently under option for
a major recreational, mixed use development. It
is not considered to be a suitable alternative as.
It fir exceeds the subject property in size, and
has received preliminary approval for a mixed use
development. Two other sites, 160 and 300 acres
in size, are planned for residential development,
which eliminates their potential status as alter-
natives. The final two Industrially zoned proper-
ties are below 50 acres In size, maintain con-
siderable commercial potential, and are not compa-
rable to the subject.

It is a conclusion of this report that based upon
the established criteria, no suitable alternative
sites for the subject development exist within the
market area.

KMUSbCA.NEGN . PC.
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":""DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENOINRBRS
211 MAIN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 04105

Regulatory Functions Branch SEP 2 7 1985 - k :

Mr. Jim Christian, Land Manager
Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc.
595 Market Street, Suite 1330
San Francisco, California 94105

Dear Mr. Christian:

Our letter of June 26, 1985, requested expansion of your justification of
the limited market area delineated in the Alternate Site Analysis for the
Marathon Industrial Park, Hayward, California (PN 15483E49).

Your response, dated July 25, 1985, expresses the opinion that the
consideration of a wider market area is unreasonable in light of your stated
overall project purposes. Your attention is directed to 40 CFR 230.10(a)(2)
which directs that those overall project purposes are to be considered in
light of cost, existing technology, and logistics. Based on your apparent
intention to provide no farther factual information on these factors, we have
completed our review and made a determination on the existing documents.

We have determined that your alternative analysis meets the requirements
of 40 CFR 230.10(a)(3) in that there are no practicable alternatives to your
proposed fill. Our determination is based on assumptions you developed
regarding the market area. These assumptions are, "An industrial market area
Is defined as that geographic area within which industrial parks compete for
the same prospective buyers and tenants. From the point of view of industrial
ftrms, the market is that area within which the firm will search for an
a -eptable building site or leasable space. The subject project's market area
is defined as the Oakland airport area south through Union City." To support
this definition you state that 90 percent of the real estate activity in a
given community involves firms relocating or expanding within the community,
and it is relatively infrequent that a firm moves 30 miles away from the same
urban area.

To summarize, your initial analysis, based on the above definitions and
assumptions, limited the market area to the Hayward area. Because your
project's purpose in to develop raw land into developable industrial lots, the
Corps requested you expand your market area to include the entire bay area.
Your response to this request included the followings assumptions: You
eliminated the area south of Hayward because of the concentration of high tech
industries, which oommands higher rents than light industrial sites, and
therefore forces upward land prices above what light industrial can afford.
San Francisco, San Mate@, and Marin Counties are considered more expensive
than the Hayward area, and expense dictates real estate location. The
Interstate 680 corridor from Pleasanton to Martinez is dominated by office
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construction which also commands higher rents, and forces out light industrial
development. The area north of Oakland Airport is an unattractive area
dominated by prewar II inefficient industrial buildings, and there is a
traffic barrier at the San Francisco - Bay Bridge area that hinders
north-south traffic. The Livermore area is not part of the Hayward market
area because Interstate 580 and 680 form a traffic barrier, and the area is
concentrating on office space development serving eastern Contra Costa
County. We relied on these assumptions in deciding that your market area was
limited to the area between the Oakland Airport and Union City. If during our
Public Interest review of your application any of these assumptions should
prove to be inaccurate, we may reconsider the acceptability of your
alternative analysis.

The evaluation of alternatives in the Environmental Impact/Environmental
Impact State (EIR/EIS) will be based, in part, on the information provided
by your Alternative Site Analysis, as suggested by 40 CYR 230. 10(a)(4).

Should you have any questions concerning processing of your permit
application please contact Mr. Ken Maynard of our office (415-974-0421).
Questlom regarding the EIR/EIS process should be directed to Mr. Les Tong,
EIS coordinator at (415-974-0439).

Sincerely,

Andrew M. Perkins, Jr.
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer

or. 9.-
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LETTER, HARVEY AND STANLEY ASSOCIATES,

JANUARY 21, 1986 CONCERNING POSSIBLE ON SITE HABITAT

FOR THE SALT MARSH HARVEST MOUSE
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0f HARVEY AND STANLEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
ECOLOGCAL CONSULIANTS * ENVIOI&PNYAL PLAPE"RS RESOURCE MANAGEWS

January 21, 1986

Mr. James Christian
Marathon Lands595 Market Street, Suite 1330
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Jim,

We revisited the Marathon Site on January 14, 1986 and both
evaluated it and compared it with the East Bay Regional Park
lands to the west. The Marathon Site still supports very sparse
salt marsh vegetation. One 2-3 acre area of pickleweed had
perhaps 40 percent cover and only 10 to 20 cm deep pickleveed.
Two drainage ditches, one at the north end and one running into
the site from the vest at about the middle of the site, supported
thin strips of pickleweed that were a bit more dense than the
estimated 40 percent cover of the flat areas. In most of the
site grass was prominent and the pickleveed vas very sparse.

In contrast some of the East lay Regional Parks land had moderate
quality coverage by pickleveed, especially in the southern third
of the site. Much of this area had pickleveed 30 to 40 cm deep
and 90 percent+ cover. One deeper drainage ditch had even better
characteristics of deep interwoven pickleweed. It was in this
ditch and about a third of the way into the EBRP property that a
trapper captured a salt marsh harvest mouse (SKHM) in the summer
of 1985. Not all of the EBRP site was salt marsh harvest mouse
habitat and much of the better habitat deteriorates as we moved
towards the Marathon Site.

The Marathon site is planned for development as a mixed business
park of light industry, warehouse and office use. The only place
in which there is any corridor of possible habitat between the
Marathon site and the EBRP property is along the drainage ditch
described above. The quality of its vegetation decreases as it
runs eastward and by the time it crosses into the Marathon Site
it is poor. In addition it does not drain any area of SKBM
habitat in the Marathon Site to which it might serve as a
corridor.

A great number of marginal, diked areas in the South Bay were
trapped in the summer of 1985 either for private organizations or
via Shellhammer for the California Department of Fish and Game.
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We have found nice in much more marginal conditions than we would
have predicted before this year. We did not, however, find any
animals in conditions as poor as those at the Karathon Site as it
is at present. The site is at slightly higher elevations (1-2
feet) than the ZBRP site and has had long term cattle grazing.
The cattle appear to have damaged the pickleweed primarily by
trampling. They have been removed from the site for over a year
but little new growth seems to have occurred. It is possible
that the pickleweed areas of the site might become thicker in a
few years, but the presence of as much grass as there is there
now, leads us to doubt that the site would become appropriate
salt marsh harvest mouse habitat. We do not think extensive
trapping of the site during the coming summer would reveal any
salt marsh harvest mice and hence do not recommend it at that
time.

If the Marathon site is filled and the surface water drained to a
control structure at the southern edge of the site the potential
exists to use that control structure to provide Bay water to the
EBRP parcel. A management plan involving EBRP, and financed by a
district like that for levee maintenance, could be developed and
implemented that would not only sustain the SMHM habitat on the
EBRP parcel but might enhance it.

Sincerely,

Dr. Howard S. Shellhammer

Dr. H. Thomas Harvey

I~ %~
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LETTER, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMU, CORPS OF ENGINEERS,

JUNE 12, 1986, CONCERNING ENDANGERED SPECIES
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

2 11 MAIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 04105

June 12, 1986

Construction Operations .-
Regulatory Permit No. 15483E49

Mr. Jeffrey W. Johnson
Ellman, Burke & Cassidy
One Ecker Building, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94105

Dear Mr. Johnson:

We are writing in reply to your May 5, 1986 letter,
reference: Marathon-Hayward Property. Based on the information
you have provided and with the likelihood of providing mitigation
other than on the proposed Hayward Area Recreation and Park a
District (=HARPDO) parcels, we agree with the determination that
endangered species issues would be related to Tract No. 5167.

At this time, based on the information available to us, we
agree with the conclusion made by your consultants that trapping
Tract No. 5167 is unnecessary. With the information provided by
Dr. H. T. Harvey and Dr. H. S. Shellhammer on the available
habitat of Tract No. 5167, we have concluded that the proposed
development would not affect the endangered salt marsh harvest
mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris raviventris). The biological
assessment prepared for the Marathon development and proposed
mitigation on the HARPD parcels will be revised to reflect the
latest information.

While our determination of no adverse effect will be
described in our revised biological assessment, we should point
out that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service may disagree with our
findings and request that formal consultation be initiated. In
accordance with the intent of the Endangered Species Act as
amended, we will provide the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service with
a copy of our revised biological assessment (50 CFR 402.04). We,
therefore, have determined not to initiate formal consultation,
unless requested to do so by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
for this permit action.

As you may be aware, several comments were received during
the review of the March 1985 Draft EIR/EIS. The City of Hayward
may independently determine that trapping Tract No. 5167 is
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required to effectively respond to the comments. We have provided
a copy of this letter to Mr. Ron Gushue, Planning Department, City
of Hayward, to keep them informed on this subject. We hope this
adequately answers your May 5, 1986 letter.

S~ere ly,

Ji ck E. Farless
Chief, Construction-Operations
Division

Copy Furnished:

Mr. Ron Gushue, Planning Department, 22300 Foothill Blvd.,
Hayward, CA 94541

EO
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LETTER, COUNTY OF ALAMEDA PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY,

DECEMBER 18, 1986, REGARDING UNAVAILABILITY OF FLOOD CONTROL PROPERTY

FOR MITIGATION PURPOSES



,JUTE DATE

COUNTY OF ALAMEDA / Dn.UBC -mLo

PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY CITY iiNOa

399 Elmhurst Street * Hayward. CA 94544-1395
(415) 881-8470

SFILE

December 18, 1986
L;"C 23 1985

Zone 2, Winton
oect et P .... "",',,,% Silt Disp. Site

RECEIVED

Mr. James F. Christian JAN 2 1987
General Manager, Land Division
Marathon U. S. Realties Inc. pANMNG DET.
595 Market Street, Suite 1400
San Francisco, CA 94105

Re: Marathon Industrial Park, Hayward

Dear Mr. Christian:

The mitigation plans for your company's proposed development in
the City of Hayward, which you had transmitted to Mr. Johnson of
this office by letter dated November 25, 1986, have been
thoroughly reviewed. The mitigation plans clearly imply that
Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation District has
acquiesced to making a part of its slilt disposal facility at the
westerly terminus of West Winton Avenue in Hayward available for
mitigation required for you to develop wetlands portions of your
proposed industrial park.

Please be advised that the mitigation plan has been developed on
faulty premises. The District lands are not available for your
use to mitigate your project. Representatives from the Alameda
County Public Works Agency have attended several meetings con-
cerning your mitigation plans and have expressed the District
position that none of the Winton silt disposal site is available.
This letter will serve to further state this position.

More detailed comments on the mitigation plans are as follows:

SECTION I.B. RATIONALE

Objective 1. - From the District's perspective this is an incor-
rect statement. The site Is a silt disposal facility and the
District has current and long term needs for the site. We do not
consider it available.

Objective 5. - This assertion is unsubstantiated. The site is
reserved for open space uses in the future when the District can
no longer use it or no longer has a need for It. It seems quite
likely that one of the agencies involved in the development of



MR. JAMES F. CHRISTIAN
DECEMBER 18, 1986
PAGE 2

recreational and/or wetlands facilities would be interested in
improving the site at that time.

SETION11,

Last Paragraph - The assertion that the pollution threat is high
is unsubstantiated. Leachate from the site has been sampled by
the East Bay Regional Park District and no significant contamina-
tion was found. While this does not conclusively rule out a
pollution threat, neither does it support a conclusion that the
threat is high.

SECTION III.
First Paragraph, benefit (2) - The Flood Control site is already I
in the EBRPD trail system.

Second Paragraph, last sentence - The pump station is not
designed to pump to the landfill, nor is the District inclined to
take on the responsibility for operating it for that purpose.

APPENDIX A. - MARATHON MITIGATION PROGRAM SUMMARY

Two unsubstantiated assumptions are made in this report which
affect this District: first, that the District-owned portion of
the landfill is available as a mitigation site, and second, that
the District's pump station is available to support the operation
of the mitigation site. From the District's perspective, neither
assumption is warranted.

As noted previously, the District needs the landfill site for
silt disposal, and the District is not inclined to accept respon-
sibility for operation of the station for mitigation site
maintenance, nor is the pump station designed for such a func-e
tion. The report also describes an operational mode for the pump
station in which salt water is pumped from the Sulphur Creek
channel to the landfill site. This is a reversal of flow direc-
tion for which the pump station Is not designed and, further,
pumping salt water would adversely affect the life and
reliability of the pump station. This would be another reason
for the District to resist such uses of the pump station.

.%



MR. JANES F. CHRISTIAN
DECEMBER 18, 1986
PAGE 3

I thank you for your cooperation in this matter, and should you
have any questions, please feel free to contact Mr. Johnson.

Ver yo

ERT C. .BITTEN
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
OF PUBLIC WORKS

JWF: pat
cc: U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Martin Storm

-B ASPA
California Department of Fish and Game

IT
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Philip Williams & Associates Pin 33 Norh, The Embarcadero
Consultants in Hydrology San Francisco. CA 94111

Phone: (415) 981-8363

MARSH RESTORATION DESIGN

FOR TWO PARCELS ON THE HAYWARD SHORELINE

Introduction

The proposed Marathon development (Phase II) in Hayward

could eliminate about 90 acres areas of seasonal wetland. In

order to provide mitigation, Marathon Development California,

Inc. proposes to restore or enhance wetlands on two parcels on

the south side of Sulphur Creek that are owned by the Hayward

Area Recreation and Park District. The purpose of this report is

to describe the preliminary design for wetland restoration at the

site.

Objectives of wetland restoration

There are three primary objectives for this marsh

reclamation project. These are 1) to create a productive and

biologically diverse wetland that provides wildlife habitat; 2)

to enhance quality of surface runoff 3) to maintain or enhance

flood control opportunities. In this (as in all marsh

restoration projects) there are budgetary constraints. Keeping

costs within the limits of economic feasibility for the Marathon

corporation is also an important project objective.

Ea*emuh Hd.ms mn0~ Hydradcs SediineniHyda~c Wateileme Rauu
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1. Biological productivity

The benefits to wildlife of wetland restoration are highly

variable, depending on the vegetation, water chemistry and f
hydrology. The endangered salt marsh harvest mouse, for example,

depends on pickleweed with infrequent innundation; protected open

water areas provide resting areas for waterfowl; salt marsh

estuaries are favored as feeding sites for wading birds.

Along the Hayward shoreline, protected open water areas have

been shown to provide important resting and feeding areas during

winter months for shorebirds and waterfowl. These open areas are

provided by salt evaporation ponds and seasonal wetlands

(McKevitt, 1984). The primary goal of this project will be to

enhance the value of the HARD parcels as open water and seasonal

wetland.

2. Water quality

Improvement of urban storm runoff quality is another objec-

tive of this project. Typical quality problems of urban

storawater runoff include oil and grease, sediment, heavy metals,

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (ROD), nutrients, fecal coliform

bacteria and trash (ABAG, 1983). A marsh basin at Palo Alto was

found to be effective in reducing BOD, suspended sediment and

volatile suspended solids; the pickleweed in the marsh was found

to accumulate heavy metals (ABAG, 1979). Several water quality

problems presently exist at the site (see below). A secondary

objective of this project is to provide natural marsh treatment

of urban runoff, improve the quality of ponded water during

I-Mai
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summer months, and clean up exposed garbage on the margins of an

adjacent landill.

3. Flood control and shoreline erosion

The flood control objective in this project is to maintain

or improve channel capacity of Sulphur Creek, protect the

adjacent filled lands from wave erosion, and ensure that water

elevations in the eastern parcel do not threaten adjacent

property values.

Description of the site

1. Physical environment

Figure 1 is a map showing the location of the two parcels.

Numbered locations on the map refer to the discussion below.

Prior to diking, a portion of the site was covered by natural

salt ponds, isolated from the Bay by beaches and interfingering

with pickleweed marsh (Nichols and Wright, 1971). Part of the

area, especially parcel A, was covered by commercial salt ponds

in the early 1900s. Some of the underlying soils may therefore

be high in salt. Soils on the site have not yet been sampled,

but they are no doubt clay-rich and poorly drained.

Figure 2 shows the range of elevations of parcels A and B,

along with the tidal descriptors and percent of time a given -s

elevation is equalled or exceeded by the tide level. The range

of elevations in both parcels is favorable for marsh enhancement

and restoration.

During the 195D and '60s, adjacent lands (now owned by the

Alameda County Flood Contrbl District and by Pacific F.M.) were
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used as a garbage dump. The dump was abandoned in the late 1960s

or early 19709, prior to the Regional Water Quality Control

Board's Resolution 77-7, which established standards for closing

and sealing Class II solid waste disposal sites. The dump was

never properly capped and sealed, although fill was graded over

the surface. Water infiltrates the surface and leachate emerges

in several spots along the sideslopes, adjacent to the HARD

parcels. Where the sideslopes are eroding (especially at 9),

trash and debris are exposed and wash onto the HARD parcels.

At present, surface and shallow groundwater enter the

parcels from several sources. As86.5 acre area bounded by

Sulphur Creek on the north, the S. P. railroad tracks on the

east, and a line roughly parallel to and 200 ft. north of Winton

Ave. on the south drains to the Marathon site on the south side

of Sulphur Creek (Liskam, 1982). Some of this runoff may seep

through the low dike that separates the HARD parcel A from the

Marathon site (at 6). Second, Parcel A receives surface runoff

at 7 from a ditch on the north side of Winton Ave and at 8 from a

ditch on the west side of the parcel. Runoff to this ditch comes

from the wrecking yards, the Santucci cattle feedlot on the south

side of Winton, and from an undetermined area along Winton

Avenue. This runoff Is supposed to flow south rather than

entering parcel A (Angelo Isquierdo, Alameda Co. Flood Control

District, personal communication).

Following completion of the Marathon Phase II development,

the 66.5 acre are, will be served by a pump station that will

discharge into Sulphur Creek. The total contributing area for

- the pump station (including the development on the north side of
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Sulphur Creek) will be about 200\(M& M Engineering). This runoff

is designed to discharge to Sulphur Creek but could be diverted

to Parcel A at 6 for seasonal wetland o brackish marsh. Surface

runoff and shallow groundwater also enter both parcels from the

adjacent filled areas of the A.C.F.C.D. and Pacific F.M. Water

also enters Parcel B from the Bay during extreme high tides, when

the levee on the west side of the parcel is overtopped by waves.

*047 This 4pparenti~y)happened during the Dec. 3, 1983 storm.

The two parcels are connected by a ditch just inside of the

levee on the south side of Sulphur Creek. At its western end,

the ditch enters a culvert beneath an access road (at 2).

There are three significant water quality problems at the

site. First, leachate from the garbage dump is discolored and

contains oil and grease. Second, surface runoff from the

wrecking yards on Winton Ave. is heavily contaminated with oil

and grease; grass along the roadside ditch is killed when the

water level rises. Third, cattle grazing on site and runoff from

the Santucci feedlot both contribute animal wastes.

Because of concerns ,about the quality of leachate that

enters the parcels from the old landfill, water samples were

collected at 10 locations around the parcels. Sampling locations

are indicated on Figure 1 by Roman numerals. Samples were

collected on February 10, 1984, placed on ice and delivered to

Brown and Caldvell Analytical Services Division. The samples

were analyzed for pH, specific conductance, total organic carbon

(TOC), total organic halides (TOX), lead, arsenic, cadmium,

chromium, copper, mercury, and zincQ- /* jshows the results.
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The symbol "<" (less than) indicates that the concentration was

below the level of detection.

The values for pH, specific conductance and TOC indicate

that the samples are brackish, contain significant concentrations

of dissolved organic matter, and are not contaminated with strong

acids. None of the heavy metal concentrations are high enough to

be cause for concern. The TOX concentrations, however, are

appreciable, but without analysis of specific compounds there is

no way to assess their significance. The concentrations are

reported as chloroform. TOX and TOC are highly correlated for
2

the dump leachate samples (r - .92); in other words, where

dissolved organic carbon is high, organic halides are also high.

A relatively consistent fraction of the dissolved organic carbon

is halogenated, but the source of the material is an open

question.

In order to estimate the water elevations and salinity under

existing conditions for wet, median and dry years, a water

balance was developed for the site. In a median year with no

outflow from the parcels, the water surface can be expected to

reach a maximum elevation of only +2.6 ft NGVD, assuming no

i inflow from the bay, and it vill drop to an elevation of 1.0 ft

NGVD by July. This suggests that the high water on the site

during the 1983-84 winter resulted from unusual December runoff

combined with the overtopping of the bayward level during the

second high tide of December 3, 1983.'

Color IR photos taken on May 17, 1980, substantiate that the

area is not inundated for long. The photos show that almost all

of surface area of parcel A is drained, and water on parcel 3 is
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ponded only on the east, vest and south sides. Elevation of the

water surface at the time of the photo was only about +1.5 ft

NGVD. This is especially significant since 1980 was an usually

wet year.

2. Present wildlife uses

During the 1983-84 winter, the HARD parcels were heavily

used by wintering and migratory water birds. As seasonal wetland

habitats they provide both waterfowl and shorebirds with feeding

and resting sites. During March 1983, 33 different species were

observed using parcel A (see Appendix A). Approximately 500

individuals were counted during the observation time. Parcel A

is covered primarily by pickleweed over about 15 acres. It is,

however, both widely spaced and short pickleweed, so that it is

highly unlikely that salt marsh harvest mice are present

(Dr. H.S. Shellhamer, pers. coma.).

Parcel B is presently a relatively barren basin (reputably

mechanically cleared) that holds water to varying depths during -

the rainy. season. Last winter (1983-84) served as a

habitat for waterfowl (Paul Kelly, pers. coma.. During a visit

in March, we also observed over 1,000 ducks on the water. If the

unusual conditions of 1983-84 fail to occur for a few years it is

likely that pickleweed will re-invade the area in a manner

sinilar to the situation on parcel A.

GradinE plans

To meet the -objectives stated above, Parcel A will be

treated as a brackish marsh with shallow water (0-1 ft deep).
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Channels will be dug to a bottom elevation of 0.0 ft NGVD. A 30-

ft wide channel will route storavater from the northeastern

corner of the triangle to the apex at the south end, and thence

to the outlet at the northwestern corner. There also will be a

network of interconnecting 10-ft wide ditches to drain the

interior of the parcel. In addition to raised areas along the

EBDA line, three new islands will be built and covered with sand

or fine gravel. Margins of the old landfill will be covered

with new fill and graded to a slope of 10:1.

Parcel B will be maintained as open water area through the

sumer. This will entail excavating about 15 acres to an

elevation of 0.0 feet.- Margins of the old landfill will be

covered and graded to a maximum slope of 10:1. This slope will

merge gradually with a gently sloping shelf (aboutO.3%) 150 ft

wide at an elevation of 2.75 to 3.25. Once this shelf is

vegetated, it will dissipate wave energy and prevent further

erosion of the landfill margins. One island will be built in the

ponded area, with an area of about 0.4 acres.

The total amount of material excavated will be about 62,500
3

yds . This will provide enough material to build the shelf

around the east and south sides of Parcel B, and cover the

margins of the old landfill to a depth of 2 to 6 feet, and build
3

6-7 islands of 440 yds each. By building 10:1 slopes on the

margins of the landfill to a lesser elevation (nine feet instead

of a maximum of 14 feet), additional material could be made

available for fill elsewhere. Some of this fill can be used to

Increase the elevation of the Sulphur Creek dike to 9.0 feet NGVD

as additional protection against overtopping.

r .
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Control Structures and Water Management

During winter months, stormwater will be pumped from the

pump station on the south side of Sulphur Creek. Flashboards

will maintain the water surface elevation at 3.0 ft NGVD. This

will inundate 20.6 acres of channel and pond to a depth of 3.0 ft

NGVD, 29.3 acres to a depth of 1.0-2.0 ft NGVD, and 20.5 acres

to a depth of O.O-1.Oft NGVD.

During summer and fall of most years, inflow of water from

Sulphur Creek will be needed to maintain water levels. The

flow of water from the northeast corner of parcel A to the out-

flow at the mouth of Sulphur Creek will be maintained by the

difference in elevation of the wiers and culverts, and by tide

gates. Water will flow into parcel A for a short period each

day, during the higher high tide, and will flow out when the tide

drops below 3.0 ft NGVD. This will allow about 22.5 hours each

day (on the average) during which the parcels may drain.

Three inlet-outlet structures will be needed. These are:

1. An inlet structure at the northeast corner of parcel A,

opening into Sulphur Creek. Inflow will be controlled

by a screwgate and .flashboards. When there is sufficient

pumpstation inflow to maintain water surface elevations

above 2.0 ft NGVD, the screwgate will be closed. Between

late winter and fall, the screwgate will remain open,

allowing control of inflow by a variable weir%

Elevation of the we r will be around 3.5 ft. allowing

inflow to occur on the average about on hour per day.

N 'N -0
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Additional modifications could also include an automatic

shut-off valve to prevent inflow above 3.0 ft NGVD, and

an inlet pipe sized to restrict the inflow rate.

2. A 48" culvert with slide-flapgate at the upper end of

the ditch that connects Parcels A and B. This will stay

open most of the time, but allow either parcel to be

drained without affecting the other.

3. A 48" box culvert, with drop-box, flashboards and §
flapgate at the northwest corner of Parcel B. Top of

the flashboards will be at 3.0 feet; the culvert invert

will be at 0.0 feet. The outlet will drain into Sulphur

Creek; this will help protect the structure from wave

erosion.

To determine when inflow of water from Sulphur Creek will be

needed, a water balance for the parcels was calculated, for the 1

in 10 dry year, I in 10 wet year and the median year.

Precipitation was based on long-term records for Oakland,

adjusted to an annual mean Lf 16 inches at the site (Rantz,

undated). The runoff coefficients were based on the assumption

of full development of the Marathon site, from Crippen and

Waananen, 1969). Runoff for the old landfill area was taken from

Rantz's (1974) map of natural runoff for the San Francisco Bay

Area. Runoff coefficient for the marsh area was taken to be 1.0.

Evaporation was taken from class A evaporation pan data for

Burlinksme. Results of the water balance are shown in the

Appendix.

I. P
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The water balances show that in a I in 10 dry year,

evaporation would exceed runoff even during the winter, and

throughflow from Sulphur Creek would be necessary year-round to

maintain the water level of 3.0 ft. During a median year, there

would be discharge from the area in December, January February,

and March, and salinity would remain below that of bay water A

through May. Throughflow from Sulphur Creek in the median year

could start in May and continue into the following October. N

During the I in 10 wet year, throughflow would not be needed

until June to maintain water levels.

The salt balances for the parcels were calculated along with

the water balances. Initial salt concentration was taken to be

that of bay water (30 parts per thousand). Salt concentration of

runoff was assumed to be 500 parts per million in fall and

spring, and 250 parts per million in winter. Without

throughflow, salinity would exceed that of Bay water year round

in a dry year, and during summer months in a median year. In a

wet year, however, salinity would drop to about one-tenth that of

Bay water. The low salinities would be favorable for survival of

ducklings. It might be better in a wet year to delay

introduction of water from Sulphur Creek and allow the water

level to drop to 2.5 or 2.0 ft NGVD.

A number of tasks in the design of the marsh system remain.

First, the elevation and size of the inlet structure need to be

calculated. If the pipe (or weir) is too low or too large, the

parcels could flood above +3.0 ft; if too small or too high there

would not be enough inflow to maintain circulation. Second, the
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edimntatiOn rate on the parcels needs to be calculated. This

will depend on water velocities, and the suspended sediment

concentration of incoming water. These calculations may in turn

suggest some more slight modifications in design. Third, more

detailed grading calculations need to be done for parcel B. The

present sap at a scale of '=200' for parcel B does not have

sufficient detail to permit accurate balancing of cuts and

fills. Fourth, the impact of the design on flood levels needs to

be evaluated.

~Vegetation
V Islands and margins of both parcels would be rapidly invaded

by pickleveed; due to evaporation at the soil surface, soil

salinities would soon be too high for non-halophytes. Flooded

areas would not become vegetated.

Enhancement benefits

The proposed design would provide the following benefits:

1) Enhanced shorebird habitat in parcel A. Most of the

area would have water depths of about 0.5 ft NGVD

throughout the year. Under present conditions (in a

median year), there is barely enough runoff to cover

parcel A during February and March, and the area quickly

dries.

2) Enhanced nesting success for waterfowl, due to

1 protection provided by islands and (in wet and normal

years) reduced salinity in the spring.

3) Increased duration of open water for ducks in parcel B.

4) Increased vegetative cover around the perimeter and on
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islands.

5) Increased diversity of habitats, including deep water,

shallow water, islands and vegetated slopes.

6) Increased water circulation and dilution of sumertime

seepage from the adjacent landfill.

7) Biological filtering of urban runoff during the storm

season.

8) Removal or burial of old refuse presently exposed on the

surface around the margins of the parcel.
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BROWN AND CALDWELLL
:O'4SuL tO I ,tEIlPSLo . E8 2 1 6

136PW~I. s~D ateSamoied 2/10/84
I MPWEL.$. TWT Date Received 2/10/84
EERVIL4L. CA 9 Date Reoorted 3/03/84

Page I of2

Mr. Robert Coats
RfepoldTo: PhiLip WiLLams and Associates

Pier 33 North, Embarcadero
San Francisco, CaLifornia 

9 4 1 1 1

ac.

09 No. Sample Description

P-126-2 X 2
-126-3 0 3
-6-4 5 4.

-126-5 0 5

-t S J_. W I r --.,.T .= - - - .r. - l. .a sa - i- _i "- laar- -

Conqentration: mg/L; unLess otherwise indicated

2-126.-1 2-126-2 2-126-3 2-126-4 2-126-5 2-12

H 6.9 7.4 8.2 7.0 7.0

pecific Conductance 6470 8020 11,600 8180 7670 6
"(ihos/cm 8 250 C) _

otal Organic Carbon 230 190 110 130 150

Arsenic 0.028 0.016 C 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.0

a* ium < 0.01 ( 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0

hromium 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0

opper 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 < 0.01

ead < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 <

Mercury < 0.0002 < 0.0002 < 0.0002 < 0.0002 < 0.0002 < 0.0C

.inc 0.22 0.21 0.14 0.10 0.05 0

otaL Organic HaLides 1.1 0.84 0.41

! . .. ,,



BROWN AND CALDWELL Logto E84-2-126
I I/.L J NLSUI.T'G E G*I ES

ANALYTlr"L 1aRM|IS 0tON Date Samoled 2/10/84
125 PmOWELL STRUET Date ReCeivedl 2 /10/84

|MEPmYVIL. CA 9e Date Reported 3/03/84P"'ONtf t41Si 4WO-300

. Page 2 of 2

Mr. Robert Coats
Reported To: PhiLip WiLLiams and Associates

L 0

I o Saie Description'26-7 0 7

E26- #9

Concentration: mg/L; unLess otherwise indicated

m 2-126-7 2-126-8 2-126-9 2-126-10

7.7 7.4 6.9 6.9

-clTic Conduct ance 5570 4430 4950 7190
*Whos/cm a 250 C)
aL Organic Carbon 160 120 150 90

e c 0.051 0.030 < 0.001 < 0.001

jPium < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

oeium 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.04

oppe r 0.05 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01

d < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

ury 0.0002 0.0005 < 0.0002 < 0.0002

0.20 0.13 0.11 0.07

at Organic HaLtides 0.54 0.50 0.43 0.19

C __r I



BIRDS OSSRRED ON PARCEA A

March 11, 1983 March 18, 1983

Western Grebe 4
Pled-billed :-2 3

Great Blue Heron 2 1
Great Egret 15 18sI
Snowy Egret 23 27
31-cr Night Heron 6 3
American BitternI

Mal lard 8 4
Gadwal 1 2 2
Pintail 14 18
Green-winged Teal 2 4
Cinnamon Teal 5 7

American widgeon 11 10

Canvasback 3 3

Lesser Scaup 9 10

Ruddy Duck 8 8

Turkey Vulture 1 1

Black-shouldered Kite 2 2

Red-tailed Hawk 1
Marsh Hawk 3 2 I
Ring-necked Pheasant 2 10

American Coot 47 65

Kilideer 9 14
Black-bellied Plover 31 40

Long-billed Curlew 4 11

Willet 2
Lesser Yellowlegs53

Western Sandpiper 125 125

rn A



Marbled Godwit 33

American Avocet 27 30

Slack-necked Stilt 31 25

California Gull 12 is
Ring-billed Gull 25 10

Forster's Tomn 4 5

ON
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II
J-utput for MAltATMON/i JU POSTPROJECT WATER BA.4lCZa rOa I IN 10 WET! YEAR

i oath runoff e. losS discharge volume
Oct 20.80 18.30 2.50 161.70I Nov 40.70 9.15 31.55 161.70
Dec 60.90 6.34 54.56 161.70
Jan 70.60 6.34 64.26 161.70
Feb 58.30 9.15 49.15 161.70
Mar 44.70 16.90 27.80 161.70
Apr 27.70 24.64 3.06 161.70
May 9.60 32.38 0.00 138.92
Jun 3.00 34.43 0.00 107.49
Jul 0.50 32.18 0.00 75.81
Aug 0.80 24.45 0.00 52.15I Sep 3.50 14.33 0.00 41.32

iinth stage area salinity
Oct 3.00 70.40 17114.1
Nov 3.00 70.40 13825.7
Dec 3.00 70.40 9222.76
Jan 3.00 70.40 5623.14
Feb 3.00 70.40 3976.73

I Mar 3.00 70.40 3350.16
Apr 3.00 70.40 3328.76
May 2.74 64.96 3891.99

£ Jun 2.38 57.46 5037.05
Jul 2.02 49.90 7143.63
Aug 1.59 37.71 10387.2
Sep 1.39 31.84 13131.0 P

1itial stage = 3.00 max. stage - 3.00
LAitial volume - 161.70 max. volume - 161.70
initial area 70.40 max. area a 70.40
iitial salinity 30000.0

I ".
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istput for MARATHON/RHARD POSTPROJECT WATER BALANCE FOR 1 IN 10 DRY YEAR

moth runoffmt 0. loss discharge volume
Oct 0.00 18.30 0.00 143.40
Now 0.60 8.58 0.00 135.41
Dec 5.20 5.77 O.0 134.84

Jan 7.10 5.76 0.00 136.18 -.

Feb 2.70 8.36 0.00 130.52
Mar 4.40 15.11 0.00 119.81
Apr 0.20 21.14 0.00 98.87
Nay 0.00 25.49 0.00 73.38
Jun 0.00 26.09 0.00 47.29
Jul 0.00 19.64 0.00 27.65
Aug 0.00 11.97 0.00 15.68 IL
Sep 0.00 5.96 0.00 9.72 "%./

lath stage area salinity
Oct 2.79 66.03 33829.4
Nov 2.70 64.13 35826.3
Dec 2.69 63.99 35987.7
Jan 2.71 64.31 35646.4 .,...

Feb 2.65 62.96 37197.5
Mar 2.52 60.40 40531.9
Apr 2.29 55.41 49117.8 .
May 1.99 49.23 66177.2 .
Jun 1.50 35.08 102687. .,?
Jul 1.13 24.42 175641.
Aug 0.76 15.68 309682. ',

Sep 0.47 9.72 499487.
atial stage a 3.00 max. stage - 3.00
atial volume - 161.70 wax. volume 161.70 %_%
initial area - 70.40 mx. area - 70.40
nitial salinity - 30000.0

*"4 l
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Output for MARATHON/HARD POSTPROJECT WATER BALANCE FOR MEDIAN YEAR

Smoth runoff a. loss discharge volume
Oct 6.50 18.30 0.00 149.90I N ow 19.40 6.79 0.00 160.51
Dec 31.10 6.31 23.60 161.70
Jan 37.90 6.34 31.56 161.70

I Fab 30.00 9.15 20.85 161.70
mar 24.30 16.90 7.40 161.70
Apr 11.50 24.64 0.00 148.56I ay 2.70 30.94 0.00 120.32
Jun 0.30 32.08 0.00 88.54
Jul 0.00 29.65 0.00 58.89
Aug 0.00 20.27 0.00 38.62
Sep 0.00 11.54 0.00 27.08

I4
mouth stage ares salinity

Oct 2.87 67.58 32419.1
I Nov 2.99 70.12 30305.5

Dec 3.00 70.40 25733.1
Jan 3.00 70.40 20757.1
Feb 3.00 70.40 18121.3
Mar 3.00 70.40 17327.4
Apr 2.85 67.26 18879.3
May 2.53 60.52 23316.4

I Jun 2.17 52.94 31686.6
Jul 1.72 41.37 47637.9
Aug 1.34 30.37 72640.6

I Sep 1.12 24.11 103603.
initial stage 3.00 max. stage - 3.00
initial volume - 161.70 max. volume , 161.70
initial area a 70.40 max. area - 70.40
initial salinity 30000.0
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Ij
A. OVERVIEW

In 1975, none of the Hayward shoreline north of Highway 92 was in
public ownership but today over 80% of the shoreline acreage has been
purchased by local public agencies. The single largent purchase
occured when the Fluor Corporation sold 900 acres of shorelands in
1976 to E.B.R.P.D., R.A.R.P.D., A.C.F.C.W.C.D., and the City of
Hayward. Fluor retained the most inboard 172 acres which was and is
zoned for industrial development and was later sold to Marathon.

The division between lands targeted for public uses and those zoned
for industrial development was based in large part on shoreline
planning decisions done under the auspices of the City of Hayward in
1974-1976. Numerous local, state, and federal agencies were invited
to, and attended, these meetings.

Of the public agency acreage, most has been restored to tidal action,
or is proposed for habitat enhancement projects. These projects areconsistent with the Hayward Area Shoreline Planning Association
(HASPA) policy plan prepared in 1976 and Haywards General Plan. The
Marathon industrial park of 134 acres was designated in these plans
for industrial uses, but must mitigate the proposed filling of its +
88 acres of seasonal wetlands before it can be so developed.

Marathon has sought, and hereby proposes, to mitigate this loss by
either (1) The funding of the acquisition of lands restorable to
wetland(s) acceptable to permitting agencies, or (2) creation of new
seasonal wetlands of equal acreage but greater habitat value along
the Hayward shoreline on parcels presently owned by the Alameda
County Flood Control District and by Pacific F.M. This new seasonal
wetland park could be traversed by the trail system that runs from
the East Bay Regional Park lands north and south of the parcels if so
desired, thereby also enhancing recreational uses.

This report will deal almost exclusively with the second option, the
creation of new seasonal wetlands. The alternative, i.e. funding a
restorable property's acquisition, is discussed in detail in the
Draft EIR/EIS. This report is seperate from the Draft EIR/EIS whichI is in-process, and so this report is meant to focus attention on the
creation of new wetlands.

The property of the Flood Control District and Pacific F.M. were
filled by the Oakland Scavengers Company in the late 1960's and have
never been properly sealed. Neither of the owners, though, have any
intention, plan, motivation, or capital to undertake any sort of
sealing of these dumps. Marathon proposes to (1) reduce the Bay
pollution hazard at these sites, and (2) create seasonal wetlands and
significantly increased habitat values on these lands.

The acreage, time-lapse and balancing of habitat values, proximity,
and general plan consistancy concerns of various public agencies have
been a paramont concern in developing this mitigation plan, and are
addressed in this proposal.
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B. RATIONALE

The Marathon site contains approximately 88 acres of seasobal
wetlands as determined by the Corps of Engineers. Marathon has
received, from the Army Corps of Engineers, formal statements of
compliance with the 404 (B)(I) 'Alternative Site Study* guidelines.
Essentially, this means that there are no practicable alternative
sites of project designs to reduce wetland fill. Marathon has also
received and passed its endangered species review. This mitigation
proposal is Marathon's preferred alternative for conditional approval
of its project by the City and the Corps of Engineers. It satisfies
the following main objectives:

1. It is available and its implementation can be guaranteed.

2. It is in close South-Bay proximity to Marathon's site.

3. It is "kind-for-kind" mitigation.

4. It is "acre-for-acre" mitigation.

5. It improves an existing dump site that would not otherwise
be improved.

6. The HEP/Adamus values in the before and after conditions
show significant improvement.

7. The time-lapse between seasonal wetland loss and creation is
minimized.

8. It provides more days of seasonal wetland than Marathon's
seasonal wetland.

9. It provides more consistent year-to-year values than '

Marathon's seasonal wetland.

10. The mitigation lands themselves contain no endangered

species habitat.

11. It complies with the HASPA general plan.

12. It complies with the City of Hayward general plan.

111 1 ill
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The Marathon property consists of 134 acres of land at elevations
that range from +3 msl to +10 msl. The property is rail served,
industrially zoned, and has clay and sand sub-soils. Thus it; is
very suitable for industrial development. Additionally, the land, is
part of the larger and almost fully developed west industrial area of
the City of Hayward. Delaying development are the presence of
seasonal wetlands, which have been designated Resource Catagory 2 by L
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, (this allows off-site mitigation)
and over which the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has exercized its
jurisdiction under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

The project requires approval from two agencies, the City of Hayward
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The City of Hayward will
require a certified EIR before it can consider approval. The Corps :
of Engineers has certain "threshold" issues that must be dealt with
before it will adopt an EIS and consider approval. The project has
now passed those athreshold" issues: the Corps, by formal letter,
has accepted Marathon's 'Alternative Site Study" and determined the
property's existing conditions fail to constitute important habitat
for any endangered species.

The Marathon property is served with, or Marathon has built, adequate
capacity in it's neighboring tract, for storm, sewer, water,
electric, telephone, underground cable TV services, etc. It is
master-planned to be part of a larger infrastructure and road
circulation network. The Route 61 right-of-way, adjacent to the
west, has been acquired as part of the route's planned alignment.
Ultimately, the County or Cal-trans will build Route 61, so that the
property would then be completely surrounded with urban uses.

The Flood Control and Channel 20 parcels had been bay lands that were *

filled prior to the enactment of the Clean Water Act. They were
filled with household garbage from residential subdivisions in an era
preceeding Hayward's industrial developments. Researching those .
routes and their dates of collection, as well as a review of sample
borings done by Judd Associates, leads to the conclusion that the
property should be properly sealed and vented so as not to pose any
future threat to fish and wildlife in San Francisco Bay or the
shoreline.

There is no local, state, or federal law that requires any remedial
work on these land sites by their owners. It is impractical for an
owner to remove the garbage on the sites so development is unlikely .
to occur. However, the existing habitat values are very low, and the
pollution threat is high.
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The proposal is to offset the loss of 88 acres of seasonal wetlands
on the Marathon property, which are between 1/2 and 3/4 of a mile
inland from the shoreline with the creation of a new seasonal wetland
of equal acreage directly on the Hayward shoreline. The secondary
public benefits of this proposal are that (1) it significantly
decreases the pollution risks to fish and wildlife from the
improperly sealed garbage dump existing at the proposed mitigation
sites, (2) public access to and awareness of seasonal wetlands will
be increased by possible inclusion of the sites in a extension of
the EBRPD trail system, and (3) the new seasonal wetlands are much
better situated for wildlife use.

In layman terms, the existing Flood Control and Pacific FM sites
would be capped in the dry season with an impermeable material. The
subsurface would then be countoured by building up the perimeter in
such a fashion as to retain water rather than drain the water, and to
hold seasonal rainfall and pumped freshwater at approximately a

6-inch level for an extended winter season. A soil layer, imported
from Marthon's seasonal wetland areas would be laid to "seed" the
wetland with seeds, roots, and eggs for the growth of wetland
invertebrates and vegetation. Additional rainwater may be imported
from the Flood Control pump station at Sulfur Creek to increase the
inundation periods.

The same shorebirds and other migratory birds and waterfowl that
utilize the existing Marathon seasonal wetlands would find an equal
and better seasonal wetland on the new parcel, with a longer
inundation season for their use. In the late spring and summer, the
site would be allowed to evaporate as the Marathon seasonal wetlands
presently do. In the fall, winter and early spring, normal rain
fall, plus any needed storm water run-off from the pump stations,
would be utilized to extend the inundation period beyond what is
presently available on the Marathon site.

Implementation would be guaranteed by a Subdivision Development
Agreement between the City of Hayward and Marathon U.S. Realties
Inc., the development agreement, as standard practice to assure the
orderly completion of private projects, would be secured by
performance and labor/materials bonds in amounts as determined by the
City of Hayward. The work would be done concurrent with the
development of Marathon's tract, which would be covered by the same
development agreement.

An Open space easement or similar property right would be conveyed to
a public agency assuring the continuation of the habitat conditions
and preventing development on the mitigation site. Maintenance in
perpetuity of the new wetland would be funded by a maintenance
assessment district that would collect the moneys from the property
within the boundaries of the Marathon subdivision as part of the
regular propoerty tax collections. .4



SECTION IV

MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED



Marathon has seriously considered and pursued numerous mitigation
alternatives to the proposal described herein. We have examined
every South Bay shoreland parcel in private ownership of over 40
acres, and these are the best candidates. Still, many have to be
rejected or found less desirable for the reasons as cited below:

1. ON-SITE MITIGATION. This was determined to be unpracticable
by the Alternative Site Analysis (CFR 404 (b)(i)). On-site
mitigation is not consistent with the HASPA and City of Hayward
general plans, nor, after economic benefits have been
considered, is it in the public interest of local agencies who
receive property tax revenue. It is also not the local plan
contemplated in the parcellization and sale to public agencies
for public purposes of the Fluor lands in 1976, of which this is
the industrial portion.

2. HARPD PROPERTIES ADJACENT TO SULFUR CREEK. The original
proposal was to develop a seasonal wetland on the inboard 35
acre parcel owned by HARPD, and to develop a salt water marsh on
the outboard 55 acre parcel. Although this was consistant with
every agency plan, it has been seriously challenged by the
California Department of Fish and Game on the basis of
inconsistancy with their 'no net loss' policy as the site
currently contains wetlands. this proposal has been more
seriously questioned by the presence of important habitat to the
endangered salt marsh harvest mouse, which habitat would be
degraded as part of the proposed mitigation.

3. HARPD PARCEL ON HIGHWAY 92. The applicant had originally
considered the improvement of habitat values on the 80 acre
HARPD parcel by the Interpertive Center on Highway 92. However
this program has been undertaken and funded by a Coastal
Conservancy grant.

4. NORTH BAY LAND ACOUISITIONS. Marathon had considered
optioning lands of the Sonoma Land Company southern Sonoma
County along the northerly reaches of San Francisco Bay. This
was considered infeasible because of agency insistance on closer
proximaty between the mitigation and the impact.

5. LANDS OF JOHN WEBER/LATTIG IN HAYWARD. Marathon attempted
to acquire this land for mitigation purposes but it has been
rejected because of the owners unrealistic economic demands and
uncertainty as to the presence of wetlands on-site.

6. LANDS OF OLIVER ESTATE, 107 ACRES ON HESPERIAN BLVD. This
land was not available at a feasible price, despite its
encumberance with a Williamson Act contract precluding
development for 10 more years. Additionally, the City of
Hayward is unwilling and unable to consider using its powers of
eminent domain to effect a sale because of their
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of their desire to see future industrial development on the
property, and because such eminant domain action would be fr a
purpose inconsistent with its Industrial general plan.

7. MENLO BUSINESS PARK LAND, 20 ACRES IN MENLO PARK. This site
had been proposed by a number of agencies, however the owner of
the property is vigoriously pursuing development on this
property and it is simply not available.

8. LANDS OF OLIVER ESTATE, 130 ACRES WEST OF SP RAILROAD LINE
IN HAYWARD. This property, by its existing elevation and
proximity to neighboring properties makes an acceptable wetland
restoration by the ceaseing of the agricultural use and transfer
of title to a public resource agency. The USFWS National
Wetland Inventory Map shows this as comprised of a managed duck
club and plustrine farming operation. As such, its conversion
to wetland is both simple and natural. This is an excellent
mitigation plan that Marathon fully supports if at a feasible
cost. However, some agencies may challenge the suitability of
th-ssite for mitigation on the basis that it is already a
seasonal wetland, despite it's agricultural use, and the owner
is apparently unwilling to sell at a feasible price.

9. OLIVER BROTHERS SALT PONDS, HIGHWAY 92. This property, by
its existing elevation and proximaty to neighboring properties
would make a acceptable wetland restoration by the breaching of
certain levees and transfer of title to a public resource
agency. This is an excellent mitigation that Marathon fully
supports, if at a feasible price. Potential problems with
implementing this as mitigation would be that Marathon feels it ,
would require an eminent domain action by the City of Hayward to
acquire the property at a fair market value. Also, some
agencies have challenged the suitability of this site for
mitigation on the basis that is already a seasonal wetland,
despite it's agricultural use.

10. OTHER SITES. The EIS is considering the aquisition and
dedication, as mitigation plans, of any of three additional
sites, two in the City of Fremont and one in Redwood City. The
two in Fremont are a portion of the --Pa-trsot--a-n-ch and the
Ponderosa Homes site. Acquisition of either of these sites is
highly questionable at this point, although the ceasing of the
agricultural operations and transfer of title to a public
resource agency of these would be appear to be adequate
mitigation. Acquisition must be accomplished privately, and
these sites will not be dealt with further until such
deliverability can be assured.

In Redwood City, the Cumbustion Engineering Company has proposed
to develop a portion of the former Ideal Basic Industries site
at the south easterly end of Seaport Blvd. They have a
remainder of 68 acres, 34 acres of which have been filled with
dredge spoils, and 34 acres of which are a natural wetland.
Again, deliverabilty is questionable and further investigation
of this site is pending.
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APPENDIX A

REPORT BY

LSA ASSOCIATES



Zentner and Zentner

785 Market Street, 16th Floor

San Francisco, California 94103I!
(415) 495-4570I!

MARATHON MITIGATION PROGRAM SUMMARY

The goal of the Marathon mitigation program is to provide

equal or greater wetland acreages and habitat va]ues than those

lost through fill on the Marathon project site. This goal was

established in accordance with wildlife agency policies ( cf.

Bontadelli, 1985).

The Corps of Engineers has determined that there are 88

acres of wetlands on the fill site./I/ The habitat values of the

fill site have been described in TPS Consultants, Inc. (1985) and

I Huffman (1986) and are not repeated here. Tc surmarize their

Ifindings, the habitat is of primary use to migratory, surface-

feeding waterfowl, wading birds, and shorebirds. These guilds

are the target species of this restoration program.

/1/ This program does not address habitat creation for any

State or Federally listed rare, threatened or endangered species.
The fill site does not host any currently listed species (TRS3Consultants, Inc., 1985).



The use of the fill site by these birds is largely reflective

of the shallow winter ponding and substantial invertebrate

biomass and algal production which occur on the fill site.

Analogous values have been reported for similar areas around San

Francisco Bay and the Southern California coast (cf. Niesen and

Josselyn, 1981, and Dillingham Environmental Company, 1981).

Other factors of importance include: proximity to San Francisco

Bay; distance from frequent disturbance; associated uplands

available for roosting; low growth character of the landscape

which reduces predator cover; and proximity to other, similar

areas (Niesen and Josselyn, 1981; Cogswell, pers. comm.).

The mitigation site consists of an abandoned sanitary

landfill on San Francisco Bay. The measures to be undertaken to

isolate the contents of the landfill are discussed in Appendix B

of this document. For our purposes, this program assumes an

esentially impermeable site of 120 acres with an elevation

ranging between 8 and 20 feet mean sea level (msl) datum.

The following steps will be taken to create wetlands on the

landfill.

I. The top six inches of soil will be graded from the -

wetland area of the fill site and spread in a uniform layer over

the top of the mitigation site. These top six inches contain the

vegetative matter, soil salinities, and invertebrate juvenile

-2-



forms needed to re-colonize the mitigation site. The grading

will occur concurrent with fill site grading.

2. Ten acres of low islands and berms will be created on

the mitigation site to provide upland roosting and loafing

habitat similar to the current topography of the fill site.

3. Water will be pumped from Sulphur Creek in November and

May to the mitigation site to provide depths of between 2 and 12

inches over the 88 acres of wetland area of the mitigation site.

Rainwater will supplement inundation between November and May.

Based upon water balance calculations completed for this area by

Philip Williams and Associates and contained within TRS Consul-

tants, Inc. (1985) the mitigation site would remain inundated

from November to May except during the 1 in 10 dry year./2/

During summer and fall, the water on the site will be allowed to

evaporate completely. If water levels increase beyond one foot

in depth, water will be drained from the site through a low

channel on the south side of the site.

The salinity levels in Sulphur Creek range from 0 parts per f

thousand (ppt) during winter storms to 35 ppt in late summer and

/2/ This program provides for an average of six months of
inundation and an ideterminate but longer period fo soil
saturation on the mitigation site. The fill site was determined
to be inundated typically for two weeks with a maximum saturation
period of two months (TRS Consultants, Inc., 1985).

-3-



fall (TRS Consultants, Inc. 1985). Between November and April,

mitigation site water salinities are expected to range between

5 ppt and 50 ppt (Zentner, pers. obs.).

This program should re-create the physical conditions of the

fill site. However, two issues raised by this particular site

require further discussion.

A time period of one to three-years will be required for the

vegetative cover to stabilize. The provision of shallow water

with relatively high salinities should encourage immediate use by

the target species, however. A recent restoration project in

Fremont provided very substantial habitat values for these guilds

prior to regular tidal inundation and vegetative stabilization

due to the creation of shallow saline ponds by runoff water

collected in the lagoons (Zentner, pers. obs.). Additionally, it

is clear that the extent of emergent, vascular vegetation is

not an important factor for the target specics except where it

encroaches upon either loafing or foraging habitat.

No other restoration projects in the San Francisco Bay area

have been elevated above the tideline to the same extent as this

mitigation site. Typically, shorebirds, waterfowl and other

water-related avifauna locate roosting and feeding habitats at

relatively great distances and from a range of heights. Currently

used and abandoned sewage oxidation ponds, which are typically

three to ten feet above the surrounding plain, are well known for

-4-- - - :'2.&g



their use by avifauna. Consequently, the height of this area

should not detract substantially from its use by the target

species.

This site should provide wetland habitat values and acreages

similar to the fill site. The provision of shallow ponding and

invertebrate-laden soils will provide appropriate forage. The

mitigation site is closer to San Francisco Bay than the fill site

and, therefore, closer to the tidal habitats also favored by some

of the target species. The mitigation site is also enclosed on

two of the sides away from the Bay by Park District-owned wetlands

and is Bayward of the proposed East Bay industrial transit

corridor (Route 61); the fill site is surrounded on three sides

by existing development and is inland of the proposed Route 61

corridor. The mitigation site is more protected from sources of

disturbance than the fill site, which is directly adjacent to a

regional park, and will retain the same low growth character of

the vegetation, thereby keeping predator cover at a minimum.

The mitigation site is at a greater elevation than the fill

site but this is not expected to have a substantial impact due to

the target species foraging habits. The mitigation site is also

physically smaller than the fill site; the acreage of wetlands is

similar but the amount of upland area has been reduced. No

studies are available which detail the amount of upland required

for loafing adjacent to foraging habitat for the target species

but casual observation would indicate it is a very important

-5-



value. This program provides 10 acres of upland (almost 10

percent of the site) spread throughout the restoration area. -

*1!
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APPENDIX B

Purpose:

The purpose of our investigation was to identify the general

requirements that will likely be necessary to create seasonal

wetlands on top of an existing sanitary landfill site in Hayward,

California.

Official Contacts:

California Regional Water Quality Control Board
(415) 464-1255
Anders Lundgen
Ken Tyson
Gloria Fulton

Waste management units and landfills are monitored by the

Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). The RWQCB also

regulates the Closure and Post-closure maintenance of waste units

and landfills per Title 23, Chapter 3, Subchapter 15 of the

California Administrative Code.

Article 8 describes the Closure and Post-closure Maintenance

requirements for Class II waste management units and Class III

landfills.

Landfill Closure Requirements:

A. Final cover requirements, in sequence, from bottom to

top.

1. Minimum two (2) feet thick foundation layer.

2. Minimum one (1) foot thick clay layer com acted to
attain a permeability of at least I x 10" cm/sec.

3. Minimum one (1) foot thick surface soil layer
(vegetation layer)



r

B. Grading Requirements:

1. Landfills shall be graded and maintained to
minimize ponding and to provide 3% minimum slopes.
Lesser slopes may be allowed if an effective
system is provided for diverting surface drainage
from covered wastes. U

C. A groundwater monitoring program will have to be
designed and implemented. The system must be capable
of detecting the presence of water constituents within
surface waters and groundwater. The program will have
to include groundwater monitoring wells located
hydraulically upgradient and downgradient of thelandfill.

D. Detailed studies will likely have to be performed to
characterize hydrogeologic conditions in and around the
landfill.

E. Groundwater monitoring wells will have to be sampled[and analyzed quarterly.

F. Numerous other conditions will also have to be
investigated and mitigoted, if necessary. Such
additional items might include perimeter slopestability, and perimeter containment of landfill

r leachate.

Probable Soil Conditions:

Based upon the published soil and geologic data, it is apparent

that the Hayward Landfill area was originally marshland adjacent

to San Francisco Bay. At some time in the past, it was diked off

from the Bay and allowed to dry. In the mid 1950's, portions of

the area were used to dispose of household waste. In subsequent

years, the Oakland Scavenger Company utilized the entire area as

a landfill. Filling continued until the mid 1970's.

Subsurface information is limited for the area. However, test

borings have been drilled by others in the northern half of the

area. These borings indicate that approximately 10 to 12 feet ofII



1 refuse has been placed in the area. A thin, i.e. less than 1

3 foot thick, layer of clayey soil has been placed over the refuse.

Based upon current topography, we judge that refuse thicknesses

are greatest in the northern portion of the site. Refuse

thicknesses are probably on the order of 5 to 6 feet in the

southern half of the property. Beneath the refuse are clayey

marsh deposits locally referred to as Bay Mud. These deposits

are highly compressible and in most cases, possess relatively low

permeabilities. Bay Mud thicknesses generally thicken toward the

San Francisco Bay. Bay Mud thicknesses are uncertain; however,

i we judge that they probably are up to 20 or 30 feet thick along

*the outboard side of the area.

Conclusions:

We are currently uncertain of the requirements that will be

Iimposed on the project to create seasonal wetlands on top of the
Hayward landfill area. The issues that will be involved are

relatively complex; we are unaware of any similar projects that

would have set precedence for the regulatory agencies. The lack

of past similar projects is most likely because the concept of

I creating seasonal wetlands on the landfill is generally contrary

to regulatory agency guidelines.

We believe that any significant improvement on the landfill will

likely necessitate closure of the landfill in accordance with

state regulations. However, closing the landfill will by itself

likely be insufficient to allow us to pond water on top of the

landfill. Landfill surface closure requirements are largely



intended to simply promote runoff and minimize infiltration into

the refuse. The soil cover requirements are not designed to seal

a pond where standing water will exist for prolonged periods of

time. We judge that is will be necessary to create an

"impermeable" liner system in ponded areas, which is capable of

containing the water as long as it exists. Because it will be a

seasonal facility, we judge that water retention periods of 6 to

8 months will have to be incorporated in the liner design. The

liner system will likely have to possess a relatively high degree

of confidence with regard to failure of the liner system. Areas

outside the pond area can likely be closed in accordance with the

criteria specified in Title 23.

The criteria required to seal the ponded area within the landfill

is somewhat uncertain at this time. The criteria will likely

"evolve" through negotiations with the Regional Water Quality

Control Board and other regulatory agencies. However, at this

time, we suspect that it will be necessary to construct a liner

system capable of:

I. Retaining all ponded and infiltrating water.

2. Maintain its integrity as differential settlement
occurs within the landfill.

3. Function in the prescribed manner for a prolonged
period of time.

%*, ,

Impermeable pond liners are generally constructed of (1) clayey

[soils possessing low permeabilities or (2) synthetic liners.

Depending upon design requirements, seepage collection systems

Iw
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I are often constructed below the liners to collect and divert pond

constituents that could possibly penetrate the liners. For the

wetland mitigation project, we believe that the soil liner

alternative possesses several inherent inadequacies. All of them

deal with the fact that the area is and will continue to

experience significant settlement.,

Settlement is occurring in the area (1) as the Bay Mud that
*underlies the area consolidates or compresses under fill loads

and (2) as organic components of the refuse decompose.

Settlement magnitudes cannot be accurately determined until

detailed studies are conducted to evaluate Bay Mud and refuse

thicknesses. However, we judge that future settlement magnitudes

could be on the order of several feet. Differential settlement

on the order of 1 or 2 feet should also be anticipated.

Future differential settlement could cause relatively impermeable

clay liners to crack and hence, lose its effectiveness. We

believe that soil liners can be designed to accommodate some

differential movement. However, this will likely require the

3seepage barrier layer to be composed of clayey materials which

have been moisture conditioned to relatively high moisture

contents, making it highly plastic and capable of deforming in

the event of differential movement. It will also be necessary to

isolate" the barrier layer so that it does not dry out during

pthe dry summer months, which would make it brittle and
susceptible to cracking. This will likely require the liner to

be covered by several feet, i.e. about 3 feet of clayey fill. We

w0



judge that the use of a clay liner system in the pond area will

result in the need to import significant quantities of clayey

fill, both for the construction of the barrier layer and the

overlying cover materials. The thickness of the barrier layer'

will depend significantly on the type of materials that are used

to construct it, and the hydraulic head that will exist on the

liner system, and the magnitude of anticipated differential

settlements. Although many of these details are uncertain at the

present time, we suspect that a clay liner acceptable to the

regulatory agencies will likely have to be at least several feet

thick.

Synthetic liners are available which provide extremely low

permeabilities, and relatively high tensile strength and

elasticity, which make them much less susceptible to damage as a

result of differential movement. Liner construction will likely

require a relatively smooth and unobstructed soil subgrade on

which to place the synthetic liner. The liner would be rolled

into plazed typically available in 50 to 100 foot wide strips.

Joints are typically chemically bonded in the field. At least

12 inches of soil should be placed over the liner to protect it

and provide materials to support surface vegetation. We judge

that the use of a synthetic liner will significantly reduce

import soil requirements. At this time, we also judge that a

synthetic liner system will satisfy general closure requirements

for the landfill.

I1
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There are several other design concerns that warrant discussion.

These include (1) the control of methane gas, and (2) the control

of surface water elevations within ponded areas. Methane gas is

a common by-product of organic material decomposition. Landfills

typically generate significant quantities of methane gas. In the

normal landfill, this gas simply percolates through the soil

cover and into the atmosphere. Bowever, where a synthetic liner

has been placed over the top of the landfill, its migration

upward will be obstructed. We judge that the liner will tend to

concentrate methane gas discharges near the perimeter of the

ponded area, where the liner ends. It will probably be necessary

to collect this gas and discharge it into the atmosphere in a

controlled manner, rather than allowing it to escape into the

atmosphere in concentrated areas. We believe that a suitable

methane gas collection system can be incorporated in pond design.

It will likely involve the construction of gravel filled trenches

and piping systems, and a suitable discharge vent above ground.

We anticipate that the seasonal wetlands project will essentially

consist of (1) and area in which shallow ponded water will

accumulate and (2) areas surrounding the pond which contributes

runoff to the pond area. In this event, we believe that it will

be necessary to provide some type of control on the elevation of

ponded water. This control will likely be necessary to reduce

the likelihood of ponded water exceeding the limits of the

synthetic liner area. We judge that there are numerous ways to A

accomplish these controls, the simplest alternative may be to

construct a relatively low channel area which discharges into the



canal along the south side of the landfill area.

The plan entitled, "Mitigation Plan, Marathon Industrial Park,

Bayward, California" dated October, 1986 indicates the general

layout of the proposed wetlands.

The site is divided by 2'6" high earth berms which follow the

existing contour of the land. The berms are placed at roughly

2 foot intervals in order to provide both wet and dry basins

across the site.

The basin depth is controlled by the elevation of an overflow

weir within each basin. The overflow height has been set at

12 inches as shown on the plan. This allows a ponded depth of

12 inches adjacent to the berm and a decreasing depth toward

the next uphill berm. The overflow weir system allows the

drainage of the entire site to the lowest basin, which then

drains to the canal.

L-



Detailed engineering studies will have to be performed to develop

appropriate design criteria and satisfy the Regional Water

Quality Control Board and the Solid Waste Management Board.

Based upon our past experience, we judge that the negotiation

process with the involved State agencies will be relatively time

consuming. If a significant groundwater contamination problem

currently exists, it may be necessary to mitigate the problem

prior to construction of the seasonal wetlands project. If

serious deficiencies exist, significant project delays and costs

could develop.
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JUDD HULL and ASSOCIATES __
Geotechnical Consultants
22654 Watkins St., Hayward, CA 94541
Telephone: (415) 582-1880

INSIRt PIm

Project No. 929-A57-B5 -
24 February 1981

Radio Station KIQI
Oro Spanish Broadcasting
2601 Mission Street
San Francisco, California

Attention: Mr. Rene De La Rosa

Subject: Proposed Radio Transmitter Facilities
and Broadcast Towers
West End of Winton Avenue
Hayward, California
SOIL INVESTIGATION - PHASE I
PRELIMINlARY SITE EXPLORATION

Dear Mr. De La Rosa:

In accordance with your authorization, our firm has
conducted Phase I of the Soil Investigation for the proposed
radio transmitter facilities and broadcast towers. This report
summarizes our field exploration and laboratory testing per-
formed to date. We refer you to the attached report for the
details of the encountered conditions, the results of the
laboratory testing and our preliminary conclusions.

Very trul rs

Miche Hansen

J ud R. Hull
C.E. 23032
SOIL ENGINEER

MH:JRH:nc
Copies: 8 to Client
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SOIL INVESTIGATION PHASE I

Preliminary .Site Exploration

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this phase of our Soil Investigation

was to explore the site of the proposed radio transmitter

facilities and-broadcast towers and, based on the results

of our exploration, offer preliminary conclusions concerning

the encountered conditions and the anticipated foundation

types.

The scope of our investigation consisted of site

reconnaissances by the Soil Engineer and other staff

personnel, the drilling of eight test borings at the

approximate locations shown on Figure No. 1. Laboratory

testing of selected soil samples was performed to assist

in the determination of the physical and engineering

properties of the foundation soils. This report was prepared

to summarize our field explorations, laboratory test results

and preliminary conclusions.

Site Location and Description
N'

The site of the proposed radio transmitter facilities

and broadcast towers is located near the'west, end of

Winton Avenue in Hayward, California. Access to the property

is by way of a private road (partially paved and partially

unimproved) which begins at the end.of Winton Avenue and

extends westward toward the bay. ..The property is bounded

on the north, east and south by lands presently being used

for cattle grazing and on the.west.by the San Francisco Bay.

'."The property Is relatlvely~level.and raised approximately

.10 to 15 feet 'above sea level. ..Although.the property appears,
o. . . . .. • *~~~~~~. . .. ' ... .. ," . ... ... ."
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relatiyely leyel, in detail it is actually i multitude (f

small, shallow, closed depressions and small mounds. Many
of the depressions were ponding water at the time of our

field work. ._

At some time in the past the property was a disposal

site for household garbage. During this period the property
and other adjoining properties were filled with many thousands
of yards of garbage. After the dump was closed the surface
was apparently covered with a thin layer of soil and, the
area was returned to agricultural use.

The location and description referred .to herein are based
on site*reconnaissances by our personnel and maps provided

by AAA Engineering Company.

Field Exploration* .

The field investigation consisted of site reconnaissances.
by the Soil Engineer and other staff personnel and the
drilling of eight test borings at the approximate locations
shown on Figure No. 1. The test borings were drilled in
the vicinity of each proposed-tower and. the proposed building.
The location of the towers and building were staked in the
field by AAA Engineering Company. The borings extended
to depths between 14.5 and 50.5 feet below the existing

L ground surface.,The drilling was performed with a truck-
mountedrig .using power-driven 6-'i nch diameter co n ti nuous
flight auger.-'-. The soils encojnte'red were c ontinuously
logged in 'the"fiel'd during the noperatons. As the
lrdg''rlin'h procelde drilling..." ':;':

H g drilling*proceeded, relatively undisturbed core samples .

were obtained by means of. a 3-inch O.D. (L) or a 2-inch
.:OD, (T)plit-tube sampler,. The sampler. was dynamically . -'o. ;.,. .- ...".t .;,' ...~t ~ The .. *." : ,,, •', "•,."t . ' ' ;l

-advanced':Into'the-in situ soil with a"140-poundhammer having

efa1lll'of. 30 'inches. The number of blows required to "
4 samp*the pler the final 12-Infh.distance Is known as :

._~ 
v th 
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the penetration-resistance and, these values are contained .1
In the LOGS OF TEST BORINGS.

After field classification, selected samples were sealed

and returned to our laboratory for testing. A'description of

the soils encountered and the locations at which samples were

taken are shown on the LOGS OF TEST BORINGS.

Laboratory Testing

To assist in the determination of the physical and
engineering characteristics of the foundation soils, the

following tests were performed:

a. Moisture Content (ASTM D2216-71)
b. In-Place Density (ASTM D2937-71.
c.. Hydrometer Analysis (Modified) ASTM D422-63)
d.U Unconfined Compression Testing (ASTM D2166-66)
Se. Consolidation Testing (ASTM D2435-70)

These tests were performed to assit in the determination

of the consistency, moisture-variation, in-place density and,
the unconfined compressive strength-and consolidation proper-

ties of the foundation soils. The results of the laboratory
testing are shown on the Logs of Test Borings opposite the

sample tested or on other graphs at the end of this report.

Subsurface Soil Conditions
Based on the materials encountered in our test borings,

the prop.r.ty.has apparentlybeen.used as a'dumplsite at some.

.time in'the'ecent past (last 25 yeat's):-" There' is approximately

.12 feet of fill-overlying the native soils. The fill is composed
'-of...ppr xi'0ately.1O to 11 feet of.househld garbage.which
As. overlain by a thin (6 to 12 Inch) layer of.imported silty

1grave1".sioil..- -These fill materials are very loose and
compressible*,:".'... . .".. ,'

,...... ., ... '., '. ..;; , *. , , . . .. " .,

r.: ". .* *: . ..* " . "
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The native materials below the garbage fill are primarily

recent bay mud with some random layers of medium dense silty

sand. The upper ten feet of bay mud is very soft and compressible

(see consolidation test, Figure No. 10). Beneath this upper

* soft layer the bay mud becomes very stiff clayer silts with'

- layers of silty sands as shown on the test boring logs.

These lower soils are adequate for supporting pile

foundation-loads. However, due to continuing consolidation

of the garbage fill and upper soft bay muds, the pile

foundation should be designed to include the negative

friction (downdrag) imposed by the consolidation of the

upper twenty feet of materials.

The free groundwater table was encountered at a depth

of approximately 5 to 6 feet below the surface within the

layer of imported household garbage.

I...o- ..-.
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

1,i The site is covered.by a layer. of impotted fill consisting

almost entirely of household garbage covered by a thin

. (6 to 12 Inch)"layer of silty gravel.

2. The upper 10 feet of Native Soils consist of very

. organic compressible clayey silts.

3.. The proposed improvements should be" supported on

driven pile foundations deriving support from the soils

- ibelow in depth of 20 feet.

4.' Continued consolidation of the upper 20 feet of mate'rials

i s,, anticipated and, this factor should be considered in

the design of the proposed foundations.

5. Specific design criteria forlthe development of the

0found~tions for the proposed radio transmitter, facilities
.and broadcast tower.wil.l be offered in a final report

aftere the specific requirements for the tonstruction are

S..known.

1~~~~~ 11116=W~
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background -

Marathon U.S. Realties, Inc. (Applicant) proposes to develop a

business park facility on 134 acres located In the City of

Hayward. Land uses expected at the site are Industrial and

commercial, with an orientation toward rail service. It Is

anticipated that the Industrial activities will Include

warehouse/distribution, light manufacturing, and research and

development companies. Commercial users will Include businesses

that support Industrial users and serve employees as well as the

general public.

In order to provide flood protection on the site, approximately

34,000 cubic yards of fill material will be placed along the

western site border to create a levee connected to the Bockman

and Sulphur Creek levees. A storm and sewer drainage system, In .

combination with existing mechanical pumps, will be Incorporated

Into project development. The road network will require appro-

ximately 98,000 cubic yards of Imported fill. The site will then

be re-graded to move approximately 200,000 cubic yards of the

highest ground Into the lowest areas to achieve site "balance."

Because the proposed action will Include the placement of

structural fill In approximately 90 acres of wetlands under

regulatory Jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) -. ,

a N404" permit will be required prior to development1 . Prior to

1Federal Register. 1977. Title 33 - Navigable Waters: %
Chapter II - Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army: . -
Regulatory Programs of the Corps of Engineers," Vol 47. No. 41.
pp. 31791-31834, 22 July 1977. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington DC. N

. .. . . ...



consideration as to the Issuance or denial of the COE permit, the

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16USC 661-666c) requires that

the COE consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS),

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the California -

Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). As part of this process, the

USFWS has classified the 90 acres of diked seasonal wetIands

associated with the project site under Resource Category 2. This

designation means that the habitat Is considered of "high value

to wildlife and Is relatively scarce on a national basis." The

USFWS mitigation policy for Resource Category 2 habitat Is to

"prevent any net loss of In-kind habitat values and to compensate %

via mitigation for any loss of habitat by replacing It with

similar habitat." The USFWS has also notified the Corps that an

endangered animal species, the salt marsh harvest mouse

(Relthrodontomys ravlventrls), and an endangered plant species, .

the soft bird's beak (Cordylanthus mollls ssp. mollls) may be

present on the project site.
; S.,

As a result of the above described agency requirements, It Is

Incumbent on the project applicant to seek mitigation to Insure

that no net loss of diked seasonal wetlands results from the

development of the project. The mitigation effort would require

upgrading of habitat values on lands located away from the

project site In a manner that Resource Category 2 values would be

achieved or exceeded. This would be achieved by the purchase

(private land) or a guarantee (in the case of public lands) that

habitat restoration of, or Improvements be maintained (e.g.

transfer of lands to an appropriate government agency)."

,,I,,.,,
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I
1.2 Study Objectives -

The primary objectives of this report are to:

a) provide a detailed description of existing

conditions on the project site and all

candidate mitigation sites;

b) perform a qualitative evaluation of the

present functional habitat values of the

proposed project site;

C) compare these values to the present and I
potential habitat values of various proposed

candidates mitigation site alternatives; and I
d) utilize the comparisons to assess which of

the proposed sites will best satisfy the

USFWS policy of no net loss of Resource

Category 2 - seasonal wetlands.
2

1.3 Regional Perspective on South San Francisco Day Wetlands

Estuaries have long been a focus of human settlement and activity

because of their wide array of living and nonliving resources.

They have also been susceptible to change; their tributary rivers

have been dammed and diverted, shorelines modified, fish

populations reduced or eliminated, and water quality altered by

wastes. The San Francisco Day estuary Is no exception.

San Francisco Bay is located at the mouth of the Sacramento-Son

Joaquin river system, which carries runoff from 40 percent

2 No attempt Is made by this Study to determine exact habitat

acreage exchange/replacement requirements. Habitat value is
determined on the basis of site functional value similarity and
potential for similarity as compared to that of the proposed
Marathon Business Park site.

3 '



(153,000 kin2) of California's land surface area. Spanish

soldiers and missionaries. first arriving In 1769. found a

complex of bays and marshes where an estimated 10.000 to 20,000

aboriginals lived and harvested food. The Spanish settlement

(now Son Francisco) remined an isolated trading outpost until

gold was discovered In the Sierra Nevada foothills In 1546.

Within 2 years, San Francisco's population grew from 400 to

25,000. beginning the California boom (Nichols vt ai 1966).

The San Francisco May Is the largest estuarine ecosystem In

California. The Day ecosystem supports a very diverse and

productive blots. Prior to the wild-nineteeonth century there were 4

an estimated 734 sqare kilometers of tidal marshlands around th'e

Day. Only 162 square kilometers of tidal marsh remain today.

most of which have been extensively and adversely modified

(USFWS 1964).

Hydraulic mining during the Gold Rush period In the Sierra Nevada

had dratic effects on the bay. Literally, cubic miles of

Sierran soil* were washed down the rivers to #c-vn shoals In th'e

Suisun and San Pablo Say. The effects of ovei telree feet of

sediments deposited during that time can never be completely

known. as the first studies on the benthic fauna did not take

place until 1912 Undoubtedly, the Increased sedimentation

caused many changes In the blots of the bay wetlands

1 31 Tidal Saitmarshes

The marsheii of the Delta and the Day began to be, diked off

for siiet-evaporation ponds as early as 1000 By 1965. be'

square kilometers of marshlands and tielands had been a sea '4

off or filled Diking was relatively esoy to accompl'sP 1

because muwch of the Day, esociailiy South Son Francisco Gay

was shallow At one time an estimated 1.471 soure
do.

-,il



N
kilometers of the original Bay were considered *available m

for reclamation", and filling proceeded unabated until the

San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission

(BCDC) was established In 1985. Since the establishment of

the Commission, filling and diking of marshlands has slowed

considerably (USFWS 1984).

Central San Francisco Bay originally had approximately 13

square kilometers of tidal marsh, while Sulsun Bay had 289

square kilometers. South San Francisco and San Pablo Bays

had Intermediate amounts, 176 and 288 square kilometers.

respectively (USFWS 1984).

The tidal marshes of today are fragments of the original

marshes. Some are narrow strips along outboard dikes. Only

21 percent of the Bay's original tidal marshland still

exists, and approximately 32 percent of that Is now diked. U

Many have been back-filled so that various types of marsh

vegetation have been eliminated. Others have dikes at their

upper limits and these upper marsh zones have been reduced

to narrow strips bordering the dikes. Shallow, strip-like

marshes typically lack secondary tide channel networks, thus

reducing their value for many birds (USFWS 1Si4).

I.

Many marshes around South San Francisco Bay have undergone

vegetational changes as a result of land subsidence and

Increased tidal submergence. Land subsidence Of up to ten

feet. caused by groundwater pumping, has occurred from Palo

Alto to AIvIso over the last one hundred years. Many

marshes have changed from predominantly pickleweed to

cordgrass as a result.

Outflows of major sewage treatment plants. like the Son Jose

- Santa Clara Water Treatment Plant near Alviso. have



Changed the plant and animal communities of the marshes in

South San Francisco Bay. The Input of Ofreshwaterm from

these treatment plants has shifted the salt balance In

portions of the Bay from a salt to a brackish condition.

The 380-450 million liters (100-120 million gallons)

produced each day by the San Jose - Santa Clara Water

Treatment Control Plant maintain the nearby marshes In a

brackish condition of only 0.6 parts per thousand (PPT) of

salt while the water a few kilometers Into the Bay Is about

30 PPT salt. The marshes along that outflow have changed

from diverse salt marshes to brackish water marshes

dominated by alkali bulrush, a species of low value to many

salt marsh animals, Including the salt marsh harvest mouse

and the California clapper rail, both state and federally

listed (endangered) species (USFWS 1985).

The proposed project site Is located adjacent to the eastern

periphery of the historic Alviso saltmarshes, as mapped by

Nichols and Wright (1971). At one time, the Alviso marshes

constituted one of the three largest tidal marsh systems of

San Francisco Bay (the other two are the Naps and Sulsun

Marshes). Ranging from seven miles to a quarter mile In

width, the eastern San Francisco Bay marshes formed a

corridor beginning with Alviso Marsh at the south end, and

extending northward to Richmond.

The Alviso marshes were formed by the major drainages of -

Coyote, Alviso, and Guadalupe Sloughs, and the lesser P

drainages of Mud and Mowry Sloughs. The vast majority of

these formerly tidal wetlands were diked and converted to

salt ponds. Some portions have been diked and either S...

cultivated for agriculture, filled and developed, used as 4

landfills, or left In an undeveloped condition.

6
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On the periphery of the historic Alviso tidal marshes were

large expanses of fresh or brackish marshes, formed by the

runoff from the surrounding flat, alluvial plain that merges

gradually with the tidal plain. Because the transition of

alluvial plain to tidal plain Is subtle, and because the

peripheral lands, both within and outside the historic marsh

margin, have been modified In their long history of mixed

agricultural, salt production, and other uses, residual

wetlands characteristics are highly varied and dictated

largely by topography (shallow depressions hold seasonal

water), soil, permeability, and proximity to bay plant an.

animal populations.

The only large marshes left In this area are scattered from

Dumbarton Point to the headquarters of the San Francisco Bay

National Wildlife Refuge In Newark, along Mowry Slough, In

the triangular marsh near Alviso (near the Palo Alto Nature

Center), and on Greco Island. Although other marshes can be -

found In South San Francisco Bay, most are narrow,

Interrupted strips along sloughs and bayside dikes, or

highly saline, diked-off marshes with areas of sparse

pickleweed (USFWS 1985).

1.3.2 Seasonal Wetlands

Historically, the San Francisco Bay area contained vast

freshwater and tidal wetlands. As mentioned above, these

wetlands were significantly reduced in size when they were

reclaimed for salt production, agriculture and urban

development and when freshwater Inflow was reduced.

Depressions In areas behind dikes, caused either by the

remnants of old sloughs or from differential settlement,

collect rainwater and runoff during the winter rainy season

In sufficient Quantity to support wetland vegetation. This

7
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vegetation ranges from freshwater to salt tolerant plants.

depending on the soil characteristics. These areas are

frequently dry during the summer months. Because of their

location and ephemeral character they are called seasonal

wetlands.

According to the California Department of Fish and Game and

the USFWS. diked seasonal wetlands In Alameda and Santa

Clara Counties are In extremely short supply. Much of this

type of habitat which Is previously owned has been removed

or Is currently proposed for residential, commercial or

Industrial development. This habitat type has become so

scarce In the project area that It Is now considered unique.

The USFWS estimates that approximately 4,168 acres of

privately owned seasonal wetlands In the form of diked salt

marsh, duck clubs, Inactive salt ponds, and seasonal ponds

characterized by combined wetlands, transitional and upland

vegetation remain In Alameda and Santa Clara Counties.

Freshwater seasonal wetlands and surrounding grasslands

provide waterfowl nesting habitat which Is not available in

the surrounding areas, such as tidal zones. Seasonal

wetlands are also an Important refuge for waterfowl and

shorebirds when storm or high tides Inundate tidal mudflats

and marshes and prohibit their use by these species. They

are valuable as buffer ares between existing development and

Say marshes, salt ponds and open water (USFWS 196S).

Migratory waterfowl (e.g., ducks and geese) and shorebirds

(e.g., sandpipers and plovers) frequently move between tidal

marshes and adjacent seasonal wetlands; together, these

wetlands provide critical habitat for shorebirds migrating

along the Pacific Flyway to and from their breeding grounds

In the north.

S
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Seasonal wetlands are now under greater pressure from

development around San Francisco Day than are tidal

wetlands. Similarly, these same seasonal wetlands demand by 3
wildlife Is significant, If not critical, their scarcity to

wildlife utilizes these acres for foraging and resting when

high tides cover the mud and sand flats on the Say.

1.3.3 Function Values Associated With South San Francisco

Day Wetlands

The following provides a general summary of functional

values typically found associated with South San Francisco

Bay wetlands.

a) Groundwater Recharge and Discharge
S

Groundwater recharge and discharge In South Say

wetlands is generally restricted to a very narrow

vertical range near wetland surfaces. The limited

vertical dimension can be compensated over a large

surface area by horizontal expanse such that

substantial volumes of water Intercepted by the

surface as rainfall or high tides enters Into

subterranean storage. The amount of recharge is

dependent upon soil permeability and moisture

content, as well as hydraulic head.

b) Flood Storage and Oesynchronization

Since estuarine marshes exist near the downstream

terminus of riverlne flood routes, they have

little Importance in regulating discharges that

originate upstream of tidal water* especially In

g"V



the case of diked wetlands. Marshes can provide

protection to surrounding lowlands by acting as

storage basins for tidal storm surges. In

contrast, seasonal wetlands typically provide a

more valuable function. Flood waters tend to pond

In seasonal wetlands. Water Is gradually

dissipated by evaporation and groundwater

recharge.

C) Shoreline Anchoring and Dissipation of Erosive

Forces

The South Bay's tidal ailtmarsh vegetation

(pickloweed, cordgrass) Is very effective In

binding *oil with extensive root systems that

protect shorelines and outboard dikes from

erosion. PIckleweed and cordgrass stands In tidal

saltmarshes also reduce wave and current

velocities providing protection for areas Inland.

Tidal marsh mudflats play a significant role In

dissipating the erosive forces of tidal and wind-

generated waves. Mudflate reduce the amplitude

and mass of short period wind-chop generation.

The value of diked seasonal wetlands Is limited to

protection of Its surrounding dikes, thus on an

overall scale this value Is considered limited.

d) Sediment Trapping

The ability of tidal wetlands to trap sediments is

well documented In the Day Area (National Wetlands

Technical Council 1966). Entrapment results from

diverse processes. Marsh vegetation tends to

dampen wave action thereby promoting settlement

I
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and discouraging resuspenslon. Some plant species

create chemical environments that promote clay

flocculation. Filter feeding organisms, such as

mussels, entrap large amounts of suspended -

material. Tidal marsh filtering varies according

to the second hydrologic regime. Ponding In diked

wetlands also results In the settling out of

sediment particles. If the diked area Is not

Isolated from Inflow of flood or tidal waters they

can contribute significantly to trapping

sediments.

Suspended sediment loads are typically highest In

winter when erosion upstream and bay sediment are

resuspended. However, the vegetation component Is

generally more efficient in spring and summer when

most plant species attain maximum biomass.

e) Nutrient Retention and Removal

South Bay wetland plant systems enhance food chain

support by converting solar energy to carbon,

gaseous nitrogen to nitrate, and Inorganic

nutrients to useful organic compounds. Through

this process, rapid cycling and dispersal Is

accomplished. The organic content or ratio of

peat to clay tends to Increase with distance away

from tidal channels, where clays and slits

predominate. The maximum amount of peat often

depends on marsh successional stage or degree of

perturbation. Young tidal wetlands typically

contain *oIl* that are low in organic material.

In young marshes of the South Day, organic carbon

comprises only about 18% of *oil weight (Pestoring

* Sq
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1972). Older marshes generally contain *oils that

are peat-rich; nearly 60% organic carbon by dry

weight (Collins et al. In press).

f) Food Chain Support

Wetlands support a wide variety of minute aquatic

organisms that form the first link of food chains

that Incorporate the larger fish, birds, and

manwmals that reside and feed along Bay margins.

Tidal waters, seasonally ponded waters and bay

muds are Inhabited by large numbers of small.

relatively simple forms of life. Single-celled

bluegreen algae, and multicellular red and green

algae (Ulva sP.) may abound In surface waters.

The principal photosynthetic organisms are benthic

diatoms, found within the upper centimeter of

tidal muds. Seasonally flooded wetlands provide a

food chain support function similar to tidal but

for only limited periods of time. This period of

time ranges from a few days to several months.

g) Habitat for Fisheries

Approximately 125 species of fish have been

reported In the San Francisco Say. Although

diversity of fish species decreases In the South 4

May, at least 20 fish species can be considered

common. Tidal and diked salt marshes do not

provide significant fisheries habitat In

themselves but tidal areas do support

Invertebrates that serve as prey for fish.

12
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I
h) Habitat for Wildlife.

South Bay shoreline ecosystems support huge

populations of resident and migratory waterfowl.

Since December 1982, the Fish and Wildlife Service

has conducted aerial and ground surveys in the

Fremont area, south of the project site.

Bird species observed during this period Include

waterfowl, shorebirds, waterbirds, raptors, game

birds and passerine birds. Observed waterfowl

were of both dabbling and diving varieties and

Included mallard, northern pintall, northern

shoveler, lesser and greater scaup, cinnamon teal.

gadwall, American wigeon, and ruddy duck. 3
shorebirds Included wiliet. black-necked atilt.

blackbellied plover, yellowlegs *pp.. American

avocet, dowitcher *pp., dunlin, western and least

sandpipers, long-billed curlew, marbled godwit,

cor-on snipe, Wilson's phalarope, and killdeer.

Other waterbirds observed Included the Federally

listed (endangered) California least tern and

great blue heron, great egret, snowy egret, cattle

egret, Bonaparte's gull. and American coot.

Raptors Include northern harrier, rough-legged

hawk, turkey vulture; game birds include ring-

necked pheasant. Passerine birds observed In this

area Include red-winged blackbird, house finch.

barn swallow, tree swallow, cliff swallow, violet-

green swallow, Brewer's blackbirds, loggerhead

shrike. western meadowlark, horned lark. savannah 5
sparrow, song sparrow, and starling (USFWS 1986).
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Nesting broods of pintall, cinnamon teal and

mallard were observed during February through May 2

1983 ground surveys. Between December 17. 1982.

and April 25, 1983, Fish and Wildlife Service

aerial surveys revealed almost 280.000 waterbird

use-days on a site near Fremont. Between December

28, 1983. and April 3. 1984, the aerial surveys

revealed 176,000 waterbird use-days. On March 14.

1983. approximately 6.046 waterbirds were

estimated for this area. According to the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service. this high count Is

likely to be a conservative estimate of bird use

In the area because of the difficulty of seeing

all bird species from the air (USFWS 1986).

According to the California Department of Fish and

Same and the USWFW. diked seasonal wetlands In

Alameda and Santa Clara counties are In extremely

short supply. Much of this habitat Is privately

owned, has been removed or Is currently proposed

for residential. comwerclal or Industrial

development. This habitat type has become so

scarce In the project that It Is now considered

unique. Estimates of USFW% are that approximate'"

4,166 acres of privately owned seasonal wetlands

In the form of diked alt marsh, duck clubs.

Inactive salt ponds. and seasonal ponds

characterized by c"mined wetlands. transitional

and upland vegetation reman in Alameda and Santa

Clara counties. erbaceous vegetation and ponded

water allow water birds access to food sources

Seasonal wetlands are unIque due to the o lowing

factors their vegetatlve characteristics, the

14
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extremely high numsbers and diversity of birds

supported. the fact that they represent the last

remining sizeable acreage of open space seasonal

wetland habitat In the South Bay area. and because

they provide nesting habitat for waterbirds.

freshwater seasonal wetlands and surrounding

grasslands provide waterfowl nesting habitat wM'cr'

Is not available inl the surrounding areas. suc" as

tidal zones. Seasonal wetlands are aiso an

Important refuge for waterfowl and shorebirds whe- ,

storms or high tldes Inundate tidal mfudflats ariC

marshes and prohibit their use by these species

in addit ion they are valuable as buffer areas

between existing development and Say mnarshes. se t

ponds and open water (USPWS 1985)

I) Passive Rscreation and Heritage Value

South Say westland habitatsli provide opportu"'t es

for nature study. education. scientific ress~cP,

and Preservat ion of special status species. as

evidenced by the Son Francisco Day Nati'ons

Wildlife Illfuge located nosa Feoript .P cll

receives eutensive recreations, use The eg

presently prvio between t30 000 aric 15c OC

visitor days annssuarty

South bay wetlands provide hab tat *o, the

following state one fee,* stillO sO~C 9s

est me'los" Paes us e tno*ontqTX_!

ravivent-j Ca *or-a capb. re end t'e Soot

bir 0 beok !Cord 1 laritius who 9 sr we 9.



Only a small percentage of the original wetland

acreage rema ins In the South Bay. making wetland

habitat valuable from a heritage standpoint. The

IJSFWS has classifiled this vegetation type In-
Resource Category 2. with a resource goal of no

net loss of habitat val-ue.
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2.0 METHODS.

S

2.1 Background

Given the study objective of evaluating the similarity/

dissimilarity of various habitat sites" functional values, the

Adamus assessment technique was selected for this analysis. This

technique Is noteworthy in the context that It Is the first

systematic application of science to wetland functional

assessment. The Adamus approach uses the USFWS wetland

classification scheme (Cowardin St al. 1979) which Is highly

sensitive to differences among wetland sites. Unlike the USFWS

Habitat Evaluation (HEP) and the COE's Habitat Evaluation System

(HES) which provide for qualitative wildlife habitat value

assessment, the Adamus method Is more comprehensive in that it

Incorporates all of the wetland functions presently recognized as

being significant. However, the Adamus technique does not

provide a detailed qualitative habitat evaluation system that Is

species specific (e.g. the site offers high or low habitat value

for the salt marsh harvest mouse). For this reason It was

determined that no attempt could be made to estimate the amount

of mitigation habitat acreage necessary to support species of

agency or public concern. By using the Adamus technique, habitat

value was assessed In terms of site functional value similarity,

dissimilarity, and potential for similarity (if habitat values

could be developed (via management) similar to the Category 2 -

seasonal wetland values of the proposed Marathon Business Park

site.

As port of the decision process to select an appropriate

assoement method or methods a scoping meeting was held with

reeremntatlves from the CDFG, COE, EPA and USFWS. The purpose

of this meeting was fourfold:

17



111 to clarify the roeeat agencies, current MitlIgatle

a. to 1111tor'llfte what teeSAliues Would be accepteb to

determine current and potential functional values of

proposed mitigation sites.

C. to identify potential mitigation sites. and

4. to seek the assistance of various agencie, in mAIIIIng

value determinations.

The following provides a general summry of discussions (that

took place at the *coping meeting) related to the aforonent Boned

topics.

Each agency represenitative expressed a desire to support the

USFW policy of no net 10*8 of Category 2 - seasonal wetland

habitat. Only the CopC13l and USFW14 have officially established

policies and Implementation guidelines. Exceptions to this

policy are made when It Is determined to be In the public

Interest to accept a lesser standard.

With regard to assessment methodology the UJSFWS explained that

they relied In large part on the HEP procedure but felt that It

was Inappropriate f or areas where adequate species specific

models have not been developed. Both COE and EPA representatives

explained that they relied on the USFW for guidance In making

decisions regarding habitat.values as their agencies have no

established procedures for the Pacific coast. The representative

from the COFG explained that COFQ utilizes the HIP procedure

where approprilate.

3CDFQ has recently established a wetlands resources pol icy,
dated January 9, 1987 that Is similar to the USFWS policy.

4Federal Register. 1981. OM~ltlgatlon Policy of the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service." Federal Register, January 23. 1981.



A' agncy representat I vs express" I nterest I n the Ad&MUs MY'

sopro&CON. but none had worked with the approach No interest was

omprillsad I n the HIS tecftn Igue as I t was dovelIoped pr imar IlIy for

use in Southeastern bottmling hardwood forest* it was agreed

that both approaches need further development and tooting before F

they can' be utilized wit% any technical reliability in California

Coastal areas and that acceptance of their results would

ultiometeiy rely on professional Judgement

The fol lowing were considered in the discussion of potential

mitigation sites

a) HARD Parcel *A'

b) HARD Parcel 56

C) HAND Parcel OC

d) Oliver Sait Property (Oliver West)

0) Ideal Cement/Combustion Engineering site

f) Proposed Menlo Business Park Site

g) Weber Property

h) Oliver May Farm A & 5 (Oliver East)

1) Patterson Ranch (Parcels A. B, C. and D)
J) Proposed Ponderosa Homes site

k) Sonoma Land Company site

All agency representatives except the COE. due to workload
imitations, expressed Interest In seeing and possibly

participating In the field assessment of the application of both

the Adamus and HEP techniques to assess the above listed sites.

The only exception was the Sonoma Land Company site. The Sono'na

Land Company site was eliminated from consideration due to Its

obvious Inability to potentially provide Category 2 values.
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comparable to that proposed to be lost upon project construction,

given the sites distant location from the project areab.

It was alo during this discuSsion that EPA representatives

voiced concern over why any value assessments should be conducted

given the fact that their agency had found the 404(b)(1) Project

Alternatives Analysis conducted as part of the Corp permit

application process for the project as Inadequate. The analysis

was judged to be Inadequate because it failed to clearly

demonstrate that there were no practicable alternatives to

building the project in wetlands. Thus. EPA considered the

proposed project not to be viable. The USFWS and CDFG

representative expressed a similar concern. In contrast, the COE

Indicated they had accepted the analysis as satisfying their

regulatory requirements. However, the Corps went on to say that

they would have to change their position If It could be clearly

demonstrated that the 404(b)(1) analysis was Inadequate.

After the meeting, several months were spent gathering field data

and pertinent Information to prepare specific asseement criteria

for both the HEP and Ademus habitat assessment procedures. It

was also at the close of this period that personnel from the

participating agencies (USEPA, USFWS, CDFQ) determined officially

that they would be unable to participate In the field evaluations

of sites until their respective agencies officially S recognized

the proposed Marathon Business Park project is viable. This

uniform position was In response to EPA's unresolved concern that

6The proposed site Is located In the Butte Sink area of

central California, some 70 miles away from the proposed Marathon
Business Park Site.

8Officlal positions confirmed; personal communication from
Mr. Tom Morrison, November 1986, Earth Metrics, Inc.

20
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the proposed project did not satisfy 404(b)(1) Analysis

Guidelines7 for assessment project alternatives.

As a result of the above agencies position not to participate in

an Adamus or HEP evaluation of each site. It was decided that an

Adamus assessment would be conducted.$ The decision to proceed

prior to resolution of the agencies, concerns regarding the

project's 404(b)(1) viability was made in order to find

appropriate mitigation sites to Propose as part of the EIS

currently being prepared. The results of the Adamus evaluation

would, therefore, be used as a screening mechanism to assess

specific mitigation strategies as part of the development of the

proposed Marathon Business Park Eli.

2.2 Final Study Site Selection

Foliowing the above described meeting, an availability assessment

was made of the sites listed above with the exception of the

Sonoma Land Company site. It was determined that the following

seven sites could be potentlaily Purchased. Sites "f" and 0g0

were added based on recommendations provided by the City of

Hayward as a result of discussions with the project applicant.

a) HARD Parcel A"

b) HARD Parcel 050.

c) Oliver HMay Farm (Oliver East 8 - West of Southern

Pacific R.R.)

d) Oliver Salt Property (Oliver West)

7Federal Register. 1980. Dec. OUSEPA Section 404(b)(1)
Guidelines". Vol 45, No. 249. pp. 88336-85356. U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (40 CFR 230).

Oit Is CDFG and USFWS policy to participate In HEP
evaluations before accepting their results.
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e) Patterson Rench Paroels A. D. C & 0.

f) Alameda Regional Flood Control Oistrlot/PaCifia Fr.

g) PACCAR Landfill site

2.3 Baseline Data Assesment

Initial study efforts consisted of obtainlng the following

baseline reference materials regarding the project site and the

seven mitigation sites listed above:

a) USFWS National Wetland Inventory Maps;

b) UgGS 7.60 Series Topographic Quadrangles;

C) low altitude aerial photography; and

d) environmental reports and documents.

Subsequent to this. each site. Including the proposed project

development area, was visited In August 1955. A fixed wing

aerial survey was also made In August 106. After these

reconnaissance efforts, habitat maps for each site were prepared

and ground-truthed during December 1eSI and January/Feobruary.

1967.

2.4 Adamus Assessment of Existing Functional Values

An analysis of the proposed project site and seven alternative

sites was conducted using the wetland functional assessment

techniques developed by Adamus (1953). Observations (qualitative

data) made during the field reconnaissance were converted Into

preliminary statements regarding each site's values for the

following wetland functions:

a) Ground water recharge and discharge

b) Flood storage and desynchronization

c) Shoreline anchoring and dissipation of erosion process

22



d) Sediment traisg

*) Nutrilent retention sanE remeaval
f) reed chain *ullort

f) Habitat fer fisheries5
J) Habitat few willife

1) Active receation
J) Passive recreation and heritage value

The Admus analysis consisted of following a procedure Which
provides an estimate of the like6lihood that a single wetland is

of high. moderate or low value for each of the functions listed
above. Two steps are followed during this procedure.

IstmopOn@ requires the evaluator to perform a predictor Inventory.
This Involves three series of questions about various habitat

cendit ions related to the habitat values discussed above. One
series is used to evaluate sIte opportunity and effectiveness. a 111
second series addresses significance. and a third reviews Impact--
related factors. Stp w require* the evaluator to sift through

the Information compi led In these three predictor inventories anid
arrive at a rating of functional significance for each functional
value listed above. Interpretation keys are used to help
translate the predictor Inventory data for opportunity,

effectiveness, and Impact Into statements regarding functional

value significance.

2.6 Adamus Assessment of Potential Functional Vaiues.

The above procedure was then repeated to determine what potential
future values might result If the sites were managed to encourage

Category 2 - seasonai wetland development. These values were
determined based on the general mitigation management plans
provided to the City of Hayward by the project applicant. The

following Is a summuary of these plans:-
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a. HIrd Parael! A & 9 Wetland aitltat Snhanlnments. This

mitigation measure would Involve the enhancement of

seasonal wetland habitat values on the HARD Parcels

neighboring Suipur creek by allowing them to remain

wetter longer via water management.

b. Oliver lt Property Acouliltion. The Oliver gilt

Property would be purchased by Marathon and dedicated

to a public resource agency. Marathon to also

currently developing a mitigation plan for agency

review that Involves reintroducing tidal action to the

property. They are also exploring the potential of

raising the bottom elevation of the salt ponds to the

point where seasonal habitat values. like that which

exists on the proposed project site, could develop.

C. Oliver May Farm Wetland Creation. The mitigation

measure here would be for Marathon to acquire and

dedicate this property to a public resource agency.

cease the agricultural operations on the property, and

allow It to revert to a seasonal wetland.

d. Alameda Regional Flood Control District/Pacific FM and

Paccar Land Fill Seasonal Wetland Creation. Utilizing

one, or a combination of these properties, the

mitigation plan would create new seasonal wetlands on

top of historic garbage dumps. The plan would Involve

first capping the existing elevation with an

Impermeable material, creating borders to hold water on

the top, planting appropriate vegetation, and possibly

pumping water In the winter months to Increase the

Inundation.
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a. o.o orino h Patterson Ranch hoNsto n I ~ l111sllfdinsi

seasonal wetland ondition.

2.S Analysis Guidelines and Assumptions.

The following guidelines and assumptions were followed during the

course of this evaluation:

a. The evaluation procedure would be used as a screening3

or rapid asesmwtnt mechanism, to Indicate from a large

array of choices the general priorities for potential

mitigation alternatives.

b. OPredlctorsO, or factors which may control or be

correlated with wetiand processes (and ulimately with
wetland functions), are to be used In the procedure to

estimate functionai value. The term *predictors" Is

roughly synonymous with the terms t descrlptors," "proxy

variables," Indicators 0 surrogate parameters,"

Odeterminant*,O and "correlatesm used In other

procedures. The predictors chosen are usually those

easlest to measure or evaluate. They vary greatly In

the directness and accuracy with which they actually

measure the function and Its processes. Accordingly,

subjective estimates of the "soundness of measure" of

each predictor as applied to each function are given In

Chapter 3 of Volume I of the Adamus Procedural manual

(Adamus and Stockwell 1983).
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a. The procWure uses a relatively large number of

prediotors, for two reasons.

(I) the relationship of any predictor. standing alone.

to its associated process and function Is often

highly tenuous and circumstantial. By using a

large number of predictors, their cumulative

weight may be sufficient to Improve the overall

validity of the prediction; and

(11) the procedure can be more flexible In terms of

data availability, I.e., the large number of

predictors allows for *fallback" measures to be

used when data for preferred measures are lacking.

d. Each analysis of a function, Its significance, and

associated impacts In Procedure I will result In a

rating of HIGH, MODERATE. OR LOW. These are not

estimates of the magnitude of wetland functions and

Impacts, only the probability that they may exist or

occur (to an unspecified degree) in a given situation.

For example, use of Procedure I may indicate that In a

particular wetland, the ground water recharge function

may have a HIGH probability of existing. However, the

overall Influence of the wetland on the total amount of

water that reaches an aquifer may be negligible when

compared to total watershed input.

e. The probability ratings (HIGH, MODERATE, LOW) In the

procedure do not have statistical correlates. In other

words, a "LOW" rating has not been proven to mean that

fewer than, say, 10 percent of all wetlands will

satisfy the condition. Nevertheless, the ratings are

not merely relative. Depending on the function,
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perhaps 00-S0 percent of the wetlands described in the

literature as having a Particular function might be

assigned a rating of "HICH" by this key. The key is

usually quite rigorous in Its stipulations for arriving

at a MIH or LOW rating for a function; the user may

find that a large number of evaluations result in

ratings of MOCERATE.

f. The procedure Is a construct of the available technical

literature and hence, are only at best. as good as the

literature base. which In many areas is deficient.

Thus. while most wetlands docrlibed as being of high

value In the literature would also be rated HIGH by

Procedure I, the converse is not necessarily true,

I.e., areas rated HIGH by this procedure will not

necessarily, upon further detailed analysis, always be

found to be of high value.

g. Large wetlands which are rated LOW or MODERATE by these

procedures might be Just as Important as small wetlands

rated HIGH. However, because few wetland functions can

be quantified, It Is Inappropriate to multiply ratings

by acreage to give a total value. Thus, It Is best

whenever possible to compare wetlands of similar size.

h. Where several wetlands are being evaluated, they should

also be of similar hydro-period and system, and located

In the same eco-region.

I. The procedure Is especially applicable to "strip

takings" which alter only part of a wetland. Unlike

existing methodologies, It differentiates the extent to

which a function Is ascribable to the wetland versus

the basin In which It happens to be located. The
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importance of this distinction to wetland function to

discued by Cowardin (~2. The procedure &**Woes

that. if either the wetland lImct ares 2r the besBr,

(i.e.. adjacent deep waters) are rated HIGH for a

particular functiomn. the overall rating should be ,4lQ4.

due to the Interrelatedness of the system. The

procedure Is also unique In Its Incorporation of

seasonal and tidal variation.

J.The procedure does not provide for a synthesis of

Individual functional values into an overall wetland

value. because the weights of Individual functions

(e.g.. whether the user should be more concerned with

the wetland's value for nutrient retention or for

wiidlife habitat, both of MODERATE probability) varies

according to the user's priorities. If an overall

value must be assigned, perhaps the best guideline Is

for this to be synonymous with the wetland's highest

functional significance rating.
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3.-0 9VALUA ION OF PMJCCT SI T9

3 1 Exstin~g ConditionsW

The proposed project site to situated on a 134 acre parcel

located within the City flimits of Hayward. California (Frigure 1)

Elevation on the tilts, ranges froin 2 -10 feet WIL The Site is Iq

seasonally Inundated

3-1 1 Vesgetation

a) Habitat Types

1) Diked Saltmarsh

Approximately SO acres of the site are diked

saltmarsh (Table 1) (seasonal wetlands) as

determined by both a O jurisdictional (L

determination, an Independent study by Harvey and

Stanley (1984) and confirmed by this analysis

(Figure 2).

Seasonal wetlands occur primarily at elevations "

below 4.5 feet MSL. Several small ponids are

present on the Site during a typical winter season

(Figure 3). The period of Inundation varies

significantly on an annual basis. Ponding Is

present on the site from 2-7 months annually.

depending on rainfall regime (TRS Consultants

1985). A study of the project site (TRS

Consultants ant Shapiro and Assoc. 1985) concluded

that most habitats were Inundated only during a s

portion of the year. Vegetative cover In these

lower seasonally Inundated areas Is approximately
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Table 1: Habitat acreages for the project site and candidate

miltigat ion sitesA

SITE HABITAT TYPES ACREAGE

Project Site Upland Dike 1

Upland Pasture 41

Diked Saltmarsh/Grass 90

HARD "A" Diked Saltmarsh 42

Upland Dike <1

HARD "B" Diked Saltmarsh 52

Upland Dike -C1

Alameda Flood Control Ruderal Upland Vegetation

District/Pacific FM on Fill Material 154

Upland Dike

Diked Saltmarsh/Grass

Oliver Salt Abandoned Salt Pond

Upland Dike

Diked Saltmarsh

Oliver Hay Farm Agricultural

Managed Duck Club

Patterson Ranch AgriculturalI

PACCAR ftuderaI ucnsnd vegetat

on Fill metep's

Diked 5alt,0 '
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S0% E40% plckleweed (Sallcornla vlrolnica, S. [-

europaea), 20% brass buttons (Cotula.coronopI-

folla)] with 40% bare ground. In slightly higher

areas rabbltfoot grass (Polypopon monspellensls)

and mediterranean barley (Hordeum geniculatum)

occur with plckleweed

2) Upland Pasture

Upland pasture occurs on approximately 41 acres of

the site (Table 1), primarily at elevations above

4.5 feet MSL. Typical perennial and annual

grassland species dominate this type.

3) Upland Dike Surfaces

A network of dikes traverses the site. Upper dike

surfaces are generally above 5 feet MSL. Dike

surfaces are typically densely vegetated with

annual grass species, thistles, mustards, and

other ruderal species that provide cover

throughout the year and refuge from flood waters

during winter storm periods.

3.1.2 Threatened/Endangered Species

Soft bird's beak (Cordylanthus mollis op. mollis) and the

delta tule pea (Lathyrus Jepsonll *op. Jepsonll) are

potential listed species for the site. Neither species was

observed during field surveys conducted In 1985. Potential

for either species on the site Is low due to history of

livestock grazing and other disturbance.
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3.1.3 Wildlife Use

There are three primary wildlife habitats on the project

site: seasonal wetlands, upland pasture, and upland dike I
surfaces (Figure 2). Seasonal wetlands provide a

transitional habitat between daily Inundated tidal wetlands3

and upland habitat. Upland pasture supports numerous small

mammals, reptiles species, and song birds. Upland dike

surfaces are typically densely vegetated and provide cover

and refuge during flood periods.

a) Seasonal Wetlands

Seasonal wetlands on the project site provide

resting, feeding and breeding areas for a wide

variety of migratory and resident bird species.

During the winter season avian use Is particularly

heavy. High tide censusing was conducted from

March through May In 1982 (TRS Consultants 1985).

Flocks of over 2,000 dowltchers, 400 black bellied

plover, and approximately 3,000 other shorebirds

of varlo'Js species were observed on a single day

In April of 1982 (TRS Consultants, 1985). Data

collected Indicated regular use of the site by

black-necked stilt, willet, yellowlegs, greater

egret, and American avocet, although their numbers

were generally less than 100 per observation.

Primary duck species using the site during March-

May 1982 were: plntall (7200) and cinnamon teal

(3100). Observations of bird use from January to

May 1983 reflected a similar pattern of high use

by a variety of shorebirds and dabbling ducks.

Shorebird counts, Including dowitcher. willet,

yellowlegs, black bellied plover, killdeer, black-
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necked stilt, and American avocet, were greater

than 4,000. Duck species observed Included

pintall (O300), shoveler (7100), and cinnamon teal

(7300). Selected observations In winter 1984

revealed high use by pintall, shoveler, cinnamon

teal, egret and heron. Two pair of cinnamon teal

were observed nesting on the upland dike area near

the railroad tracks north of Sulphur Creek. Long-

billed curlews, willets, plovers and yellowlegs

were also frequent users (TRS Consultants 1985).

Bird use Is relatively high on the project site.

In September 1984, 15 killdeer, 7 dunlin, 8

greater yellowlegs, 13 black shouldered kites, 6

snowy egrets, 2 American avocets, 10 western

gulls, 2 terns, 2 great egrets and 7 long-billed

curlews were observed on the site. Water In

seasonally ponded areas averaged 0.5 Inches In

depth (TRS Consultants 1985). Egrets and herons

were observed using both wetlands and adjacent

upland areas for feeding. A number of raptor

species Including the red-tailed hawk, American

kestrel, Northern harrier, black-shouldered kite,

short-eared owl, burrowing owl and barn owl were

observed foraging on the site In 1983 (TRS

Consultants 1985).

b) Upland Pasture

Upland areas have been heavily grazed by livestock

over a period of years, resulting In trampling,

soil compaction, proliferation of weedy species,

and absence of vegetative cover essential to many

small mammals. Harvey and Stanley (1984) listed
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the beechey ground squirrel, black-tailed hare,

pocket gopher, field vole and field mouse as

common mammals using upland portions of the site.

The gopher snake and western fence lizard were 3
also observed In upland areas. Common bird

species observed on upland sites Included the

western meadowlark, savannah sparrow, rock dove,

horned lark and water pipit.

c) Upland Dike Surfaces

Upland dike surfaces are valuable as refuge areas

for various mammals, most notably the saltmarsh

harvest mouse, and as resting areas for avian

fauna.

3.1.4 Threatened/Endangered Species

The saltmarsh harvest mouse Is known to Inhabit diked

saltmarsh habitat. Shellhammer surveyed the site In 1984,

and again In 1986. He concluded (without trapping) that

cattle grazing and trampling9 had made pickleweed stands too

sparse to support harvest mouse populations. However, in

Shellhammer's most recent research, (CDFG 1988), he

concludes that salt marsh harvest mice "were ubiquitous (in)

many of the areas (that) had marginal cover; many of them

were dominated by Inappropriate species (i.e. grasses, brass

buttons, ruderal species, alkali bulrush), but still

contained patches of pickleweed. Many of the areas received

severe environmental Impacts during the last 15 years

9Livestock, supposedly removed from the site, were observed
by biologists on the Marathon property In August 1986, December
1986, and January 1987.
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Including disclng, drying, flood control flooding, and major

uncontrolled flooding. However, the animals persist."

In addition, the harvest mouse was trapped on the East Bay

Regional Park property, directly adjacent to the Marathon

property during the same study (CDFG 1985). The mouse was

trapped In a marsh that extends onto the Marathon property,

encompassing approximately three acres within the Marathon

property. It Is concluded, therefore, that the mouse Is, In

all probability, present on the Marathon property.

3.2 Generalized Summary of Project Impacts
10

Full-scale development of the proposed project would result in

placement of fill material and construction grading over the

entire site (134 acres).

Loss of Wetland Acreage

Approximately 90 acres of seasonal wetlands would be

lost. Wetland portion* of the site have the following

values:

- high wildlife habitat value

- high flood storage value

- water quality enhancement

- aesthetic value

- educational value

1OThIs section serves as a partial summary of project

Impacts relevant to this report. it is assumed that a complete
analysis of project Impacts Is contained In the EIR/EIS.
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Loss of Upland Acreage

Approximately 44 acres of upland vegetation would be

lost. Although upland vegetation is not a unique

resource, when situated adjacent to seasonal wetland,

upland areas serve as Important buffers to urban areas

and can be used as areas of refuge by water fowl and

shorebirds during flood episodes.

Threatened/Endanered Species

A recent study (CDFG 1986) found the saltmarsh harvest

mouse to be present on the Alameda Regional Park land

along the southwest border of the Marathon property.

The saltmarsh In which the mouse was trapped, extends

onto the Marathon property. It Is concluded that

development of the project will Impact populations of

the saltmarsh harvest mouse.

Other Impacts

- degradation of surrounding habitat due to noise,

human encroachment, hydrological Impacts

- loss of existing wetland values on HARD parcels

(see Section 4.0 for description of these sites).
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL MITIGATION SITES

4.1 HARD Parcel *A*.

Hard Parcel *Am covers 42 acres Immediately south of Sulphur

Creek and the project site In the City of Hayward (Figure 1).

Site elevation ranges from 2-3 feet within the diked area. The

site Is drained by a ditch at the north end which flows to the

Hard B parcel. The westerly side Is bounded by a 12 foot levee

formed from the landfill owned by the Alameda County Flood

Control District. The entire site Is classified as Diked

saltmarsh habitat (Table 1). Plckleweed stands form the dominant

cover on the site (Figure 2). Parcel "A" provides valuable
seasonal wetland habitat for shorebirds such as the dowltcher and

yellow leg, and teals. During March 1983, 33 species were

observed on the site (TRS/Shaplro Consultants 1985).

4.2 HARD Parcel NB".

HARD Parcel "B" (52 acres) Is located southwest of the project

site, Imimediately adjacent to San Francisco Bay (Figure 1).

Prior to diking (early 1900's) the site was covered by natural

salt ponds, separated from the Bay by beaches. Pickleweed marsh

was also present on the site at that time. The property was

diked In the early 1900's and used for commercial salt

production. Cattle were observed grazing the property In

December, 1986.

The site Is generally level, with elevations ranging from 1-3

feet MSL. The site Is entirely diked saltmarsh (Table 1), the

majority covered by pickleweed with patches of bare ground In low

areas (Figure 2). At present, surface and shallow groundwater

enter the parcel from the adjacent landfill (Alameda County Flood

Control District/Pacific FM) and from a ditch running from Hard
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Parcel *A" (Figure 3). Water also enters over the dike from the

Bay during exceptionally high tides. This occurred during a .

storm on December 3, 1983 (Phillip Williams and Associates 1984)

and was observed during high tidal periods In December of 1986. ?4

Soils on the site have not been sampled, but are assumed to be

clay-rich and poorly drained (Phillips Williams and Associates,

1984). Ponding was present on the southeastern portion of the

site In December, 1986 despite the relatively low amount of

precipitation received during the winter of that year. Numerous 1'

shorebird species and over 1,000 ducks were observed using

seasonal ponds on the site In March 1984 (Phillips Williams and

Associates, 1984)

4.3 Alameda Regional Flood Control District/Pacific FM.

The 181 acre site (Alameda Flood Control District - 116; Pacific

FM-45) Is located on the Hayward landfill In the City of Hayward -

(Figure 1). The site was diked prior to 1950. In the 1950's ,

portions of the area were used to dispose household waste. In

subsequent years, the Oakland Scavenger Company utilized the

entire area as a landfill. Fill activity continued until the mid

1970's. Soil tests Indicate that fill depth varies from 6 feet

In the southern portion of the site to 12 feet In the northern

portion of the site. A thin layer of clayey soil has been placed.

over the fill material. Bay mud occurs beneath the fill layer.

"4

Topography on the site Is generally hummocky In the lower '

southern portion; level In the slightly higher portion.

Elevations range from 4 feet In the south to 15 feet MSL on the

northern end. Dredge spoils are plied along the southern border

to the property. Several berms running north to south are

located In the southeastern portion of the property In an area

that Is generally lower than the rest of the property. Some J
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ponding existed In depressions In that area In December, 1986

(Figure 3).

Vegetation on the site is largely composed of ruderal, upland

species. Small areas of diked saltmarsh grass are located In the

southern portion of the property (Table 1).

The majority of the site Is weedy pasture land (Ruderal

Vegetation on Fill Material; Figure 2) with diked saltmarsh

occurring In the low-lying southeastern portion of the site. C

An abundance of ground squirrels were observed on the site during

field reconnaissance. Several marsh hawks, a red-tailed hawk and

6 ducks (2 plntall, 4 mallards) were also sighted.

4.4 Oliver Salt Property. •

Total acreage for the northern and southern sites Is 144 acres. V

Both sites are abandoned salt ponds with a network of dikes

separating them. Water enters the southern site from winter

rainfall, water table and overtopping of the levee ("original

levee elevation In Figure 4). Water enters the northern portion

of the property by virtue of a pumping system ((Figure 4). Water

Is pumped under Highway 92 to an outfall on the northern side of

the property.

Soils on the majority of the site are hypersallne and therefore

do not support vegetation.

Three habitat types are found on the Oliver Salt Property .

(Figure 5). Abandoned Salt Pond occurs on approximately 90% of

the property (130 acres). Upland dike habitat occurs on

approximately 9% of the property (13 acres). A narrow band of
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U
plckleweed (diked saltmarsh) that occurs along the length of one

of the dikes (Figure 6) covers less than 1% of the total acreage

0.6 acres (Table 1).

4.5 Patterson Ranch Parcels A, B, C, D.

The Patterson Ranch contains four potential mitigation parcels.

Parcels A, B, and C are situated adjacent to one another,

encompassing approximately 600 acres (Figure 6). Parcel D,

located north of the drainage channel covers approximately 125

acres. All four sites are presently under cultivation (Figure 7)

but have the potential to support seasonal wetland habitat.

Riparian vegetation borders a flood control channel that forms

the northern border of parcels B and C and a drainage channel

drains both parcels (Figure 8). Elevation on the parcels range

from 6-10 feet MSL.

4.6 Oliver Hay Farm.

The Oliver Hay Farm property (130 acres) Is located in the

vicinity of the City of Hayward (Figure 9). The parcel Is

generally level, with elevation ranging from 4 - 5' MSL (Figure

9). Approximately 100 acres of the property Is presently

cultivated (Figure 10). The remaining 30 acres is operated as a

duck club (Managed Duck Club; Figure 10). The duck club Is

flooded annually by pumping water from Alameda Creek via a

drainage system (Figure 11).

4.7 PACCAR.

The PACCAR noise test site (38.7 acres) Is located at the

terminus of Mowry Avenue In the city of Fremont (Figure 12). A

sanitary landfill was operated at this site In the 1960's.

Elevation on the site ranges from 2 to 10 feet MSL. Fill
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aotivitles were terminated In 1964 (Harding Lawson Assoc. 1976).

The noise test facility consists of an asphalt roadway with

turning circles (Figure 13). Fill depth averages approximately

10 feet with between 2 and 3 feet of sandy silt and clay over the

fill. Test drilling conducted by Harding Lawson (1976) revealed

strong organic odors, resulting from methane leakage at boring

sites. Fill debris Is underlain by bay mud which varies In depth

from 15-18 feet. The site Is generally level, sloping down on

the western perimeter.

Vegetation on the site Is primarily weedy (Ruderal Vegetation on

Upland Fill (Figure 13). Annual grasses, and dense stands of

wild mustard (Brassica sp.) form the dominant plant cover.

Scattered patches of alkali heath also occur on the property. S

Two drainage ponds are located below the test track (Figure 14).

Both are seasonally Inundated (both held water in 2/87). Dense

pickleweed vegetation (Diked Saltmarsh habitat; Table 2) occur-s

along the margins of both ponds, forming potential habitat for

the salt marsh harvest mouse.
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Table 2. Habitat Characterization Used To Develop Site Habitat
Maps.

1. Abandoned Saltponds. Shallow, ponded water and mudflats;
provides excellent habitat for avian fauna, particularly
during flood tides. Hypersallne soils result In little
vegetative cover.

2. Upland Pasture - Dominated by annual grasses and ruderal
species; habitat for small mammals (prey base for raptors);
provides Important resting habitat for avian species and a
buffer from urban areas.

3. Ruderal Vegetation on Fill - Upland areas are typically
sparsely vegetated with weedy species (mustard, cockleburr,
thistle, annual grass). Minimal value to wildlife.

4. Diked Saltmarsh - Occurs at low elevations (. 3' MSL) In
diked areas. Pickleweed Is the dominant plant species with
rabbitfoot grass. Percent cover of pickleweed (and
associated species) varies considerably primarily In
relation to soil salinity. Seasonally Inundated areas are
typically characterized by barren, hypersalline soils.
Portions of this type are commonly Inundated for several
months of the year. Dense pickleweed stands provide
critical habitat for the salt marsh harvest mouse.

5. Diked Saltmarsh/Grass. Occurs at slightly higher elevations
than Diked Saltmarsh. Both annual and perennial grasses
occur with pickleweed as type grades Into upland pasture.

6. Agricultural - Acreage presently under cultivation. Minimal .

habitat value.

7. Upland Dike - Upper elevations of dikes; seldom Inundated;
typically support dense vegetative cover. This habitat
provides Important refuge opportunities for wildlife during
high-water storm periods.

8. Riparian - Margins of drainage channels; willows, cattails,
rushes, and sedges are dominant In this type.

9. Managed Duck Club - Diked, seasonally flooded areas. Often
flooded by mechanical means In early fall to attract
waterfowl. Drained In spring; disced periodically during
dry season to eliminate potential for emergent vegetation.
IDominant plant species are Scirpus sp., Rumex sp., Cotula
slp., Polypagon sp., Downingla sp.i
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Table 3: Historic Wetland Impacts on Sites Evaluated.

Site Historic Impacts

Proposed Marathon Business a. Diked from tidal action

Park Site In early 1900's
b. Recent history of live-

stock use has altered
vegetation

HARD Parcel "A" a. Diked from tidal action
for commercial salt
production In early
1900's

b. Debris from adjacent
landfill Is periodically
washed onto site

HARD Parcel "B" a. Diked from tidal action
for commercial salt
production In early
1900's

b. Debris from adjacent
landfill Is periodically
washed onto site

Oliver Hay Farm a. Diked In the early
1900's

b. The majority is present-
ly cultivated; remainder
Is managed Intensively

as a duck club
c. a portion Is now used as

a duck club
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Table 3 (Continued)

Site Historic Impacts

Oliver Salt Property a. Diked from tidal action
In the early 1900's

b. Until recently was used
for commercial salt
production, soils are
hypersalne

Patterson Ranch Parcels a. All parcels are pre-
A, B, C & D sently tilled and cul-

tivated.

Alameda Regional Flood Control a. Filled with household
District/Pacific FM Landfill Site refuse In 1950's and

so's

b. Evidence of recent
cattle grazing

PACCAR Landfill site a. Diked from Tidal action
In early 1900's

b. Filled with household
refuse between 1964 and
1987

c. Asphalt test track Is
currently maintained on
property with drainage
ditches and ponds
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5.0 TECHNICAL FINDINGS

5.1 Results

5.1.1 Current Value Comparison for Each Site.

The analysis determined that each of the candidate

mitigation sites currently possesses wetland functional

values that differ significantly from values existing on the

project site. HARD parcels "A" and "B" were found to be

most similar, value-wise, to the project site. In contrast,

the landfill sites (Alameda Flood control/Pacific FM and

PACCAR were field evaluated, but unranked, due to habitat

dissimilarity with the proposed project development site.

The HARD parcels rated "High" In flood storage capacity (as

did the project site) and "Moderate" In sediment trapping,

nutrient retention and removal, food chain support, and

wildlife habitat (as compared to "High" for the project

site). In terms of wildlife habitat, the "HARD" parcels

have the highest existing value of the candidate sites, but

differ from the project site; both parcels are at a slightly

lower elevation, have monotypic saltmarsh habitat

characteristics, and provide habitat primarily for

shorebirds.

The Oliver Salt property, like the project site, rated high

In flood storage capacity, sediment trapping, nutrient

retention and removal, food chain support, and wildlife

habitat. With respect to the other values assessed, the

Oliver Salt Property had equal or higher values. These

differences relate primarily to the sites geographic

proximity to the Bay.
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The Oliver Hay Farm and Patterson Ranch parcels rated "High"

In flood storage capacity, as did the project site, but was

rated "Low" In sediment trapping, nutrient retention and

removal, food chain support, and wildlife habitat (as

compared to a "High" rating for the project site).

Subsequent to careful evaluation, the landfill sites

(Alameda Flood Control/Pacific FM, and PACCAR) were not

ranked with the project and other candidates. As previously

explained (Methods section, 2.0), It Is assumed (in the

Adamus method) that sites are of the same habitat type for

the sake of a meaningful comparison. The landfill sites

occur largely at significantly higher elevations, have

foreign parent material and surface soils, and therefore

constitute an entirely different potential habitat.

5.1.2 Potential Value Comparison for Each Site.

The analysis revealed that all sites could potentially

produce values approaching comparability with that of the

proposed project site (Tables 4-13). The only exception to

this was the Oliver Salt property mitigation plan

alternative which would allow the current habitat to revert

back to an Intertidal condition. Evaluation of potential

habitat values resulting from this plan was eliminated due

to habitat dissimilarity with the proposed project

development site.

The analysis Indicates that the two landfill sites have a

limited potential for developing values (via management) of

a less that equally similar level. This result was due to

the Inherent artificial nature of being perched (elevated)

so



Table 4. Subjective ranking of mitigation sites as to their
general habitat similarity to the proposed Marathon

Business Park site. Ranking Is from high to low.

Site Current Habitat Status

1. Hard Parcel "A" - Formerly a tidal/Intertidal area
(diked from tidal action In the early
1900's)

- Currently supports seasonal wetland
habitat similar to project site

- Would provide smaller acreage (than
project site) with lower habitat
diversity

2. Hard Parcel "B" - Formerly a tidal/intertidal area
(diked from tidal action In the early
1900's

- Currently supports seasonal wetland
habitat similar to project site

- Would provide smaller acreage (than
project site) with lower habitat
diversity

3. Oliver Hay Farm - Formerly an Intertidal area

- Most of the site Is presently
cultivated

- A portion of the site is diked
saltmarsh

- Oliver Hay Farm West (presently
cultivated) has potential as seasonal
wetland under proper management

- Similar acreage to project site

4. Patterson Ranch - Formerly a seasonal wetland
Parcels A, B, C & D

- Presently cultivated; has good
habitat potential as seasonal wetland
under proper management
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Table 4 (Continued).

Site Current Habitat Status

- Sufficient acreage to mitigate for
project Impacts; lower potential
habitat diversity.

5. Oliver Salt Property - Formerly tidal area

- Presently provides high value
Intertidal shallow bottom habitat
with Isolated patches of upland
vegetation on dike tops

- Sufficient acreage, but displacement
of high value habitat (for seasonal
wetland mitigation) would be
Inappropriate

6. Alameda Regional - Formerly a tidal/intertidal area
Flood Control
District/Pacific FM - Entire site Is a landfill

- Elevation Is 5-10 feet higher than
project site; primarily weedy upland
vegetation

- Single similarity Is acreage; In
order to provide mitigation, landfill
would have to be converted to
seasonal wetland

7. PACCAR Landfill Site - Formerly a tidal area

- Presently a landfill site (elevation
averages 10 feet MSL)

- Low habitat value; In order to
provide suitable mitigation landfill
would need to be converted to
seasonal wetland
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Table 5: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 "Ground Water Recharge W
and Discharge."

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site Low Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Low Low

HARD Parcel 0" Low Low

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked4 /Low5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low Low
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Low
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Low
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation

using fill material.

OUnranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saitpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 6: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 "Flood Storage and
Desynchronization*.

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site High Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" High Moderate

HARD Parcel "B" High Moderate

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked 4 /High5

Property

Patterson Ranch High High
Parcels A, B, C & 0

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Low
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Site Unranked Low

tAbility to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

8 Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

6 Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type Of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 7: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of -

the Wetland Functional Value 2 OShorellne Anchoring and
Dissipation of Erosion Process". l

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site Low Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Low Low

HARD Parcel "B" Low Low

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked4 /High5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low Low
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Low
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Low
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

6Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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T&ble 8: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 "Sediment Trapping".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site High Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Moderate High

HARD Parcel 0B" Moderate High

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked4 /HIgh5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low High
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Low
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Low
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

- 4Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 8 below).

5Value based on mitigat-ion plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

6Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 9: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value 2 uNutrient Retention and
Removal".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site High Not Applicable

HARD Parcel OA" Moderate High

HARD Parcel "B" Moderate High

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Sailt High Unranked4 /Hlgh5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low High
Parcels A. B. C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Moderate
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Moderate
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only

the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation

using fill material.

6Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 10: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 *Food Chain Support".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site High Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A* Moderate High

HARD Parcel "B" Moderate High

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked4 /HIgh5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low High
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Moderate
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Moderate
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3ouck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

5Value based on mitigat4on plan to raise bottom elevation

using fill material.

8Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 11: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 Habitat for Fisheries".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site Low Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Low Moderate

HARD Parcel "B" Low Moderate

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt Moderate Unranked4 /Low5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low Low
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Low
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Low
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 ResuIt obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below). 2

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

6 Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitnt type of the proposed
project site (e.g. intertidal saitpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 12: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value 2 "Habitat for Wildlife".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site High Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Moderate High

HARD Parcel "B" Moderate High

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt High Unranked4 /Hlgh 5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low High YA

Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked8  Moderate
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Moderate
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only

the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

6 Unranked because the site was found after field assessment ',
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saltpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 13: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 OActive Recreation".

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site Low Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Low Moderate

HARD Parcel "B" Low Moderate

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt Low Unranked4 /Low5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low Moderate
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Moderate
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Moderate
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 8 below).

5Value based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

Unranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saitpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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Table 14: Existing and Potential1 Site Condition Comparison of
the Wetland Functional Value2 Passive Recreation and
Heritage Value*.

Existing Potential

Site Functional Significance Functional Significance

Project Site Low Not Applicable

HARD Parcel "A" Low High

HARD Parcel "B" Low High

Oliver Hay Farm 3  Low Low

Oliver Salt Low Unranked 4 /High 5

Property

Patterson Ranch Low High
Parcels A, B, C & D

Alameda Regional Unranked6  Moderate
Flood Control
District/Pacific
FM Landfill Site

PACCAR Landfill Unranked Moderate
Site

1Ability to achieve value comparable to the proposed project
site through appropriate management practices.

2 Result obtained from the Adamus Functional Value Analysis
(Adamus and Stockwell 1983)

3 Duck club habitat was not considered In evaluation, only
the agricultural lands.

4 Unranked Intertidal mitigation plan (see 6 below).

GValue based on mitigation plan to raise bottom elevation
using fill material.

OUnranked because the site was found after field assessment
and baseline data analysis to consist of a habitat type totally
different from the seasonal wetland habitat type of the proposed
project site (e.g. Intertidal saitpond; capped landfill). Value
comparison would be like comparing apples and oranges.
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on top of a capped land fill area11 , therefore significantly

reducing their Interrelated value association with adjacent

areas (e.g. association with surface and ground waters,

ability to trap sediments Is lost or quite low). -

The data Indicates that the remaining sites can be expected

to provide comparable values with that of the proposed

project site. However, In the case of the proposal to

convert through the use of fill material, the Oliver Salt

Property to a seasonal wetland habitat loss of existing

values as high or higher than the proposed project site

would occur. Thus, net loss of seasonal habitat would

result. The two HARD Parcels, given their "existing" near

comparability (Table 5-14) with the project site, would

require little Increase (via land management) In habitat

value to achieve similar value status. Mitigation of this

type would, therefore, also result In a net habitat loss.

The Oliver Hay Farm and Patterson Ranch Parcels, on the

other hand, would provide the greatest Increases In values

given their current agricultural use. These latter sites

afford the greatest potential to provide "no net habitat

loss" replacement of Category 2 - seasonal wetland habitat

(e.g. taking permanently farmed lands back to permanent

seasonal wetland conditions).

5.2 Conclusions

It Is concluded that none of the candidate sites had functional

values that overall rated equal to the project site. The HARD

parcels and the Oliver Salt property had the most similar values

as compared to the proposed project site. Use of these sites as

1 1The technology required to convert a landfill to a

*capped", functional wetland Is, as yet, unproven.
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mitigation would therefore not result In replacement of habitat

to Insure no net habitat loss. In addition, the Oliver Salt

Property, regardless of the resulting similarity rating, has

existing fishery and wildlife habitat values of a different kind.

Mitigation efforts would therefore not result In a no net habitat

loss situation 1 2 Irrespective of creatring a habitat like that of

the proposed business park site.

The landfill sites' value for mitigation Is questionable because

of their Inherently artificial nature requirement for Intensive

management and elevational and edaphIc differences.

Both the Oliver Hay Farm and the Patterson Ranch par%;els could be

used to satisfy In-kind mitigation requirements. Both were rated

as "High" potentially for wildlife habitat, In spite of a "Low"

existing value. The Oliver Hay Farm has an existing duck club

operation, complete with pumps, a drainage system, and tide gates

kn place. For mitigation purposes the existing system could be

expanded and the hydrologic regime modified. The Patterson Ranch

also has an existing drainage system that could readily be used

for seasonal wetland conversion purposes.

The degree of management for each of these landfill sites varies

with the level of management Intensity required to achieve

seasonal wetlands habitat. It Is assumed that the landfill sites

would require continual management and maintenance of facilities

In order to allow for the continued success of the desired

Category 2 habitat conditions. In contrast, the Oliver Hay Farm,

Patterson Ranch, and Hard "A" and 080 parcels would require

12 The Oliver Salt Property, although often referred to as
seasonal wetland" differs from the project site (in terms of

habitat potential) for two primary reasons: a) abandoned salt
pond elevations are significantly lower, b) soils are hypersallne
saltpans that cannot support emergent marsh vegetation.
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minimal management once the desired seasonal wetland habitat

conditions become established. Successful achievement of

Category 2 habitat conditions Is largely dependent on cessation

of farming and grazing operations, allowing for wetlands

hydrology conditions to occur, and removing the potential for the

sites to be developed as Industrial, commercial or residential

properties. The Oliver Salt property would similarly require

minimal management once fill material was placed and graded or

that the area was opened to Intertidal flows.

5.3 Recommendations

Based on the results of the Adamus analysis the following

recommendations are made:

a) If agency mitigation requirements are to Insure that no net

habitat loss Is achieved, then the Oliver Hay Farm, and

Patterson Ranch parcels "A", "B", OCO and "D" or similar

type sites should be pursued for mitigation to offset the

loss of the proposed project;

b) If In contrast to stated policy It Is determined by resource

agencies that It Is In the "public Interest* to acquire more

Intertidal habitat via mitigation for the loss of seasonal

wetland habitat then the Oliver Salt Property or similar

sites should be considered; and

c) Mitigation parcels requiring potentially long term or

continual Intensive management or maintenance due to highly

artificial conditions should be avoided.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of our soil

investigation of your 182 &are site in Hayward California.

Our preliminary findings were presented to you in a letter

dated October 13, 1981.

Project Description

We understand that the property will be subdivided into

42 lots ranging from 1.5 to 6 acres as shown on the Site

Plan, Plate 1. The lots will be graded to about elevation

S.S feet, which will require fills of as much as 3 feet deep

near the northwest corner of the property.. A feasibility

study by KiM Consultants, dated August 1981, estimates that

at, least 350,000 cubic yards of fill will be required to

achieve site grades. To provide access to the lots more

than 2 miles of roadway and a bridge over Sulphur Creek will

be constructed. The dikes along Sulphur Creek will be raised

one or two feet, to elevations of 5 to 8 feet above Mean Sea

Level. Storm drains, sanitary sewers and water mains will

also be installed. Two storm drain lift stations and a sewer

pump station will also be constructed in the southern portion

of the site. Their exact locations have not been determined

at this time.
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scope

The scope of our services, as outlined in our proposal

dated September 23, 1981# was to investigate the soils and

groundwater at the site, and develop conclusions and

recommendations regarding the following:

1. Site preparation and grading

2. Anticipated settlement resulting from the planned

fills

3. Probable foundation types for future buildings

4. Siting considerations regarding the sewer pump

station, storm drain lift stations, and the

Sulphur Creek crossing

S. Excavation and backfilling of utility trenches

6. Flexible asphalt pavement designs for interior

roadways

7. Stability of creek embankments and dikes

FIELD EXPLORATION AND LABORATORY TESTS

We explored subsurface conditions at the site by

drilling 24 test borings at the locations shown on Plate 1.

The borings were drilled with truck-mounted flight auger and

rotary-wash equipment. Boring depths ranged from 13 to 27

feet except for Boring 7, which extended to 50 feet. Our

field engineer logged the materials encountered in each

2 *
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I

boring and obtained undisturbed samples for visual

examination and laboratory tests. The samples were obtained-

by driving a Sprague and Henwood split-barrel sampler with a

140-pound hammer falling 30 inches. The blow counts were

converted to "Standard Penetration Test" values. The date of

drilling, sample depths, blow counts, and soil

classifications are presented on the Logs of Borings, Plates

2 through 22. The soils are classified in accordance with

the Unified Soil Classification System which is presented on

Plate 23.

In our laboratory, we performed tests on the soil

samples to *valuate their engineering proporties. The

testing program consisted of the determination of moisture

content, dry density, triaxial shear strength, Atterberg

Limits, consolidation characteristics and resistance values

(R-values). The results of most of the tests are presented

on the boring logs in the manner described by the Key to Test

Data, Plate 23. Consolidation test data, Atterberg limits, .

and R-value test data are presented on Plates 24 through 29.

SITE AND SOIL CONDITIONS

The site slopes gently downward to the north and west

with surface elevations ranging from 3 to 7 feet above Mean

Sea Level. The southern half of the site is traversed in an %J

3
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east-west .direction by Sulphur Creek. Sulphur Creek has been

channelized for flood control into a nearly-straight

alignment. The channel is about 10 feet wide. The channel

depth (below top of dike) varies from about 3 to 8 feet. The

top of the dike varies from about 2 to S feet above adjacent

ground levels. Surface vegetation over the site consists of
I

a moderate growth of grasses and weeds. Most of the southern

half of the site is presently a pasture for cattle. A ranch

house and several associated buildings currently occupy the

southeastern corner of the site.

Firm clayey alluvial soils are predominant over the

site. The soils contain some interlayered sand and gravel

below the water table. Soft to medium stiff, compressible

clayey soils were encountered in the northwest portion of the

site. The upper 1 to 2 feet of the soft soils are desiccated

and form a firm crust. In the borings, the soft soil layer

is up to 6 or 7 feet deep. The approximate limits of these d.

soft soils are shown on the attached Plate 1.

Nearly all of the clayey soils are expansive. Expansive

soils tend to shrink and swell with changes in moisture

content. The surface clay layer is highly expansive and

extends to depths of at least 4 feet.

Stabilized groundwater levels during exploration ranged

from 1-1/2 feet below the ground surface in the northwest

area to 6-1/2 feet in the southeast corner of the site.

4
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However, in most of the borings it stabilized at depths of

from 2 to 4 feet.

GEOLOGY

The firm soils on the site consist of Holocene and late

Pleistocene alluvial deposits. The soft clayey soils are
1V

Holocene estuarian muds.

The Hayward Fault is located about 3 miles east of the

site and the San Andreas Fault is 15 miles to the west.

There are no known faults or extensions of active faults

passing through or near the site.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General

We conclude that there are no soil or geologic

conditions at the site which would preclude its development

as planned. The firm soil areas are relatively uniform;

therefore, siting of the sewer pump station, storm drain lift

stations or the Sulphur Creek crossing should not be affected

by soil conditions. Excavation for the pump or lift stations

will encounter weak and/or sandy soils requiring bracing and

shoring, or sloped excavations. The primary geotechnical

considerations which influence site development are

l I 5
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summarized below and are further discussed in the subsequent

sections.

1. The expansive surface soils - Where these soils

remain near the ground surface after site grading

in the areas of buildings and pavements, steps

must be taken to limit the effects of these

materials on foundations, slabs and pavements.

These steps may include deepened perimeter

footings and placing a layer of select fill under

slab-on-grade floors and possibly pavements.

Because of the low R-values of these materials,

relatively thick pavement sections will be

required.

j2. The soft soils In the northwest area -These soils

will consolidate under new fill and building

loads. For example, 3 feet of new fill placed

over 4 feet of these soft soils will cause I to 2

inches of settlement as the soft soil

consolidates. Most of this settlement should be

complete within 6 months of fill placement.

3. The relatively high water table - Excavations

extending below the groundwater table will need to

be dewatered. This is particularly true for the

pump and lift stations and possibly will be

necessary for some of the utilities. These

6 
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facilities should be designed to resist

hydrostatic uplift. Seepage into excavations

through the clayey soils will occur at relatively

slow rates. In the sandy and gravelly soils,

relatively large seepage quantities can be

anticipated. Shoring systems for excavations

extending below the groundwater table should beI
designed to control seepage.

Geologic Hazards

Strong ground shaking at the site is expected during

large earthquakes on the Hayward or San Andreas Faults. All

structures should be designed to resist the- lateral loads

generated by seismic shaking. The sands in Borings 7 and 20

appear to be susceptible to liquefaction; however, the

thickness of the clayey soil overburden should limit any

surface expression and effects of liquefaction on surface

structures. The risk of soil densification or lurching

during earthquake shaking is considered remote. Since there

are no known faults on the site, ground rupture as a result
#Ve.

of an earthquake is considered unlikely.

Site Preparation and Grading

The upper few inches of soil containing vegetation

should be stripped from all areas to be graded. Some of the

site contains no vegetation and hence, will require little or

no stripping. In soft soil areas, care should be taken

7
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during construction not to disturb the crust. Because the

soils are clayey over the entire site, grading could be

difficult to perform during the rainy season. In all fill

areas, the upper 6 inches of soil should be scarified,
moisture conditioned to 3 to 6 percent above optimum moisture

and compacted to at least 90 percent relative compaction*.

Approved fill should then be placed in layers 8 inches or

less in loose thickness, moisture conditioned, and compacted

to at least 90 percent relative compaction. Where the

expansive clayey soils are used for fill, they should be

1 conditioned to 3 to 6 percent above optimum before being

compacted. Imported fill material should he of low expansion

1potential with a plasticity index less than 15 and liquid
limit less than 40.

All cut and fill slopes should be no steeper than 2

horizontal to 1 vertical (2:1). Fill slopes should be

compacted or overbuilt and cut back to expose firm compacted

soil. The surfaces in all graded areas should be sloped to

drain away from the tops of the slopes to minimize erosion.

Relative compaction refers to the in-place dry density of
soil expressed as a percentage of the maximum dry density
of the same material as determined by the ASTM D1557-78(C)
laboratory compaction procedure.

! B
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Probat i Building Foundations

We believe'that typical light-weight commercial or

industrial buildings can be supported satisfactorily on

shallow spread foundations bottomed in firm natural soil or

compacted fill. The perimeter footings will likely have to

be bottomed below the depth of seasonal moisture change in

the expansive soils. The d tb of seasonal moisture change

will probably be 2 to 3 feet below the proposed final grade.

Where the expansive soils are covered with at least 2 feet of

fill with a low expansion potential, deepening the perimeter

footings should not be necessary.

In the soft soil areas, the planned fill (about 3 feet

deep) should be sufficient to provide support for spread

footings. However, foundation settlement should be

considered. Removal of soft soils, surcharging, relatively

rigid grid-type foundation systems, or deep foundations

(piles) are possible alternatives for concentrated loads or

settlement sensitive structures.

Slope Stability - Creek Channel

The soils encountered in our borings near the Sulphur

Creek channel are stiff clays. The stiff clays should

provide adequate factors of safety against a slope failure

providing slopes no steeper than 2 horizontal to I vertical

(2l) are used. Stream water velocities should be low:

g • -- S.
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therefore, erosion is not expected to be significant and

riprap or othermeans of slope protection will not be needed...

Pavements

The surface soils have very low resistance values

(R-values). Laboratory test results range from 10 to less

than 5. Therefore, pavements will have to be relatively

hick to provide stable support for roadways. Design traffic

Indexes will vary based on the anticipated traffic volume for

each road. We have calculated alternative pavement

thicknesses for several traffic indexes. Pavement

I thicknesses are based on the CalTrans (State of California)

I design method using a 20 year design life. -The design

I-value for the subgrade Is 5. The recommended design

I thicknesses are summarized in the following table.

I Recommended Flexible Pavement Thicknesses

Thickness. Inches
Class 2 Class 2-I Traffic Asphalt Aggregate Aggregate

Index Alternative Concrete Base Sub-base

11 3.0 12.0 -

111I 3.0 6.0 7.0

6.0 9.

111I 3.5 6.0 7.5

6.5 1 11.0 -

1I 4.0 14.0 -

II4.0 6.0 9.0

I 10
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If pavements are underlain by imported fill, pavements

could be constructed with thinner sections because the

R-value of the imported fill should be higher than that for

the on-site soils. We would be pleased to evaluate other

pavement designs once fill sources are identified. The upper

6 inches of subgrade soil should be scarified, moisture

conditioned and compacted to at least 90 percent relative

compaction for expansive soils and to at least 95 percent for

imported fill with a low expansion potential. The expansive

soils should be conditioned to a moisture content 3 to 6

percent above optimum before compaction. The subgrade soils

should be kept moist until covered by the pavement materials.

The aggregate base and sub-base materials should conform

to the quality requirements of the CalTrans specifications.

The base and sub-base should be placed in layers no greater

than 6 inches thick and compacted to at least 95 percent

relative compaction.

The edges of pavements on expansive soils could develop

cracks as the soils shrink and swell with seasonal moisture

changes. Possible alternatives to limit seasonal moisture

changes include: 1) a I to 2 foot thick blanket of imported

fill of low expansion potential. 2) covering the expansive

soil adjacent to the pavement with asphalt or concrete (such d

A

as curb-and-gutter plus sidewalk), 3) an impermeable moisture

11m
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cut-off wall along the edge of the pavement about 3 feet

deep, or 4) landscaping with frequent watering.

Sulphur Creek Bridge

The bridge proposed near boring 7 is in a stiff clayey

soil area. We believe a relatively light bridge can be

1 supported on shaller, spread footings bottomed on the natural

soils. However, if the bridge is relatively heavy, deep

foundations such as drilled or driven piles may be required.

Piles would gain support through skin friction in the firm

natural soils. Caving sand and gravel will be encountered

I during cast-in-place pile drilling, making it necessary to

case the holes or use drilling mud, and tremie the concrete.

The length of drilled piles would depend on the diameter of

I the piles and the load it is designed to carry. For example,

a 2-foot-diameter drilled concrete pile with 25 feet of

embedment in the stiff soils should support about 50 tons

dead plus live load. A 12-inch-square, precast concrete pile

would need about 35 feet of embedment in the stiff soils to

support a 50 ton load.

ADDITIONAL SOIL ENGINEERING SERVICES

When project plans are more complete, we should perform

a supplemental investigation to develop conclusions and

recommendations regarding:

12
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1. Foundation support of the pump and lift stations,

and the Sulphur Creek bridge.

2. Foundation design criteria for the recommended

foundation(s)

3. Lateral earth pressures for retaining wall design

We should review plans and specifications for site

grading to check for conformance with our recommendations.

All site grading should be observed by our engineer and

appropriate field and laboratory tests performed to check

material quality and compaction.

We wish to emphasise that this report is not intended to

provide formal foundation recommendations for buildings that

will be constructed on the site. Site specific soil

investigations should be performed to develop foundation

zecommendations for each building.

00.:,

..
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LO OF $OI G
Equ1pewnt 0 Flight Auger

Laboratory Tests EI*vato.fl 11.5 Dot* 10/1/81

0 IROWN SANDY CLAY (CL) .!

stiff#, dry
BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH)

1526.2 93 stiff, et
GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, vetI Water level 10/1/Si

ii BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)

10. medium stiff, saturated

*Field blowcounts converted to

standard penetration resistance

I 20. **Mean Sea Level Datum, Feet

I

II 30I

I

40JHarlag L~a ss s.laf LOG OF BOR ING 1
.ArA~fhon Developmnt

&AVA9249 03.04 MANiI



13 EqpmenLOG OF BORING 2
11 Equpment 6 light Auger

Laboratory Tests ~ A!I Elevation I.0W Date 9/28/81
0 BLACK SILTY CLAY (CHi)

1622.9 35stiff, dry, vet at~ 2'

GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, vet

5-

17

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
1 stiff* saturated

113

14

borinig backfilled before
water level stabilized

30

Hding Law*# Assec.Ift. LOG OF BORING 2 f~

A MhiOn Development w

V490&04 10)16/01
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LOG OF DORING 3

,ft Equipment 60 Flight Auger

oratory Tests 3 Elevation 3. 5' Note 9/28/81

BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, dry , vet at 2'
Water level 9/30/81

11 22.5 105 DARK GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, saturated

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturared

10- -

155

LOG OF SORING 4
Equipmnt 6 , Flight Auger
Elevotion 6.8 Date 9/28/81

0, BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH)

67 stiff, dry , wet at 2'

t 20 11 28.9 87 GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)1stiff, wet
i5- BROWN SANDY CLAY (CH)

stiff, saturated
20 ?

I /-I

9
boring backfilled before
water level stabilized

Had.ing Lawn. As,.iates LOG OF BORINGS 3 & 4

. .. raywan Developint 4
* H~.ywrd California

A ~101



j~ V!~! ~LOG OF SOftING 5

~ P quipnent 6' Flight Auger
Laboratory Tests ! Eil.vttion 9.50 Ot* 9/28/81

I " 0' S.LACK SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, dry

20 wet at 2'
GRAY SILTY CLAY (CL)
stiff, wet

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

18 23.8 103 1

10
10

15 boring backfilled before
water level stabilized

20.

30

35

40-



LOG OF IORING 6

fqupmfent *60 Flight AugerFlevafon S.01 1 te 9/28/81
Leboresq~ Tests ____!__

0' BLACK SILTYCLY(H
stiff, dry, vet at

16 20.6 104 with caliche
GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff* wet

BROWN CLAYEY GRAVEL (00)
sedium dense,, saturated,. with

is somne clean gravel layers and

1 sandy clay layers

14

12

2 boring backfilled before
vater level stabilized

Mrs"Lows AseelfteLOG OF MM ING 6

9008W 10 xWI
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*~ ILOG OF BORINGSI

i i I 3Equpffnt 60 Flight Auger

0' BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH) DK
stiff, drys shrinkage FIL

70 BLC IT LY(CH)

P 2113 stiff* vet
31W 49 5GPAY SILTY CLAY (CH)

stiff, vet

I water level 9/30/Si
BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)

1113.9. 110 10 stiff, saturated

SioWn SANDY GRAVEL (GI)

326 sedium dense. saturated

I 3RDfN SANDY CLAY (CL)
medium stiff, saturated

I Gr.AY SANDY CLAY (CL)
gstiff, saturated, with 3BFONI SAND (SP) lenses

IW

amongLOW~ aae~omeeLOG OF MMRING ISA

AR~r # O" O W4 18P O M8
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29.8 90BLACX SILTY CLAY (CH),9 298 90stiff, dry, wet at 2'GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff# w et

5- BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

10 27.6 98

9

9 with thin sand lenses

9

12

30. boring backfilled before1 water level stabilized

MNdafhLwson Assoolat"e LOG OF BORING 9 P~

F*awrbo Calif"%mm9



LOG OF WORING 10 -

ft ~ " Equipmont 6" Flight Auger

Laboratory Tests E levation 3.0 Dt* 9/29/S1

S0 n BLACK SILTY CLAY (C1)
sti f f, dry

1000 (860) f Z.Water level 9/30/81 "
X 1000 (860) 9 27.1 96 DARK GRAY SILTY CLAY (C)

stiff, wet

SI]BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

.14 
22.9 10

I .. 15_

I7
20 with-clayey snMd lentses

/I 20.,o ,-,."

33

25

Im

"We"$saw*"""am"LOG OF BORING 10RI
t.Ar00"e Doelopmsnt 1
1bywat , Cslfemhl 1



LOG OF ORING I ,

Equipment 6' Flight Auger
ahyEIt;.n 6.01 Dote 9/29/810B LACK SILTY CLAY (cH)

sti ff, dry, wet at 2'

I! 12 GRY SILTY CLAY (CH)
a37 stiff, vet

Water level 9/30/81
S BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)

Stiff, saturated
10

10-

23 with brown clayey sand lenses

15.

LOG OF BORING 12
Equ4pmnt 6' Flight Auger
EleveeOn. 3.5 D00 9/29/81

BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH)
stiff, dry

GUY SILTY CLAY (CH)
18 20.4 106 stiff, vet

S RN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, vet

21

I . //

boring backfilled before
water level stabilized

1bwd Celllml



LOG OFSORING 13A

EquIPusnt 6" Flight Auger _ _ __ _

e.M~. Ivte 45' Date 9/29/81
0 SLIAC SILTY CLAYCE

.23 20.6 95stiff, dry C)

.23 20.6 95GRAY SILTY CLAY (H
stiff, dry
Water level 9/30/S81

3 F4WN SANDY CLAY (CL)

stiff,. saturated

10 * 3RAN CLAYEY SAND (SC)
e0- loose, saturated

.LOG OF WRING 14
Eqidpine 6 Frlight Auger

glevesen 2. 5 Date 9/29/81
0BLACK SILTY CAY (01)

stiff, dry, wet at 2'

11 33.6 37 Water level 9/29/311
Gay S ILTY CLAY (C1)
stiff, saturated

SPOIH SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

17

0

13 with clayey sand lenses

Mwen Lo~m asst""LOG OF SOS INGS 13 & 14

ibyw * elf"Is12
044 lw



LOG OF WRfING 15
%bEqulpment 6" Fllight Auger

Lsbrolory Tests aI gI I leIvef;on 3. 0 Dote 9/29/81
0 BLACK SILTY CLAY (CHI)

8 33. 81 1stiff, dry
6 39 wet at 2-

Water level 9/30/81
BLUE GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)

S stiff, saturated

12

10.

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
10 stiff, saturated

1

n a mLOG OF OR ING 15
sem mhon Dvebomsnt 1

pnywud, C6lfomle

10 

1-/|



LOG OF DOtING 16
90 Equipmfnt 6" Flight Auger

Laboratory 'Tests I E Etevatn 4.4' Dowe 9/30/81

BLACK SILTY CLAY (CHi)
stiff, dry

6 Water level 10/1/81
GRAY SILTY CLAY (00I

stiff, saturated

BROWN SILTY CLAY (CL)
9 22.9 104 stiff, saturated

I. 10.

12

123 2.

I -

Nlr*.Lawson Aos.at.* LOG OF DORING 16
-- Amp'~oss t. 0,.tk*on Development14

LA- 14



I~ LOG OF BORING 17
~ ) jjJ Equipmfent 6" Flight Auger

L:borotory Tests ,levotlonI 3.0 Dot. I9/29/Si

0' li'DARK GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)

stiff, dry, shrinkage cracks
a2 9 to 2: soft and wet at 21
a 36 2SWater level 9/30/81
a.57

with peaty layers
S- BLUE GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)

stiff, wet

23 21.9 105 BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

10- /

11 with silty sand lenses

20.

Nwdkeq Laws" Asedete LOG OF BORING 17 15
AUM~son Development
Hywords CIllfomiI 5

* m 9249, .04 10/16/B1 V I ANIf



LOG OF DORI NG 18

Loboroory Tsts t 6- Flight AugerI A Eevofion 3.41 Dat 20/1/61
0 GRAY SILTY CLAY (CH)

stiff, dry
soft and wet at 1'

7 41.0 78 2.. Water level 10/1/81
5-

MOTTLED LIGHT BROWN AND GRAYI. 19SILTY CLAY (CL)
1910. stiff, saturated

BROWN ,SANDY GRAVEL (GP)I -- medium~ dense, saturated_

30Iq

30

Wws~~msebebeLOG OF BORING 18
Mwatkon DeIpmsnt 6

10/16/81



LOG OF SORtNG 19

j j Equipment 6" Flight AugerDI

Leboratmy Tests U JS 0 Eteveison 4.9 Date 9/30/81 ?

0 BLACK SILTY-CLAY (CHI)

sti ff, #dry, vet at 2'

Water level 10/1/81

6

BROWN SANDY CLAY (CL)

1123.7 102

.L BROWN SANDY GRAVEL (GP)
-: medium dense, saturated

13

BROWN SANDY *CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

6

40Ji

LOG OF WRfING 19
Mmu~on Developmnt 1
Heywwd, Cetifomie 171
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9 -~LOG OF 1ORI NG 20

Equipent 6= Flight Auger

Laboratory Tests ,RElevaton 3..0 te 10/1/81

0' BROWN SILTY CLAY (CL)
stiff, dry
soft and wet at V'

2 adtWater level 10/1/81

5- GRAY SILTY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

1522.0 105

I BROWN SILTY SAND (SN)
medium dense, saturated

1S BRN SANDY CLAY (CL)

stiff., saturated

3'U-

15

Leww eLOG OF "CtING 20

W all o e18wnt
P"I~~HWw, _owI 18. ' ',., ' ,m,, _
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LOG OF BORING 21

E iqupment 6" Flight Auger

LeborotoyTests j Elevation 4.0' Dote 9/30/81
0' BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH)

stiff, dry
vet at 21

7 33.9 85
._Water level 10/1/81

5 LIGHT GRAY SILTY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated, with
volcanic ash

1 10- "I BROWN CLAYEY SAND (SC)

.... medium dense, saturated

11Z
S%

fOe

. BROWN SANDY GRAVEL (GP)

13 m edium dense, saturated

BROWN SILTY CLAY (CL)
11 stiff, saturated

.7.

I I I I I I **

sril ] Gm, m Mra'@n DivelIopmmnt .,,,
H4.ywmi', coliforn. 6.SI1
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I~O OF BOO~R ING 22
S1 Equipment 6 Flight Auger

LobortoryTests I lev@e 3.1 Dae. 10/1/91

I 0• O -WMN SILTY CLAY (CL)

stiff, dry
soft and vet at 1'

-2 50.0 6 water level 10/1/31

GRAY SILTY CLAY (CL)
stiff, saturated

1 17

1'3
BMOW SANDY CLAY (CL)

I 1 stiff, saturated

I
21 20.

I

II

91I9:00 I 5N

I

U NsvdkmeL,,..uAs...at. LOG OF BORING 22,.'
: &bratkon Development 2O0

* . 924-§, O(X,4 .jr 1016/81 ,



3 iii II Eq~LOG. OF 10OEINo aI I ~ ii6' Ilight A!uMer

NoW WA SIL.?T CLAYCM
stiff, doy. jft
a" vt at 2

WON SANY CZAT (CL1
stiff, saturated

17

decreas is &and content
dM with depth

16

~ U3~S~ASe~seLOG OF WORING 23

91 69== thOm t*vslopmnt

- - e.fnlm2



3 3 nOG OF SOtING 24

1-w~wIi a ii0 Flight Auger

3.3 ' b.. 10/1/

s~i SILY CLAY (L

3Oft 3nd vet at 1
w Water level 10/1/1

S GRM SANDY CLAY (CL)S15 stiff, saturated

IJ I
sIom &MDY CLAY (CL)

stiff,, saturated
It I lmrt

i I
I -,

I U

I I
I " I

ULOG OF DORING 24

ZZ1  cin~nt  22
"N APV*M
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UQUID LIMIT W%)
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HAROINO-LAWSON AS"SOCIATES5

INTRODUCTIONJ

This report presents the results of the soil investigation

we perforred for the proposed Noise Test Facility, Newark,

Califcrnia. Our work was performed during the period November 8

through Decenber 8, 1976. The facility will be used to monitor

the noise levels of Peterbilt tractor and trailer equipment.

As shown on the Site Plan, Plate 1, the site is located near

the end of Mowry Avenue. A sanitary landfill was operated for
.

several years in this area; however, we understand that no new

fill has been placed in the last 12 years. The planned facility,

as shown on Plate i, consists of an asphalt paved roadway with

* turning circles. The actual location of the facilities has not

been established; however, it will be in the general area shoTn.

The testing area will be in the central portion of the facility

(near Boring 5) and will consist of an asphalt paved apron area

with instruments. A small test control and instrument bu-!di-c

and tank (azzroxmately 5000-gallon capacity) will be ccnstzc:".

near the cen-ral portion. The lower portions (north en- c. s."

of the test t :az area may require fill tQ alut fi'.e :e;"

depth to provide for proper grade. Most of the site, hz.

will require only small amounts of fill to provide f>-: s:-

drainage.

1
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HANING.LAWSON &5SOCArus

FIELD EXPLORATION AND LABORATORY TESTING

F_

We investigated the soil conditions at the site by drilling

ive test borings, 29 to 39 feet deep, at the locations shown on

plate 1. The borings were drilled with truck-mounted flight auger

eiquipment and were logged by our field engineer who obtained

,samples for visual classification and laboratory testing. The

logs of the test borings are presentcd on Plates 2 through 6. The

f'3oils have been classified in accordance with the Unified Soil

Classification System described on Plate 7.

The samples were reexamined in our laboratory and selectedI

samples were tested to evaluate moisture content and dry density.

Because of disturbance in sample driving, the landfill debris

[ias not tested. The results of the moisture/density tests are

presented on the boring logs. The results of a stabiloneter

.(R-value) test, which was used for pavement design, are presented

i.3n Plate 8.

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIc:7S

Most of the planned track area is nearly level with drainage

zo nearby low Areas and drainage ditches. The low portion at the

north end of the site (in the vicinity of Boring 1) is in the area

of a former drainage channel.

V Our test borings indicate that the site is blanketed with

about 2 to 3 feet of sandy silt and clay fill, which is clean (free

i-of debris). The fill appears to be well compacted and serves as a

2

L



HARDINO-LAWBON ASSOCIATES

cover for the landfill debris which extends to depths of about 10

to 15 feet. The surface fill appears to be moderately expansive

(shrinks and swells with changes in moisture content). The debris

is loose and contains a large percentage of organic matter, mostly

paper and wood. During drilling of the debris, a strong organic

odor, mostly methane, could be detected near the bore hole. Except

for the lower portion of the site (near Boring 1) the fill was

dry or moist to a depth of 5 feet; the moisture content increased 1
with depth. The debris fill is underlain by medium stiff to stiff

silty marsh deposits locally known as bay mud. The bay mud varies

from 15 to 18 feet thick and is, in turn, underlain by relatively [
incompressible, moderately strong sands and clays to the depth

explored.

The water level at the tire of our exploration varied from

3 to 10 feet below the existing ground surface. However, because

of the difference in elevation at the borings, the elevation of f
the water surface was nearly the same in all the borings.

.CONCLUSIOI:S AND RECO.':!YDATIONS

On the basis of our investigation, we conclude that the site

can be developed as planned. There are special problems that must

be considered such as differential settlement and the low strength

of the debris. The design of thc improvements, structures and

maintenance of utilitics and paved areas will be affected by the

problems as discussed in the following sLctions. The most signifi-

cant consideration in the development of the site is the consfderable

3 L
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amount of settlement anticipated following construction. Methane

gas will continue to be generated in the debris but should pose

no special problem for the planned facility.

Test Track Site Preparation

The test track pavement will need to be thick enough to keep

wheel loads from overstressing the soft debris fill. Any pave-

ment, regardless of the thickness, will require maintenance because

of settlement. Therefore, the best solution would be to place

the minimum amount of fill (to minimize settlements) and yet pro-

vide an adequate thickness of both fill and pavement components

to prevent overstressing of the soft debris fills.

The test borings indicate that the debris fill is blanketed

by two to three feet of clean fill. We believe that satisfactory

performance can be achieved for the test track pavement by pro-

viding at least two feet of well compacted fill beneath the pave-

ment section. This would require excavation and replacement of

some of the on-site fill and possibly additional imported fill

material.

Imported select fill material, if needed, sho.uld be free of

organic debris, have a low expansion potential (plasticity index

less than 15 and liquid limit less than 40), and should contain no

rocks or lumps over six inches in largest dimension. Fill mate-

rial should be placed in layers of eigh. inches loose thickness,

4
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moisture conditioned, and compacted to at least 90 percent rela-

tive compaction.* /+ qx : _

Settlement

The debris fill has and will continue to experience settle-

ment because of decomposition and corpression under its own weight.

In addition, settlement has occurred and will continue to occur

as the compressible bay muds consolidate beneath the weight of the

debris fill. The amount of settlement in the bay mud will vary,

increasing with increased fill thickness, fill weight, mud thick-

ness, and mud compressibility. We estimate that most of the

settlement, both from consolidation of the bay mud and decomposi-

tion and compression of the debris fill, has already occurred.

However, any new fill placed for the planned improvements will

cause additional settlement. We estimate that total remaining

settlement, without any new fill loads, will be on the order of

8 to 12 inches. Two and four feet of new compacted fill would

cause additional settlements of about 7 and 12 inches, respectively.

We reconsnd that the depth of new fill to ke-t to a minirum. As

settleme:.t occurs, the pavement will re:u.re rnaintenance and

possibly overlays or reconstruction. If grades are flat site

drainage patterns may change due to settlement and could require

regrading.

Rclative compaction refers to the in-place dry density of soil
expressed as a percentac; o- the maximum dry density of the
same mnatcrial, as determtn.z by the ASTM D1557-70(C) laboratory
test procedure.

5
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Flexible Pavement Design O

We recommend that the pavement section consist of 4 inches

of asphaltic concrete and 9 inches of Class 2 aggregate base mate-

rial. The asphalt concrete and aggregate base should conform to

the current California Division of Highways Specifications. Before

the aggregate base is placed, the upper 12 inches of subgrade

should be moisture conditioned and compacted to at least 95 percent

relative compaction. The base rock then should be spread, moisturc

conditioned, and compacted to at least 95 percent.

Foundation Suppcrt

As stated previously, the surface soils are expansive and

can cause some heaving and cracking of shallow footings and slabs-

on-grade. However, since the building will e.:perience some settle-

ment, it appears that the best method of support for the building

would be to design and construct a building that could tolerate

the anticipated movements without appreciable damage. Therefore,

we recom:.end that the building be supported on a rigid foundation

founded in the fill. Footings should be a minimur, cf 12 inches

wide, bottomed between 12 and 18 inches below lowest adjacent

grade, and designed to span at least 10 feet ovcer possible zones

of non-upport occurring at any location, including the corners.

The footings can be designed for dead load bearing pressures of

1000 pounds per square foot (psf) and total buaring pressures of

1500 psf. The footings should be tied together as a grid to minimize

the effect of possible differential settlement.

6 .' iP
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As an alternative, a mat-type foundation could be used. The

mat could be a suitably reinforced, 6- to 8-inch-thick slab,

designed to impose dead load and total bearing pressures no greater

than 1000 and 1500 psf, respectively. The mat should be designed

to span a 5-foot-square area of nonsupport. The footing excavations

and slab subgrade soils should not be allowed to dry and crack

prior to pouring concrete. During the summer months the depth of

cracking may extend to depths of about two feet which may require

prolonged sprinkling or flooding to close the shrinkage cracks for

their full depth.

Inspection and Testing

We recommend that we review the site grading and foundation

plans and specifications to correlate them vith the intent of our

recommendations. The site preparation, fill placement, footing

installation, subgrade preparation, and placement and compaction

of aggregate base should be performed under our so-l engineering

inspection. We would perform field and laboratory tests to ascer-

tain that the raterials used and th2 ccmpa:tion obtained are in

conormance with the job specifications and the intent of our

reconmiendations.

7
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PLATES

Plate 1 Boring Location Plan

Plates 2
through 6 Logs of Borings 1 through 5

Plate 7 Soil Classification Chart and
Key to Test Data

Plate 8 Resistance Value Test Data
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5 copies: Peterbilt. Motors Company
38801 Cherry Street
Newark, California 94560
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Shear Strength (lbs/sq ft) - L OF BORING--
" * -a Equipment 6" Flight Auger

U0 ~ Elevation 100.0* Do te 1 1/8/76_
- 'BROWN SANDY SILT (ML)

stiff, dry 0 I

BLACK SILTY CLAY (CH) 77
soft, wet, with debris

III I(plastic, glass, wood, I
paper), organic odor
water level 11/8/76X

10. 0
LIGHT GRAY CLAYEY SILT (MH)

medium stiff, saturated,
39.4 81 C(bay mud)

15 1

becoming blue-green in color

20-

25-

BROV,'N SILTY CLAY (CH)
medium stiff, saturated

30-

*Reference: Assumed Elevation-
100.0, top of southwest footing

35- for high tension tower,
northeast portion of site

R IN LAWSO LOG OF BORING PLATE

Coltitlg 7n.9inecrs ciai :colog~s1,70FB RI
,_ __ _ __ _ __,__ __,.__ _ __.__ _Test Track

8142,001.03 11/29/76 Peterbilt Motors Company 2
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Shear Strength (lbs/sq ft) 0 O FBRN

0 Equ.ipment~ 6" FlighitAuger

Vo 5 0^0 Elevotion 110.0 Dot 11/8/76
.... 0 BROWN SANDY SILT (ML) =

stiff, dry
DEBRIS

wood,- paper, glass, etc.,
:0 with occasional odor of

5- methane or other organic

42. water level 11/8/*76

42.4 77C-RAY SANDY SILT (MH)

15- medium stiff, Wet, (bay mud)

20-

39.4 81 Cwith occasional thin peaty

25- layer~s

M/OTTLED ' 70,',N & O-F AY SANDY V
CLAY (CH) - stiff, scturated

30- LI

35-

HARDING -LAWSON ASSOCIATC-iLGOFBRN PLATE

Conultitig Engincers and Geologists LOG 0 OF ORIG

.iobNo 84,0.03 AcPr~~e11/29/76 Peterbilt Motors Company3
4!j-~*- ~*** ~ ~~~ ~~



.u LOG OF BORING 3

Shear Strength (lbs/sq ft)
h e. * " Equipment 6" Flight Auger

C C QE

U lb 0 q Elevation 109.0 Dte 11/8,'76

- - - - 0 BROWN SANDY SILT (ML)

15.0 109 stiff, dry
9 - DEBRIS

paper, plastic, wood, glass

10- water level 11/8/76
mostly debris

Io

28.3 51 MOTTLED BROWN & GRAY
SANDY CLAY (CH)
stiff, saturated .
(bay mud)

20

25-
54.1 66 changa to gray, with occosicnc!

thin peaty layers
P,P

30" hole squeezed in below 26'

MOTTLED BROWN & GRAY SANDY
CLAY (CH) - stiff, saturated

35-

40 __ _

ARDING-LAWSON AESOCIATu. PLATE rAl
LOG OF BORING 3 :.'

Consult ng Enginccrs and Gnlohgirfs O
Test Track

No 8142,001.03 - - e 119/76 Paterbilt Montors Company

,__o 8142 ,001 . . . . ..03 . _ _ ._D________ e__ _ ..-__ . ..-
- q%~- * -'U•



u LOG OF BORING 4

Shear Strength (lbs/sq ft) . OF ORIG
2 .- - Equipment 6" Flight Auger

SElevation 110.0 Date 11/,/76

0 BROVWN SANDY SiLT (ML) =
1 3.4 85 stiff, dry

DEBRIS
5 wood, paper, plastic, etc.

Refusal on piece of wood

LJ.

10.
water level 11/8/76

C)

MOTTLED BROWN & GRAY SANDY
15 SILT (MH) - medium stiff,

saturated, (bay mud)

30.7 93

20

38.7 84

25"

change to grc,, with occcsicnal

thin peely layers

30"

GRAY SILTY SAND (SPA)
medium dense, sctura.ed

35'

with gravel layers

HARDING-LAWSON ASSOCIATES L OF BORING 4 PLATE :
Cons.lting Enginccrs and Gcolooists LOG. Tet rroc. ., 1 Test Track I

JobN , 8142,001.03 A,,r Q-. . p D 11/2 9 /76  Peterbilt /ctors Company 5
'V



uLOG OF BORING 5-

F Shear Strength (lbs/sq ft) £ ue

Ea Equipment 6" FlightAue

~U cSc Elevation 110.0 Dot 11/8/76

- - - 0BR~OWN SANDY SILi1 (ML)
stiff, dry

DEBRIS
wood, paper, plastic.

5-

100

MOTTLED BROWN &GRAY
SANDY SILT (MH)
stiff, wet, (bay mud)

20-

change to gray

25-

with thin peaty layers

30-

(boring backfilled before

35- water level stabilized)

- - - - - ~~~40J____ ____

ROING -LAWSON ASSOCIATES LGOBRIG5 PLATE
Considting Enginccra and Geologies O FBRN

8142,01.03Test 
Track

814,01.0 - -Aoor-E'± . Da:e.11/29/76 Peterbilt Motors Company
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G EXUDATION PRESSURE (psi)
800 600 100 300 200 0

90

80

70_ --
0o L .KI

0 £1..

<0 1 ",

Z 40 t

30

20 i

S100 200 3U0 400 500
F ~ EXPANSION PRESSURE Ipst

l€icmen No. 1 2 3
ilsture Content 1 20.3 22.4 24.1
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TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

MARATHON PROJECT

HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA

AUGUST 1986

SETTING

General

The Marathon site is located northerly of the intersection

of West Winton Avenue and Cabot Boulevard in the western section

of Hayward. The surrounding area is characterized by large

industrial development, with several intervening vacant parcels.

A few small commercial uses have been incorporated into the

industrial areas. There is virtually no residential development

in the site vicinity. The lands adjacent to the north and west

are vacant. The Hayward Air Terminal Industrial Center and the

Skywest Golf Course border the site on the east, and Hayward

Industrial Center on the south.

Major Street System

The major street system in the project vicinity is shown in

Figure 1. Immediate access to the site is proposed from West

Winton Avenue via Cabot Boulevard. North of Hesperian Boulevard,

CAbot Boulevard is currently approximately 250 feet in length.

It has a 50 foot roadway section and is striped for 2 lanes.

Through the Cabot Boulevard intersection, West Winton Avenue

has a 4 lane roadway section plus a median turn lane. This

section extends a short distance west of Cabot Boulevard, then

narrows to 2 lanes with minimal shoulders. West Winton Avenue

ends at Shoreline Park approximately 1 mile to the west. It

extends easterly to Hesperian Boulevard, to an interchange with

--. 4
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the Nimitz Freeway (Interstate Route 880), and to an intersection I
with Jackson Street (State Route 92) on the periphery of the

Hayward Central District. These streets and other major streets

are described in more detail in Appendix A. Figure 2 shows

current average week day traffic volumes on sections of those

streets which would experience the heavier impacts from project

traffic. (1) (2)

Current Traffic Operations

The study area established for this analysis is essentially

that shown in Figure 1. It is bounded on the north by Sulpher

Creek and Golf Course Drive, on the east by Hesperian Boulevard,

on the south by the Shorelands project, and on the wist by the

general Route 61 Corridor.

Typically in an urban street system, the primary restraint

'for traffic operations are the major street intersections.

Because of the configuration of the existing street system

serving the project area, as shown in Figure 1, all trips from

Marathon oriented to the north and to the northeast would have to

travel east on West Winton Avenue - either to Hesperian

Boulevard, to 1-880, or to other points east. The addition of

these trips to the significant traffic volumes currently

generated by the existing industrial and other uses, particularly

during the evening peak hour, would make the major intersections

on West Winton Avenue subject to the heaviest impacts from .N

Marathon traffic. Other intersections in the study area that
would be impacted to some-degree are indicated in Figure 1.

The critical intersections were analyzed to determine their

current levels of service. The concept of *Level of Service" has

been devised to establish a standard frame of reference when

describing traffic flow. Briefly, the service level of a given

facility is a theoretical traffic volume determined by its

physical and operational characteristics and prescribed'')

conditions of traffic flow. (3 Service levels were calculated

- 2I ~JOHN J. FORqRISTAL 0 CXV8Iswn TRAFIIC ENGV41EER



by volume/capacity analysis, which compares the heaviest

conflicting movements within the intersection with the available

capacities for these movements. The specific procedure conforms

to the provisions of Special Report 209

P.M. peak hour turning counts were taken at the critical

intersections. These counts are shown in Figures A-1 through

A-16 in Appendix A. The existing volume/capacity ratios and the

corresponding levels of service are listed in the first column of

Table 1. (The volume/capacity ratios may vary from those of the

earlier Marathon reports, (5 ) since the calculation procedures

were changed.) All calculations were expanded by 10 percent to

allow for annual increases since the original count dates and for

the element of truck traffic.

From Table 1, the intersections of West Winton Avenue -

Hesperian Boulevard and of Depot Road - Clawiter Road are

currently operating at Level E. All other intersections are at

Level D or better, including 1-880 and SR-92 ramps.

Observations were made at selected intersections to check

actual field conditions. A summary of the observations is

contained in Appendix A.

Transit
Transit service is provided during the morning and evening

peak hours by A-C Transit. Route 86 runs between the BART

station and the industrial area.

MARATHON PROJECT TRAFFIC

Trip Generation and Distribution

The Marathon Project proposes a mixture of light industrial

and research and development (R and D) uses. Trip generation

rates for these uses can vary. In the previous Marathon study, a

cordon count was made of the adjacent area during the PM peak i
hours to determine the peak hour trip generation of the developed
parcels, the directional splits, and the percentage of trucks

-3-
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during the period. The highest recorded hour was from 4:00 to

5:00 PM at 1,750 vehicles, or a peak hour trip generation rate of

5.3 trips per acre. At an assumed peak hour of 10 percent, the

daily trip generation rate would be 53 trips per developed acre.

The directional split was 73 percent eastbound (out) and 27

percent westbound (in). The overall proportion of trucks

observed during this period was 8 percent.I * Since R and D developments tend to have higher trip genera-

*tion rates than the industrial-warehousing rates of the study

area, the trips per acre were increased to 65, and the peak hour

to 11 percent as being more representative of the proposed uses.
Applying the above factors to the 134 acres proposed for the

Marathon Project gives the following daily and PM peak hour trip

productions:

Average Weekday Trips - 134 x 65 - 8,710 trips

PM Peak Hour at 11 percent of AWT - 950 trips
Outbound - 700 trips

Inbound - 250 trips

For purposes of trip distribution, it was assumed that all

site access would be from West Winton Avenue. The projected peak

hour trips were distributed on the street system in accordance

with observed traffic patterns in the project vicinity. The

basic distribution patterns were assumed as follows:

South on Cabot - 16 percent

South on Clawiter - 26 percent

North on Hesperian - 22 percent

South on Hesperian 4 percent

East on Winton

(east of Hesperian) - 32 percent

These patterns were assumed for both outbound and inbound

trips. N,

44
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Traffic Impacts

The impacts on intersection operations under full

development of the Marathon Project are listed in the second

column of Table 1. The range of impacts are greatest on those

West Winton Avenue intersections nearest the project, diminishing

in proportion to distance away from the site. The intersection 7
of West Winton Avenue with Hesperian Boulevard will drop from .

Level E to Level F. Since no intersection can accommodate

traffic volumes above its theoretical capacity, the implication

here is the extent and duration of congestion will be increased

beyond that already experienced. At Depot Road and Clawiter

Road, the level would remain at E. All other intersections will

be at Level D or better. With the exception of the

Hesperian-Winston intersection, therefore if the impacts of

Marathon traffic only would not be significant.

Ramp volumes on 1-880 - West Winton Avenue interchange are

estimated to increase by 8 percent during the PM peak hour due to *

Marathon traffic. Since most of these ramps are currently

operating under forced flow conditions, there would be no

perceptible effect on operational characteristics; rather, the

effects would be evidenced by an extension of the area of

congestion and by its duration. At the SR 92 - Clawiter Road

interchange, increases are estimated at 22 percent on the

westbound ramps, but total volumes will be approximately 1000

vehicles per hour, which is below theoretical ramp capacity. The

increases on the more critical eastbound ramps will be 6 percent;

referring to Table 1, the service level at the intersection of

the ramps with Clawiter Road will not exceed Level D. The most

congestive factor at this interchange is the merge of eastbound

on-ramp traffic with freeway traffic; the Marathon addition to

this movement is minimal. .

Impact on Railroads

The potential impact of increases in traffic due to the

Marathon Project are described in Appendix B. It is the

conclusion of this analysis that the impacts on railroad

operations would be minimal, but that vehicular traffic backups
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would be increased substantially during peak hours by train

movements over the grade crossings. The effects of these

periodic stoppages would be felt primarily at the downstream

intersections (to the east for westbound traffic), where the

surges in traffic flow would impose excessive demands for 1 or 2

signal phases. Available records do not show any significant

accident experience which could be further aggravated by

increased traffic. (7)
The remarks in Appendix B were developed for the earlier .

Marathon studies. There was some concern expressed over their

relevancy if the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe Railroads merged

into one operation, but this proposal has recently been turned

down.

OTHER PROJECT TRAFFIC

North of SR-92

In assessing traffic impacts in the study area previously .

defined, the potential trips from other undeveloped parcels were

considered. There are approximately 283 undeveloped acres in the

area north of SR-92 between the wetlands and Hesperian

Boulevard. The vacant areas were identified, the acreages

calculated, and daily and PM peak hour trips estimated and

distributed in accordance with the assumptions made for the

Marathon Project. The cumulative volume of these trips together

with the Marathon Project trips are listed in column 3 of Table

1. For most intersections, there is a drop of 1 or 2 service

level designations. In. the immediate Marathon area, the .1

intersections of West Winton Avenue with Hesperian Boulevard and

with Clawiter Road, and of Clawiter Road with Depot Road, will 0.,

fall to Level F. East of Hesperian Boulevard, the intersections

of Winton Avenue with Southland Place/Stonewall Avenue and with

Southland Drive will also be at Level F.

-6-
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Shorelands Project

The site of the proposed Shorelands project is shown in

Figure 1. This project consists of a mix of uses, including a

race track, park, hotel, commercial and industrial and

research/development areas.
An EIR is currently being prepared for the Shorelands .

project. The traffic section of this report is being done by

Omni-Means, Limited. All projected Shorelands traffic

generation, distribution, and peak hour turning movements were

provided by that firm and incorporated into the projections

derived in this study. The resultant intersection volume/

capacity ratios and levels of service from all sources are listed

in the fourth column of Table 1. Virtually all intersections A-

would be operating at Level E or F under the assumed full

development condition.

MITIGATION

Local Intersection Improvements

The Marathon Project traffic impacts and the cumulative

impacts listed in the columns 1 through 4 of Table 1 are based on "* .

the existing roadway and intersection geometrics. Since these

developments are scheduled over an indeterminate period, it will

be a number of years before the full impacts are realized.

During that period, a number of improvements can be anticipated

that would mitigate the more critical deficiencies, either as "

conditions for development of individual parcels or as a system-

wide assessment program -financed on a mutual basis. Several

intersections in the Maithon vicinity for which improvements are

under consideration by the City or have been suggested are listed
below: -

West Winton Avenue - Hesperian Boulevard. The City is
.

presently undertaking a project to revise the eastbound .

approach of West Winton Avenue by providing 2 separate left

1'
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turn lanes and 3 through lanes. This will require the

addition of a third eastbound right lane to Winton Avenue

east of Hesperian Boulevard. The intersection will be

further improved by the addition of a separate right turn

lane on the northbound approach of Hesperian Boulevard. The

overall decrease in volume/capacity ratio would be

significant, since it is almost 25 percent. :

West Winton Avenue - Clawiter Road. Operations at this

intersection could be improved by converting the existing 4

through land on the northbound Clawiter Road approach to an

optional right turn-through lane. This would require

removal of the right turn channelization island and

relocation of the signal. Turns would be made during the

westbound left turn phase on West Winton Avenue plus a

possible extension; however, since there will be 2 lanes

turning right, this extension should not be too long.

Opposite Clawiter Road is the driveway to the Air National •

Guard installation, so the amount of northbound through

traffic - which would have to share the right turn lane - is

minimal.

Clawiter Road - Depot Road. Both of these roads are planned

for ultimate 4 lane sections. Operations at their

intersection could be improved by an interim widening to

provide turning lanes on 1 or more approaches. Critical
volume calculations tndicate the addition of right and left I."

turn lanes and an extra through lane on the eastbound Depot

Road approach, and of a separate right turn lane on the %
northbound Clawiter Road approach. These modifications

would lower the volume/capacity, ratios by almost 40 1

percent, which is considered significant.

Industrial Boulevard - Baumberg Avenue. With existing

traffic and with the addition of Marathon plus "other"

project traffic, a separate right turn lane installed on the

-8-
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eastbound Baumberg Avenue approach will greatly improve

traffic operations, changing from a Level E to a Level B.

The Shorelands project traffic would add a large component

of left turning traffic to this approach and a left turn

lane would be required. This, with a second left turn-

through option lane, would be necessary during PM peak hour

to maintain a marginally acceptable level of service. The

installation of a separate right turn lane on the Industrial

Boulevard southbound approach would also contribute to the

intersection's efficiency.

The fifth column of Table I shows the service levels which

could be achieved with the above improvements. The volumes

evaluated in these calculations were those of the third column -

existing plus Marathon plus other projects. These, as noted, are

representative of future conditions over an indeterminate period.

In the case of the West Winton Avenue - Hesperian Boulevard

intersection, for which the improvements described are already

under way, the immediate effect would be the revision of the

volume/capacity level to 0.82, corresponding to a Service Level

D.

The interchange of SR-92 with Clawiter Road/Eden Landing

Road could be modified to eliminate several turning conflicts on

City streets. If these modifications were to take the form of

additional ramps, however, they could prove ineffective, since

they would interfere with ramp maneuvers at the Industrial

Boulevard interchange to the east. Also, Caltrans participation

in the construction costs is doubtful at least. If the

Industrial Corridor facility is contracted with an interchange at

SR-92, many of the current problems would be relieved (see

below).

Alameda Industrial Transportion Corridor (SR-61)

The Alameda Industrial Transportion Corridor is a proposed

major north south facility extending from Doolittle Drive at

Davis Street in San Leandro southerly to State Route 92 (West

-9-
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Jackson Street) in Hayward. This route is included in the

Metropolitan Transportation Commission's Regional Transportation

Plan, and has been designated State Route 61 by Caltrans. Its

primary function would be to increase north-south capacity for

industrial and other traffic, and eliminate much of the east-west

traffic currently using urban streets to reach Hesperian

Boulevard, Interstate 880, etc.

The precise alignment of this route has not yet been

established. The one depicted in Figure 1 is intended to show

the general corridor to be served. In the City of Hayward, the

utilization of Cabot Boulevard as part of the corridor has been

studied. This would determine its location relative to the

Marathon site and establish the site access points.

While the City of Hayward and the County of Alameda have

been strongly supportive of this facility, the City of San

Leandro has been more ambivalent as to its final resolution. The

opposition to its extension through the City, which was the

policy during the earlier Marathon reports, has been replaced by

a decision to study the impacts of route implementation and
(8)

alignments.

The Industrial Corridor would decrease traffic volumes

qthrough most of the intersections listed in Table 1 by diverting

traffic from the north-south routes (Hesperian Boulevard, Industri-

4 al Boulevard, 1-880, etc.) and by redirecting traffic on the

east-west routes (West Winton Avenue, Depot Road, SR-92, etc.).4

Estimates of the amount of diverted traffic have been made on a

"% preliminary basis only, and are subject to revision as land use

changes are made. It can be stated, though, that the

volume/capacity ratios and service levels listed in Table 1 would

be raised to more acceptable standards by construction of the

Corridor facility. An interchange of the new facility with SR-92

would relieve current pressures on that route by intercepting

eastbound traffic from the San Mateo Bridge, and by attracting

traffic which would otherwise use the interchanges to the east.

CIO
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Other Mitigation Measures

Besides construction of new elements of the street system or

modifications of existing ones, reduction of traffic can be

obtained by improving existing transit service, by car-pooling or

van-pooling, or by provision of an ancillary transit system to

serve the local activities. The Shorelands project has made

a number of reviews of this type of service. As noted, there is

already an A/C Transit bus serving the industrial area from and

to the BART Station. As the industrial area grows, it may be

feasible to expand this service through more buses and reduced

headways.

Car-pooling and van-pooling are usually undertakings of the

various industries involved, and these measures should be

encouraged on that level. Another measure which may prove

especially effective in a largely industrial area is flex-time

operations - i.e., the spreading of arrival and departure times

over more extended periods to reduce the concentrated traffic

surges.

AkA
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FOOTNOTES

(1) Traffic Operations, Department of Public Works, City of

Hayward

(2) 1983 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways - Caltrans

(3) Highway Capacity Manual Highway Research Board - 1965

(4) Special Report 209 - Highway Capacity Manual Transportation

Research Board - 1985

(5) Marathon Industrial Development - William H. Liskamm -

September, 1982 (Forristal - Traffic); TRS Associates, Inc.

- 1985 (Forristal - Traffic)

(6) Ron Goshue - Civil Engineering Senior, Planning Deparment,

City of Hayward

(7) Chieu Chang - Traffic Engineer, City of Hayward

(8) Dan Smith - Transportation Planner, City of San Leandro
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TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

MARATHON PROJECT

HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA

APPENDIX A

MAJOR STREET SYSTEM AND CURRENT OPERATIONS
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Appendix A

Major Street System Description

Marathon Project Vicinity

STREET SYSTEM DATA

The major streets serving the proposed Marathon Project are

described below.

West Winton Avenue

Between Cabot Boulevard and Hesperian Boulevard, West Winton

Avenue is a 4 lane roadway with a painted median lane. The

median lane provides left turn lanes at intersections, and

functions as a 2 way left turn lane between intersections. Curb

parking is permitted along most of the street, but there are

partial restrictions on the south side between Cabot Boulevard

and Clawiter Road. The speed limit on Western Winton Avenue is 45

miles per hour.

East of Hesperian Boulevard to Wright Drive, West Winton

Avenue has 4 lanes plus a median lane that provides back-to-back

left turn lanes at the intersections. There is no on-street

parking on this portion of the street. Between Wright Drive and

Southland Place/Stonewall Avenue, the roadway section widens

sufficiently to provide parking on the south side of the street.

East of Southland Place/Stonewall Avenue to SR 17, West

Winton Avenue has 2 westbound lanes and 3 eastbound lanes. There

are actually 3 lanes in the westbound direction; however, the

outside lane is a merge lane coming off the freeway and the

center lane is a merge lane coming off the freeway and the center

lane converts into a double left turn lane on the Southland Drive

approach. There is no parking on this portion of Winton Avenue.

Depot Road

A second east-west arterial in the project vicinity is Depot

Road, 1 mile south of West Winton Avenue. Between Cabot

A-1
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Boulevard and Clawiter Road, it has a 2 lane section of varying

width. On-street parking 1s intermittent along this portion, as .

roadway width permits. From Clawiter Road east to Industrial

Boulevard it has a wider roadway section with some street

frontage improvements. East of Industrial Boulevard, Depot Road

has been developed to its ultimate 56 foot section, with 2

through lanes and parking. On the eastbound approaches to both

Industrial Boulevard and Hesperian Boulevard, the parking has

been removed to provide 3 traffic lanes.

Cabot Boulevard ':d

The major north-south streets in the area are Cabot

Boulevard, Clawiter Road/Industrial Boulevard and Hesperian 0

Boulevard. Cabot Boulevard extends south of West Winton Avenue

to Depot Road. This street is presently stripped for 2 traffic -

lanes, although it has sufficient width for 4 lanes and a median

lane. No parking is permitted on Cabot Boulevard, presumably

for esthetic reasons - e.g., to prevent lona-term truck parking.

Clawiter Road/Industrial Boulevard .

Clawiter Poad has a T intersection to the south with West

Winton Avenue approximately 1 mile east of Cabot boulevard. It

runs southernly to an intersection with Industrial Boulevard a "

short distance north of Depot Road. The main roadway alignment

then curves to the southeast as Industrial Boulevard to and

through an interchange with State Route 92 and continues to

Industrial Parkway in the south part of Hayward. This portion of

Clawiter Road/Industrial Boulevard has a 4-lane roadway with a

2-way left turn median. Parking is permitted on the street.

Clawiter Road continues south of Industrial Boulevard as a 2-lane

street with some frontage improvements to an interchange with

State Route 92.
'4
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Hesperian Boulevard

Hesperian Boulevard is a major arterial, extending northerly

through Hayward, San Lorenzo and San Leandro to East 14th Street

and southerly to Union City. In the vicinity of Winton Avenue,

it has a 6-lane section with a raised median island. On-street
parking is prohibited along must of its length, and access is

limited on those portions where frontage roads are provided.

Regional Facilities

Regional access in the general project area is provided by

Interstate Route 880 (the Nimitz Freeway) and State Route 92

(West Jackson Street and the San Mateo Bridge). The Nimitz

Freeway provides service northerly to the San Leandro and Oakland

areas and to San Francisco via the Bay Bridge. For traffic
oriented to the north, there are interchanges at Winton Avenue, A

Street, and Hesperian Boulevard. To the south, the Nimitz

Freeway extends through Union City and Fremont to metropolitan

San Jose. South oriented trips are served by interchanges at

Winton Avenue and at Jackson Street. m

West Jackson Street runs in a general northeasterly

direction, ending in the Hayward Central District at a junction Rl

with Mission Boulevard. Trips to Interstate 580 east would take

this route. To the west, the San Mateo Bridge provides service

to the San Francisco Peninsula and to the cities of San Francisco

and San Jose via SR 101. .

CURRENT TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

Traffic operations are defined in terms of volume/capacity

ratios and levels of service at critical intersections. The

methodology used in this project conforms to the procedures in

Special Report 209 for Planning Purposes, since both existing and

future conditions were evaluated. The intersection

volume/capacity values and corresponding service levels are 0

listed in Table A-i.

A-3
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Observations were made at several intersections to

corroborate the service levels listed in Table 1 of this report.

These observations are summarized below.

Hesperian Boulevard-West Winton Avenue

The Hesperian Boulevard-West Winton Avenue intersection is

at capacity during the evening peak hour, with the eastbound

movement on West Winton Avenue experiencing the most delay.

Volume/capacity ratios are by definition computed for one-hour

periods, but the actual conditions may fluctuate over that

period. This is the case at West Winton Avenue and Hesperian

Boulevard. Traffic flow is not constant, but has heavy peaks W..

interspersed with short intervals of lighter demand. This is

typical of industrial traffic because of the recurrent surges of

employee work-to-home trips. The West Winton Avenue eastbound

approach to Hesperian Boulevard has a right turn lane, a through

lane, a through-left turn optional lane, and a left turn lane.

The numbers of through lanes is limited to 2 because the east leg

has only 2 eastbound through lanes. The average timed signal

cycle was 3 minutes.

Observations were also made of the morning peak hour

conditions at this intersection. Although counts show the

westbound volume on West Winton Avenue is approximately equal to

the evening eastbound volume, delay is considerably less. This

is because the component of other (than home-to-work) traffic is

lower on the conflicting movements. The signal cycle times

during this period varied from 2 to 2-1/2 minutes.

Depot Road - Clawiter Road

The intersection of Depot Road and Clawiter Road is

controlled by 4-way stop signs. Clawiter Road has single lane

approaches; Depot Road has right turn lanes on both approaches.

During the P.M. peak hour, the major back-ups are the northbound

movement on Clawiter Road and the eastbound movement on Depot

I
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Road. Again, the congestion is recurrent in nature, lasting for

limited periods with relatively free flow in between.

West Winton Avenue - Clawiter Road
At West Winton Avenue and Clawiter Road, the movement with ;-.

the longest delay during the evening peak is the northbound right

turn from Clawiter Road into West Winton Avenue. This is

unusual, since the right turn movements at intersections

typically are not a factor in volume/capacity calculations. In %

this case, however, the right turn periodic demand becomes heavy,

but the eastbound flow on West Winton Avenue does not permit many

free right turns. Most of these turns are made during the

westbound left turn phase on est Winton Avenue. A number of

vehicles were observed making right turns from the adjacent

through lane, around the right turn channelization island.

Other Intersections

Project trips oriented to the south and southeast would

travel on Cabot Boulevard, Clawiter Road, and Industrial HighwaY.

The intersections of Depot Road with Industrial Boulevard and -

with Hesperian Boulevard are signalized; however, peak hour

volumes through these intersections are relatively light compared

to West Winton Avenue. In concurrence with the calculated .

service levels, field observations did not show any excessive

delay on the intersection approaches. At Industrial Boulevard

and Hesperian Boulevard, the heavy eastbound movement on

Hesperian Boulevard is the primary contributing factor to the

P.M. peak hour congestion. .

Freeway Interchanges

As noted, West Winton Avenue and 1-880 (Nimitz Freeway,

represents virtually the sole regional route between the project

area and northerly oriented trips under the existing highway

set-up. The bulk of these trips, therefore, must utilize the

Winton Avenue-I-880 interchange. This interchange is a 4-quad

.% ' L

". .,
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full cloverleaf-type. During the evening peak hour, the weaving

of ramp traffic on Winton Avenue and on the auxiliary frontage

road, and the merge with freeway traffic causes congestion in

both directions. The freeway itself is at capacity in the

southbound direction and close to it in the northbound

direction.

Both Clawiter Road and Industrial Boulevard have

interchanges at State Route 92. These are of the half-quad type N

which require left turns for certain ramp movements. The main

problem during the P.M. peak hour is the merge of eastbound

on-ramp traffic with freeway traffic. This is more evident on

Clawiter Road, where the back-up to the ramp on the single

southbound lane can block all traffic through the City streets.

The P.M. peak hour eastbound freeway traffic itself is impeded by

the closely spaced interchanges and heavy off-on volumes at the

Clawiter Road, Industrial Boulevard, Hesperian Boulevard and 1-880

interchanges.

i;
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IMPACTS ON RAILROAD OPERATIONS

The Southern Pacific mainline track is adjacent to the

Marathon site on the east. Approximately 24 freight trains and 4

passenger trains use this track daily. During the survey period

from 4:00 to 5:30 PM, two train movements were observed. There

are grade crossings at West Winton Avenue, Depot Road, and

Clawiter Road. Crossing gates and flahsing lights have been

installed at all crossings. These devices are about the limit of

grade crossing protection. The ideal situation would be the

construction of grade separations; however, these projects would

be virtually unfeasible without the participation of the Public

Utilities Commission. This would require inclusion in their

Grade Separation Priority Lists - a statewide construction

schedule revised annually on the basis of a set of warrants to

determine priorities. Among the warrants germane to this

analysis are accident records and traffic volumes.

City records do not indicate a significant accident history

at any of the 3 crossings. The Marathon project will add an

estimated 4,980 daily trips at the West Winton Crossing, 980 at

the Depot Road crossing and 750 at the Clawiter Road crossings.

It does not appear that the addition of these trips will increase

the accident potential or the traffic volumes a sufficient amount

to quality the crossings for a near-term listing in the PUC

program. The rankings of all 3 crossings are currently over 60;

considering that about 4 projects a year are built statewide,

this gives some idea of the relative status of these crossings

with regard to critical warrants.
A spur track is indicated on the preliminary development

plan entering the Marathon site adjacent to the south side of the

City storm drain. Since this drain marks the northerly limit of

the first phase Marathon development, there will be no interior

grade crossings in that phase. Because of the proximity of this

and other spur tracks to the West Winton Avenue crossing, it is

anticipated that predictors or similar time-out devices will be

installed by the Southern Pacific Company to minimize delay to

vehicular traffic during switching operations.
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April 25, 1986

To: James E. Christian

Marathon U.S. Realties
595 Market Street, Suite 1330
San Francisco, California 94105

From: James E. Stark

Reimer Associates
1633 Old Bayshore Highway, Suite 120
Burlingame, California 94010

Re: Projected Fiscal Impact upon Local Jurisdictions
Resulting from Marathon Hayward Industrial Park

OVERVIEW

Marathon U.S. Realties, Incorporated, requested a fiscal impact
analysis for Marathon's 130 acre industrial project located in
the northwest industrial area of the City of Hayward. Thismemorandum provides a summary of findings resulting from that
assignment. Reimer Associates' urban planning section has
completed several investigations of the fiscal consequences,
of various categories of land development, upon local juris-
dictions in northern California and Nevada.

This analysis was conducted on a marginal cost and revenue
basis rather than on an average cost revenue basis. Actual
increases in the costs of providing governmental services and
facilities to serve the Marathon project were compared toanticipated revenues. Revenue estimates were based upon land
and improvement values and employment levels projected for
this specific project. These projections were based, in turn,
on recent similar projects in the area and data presented in
the October, 1985 EIR evaluating this project. Both annual
operating costs and revenue, and *one-time only" capital costs
and revenues were considered.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

o Following buildout, the Marathon project will produce an
estimated $1.24 million in annual revenues flowing to
local jurisdictions (1985 dollars). See Tables I and 2
attached. The property presently produces $20,000 in
annual revenues.
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0 There is only one identifiable marginal cost, to local
jurisdictions, which is not offset by locally mandated
fees and charges. This cost is the estimated annual charge
for street lighting within the project. The amount is$5j300.

0 All on-site and off-site capital costs associated with the
project will be paid for by the sponsor. Marathon will
make a one-time contribution of $500,000 for the purchase
and/or restoration of a wetland are,. Furthe-more, theproject will account for at least ten percent (10%) of the

land area that will be liened by special assessment to
create the proposed Alameda Industrial Transportation
Corridor - an important local arterial that will benefit
all of western Hayward.

o Inflation in government costs is not an issue since
revenue exceeds projected costs by a very large margin,
and, increased revenues will be realized as property
within the project is sold and reassessed at the new cash
value.

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

Public Safety - No increase in the annual cost of delivering
fire and police service to the City of Hayward will result
from the Marathon project. Existing manpower and facilities
are adequate to serve the project area. Public Safety budget
requirements are provided for in the City's General Fund which
is supported by tax revenues - primarily property tax and
sales tax.

Water and Wastewater Treatment - The City of Hayward's water
treatment plant, water distribution system, sewage collection,
and wastewater treatment plant are maintained as enterprise
funds within the City budget.. The annual costs of water and
wastewater operations are directly offset by fees collected
from consumers. Fees are directly related to service demands.
Since the services are self funding the net cost to the City
is zero.

Storm Drainage - Tie AJ.ameda County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District 1ACFCD) is unique in that it collects
a one-time only fee to offset the annual maintenance costs of
its storm drainage system. The Marathon project will contrib-
ute $150,000 to ACFCWCD in response to their requirement.

Street Maintenance - On a marginal cost basis there will be no
increase, in manpower costs or equipment investmaent, placed
upon the City of Hayward's Street Maintenance Department as a
result of the proposed project.
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Street Lighting - Pacific Gas and Electric owns and generates
street lights within the City of Hayward. The proposed budget
for PY 1985-86 is $781,536. With 250 miles of city streets
the average annual street lighting cost is $3,126 per mile.With 1.7 miles of new streets proposed, the marginal increase
in street lighting costs is estimated to be $5,300.

Development Processing - Building Inspection - The costs of
development processing, plus permit review and building
inspection are directly offset by fees charged for these
services. The net cost to the City is zero.

Other Annual Operating Costs - Other departments within the
City of Hayward such as City administrative offices, the
airport, the library, etc., and other juristictions which
serve the project area such as the park district and school
district, will not incur any additional operating expense as a
result of the proposed industrial park project.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COSTS

On-site streets, water, sewer, and storm drainage will be
provided by the developer and dedicated to the City of Hayward.

Off-site water and sewer facilities will not require any
additional investment to serve the proposed project. Off-site
storm drainage improvements will be borne by the project
sponsor.

Off-site streets will be impacted by the project. Deficiencies
in the existing circulation system are an area wide problem.
Traffic impacts would occur with or without this project.
Capital costs of project related mitigation will be born by
the project sponsor. These costs have not been quantified.
The required off-site street improvements, however, will become
a condition of approval to be placed on the project Tentative
Map of Subdivision. Furthermore, the project sponsor has
indicated that he will participate in an assessment district L
that will provide a major arterial in the project area.

This arterial, the Alameda Industrial Transportation Corridor,
will benefit the entire western industrial area of the City,
including numerous parcels that will not bear any assessment.
The Marathon project will be a critical part of the assessment
district since it will provide linkage between two existing
rights-of-way and it will account, in an economic sense, for
at least 10% of the land area that will bear the assessment
district liens. Although this capital contribution presently
cannot be quantified it will have significant positive fiscal
impact in the City of Hayward.
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ANNUAL REVENUE PRODUCTION

Property Taxes - Secured Property - Based upon recent experi-
ences with proximate sites, the improved land value (graded
land, with street and utilities in place) is estimated to be
26.3 million dollars. The value of buildings is estimated to
be $12.2 million dollars for research and development (R&D)
structures (shell only) and 22.8 million dollars for warehouse
space. Tenant improvements will provide an additional 6.1
million dollars. The total value of real property subject to
property tax is 67.4 million dollars. Taking the 1985-1986
tax rate of 1.1511% from Tax Code Area 25-060 as 'typical" for
this site, the property tax yield, from secured property, will
be $776,000 in current tax year dollars.

Property Taxes - Unsecured Property - The current value of
unsecured property within the City of Hayward is 448.3 million
dollars. Current employment is estimated to be 51,683 persons.
Using the present average tax rate of 1.2764% for the City of ,
Hayward, and dividing the tax revenue product by the total of
employed persons, yeilds an average value of $110.73 per
employee. The Marathon project's anticipated employment is
4,040 persons. Given the average revenue from unsecured
property at $110.73 per employee, the projected annual revenue
yield from this source is $447,300 in current year dollars.

Property Transfer Tax - A portion of the project will be
absorbed into the real estate market each year until build-out
occurs; following build-out it can be assumed that a part of
the project will be resold each year. Consequently, from
first sale onward, throughout the life of the project, property
transfer taxes will be a continuing source of revenue to the
City of Hayward. Property transfer taxes are levied at the
rate of $1.10/$l,000 of value. The total project value of
67.4 million dollars will have yielded $74,140 in property
transfer taxes at build-out. Assuming a five-year build-out
period, that annual revenue stream from this source, until
build-out is reached, is $14,828. Following build-out it is
assumed that 10% of the project will be resold annually. In
current year dollars the annual revenue stream from this tax
source beginning in year 6 will be $7,414.

Business License Fees - There is no specific rate for R&D
uses. Where an industry isnot specifically identified in the
City Business License Fee ordinance, the manufacturing "*
business license fee applies. Business license fees for manu-
facturing firms are based upon employment levels for each
firm. Assuming 23 R&D firms with an average employment level %
of 126 persons and 42 light manufacturing firms with an average
employment of 27 persons, the annual business license fee will
be $5,868.
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OTHER REVENUE SOURCES

The Marathon project will contribute several hundred thousand
dollars in development fees, building permit and inspection
fees, plumbing, electric, and mechanical permit fees, water .1
and sewer connection fees, and annual water and sewer service
charges. All of these revenues are assumed to offset, I
directly, the costs of services provided by the agencies col-
lecting the fees.The project will also contribute to utility -<
Franchise Fees, however, this source cannot be reasonably
estimated.

The project will also make a contribution, via a local improve-
ment district, to the construction of The Alameda Industrial
Transportation Corridor. This contribution will also be
measured in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. It will
benefit an area greater than that contained within the bounds r
of the local improvement district. Finally, the project
sponsor has agreed to make a "one-time" $500,000 contribution
toward the acquisition and/or restoration of wetlands in the
project vicinity..I
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TABLE I

ANNUAL REVENUE PRODUCTION SUIARY
MARATHON-HAYWARD PROJECT

1000's in constant 1995 dollars)

Year I Year 2 Year i

(201 complete) (60? complete) (buildout + I year)

Property Taxes
Secured Property 115.2 465.6 776.0

Property Taxes
Unsecured Property 89.5 269.4 447.3

Property Transfer Tax 14.8 14.3 7.4

Business License Fee 1.2 3.5 5.9

TOTAL 260.7 752.3 1236.6--

* These ficures include revenue generated at the 1.1511% rate
for Tax Code Area 25-060. Taxes collected above the 1%-.
county-wide flat rate are used to pay pre-Prop. 13 general
obligation bond assessments. This rate may fluxuate from
year to year. Total property tax, for both secured and

unsecured property, is estimated to be $1.024 million under
the County vide 1% flat rate.
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TAKE 2

DIET-hiUTION OF PRPETY TAI DOLJARS
(IZ flat rate

AT FULL YDEVO1I4T
CORPARED 7D DERAND FOR SERVICE

RARATN-HAYNAPD PROJIECT
(costant 19B5 dollars)

(Tas Code Area No. 25-060)

Narqinal Increase In
Revenues Service Deland Not

I~raeivec Net By Other Fees

A! County 34. 355,b33. 4 00.0

South County Comaunity
College 2.51L 2.,702.40 00.0

San Loren; Unified School
District 19.16% 196,196.0 00.0

School Instit Pupils 0.161 !s,3.40 00.0

Juvenile Hall Education 0.0.1 307.20 00.0

County Superintendent of
School Service 0..0. 1,024.00 00.0

County Superintendent of
Scho:l Capital 0.09. 319.1C 00.0

School Developeent Center 0.!02 1,024.00 00.0

School Audit Visual Ca. 0.021 4.et W.0

County Flood Centro! 0-... ,.1, 0.0

Flood Zone 2 3.23. t,075.:0 0.0

Day Area Air Quality
Control District 0.21% 2,150.40 00.0

Mosquito Abatteent 0.141 1,436.0 00.0

AC Transit Service 1 5.211 5,3 50.40 00.0

Hayuard Area Recreation N
and Park District I0.01! 102, 2.4c k,.0

East Bay Rlegiondl Parks
District 2.9 30,003.2c O."

City of iHaymar: 10.e6. 210,434.400.'
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APPENDIX 0 '

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS SEARCH

FOR A PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL/BUSINESS PARK EIR/EIS
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AwEDA
COLUA MARIN Northwest Information Center

Califori CONTRA COSTA MENOOCINO SAN MATEO Department of AnthropologyDEL NOW E MONTEREY I4~T L

HUMBOLDTi NAP SANTA~ Sonomna State, unhvrstyAtAKEgca SAN BENITO SOI ANO Rohneut Patti California942
Arhaological NU.MSOLOT NAPA SANTA, CNU 664-,2494 n~

Inventory SAN FRANCISCO SONOMA (M -"2494

24 January 1985 File No.: 6080-84-636

Ellen LaPorte

T&S Consultants, Inc.
500 Sutter Street, Suite 615 Ii
San Francisco, CA 94102

re: Archaeological records search for a proposed industrial/business park
SIR/ZIS, City of Hayvard, Alameda County.

Dear Ms. LaPorte:

In response to your letter request of 13 December 1984, documents on file at the
Northwest Information Center were reviewed with regard to the project area shown on
your map.

There were no National Register properties, California Inventory of Historic
Resources sites or California listorical Landmarks within or adjacent to the
p~oject area. An archaeological study which included the subject property did not
result in the discovery of cultural resources (Sawyer et al 1978). '=

In consideration of the above, the project area was determined to be of low
archaeological sensitivity and further archaeological study is not recomended at
this time. Novever, in the event that archaeological materials are encountered
during project activity, any activity which could damage the resource should be
halted until an archaeologist has evaluated the situation and provided
recommendations for further procedure.

Prehistoric archaeological materials include but are not limited to obsidian or
chert flakes or artifacts, (eg. arrovheads, associated manufacturing debris),
grinding tools (eg. pestles), bone, shell deposits or debris, locally darkened soil
(midden), and human graves. Historic archaeological materials include but are not
limited to stone, brick or adobe foundations, stone alignments, refuse deposits,
backfilled wells, square nails, bottles, and glass fragments.

Please sign and return the enclosed confidentiality form. If we can be of further -r
assistance, do not hesitate to contact our office.

Sincerely,

Christian Gerike "
Assistant Coordinator

Bagel ;
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LITERATUE RE VIEWED

In addition to archaeological saps and site records on file at the Northwest
Information Center, the following literature was reviewed:

California Department of Parks and Recreation
1976 California Inventory of Historic Resources. The Resources Agency,

pSacramento.

1982 California Historical Landmarks (revised). The Resources Agency,
Sacramento.

rroeber, A.L.
1925 Handbook of the Indians of California. Bureau of American Ethnology

Bulletin 78. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (Reprinted by
Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1976.)

Levy, Richard
1978 Costanoan. In Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 8: California.

Robert F. Reizer, ed. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

Nelson, N.C. _
1909 Shellmounds of the San Francisco Bay Region. University of California

Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology 7(4):309-356.
University of California Press, Berkeley. (Reprinted by Zraus Reprint
Corp., New York, 1964.)

Nichols, Donald R., and Nancy A. Wright
1971 Preliminary Map of Historic Margins of Marshland, San Francisco Bay,

California. Open File Map. U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with
Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Sawyer, Michael J., Diane C. Watts, et al
1978 An Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Hayward-San Leandro

Transportation Corridor, Alameda County, California. The Institute of
Cultural Resources, California State University, Hayward.

'United States Department of the Interior
1979 National Register of Hisftric Places, Annual Listing of Historic

Properties. In Federal Register "(26):1. General Services
Administration, Washington, D.C.

1980 National Register of Historic Places, Annual Listing of Historic
Properties. In Federal Register 45(54):II. General Services
Administration , Washington, D.C.

1981 National Register of Historic Places, Annual Listing of Historic
Properties. In Federal Register 46(22):I. General Services
Administration, Washington.
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United States.Department of the Interior d

1982 National Register of Historic Places, Annual Listing of Historic
Properties. In Federal Register 47(22):111. General Services
Administration, Washington, D.C.

1983 National Register of Historic Places, Annual Listing of Historic
Properties. In Federal Register 48(41):II. General Services'
Administration, Washington, D.C. 5 *

1984 National Register of Historic Places, Annual Listing of Historic
Properties. In Federal Register 49(26):IV. General Services
Administration, Washington, D.C.
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BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR
THE SALT MARSH HARVEST MOUSE

AND FOR
THE POINT REYES BIRD'S BEAK
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MARATHON BUSINESS-INDUSTRIAL PARK
ALAMEDA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR
SALT MARSH HARVEST MOUSE

(Relthrodontomys raviventris raviventris)
ANDFOR TH-E

POINT REYES BIRD'S BEAK
(CordYlanthus maritimus palustris)

MAY 1987

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The proposed development on the Marathon property would include a levee at
an elevation of +10 feet, NGVD, to hydrologically isolate the East Bay Regional
Park District (EBRPD) area immediately west of the Marathon development. About
34,000 cubic yards of fill would be placed along the western site border to
establish this levee connecting with the Bockman and Sulphur Creek levees. An
additional 540,000 cubic yards of fill would also be needed to fill Tract 5167
an average of 30 inches to bring the site to its finished grade.

The site would be subdivided into 65 lots ranging in size from 1.1 to 5.4
acres. Lots could be grouped or purchased separately by contractors or
builders. Marathon would provide all infrastructure needed to serve the 134
acres within the rights-of-way. Individual lot owners would be responsible for
the connections to infrastructure improvements on their individual lots. Land
uses expected at the site would be industrial and commercial oriented toward
rail service. It is anticipated that the industrial activities would include
warehouse/distribution, light manufacturing, and potential research and
development companies. Commercial uses would include businesses which support
the industrial users and serve employees and the general public.

The City of Hayward would provide sewer, water, police and fire protection
service for the site. The Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District would maintain the storm drainage system of the development.The
Marathon site would be serviced with an underground storm drainage system which
would discharge all surface runoff to an existing pump station on the south
side of Sulphur Creek and then onto the two HARPD parcels planned for wetland
enhancement. No runoff would be discharged onto the EBRPD property.
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SALT MARSH HARVEST MOUSE

LITERATURE REVIEW

The salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris raviventris) is a
cricetine rodent (belonging to the family Cricetldae) endemic to the salt and
brackish marshes surrounding San Francisco Bay where it may have evolved from
the more common western harvest mouse (R. megalotis). There are two
sub-species of the salt marsh harvest mouse, characterized by geographical
location. The southern sub-species (R. r. raviventris), the subject of this
assessment, is found from the southern tTp of South San Francisco Bay north to
the City of San Pablo on the east side of the Bay and to Corte Madera on the
west side.

Salt marsh harvest mice are critically dependent upon dense vegetativecover with a preference toward pickleweed (Salicornia spp.). They -are seldom

found in cordgrass (Spartina spp.) or alkali bulrush (Scirpus spp.). In
marshes with an upper zone of peripheral halophytes, mice use the vegetation to
escape high tides. In some instances, mice may spend considerable time in theupper transitional zone of dense vegetation. The availability of the
transitional halophyte zone is significant to the presence.of the mouse since

the vegetation would provide cover during high tides. Marsh areas without such
cover would not be conducive for mouse populations, as the mouse would be
subject to predation and drowning.

Studies indicate that pickleweed habitat preferred by the salt marsh
harvest mouse has the following characteristics (USFWS, 1984):

a) 100 percent cover;

b) Cover depth of 30 to 50 centimeters at maximum summer population;

c) High percentage cover of pickleweed (at least 60 percent); and

d) Vegetative diversity in form of fat hen (Atriplex patula) and
alkali heath (Frankenia grandifolia) or other halophytes.

Saltgrass and brass buttons provide very poor habitat for salt marsh
harvest mice; they are low growing, lack stratification and provide poor cover.

Historical studies have demonstrated that the population of the salt marsh
harvest mouse diminished in conjunction with salt marsh habitat losses'
resulting from urbanization and development around San Francisco Bay. It is
documented that about 80 percent of the historic intertidal marshland has been
eliminated by diking, draining and filling. Loss of marsh habitat has been
greatest in south San Francisco Bay in Santa Clara County. Many remaining
marshes are too small and too widely separated to support viable populations of
the mouse. As a direct result of marshland losses, the salt marsh harvest
mouse population is listed as endangered with extinction and has been so
identified by the Department of the Interior (October 13, 1970).
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Although the endangered mouse is uniquely adapted for life tidal areas,
they must escape the seasonally extreme high tides. However, because of the
loss of habitat, even tides of lesser range than 7.2 feet now pose a threat to
the mouse in many tidal marshes.

"Historically, diking and filling typically occurred out to the bayward
edge of marshes, eliminating vast expanses of higher elevation marsh and
leaving only a narrow band of low marsh along outboard levees. The salt marsh
harvest mouse, being a creature of the mid to upper pickleweed (Salicornia
virgtnica) marsh zone, cannot survive the rigors of daily tidal inundation at
lower elevations dominated by cord grass (Spartina foliosa)(Fisler, 1965).
Although salt marsh harvest mouse are uniquely adapted to a tidal environment,
they must escape the seasonally extreme high tides of June, July, December and
January. The fact that the highest tides in the Bay occur in the Alviso
district (a mean tidal range of 7.2 feet)(Fisler, 1965), and that the southern
end of the bay supports the largest and centrally most important area for the
southern subspecies (in current and historical times), unfortunately coincides
with the fact that South San Francisco Bay has also undergone the most
extensive habitat loss within the range of R. r. raviventris. Because of the
habitat loss, even lesser tides now post a ierTous threat to salt marsh harvest
mouse survival in many tidal marshes." (Meyer, 1983)

With the declining trend in the habitat of the endangered mouse in tidal
marshes, more importance has been assigned to non-tidal diked marshes for the
long-term survival of the mouse. While the absence of tidal influence is a
radical departure from the accustomed tidal conditions, the documented
existence of mouse populations in these non-tidal areas indicates their habitat
value (Meyer, 1983). While the importance of such non-tidal areas to the salt
marsh harvest mouse has been noted, the location of such non-tidal marshes in
association with nearby tidal areas indicates the significance of remaining
habitat, both tidal and non-tidal.

In the species account for the salt marsh harvest mouse provided by the
Fish and Wildlife Service biological opinion, 1-1-82-F-120, dated January 12,
1983, the following is stated: *The smaller and more isolated the area to
which the species population is confined, the greater the probability that the
species will be extirpated from that area. Especially (emphasized) when
related to the salt marsh harvest mouse populations which are in small numbers
and not able to disperse and colonize new or adjacent habitat."

Of the remaining bay marshlands within the range of R. r. raviventris,
approximately 60 percent are tidal and 40 percent are non-t'dal diked marshes
(Jones and Stokes, et. al. 1979). All remaining non-tidal diked marshes are
also small individual parcels partitioned by dikes and/or bay-comiercial, salt
ponds and urban-industrial complexes. Where habitat conditions are marginal
for the endangered mouse, mortality rates are high (Meyer, 1983). Such
conditions heighten the potential threat to the survival of the species in the
restricted areas where they may be presently found. It is also stated in the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 1983 opinion (Meyer, 1983) that "Non-tidal
diked marshes are important to survival of the mouse."
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Certain non-tidal diked habitats are subjected to two land-use practices
not shared by tidal marshes - the mosquito abatement practice of discing
marshlands, and the flood control practice of diverting storm-water runoff into
diked retention ponds. The discing practice eliminates habitat values of the
marsh for the salt marsh harvest mouse during the period of time needed to
restore the vegetative cover, if site conditions are not otherwise altered.
If no peripheral higher elevation refugia are available, storm-water diversions
result in the inundation of the area threatening the mouse with drowning.
Impacts to the mouse are obviously severe and have undoubtedly extirpated many
sub-populations throughout the Bay Area (Meyer, 1983).

Diked non-tidal habitats exist under a wide array of environmental
conditions, some conducive to the mouse, others not. Some non-tidal habitats
support no or only limited vegetative growth and do not provide suitable
habitat. Data resulting from several trapping efforts after 1980 indicate that
the previously considered unsuitable habitat is being used by the endangered
mouse. Before 1980, most non-tidal wetland habitat had been routinely
categorized as "marginal" habitat for the salt marsh harvest mouse. When,
however, the degraded condition of almost all remaining tidal habitat is
considered, survival of the salt marsh harvest mouse is highly dependent on
maintaining even "marginal" areas. The 1983 opinion concludes that there is
very little prime habitat left in the range of R. r. raviv~ntris, including
marshes being administered by Federal, State and local agencies. Thus,
maintaining all known salt marsh harvest mouse populations, even those residing
in "marginal" habitats, is important in the effort to attain recovery of the
species. With proper management, many areas of "marginalu habitat have the
potential to be greatly improved for the mouse in terms of habitat quantity and
quality.

The present status of the salt marsh harvest mouse as indicated in the
draft Recovery Plan is declining. The estimated number totals a few thousand
at their peak during the summer. Their distribution around the Bay is limited
to small, disjunct populations, often in marginal habitat and almost always in
marshes lacking an upper edge of vegetation.
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INTERVIEW EXPERTSPeter Sorenson, Endangered Species Office, U. S. Fish and Wildlife ServiceJohn Gustavson, California Department of Fish and Game, Sacramento

Paul Kelley, California Department of Fish and Game, Sacramento
Tom Lindenmeyer, Biologist, East Bay Regional Park District
Dr. Thomas E. Harvey, Consultant, with expertise on wetland habitat and

the salt marsh harvest mouse
Dr. Howard E. Shellhammer, Consultant, with expertise on the salt marsh

harvest mouse

ON-SITE INSPECTION

The proposed project involves the filling of a 134-acre Marathon parcel
(referred to as Tract 5167). The 134-acre fill site is located inboard along
the Hayward shoreline, north of Sulphur Creek and south of Bockman Canal just
west of the Southern Pacific Railroad and east of the East Bay Regional Park
District (EBRPD) lands (200-acre parcel). The fill site was surveyed during
the spring of 1983 by Harvey and Stanley Associates and revisited on January
14, 1986 by Harvey and Stanley Associates Two main habitat types characterize
the project area. The wetland area consists mainly of pickleweed (40 percent
cover) and brass buttons (20 percent cover), and the grazed upland consists of
ruderal grasses and herbs as described by H. T. Harvey in 1983. Of the 134
acres, approximately 90 acres are seasonal wetlands and 44 acres are ruderal
uplands. The Corps of Engineers has determined that approximately 90 acres ofwetlands are within its Section 404 permitting authority.

Wetlands on the Marathon site are historic baylands that have been diked
for many years. Approximately two-thirds of the Marathon site is situated
within the area identified as the historic (ca. 1850) margin of marshland
around San Francisco Bay (Nichols, 0. R. and Wright, N. A., 1971). Although
removed from daily tidal action, these lands are now subject to seasonal
flooding from winter rains.

The on-site wetlands of Tract No. 5167 have been identified as seasonal
marshes by the staffs of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Division of
Ecological Services, and the California Department of Fish and Game. They
consist of a mosaic of salt marsh vegetation and open ponds that remain flooded
from two to seven months of the year depending on annual rainfall, which varies
significantly from year to year. The dominant vegetation is Salicornia, about
40 percent cover, and brass button (Cotula corono ifolia), about 20 percent
cover, is associated with the pickleweed. About 44 acres of the fill site is
ruderal upland, characterized by a prevalence of foxtail and alkali heath
(Frankenia grandifolia). Much of this habitat is located on dikes and forms
linear tral-lke areas dispersed across the property (DEIR/EIS, 1985).
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS

Dr. Shellhammer indicated in Harvey and Stanley's 1983 report and in his
May 1985 letter to the developer that "the pickleweed is too widely scattered
or too short to serve as adequate habitat for the mouse." Existing grazing on
the parcel also limits the availability of escape cover. Although about 67
percent of the Marathon site was once historic wetland and pickleweed
vegetation (about 40 percent cover) is still present, it was concluded that the
site does not presently support the endangered salt marsh harvest mouse.

During the early 1970's, resource agencies, including the California
Department of Fish and Game and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, promoted
the protection of salt marshes and tidal restoration in San Francisco Bay. The
protection and restoration of salt marshes were made primary objectives when
the Hayward Area Shoreline Plan was being developed (HARPD, 1981). Areas along
the Hayward shoreline were designated for protection and maintenance of salt
marsh and lands that could be acquired for their resource value were purchased.

An 88-acre parcel of non-tidal marsh, property of the EBRPD, is proposed
for restoration just north of Sulphur Creek as an area of essential habitat for
the salt marsh harvest mouse. This area lies immediately west of the proposed
Marathon development. The EBRPD's lands are presently behind dikes. The tidal
salt marsh restoration would allow potential expansion of the mouse population.

The proposed Marathon development will not directly affect the salt marsh
harvest mouse population. None presently are known to occupy the proposed

development site. Although trapping of the site was not determined necessary
as indicated by Dr. Shellhammer in his January 1986 letter, the view of the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service that maintenance of even "marginal" habitat areas
Is important to the recovery of the species must be considered.

The Marathon development will be situated immediately adjacent to the
proposed EBRPD's marsh restoration but will be separated physically with the
construction of a 10-foot high levee. During a summer trapping effort on the
adjacent EBRPD lands in 1985, the presence of a salt marsh harvest mouse was
documented. Because of recent investigations in "marginal habitat areas" of
San Francisco Bay, the occurrence of the mouse on the EBRPD lands raises
concerns that the potential for "marginal habitat" on Tract No. 5167 may
provide habitat for the salt marsh harvest mouse.

The adjacent EBRPD lands west of Tract No. 5167 encompasses about 200
acres; including the 88-acre parcel to be enhanced for the salt marsh harvest
mouse. The EBRPD parcel represents a relatively large remaining salt marsh
complex in South San Francisco Bay that apparently supports the salt marsh
harvest mouse. The geographical location of the EBRPD parcel with a sludge
disposal area to the north, Sulphur Creek to the south, and Tract No. 5167 to
the west isolates the salt marsh habitat. When Tract No. 5167 is developed, it
would effectively limit the eastern range of available natural habitat.
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Based on the January 1986 and April 1987 views of Drs. H. S. Shellhammer
and H. T. Harvey, appropriate habitat requirements for the salt marsh harvest
mouse do not exist on Tract No. 5167. Due to the sparse character of the
habitat found on the project area, trapping was not determined needed to assess
possible effects based on the existing body of knowledge. The availability of
extremely poor cover found on Tract No. 5167 is also severely limited in extent
(estimated maximum of three acres). The three acres of pickleweed identified
by Shellhammer and Harvey, if added to the EBRPD complex, would represent only
a 1.5 percent increase of habitat. However, the suitability of the 3-acre
pickleweed area on Tract 5167 to provide additional habitat for the salt marsh
harvest mouse when compared to the EBRPD lands may have a greater potential
value than was previously assessed..

The recent findings of researchers on "marginal habitats" for the
endangered mouse indicate that habitat found on Tract 5167 may become more
conducive for the endangered mouse if favorable conditions allowed improvement
of the habitat (Shellhammer, 1987). Tract No. 5167 can potentially provide a
means of escape for the endangered mouse during those times when the EBRPD
lands are flooded either by overtopping of the outboard levee or by rainfall
and the mouse is forced to move to higher ground with appropriate cover. As
mentioned, the EBRPD lands are essentially isolated by levees to the north,
west and south. A levee to the east of the EBRPD lands, required for the
Marathon development, would effectively enclose the park lands. However, the
potential for escape by the mouse would not be eliminated.

Although critical habitat for the endangered mouse within the meaning of
the Endangered Species Act has not been identified, the following estimates of
essential habitat have been developed in the 1984 Recovery Plan for the Salt
Marsh Harvest Mouse as follows:

Generic Description of Areas Estimated Acreage

Known occupied essential habitat
(Federal, State, local jurisdiction) 9,630

Known occupied essential habitat
(largely private ownership) 7,900

Restoration and enhancement of essential
tidal marsh and diked baylands 17,290

TOTAL 34,820

Tract No. 5167, or portion thereof, has not been identified in the Recovery
Plan as being occupied essential habitat in private ownership or the essential
diked baylands. Although the 34,820 acres represent a modest areas of a once
extensive areas populated by the species, the areas identified in the Recovery
Plan will receive the major effort in the San Francisco Bay Area to ensure that
the salt marsh harvest mouse can survive.

Since the habitat available on Tract No. 5167 remains in a condition
unlikely to support the endangered mouse, this assessment concludes that the
proposed development on Tract No. 5167 is not likely to affect the endangered
salt marsh harvest mouse. 8
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POINT REYES BIRD'S BEAK 
L

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Pt. Reyes bird's beak (Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. palustris) is a
candidate plant species for protection under federal law. Chuang and Heckard
(1973) distinguish the following four species within the Cordylanthus subgenus
Hemistegia; C. maritimus, C. mollis, C. palmatus, and C. tecopensis.
Cordylanthus maritimus, the most widespread of these species, has two coastal
salt marsh subspecies, C. maritimus ssp. maritimus found in southern Calfornia
and C. maritimus ssp. palustris found in northern California.

Cordylanthus 
maritimus 

(Scrophulariaceae) 
is a 10-30 

m tall annual 
herb.

Blooming June to October, the 1.8-2.5 cm corolla is pink to purple in color
(Chuang and Heckard, 1973). The extended flowering season of this species,
along with other species of the subspecies Hemistegia, is thought to be at
least partially a product of the hemi-parasitic nature of the plant (Chuang and
Heckard, 1971). A halophyte, C. maritimus has glaucous greyish-green leaves
which are often purple tinged (Chuang and Heckard, 1973).

The Pt. Reyes bird's beak is found in salt marshes along the Pacific Coast
from Coos Bay, Oregon to Morro Bay, California (Chuang and Heckard, 1973).
Researchers differ in opinion as to the within marsh distribution of this
subspecies. Howell (1970), and Chuang and Heckard (1973) found C. maritimus
ssp. palustris growing within the zone dominated by pickleweed, Wtile Chapman
(1960) and Barbour, et all (1973) characterize this subspecies as growing at
higher elevations than pickleweed.

The California Native Plant Society considers Pt. Reyes bird's beak to be
endangered within a portion of its range (California Native Plant Society,
1984), and Chuang and Heckard (1973) state that a reduction has occurredin C.
maritimus abundance in San Francisco Bay marshes over the past 50 years.
Factors causing the population decline of this subspecies are not presently
known but may include: a reduction of suitable habitat area, an increase in
bay water salinity, and increased pollution.

Occurrences of the Pt. Reyes bird's beak within the San Francisco Bay area
include recent sitings in the vicinity of Kent Island and Richardson Bay, and
historic sitings near San Rafael, Alameda Marsh, Stinson Beach, Palo Alto,
Redwood City, Belmont and West Berkeley. Of these sitings, the Alameda Marsh
site is the closest to the site proposed for development by the Marathon
industrial development. This populaton of C. maritimus was last sited in
1917. It is probably extinct according to information provided by the State I
Department of Fish and Game Natural Diversity Data Base.

A species list provided by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service on August
27, 1984 for the Marathon site included the Pt. Reyes bird's beak as a
candidate species.
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The Marathon property consists of 134 acres of which 90 acres are wetlands
and 44 are uplands. The wetlands on-site consist of a mosaic of salt marsh
vegetation and open ponds that remain flooded on average 2 to 7 months per
year. The dominant vegetation includes wetland indicator species such as
Salicornia virjinica, Saltcornia euroaea and Cotula coronopifolia. Other
species found in the area Include: Polypogon monspeliensis, Hordeum hystrix,
and Frankenia grandifolia.

Based on the plant associations found at the Marathon site, it appears that
the site could provide suitable habitat for the Pt. Reyes bird's beak which
generally occurs in transitional, peripheral halophyte zones subject only to
extreme tidal action.

Wetlands on the site are historic baylands that have been diked for many
years. Fresh and saltwater input to the site includes rainfall, storm water
runoff, and periodic inundation from storm tides.

ON-SITE SURVEY

Two individuals from the Corps of Engineers worked together to survey the
site for C. maritimus on April 24, 1986. The major field surveyor was
experienced both as field investigator and as plant taxonomist. The field
sampling design was conducted in a manner that would both systematically allow
for all of the habitat types to be surveyed, and for more time to be spent on
wetland areas than upland areas. The two field investigators walked roughly

* parallel paths surveying the borders of the site and making numerous passes
through each habitat subsection. When the survey path crossed habitat suitable
for C. maritimus, time was taken to completely explore the zone to assure that
C. ma-Fitimus was not present.

No individuals of C. maritimus were found during the course of this survey.
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS

Based on the present grazing and surveys conducted, it is not anticipated

that C. maritimus occurs on the Marathon Tract No. 5167. Therefore, the
propoI-ed development is not expected to have any effect on the Pt. Reyes bird's

beak. 
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